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PUBLISHERS^ NOTE.
Owing to unforeseen circumstances the publication of "The

National Review Annual" has been unavoidably delayed. It is intended

in future to issue the "Annual" at each China New Year.



PREFACE,

It has been stated, though the writer cannot vouch for the truth of the
story, that at the time when Wei-Hai-Wei bscanie a British outpost the Foreign
Office in London were under the impression that it formed part of the Kowloon
Hinterland at Hong Kong.

Although the story may not be strictly true, it is well known how colossal,

until the last few }'ears, has been the ignorance of all matters Chinese in England.
Geographically, physiologically, philologically and politically China has remained
until a year or two ago an almost unknown quantity to millions of otherwise well

informed dwellers in Europe and America.

If we do acknowledge the fact that the transformation of the Middle
Kingdom from its present hopelessly chaotic condition into a modern nation can

ever be accomplished, it is necessary that a far wider knowledge of its resources,

peoples and present day life be encouraged amongfst those interested in such a

consummation.

To enquirers unacquainted at first hand with the China of to-day it is

frequently a matter of wonder what the sinister influence may be which seems

alwaj-s to retard progress. On the face of the problem there would appear to be

few things wanting to China which are usiiallj- considered necessary to the makings
of a great nation.

First amongst the adjuncts to national prosperity, economically speaking,

comes an abundant population. Now, nowhere in the world do so many industrious

workers call one man their national ruler. Secondly, a frugal healthy people. What
European nation or Eastern race can compare physically with the average Chinese

peasant? As to resources, to mention one or two of the most valuable — gold,

silver, iron and coal: in what country in the globe does such a vast store of

mineral wealth lie buried? No: it is not the absence of such things as these

which hinders all attempts at progress in this unfortunate land. Those who know
China and its ruling classes know that one must seek elsewhere for the bar. On
the reverse side of the national shield, writ large, so that even superficial observers

may read, are imprinted the crying needs which call for reform.

As to which of these is the most important opinions will naturally differ,

though out of a dozen reform schemes drawn up by competent foreign critics

there would probably be absolute unanimity in naming the major reforms.

Let us turn however for a moment to a yet greater problem with which

China is confronted. Fundamentally and in the long run there i,s one factor which

ordains the success or failure of any nation in the history of the universe. The
point is whether a nation or an individual can rise to and retain a leading position

in the world unless true to the highest moral consciousness within them. In the

opinion of the writer, an opinion which is backed by the records of history from

the beginning of creation, they cannot; and it is at this point that the regeneration

of China fails at present and will continvie to fail until some new spiritual regenera-

tion affects the nation itself.



It may be asked what is intended by spiritual regeneration, and the reply

is any regeneration which has for its guiding principle some moral force.

With every wish and intention to look at the best side of Chinese charactei

but also with some experience of the ordinary life of many classes, the writer has

no hesitation in asserting that three quarters of the four hundred millions who
owe allegiance to the Son of Heaven lead to-day an entirely materialistic existence.

Various religions have in times past served as forces in Chinese life,

chief amongst which it need hardly be remarked is Confucianism ; but to insist that

the principles of this or any other religion practised by the Chinese have any
binding moral force on either rulers or ruled to-day is a statement considered

incapable of proof. Not until some moral obligation is universally recognized by
those just referred to, especially by the rulers of the country, can there be much
if any hope for a real regeneration of national life and for progress in China.

That there are some men amongst the rulers and officials as honourable and

straight-forward either in public or in private life as the best the West can show
is not for a moment, denied, but unfortunately these are the rare exceptions, not

the rule.

In recommending "The Provinces of China" to the notice of readers who
may be in search of general information upon matters connected with that country,

it is fair to state that the articles are only intended to provide a fairly concise

survey of the possibilities of each province and that they are gathered from various

sources, chiefly Customs Reports, and Richthofen's and Little's works with no

pretence at originality. Whilst the same general lines are followed in discoursing

of each province emphasis has been laid upon matters which by reason either of ex-

ceptional prospects or general intrinsic interest appear to call for special notice in

certain provinces. For example, more space than is usually granted has been

apportioned to Tibet and Mongolia and their future possibilities. Present events in

both dependencies undoubtedly cast their shadows forward and, as has more than

once previously happened in Chinese history, it is not impossible that the efforts

upon the part of the Central iGovernment to maintain their undivided sway over

Tibet and Mongolia may even now be the rock upon which the Chinese barque will

eventually strike and go to pieces,

C. D. BRUCE.
Shanghai, June, 1910.
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INTRODUCTORY.

The Chinese Empire stretches from
100 (o 530 north latitude, and from
74" to 1340 longitude east of Greenwich.
It is bounded on the north and north-

west by Siberia, on the west by Rus-
sian Turkestan, on the south-west by
Hindustan, on the south and east by
Further India, Tongking and the Pacific

Ocean, and on the north-east by Korea.

Within these boundaries lies an area of

4,278,352 square miles of the most varied

country in the world, mountain, plateau,

valley and plain giving place to each

other in rapid succession, and on this area

lives and thrives a population officially

estimated at 430,000,000 souls. There can

be little question that this is an, overestim-

ate, but whilst estimates of 330,000,000
are probably below the mark it would be

safe to reckon the population, according

to common practice, at 400,000,000. The
official figures give the population and
area of the various parts of the Empire
as follows:

Population. Area.

China Proper (the

18 provinces) . . . 410,000,000 1,532,000
Manchnria 8,500,000 363,700
Mongolia 2,580,000 1,267,953

Chinese Turkestan . . 1,200,000 550,579

Thibet - 6,430,000 463,320

A very casual glance at these figures

will shew that tlie density of population

varies enormously. Thus in China Pro-

per there are roughly 266 people to the

square mile, whilst in Mongolia there are

only 2 people to the same area, and in

Thibet 14. We shall in due course see

the reasons for high or low density in

each case, and tor the present content

ourselves with supplementing the above
figures by the following for the Eighteen

Provinces;

—
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suits; and the tremendous losses of life,

destruction of the produce of the soil,

and fiequent extermination of local

populations by the fanalics of the various

Muliammadan rebellions, constituting the

second. We shall note, in the study of

separate provinces, how far their natural

resources are capable of. development so

as to modify the distribution of popu
lation.

As the first table above shews, it is

usual to divide the Chinese Empire into

two portions, China Proper, consisting of

"The Eighteen Provinces," and the

Chinese Dependencies. This is not quite

correct for two of the Dependencies

have been incorporated with China Pro-

per as provincial organizations. These

two are Manchuria, now officially known
as the Three Eastern Provinces, and

Chinese Turkestan, known as The
New Dominion. It will be convenient,

however, to retain the old division as it

corresponds in large measure with the

geographical configuration of the Empire,

and will facilitate the orderly arrange-

ment of our material.

We deal first with China Proper,

which stretches from Hainan and Can-

ton in the torrid south to Peking

and the Great Wall in the north.

Longitudinally China Proper stretches

from the high western borders of Thibet

to the delta of the mighty Yangtze

Kiang. This area of over a million and
a third square miles is most conveniently

divided up for us by nature into three

parts, each the basin of a river. The
northern portion consists of all the

country in the basin of the Hwang Ho
(Ho = River), with an estimated area of

390,000 sq. miles and a population of

ninety-five million souls. In this region

is included the valley of the Peh Ho.
The region is one of loess and alluvial

lands, and therefore very fertile when
there is .ibundant rain, but liable to

famine in case of drought. The region

is dominated by "China's sorrow. The

provinces in this basin are Kansu,

Shensi, Shansi, Honan, Chihli and Shan-

tung. The second region is that of the

basin of the Yangtze, the great central

waterway of China, In this region lie

the provinces of Szechwan, Hunan,

Hwpeh, Kiangsi, Anhwei, and Kiangsu.

This basjn ;. is.' the richest, the largest,

the most populous, the most favoured,

of the three great divisions of China,

and the great central artery of com-
munication, the Yangtze, has attached to

it a vast network of navigable streams.

The loess of the north is much less

in evidence here, the chief forma-

tions being alluvium, limestone and
sandstone. The great lakes of China
are found in this valley, which is also

the region of the great Treaty

Ports. The third region is the basin

of the Si Kiang, with which are in-

cluded the coast provinces south of the

Yangtze delta. This region is highly

diversified in character, abounding in

mineral wealth and in semi-tropical pro-

ductions; and stocked with a variety of

races, amongst whom the Chinese race is

poorly represented—except in the two
northerly coastal provinces. The provinces

included in this basin are Yunnan, Kwei-
chow, Kwangsi, Kvvangtung, Fokien and
Chekiang, and of these six three are

maritime.

It is thus seen that the Eighteen Pro-

vinces divide themselves naturally into

three groups each of six. The Depen-
dencies, commonly so called, are four in

number, Manchuria, Mongolia, Chinese
Turkestan, and Thibet. These four

Dependencies lie, in the order named, on
the northern and western boundaries of

China Proper, and are all that remain to

China of a peripheral chain of such De-
pendencies formmg the complete land-

ward boundary of the Middle Kingdom
The other four—-Korea, Burma, Siam and
Annarn—have fallen out of China's grasp

and will in all probability never be hers

again.
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The internal communications of China
present a remaricable contrast. On the

one hand China is traversed by number-
less roads and, though few are paved or

metalled and ail are badly kept, a vast

amount of domestic traffic passes over
them. At the same time an enormous
volume of trade passes along the great

waterways of China. There is probably
no country in the world so well suppli-

ed with water communication—certainly

none other in which such full avail is

taken of it. The centre of the whole
system is the Yangtze Kiang, with its

many tributaries, and numerous canals

or canalized streams supplement the

natural provision, the greatest artery of

this kind being the Grand Canal itself.

Contrasted with these ancient lines of

communication and tedious means of

travel are the rapid and rapidly-extending

railways in the extension of which nearly

every Western nation is seeking a part.

The following table shews the condition

of Chinese railway enterprise at the pre-

sent moment.
Chinese.

Chinese

Line. Gauge. Mileage. Name

Peking-Tientsin-T'ang-
ku-Hsinininfu 4' S'/a" 484 Chin-yu.

Hsinminfu-Mukden „ 38 Fenghsin.
Koupangtzu-Yink'ou „ 57
Peking-T'ungchoii „ 12 Ching-

tung.

Fengt^ai-Kalgan „ 125 Ching-
chang.

Fengt'ai-Lukouch'iao „ 4

Kaop'aitien-Hsiling (a) Metre 36
Taokou-Cli'ing-
huachen 4' S'/j" 96 Tao-ching.

Chuchou-P'inghsiang „ 65 P'ing-li.

Canton -Sanshui „ 32 Sanshui.

Swatow-Ch'aochoufu „ 25 Ch'ao-
shan.

Kungyi- Hsinning-San-
chiahai (1909*) „ 55 Hsin-ning.

Wuhu-Hangchou „ 105 Wukwang.
Canton-Shaochoufu-Wu-

changfu (b) ,, 720 Yueh ban.

Shangliai-Chiahsingfu „ 65 Huchia.

Peking-Ment'ouk'ou „ 16'/3

Tsaochuang - Yihsien -

T'aierhchuang (1909*) „ 31

British.

Tangho-Ch'inwangtao 4' S'/a" 6
Shanghai-Wusung „ 16 Sung-hu.
Shanghai-Nanking „ 193 Hun-ning.
Canton-Kowloon (1910*) •„ 124 Chin-

kuang.
Yihsien -Puk'ou „ 275 Chin-chen.

Japanese.
Dalny-K'uanch'engtzu '4 8V3"433
K'uanch'engtzuChang-

ch'un „ 5
Nankuanling-Port Arthur „ 30
Tashihch'iao-Yink'ou „ 13
Such'iat'un-Fushun „ 37
Tafengshen-Liushut'un „ 37a
Yental-T'aikang „ 10
Antung- Penhsihu-Muk-
den (1913) 2' 6" 171

Belgian.

Peking-Hankow 4' S'/a" 755 Ch'inghan.
Lianghsianghsien-Tuli ,, 12 „
Liuliho-Choukecnuang „ 10 „
Kaoyihsien-Linch'eng „ 11 „
K'aifengfu-Honanfu „ 120 Pien'o.

German.
Tsingtao-Chinanfu 4' 8

'/a" 256 Chiaochi.
Ch'angtien-Posanhsien „ 28 „
Tientsin-Yihsien „ 400 Chin-chen.

French.
Siiihchiachuang-T'ai-

yuanfu Metre 151 Chen-tai.
Laokai-Yunnanfu (1911*),, 291 Tien yueh.

Russian.

K'uangch'engtzu-Harbin 5' 1077 Tung-ch'ing.
aud "Chinese Eastern Railway."

There are thus over 5,000 miles of

line opened or under construction; and
there are projected some 2,000 more
miles.

Below we give a summary, taken from
Mr. Archibald Little's "The Far East",

of figures dealing with China's political

geography, together with some figures

for other Empires, for purposes of com-
parison. It will -be noted that Mr. Little's

figures differ from those given above,

very widely in certain points, and it may

* Probable date of completion.

(a) Light Railway to Imperial Tombs.
(b) 31 miles completed.
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be pertinent to remark thai in 1904
Mr. Rockhill, United States Minister to

Cliiha, after careful enquiry, came to the

contlusion that all the official estimates

for the last 150"years are far in excess

of the truth, and that the number of

inhabitants of China Proper at the present

time is probably less than 270,000,000.

In these papers we shall as far as

possible use official figures compiled by

the Chinese Government, indicating any

ground we or others may have for

differing from such estimates, as occasion

requires.
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KANSU

Population per
square mile

I.—KANSU.
Before proceeding to

describe in detail tlie

province of Kansu a few
words concerning the

northern valley generally

will not be out of place.

Being immediately to

the south of the Mongo-
lian plateau the northern

valley has extremes of

heat and cold, and the country being
largely of loess formation travelling is

impeded by the thick mud of summer
and the deep sand of winter. The
difficulties of water travel have given rise to

the use of the northern cart, a cumbrous
affair typical of all communication in

the valley of the Yellow River. The
Yellow River itself is the principal

physical feature of the country. The
region is bounded on the south by the

Eastern Kuenlun which has various
names as it proceeds from west to east,

and the average height decreases in the

same direction. Though the northern
valley is cut off from the central basin

by this range of mountains communica-
tion is possible through the passes, and
whilst the Grand Canal forms an im-

portant link to the south-east the Peking-

Hankow line connects the eastern portion

of the northern valley with the central

portion of the middle valley. The great

trade route, one can scarcely call it a

road, which crosses Shensi and Kansu,

links up this basin with Central Asia,

andlhereare several routes into Mongolia.
* m * m

Kansu has an area of 125.483 square

miles, but its population is only

10,386,000 thus giving an average of 82
persons per square mile, the lowest

density of any province except Kwangsi.

What population there is concentrates

itself upon the capital city of Lanchow,
and to the south. The distribution of

population is due to the fact that Kansu

is chiefly a province of transit. The
great roads to the West pass through
it and at the stages on these routes

towns have sprung up. Kinyang
Kuyuen, Lanchow, mark one route;
Tsin, Koongchang, Titao, Lanchow,
mirk another; whilst from Lanchow
westwards one may travel either into

Thibet via Kweita and the Yellow River
valley, or northwards by way of Kanchow,
Suchow, Ngansi. It is these trade routes
that have kept Kansu alive since the

Muhammadan revolt which broke out in

the province in 1861 and was not
completely stamped out until 1878. It

is calculated that the province of Kansu
lost fully five million lives in this

rebellion, the population being thus

reduced thirty per cent.

Though the transit trade is the most
valuable part of the wealth of the pro-

vince at present there are other sources

not to be despised. During the long winter

Kansu is icebound, and subject to bitter

winds from the north, but in summer the

temperaturerises to 1040 F. and vegetation

is abundant, crops springing up with

great rapidity. Towards the south the

climate is milder and such fruits as the

medlar and persimmon are to be found.

In many places the brief but intense

summer brings forth two crops, whether
of wheat, millet, sorghum, maize or rice.

There was formerly much rhubarb grown
in the province, but that has been largely

replaced by poppy. Immense quantities

of fruit are grown—apples, pears, apricots

walnuts, plums, and strawberries—and

with the introduction of modern methods
of locomotion and preservation, fruit

growing migfht easily become a great"

source of wealth.

Little is known of the mineral wealth

of the province, except that it ought to

be great. We know that there are exten-

sive coalfields in the north and north-east

but they need exploitation. Iron ore, gold,

and silver, are also found, and from the
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geological iormation of some parts of

the province should be considerable in

quantity. Another valuable product, pro-

bably capable of considerable extension,

is petroleum. It only needs a glance at

the maps to see that the geological con-

ditions that have given supplies of

petroleum to Chinese Turkestan should

also give them to Kansu and in consider-

able quantity. Thus Kansu is a province

awaiting considerable development, the

chief obstacles to which are the sparse

population and the lack of communi-
cations. Kansu has been described as

"little more to the Chinese than a

fortified road to the New Dominion," and

this description covers a good deal of the

truth. One would have expected therefore

roads of fairly good character to cross

the province. This is not so, however.

The roads are poor, though carts may be

used on them. The chief roads are:

1. The Sianfu—Lanchowfu road which,

beginning in Shensi, follows the valley

of the King Ho, passes P'ing-leang, and
continues beyond^ §ining to Thibet.

There is another but much more difficult

road from Sian to Lanchow which
passes through Tsinchow, and is only

used extensively when by reason of re-

bellion, or an epidemic of robberies on
the regular route, the usual journey is

unsafe.

2. From Ninghsia to Sucliow via Leang-

chow and Kanchow (which is one of the

cities from which the province takes its

name) and ultimately to the New
Dominion.

3. From Lanchow to Szechwan, pass-

ing by Ningchow and Kungch'ang.

The principal cities and towns of

Kansu are not nearly so impressive or so

important as they were half a century

ago. :)The ravages of the iVluhammadan
rebellion have been terrible, and have left

their marks on every city and village.

Lanchowfu, the capital of the pro-

vince has a population of half a milHon

people and has both commercial and
political importance, being the seat of

the Viceroy of Kansu and Shensi, (the

Shenkan Viceroyalty) as well as the centre

of a highly cultivated district abounding
in gardens, orchards, tobacco-plantations,

poppy-fields and patches of domestic

vegetables. It is the commercial entrepdt

for merchants of the New Dominion
trading with the interior of China, and
it is destined to play a considerable part

in the commerce of the future, when the

New Dominion is brought completely

under Chinese government and develop-

ed by Chinese enterprise.

Siningfu with 60,000 inhabitants is

the headquarters of the Governor-General
of Kokonor and has important commercial
relations with Thibet. It was for years

in the hands of the JVluhammadan rebels

and suffered much from them before its

re-capture in 1872.

Ninghsiafu is a small town with a
population of only 12,000, slowly rising

from the ashes left by the iVluhammadan
rebellion. Curiously enough it is the

energy and spirit of the Muhammadan
population that are responsible tor the

new vitality of the town. Lying in a
plain 125 miles long and plentifully water-

ed both by nature and by artificial

irrigation canals, the town has every
prospect of a prosperous future. The
IVluhammadans are converting to the best

use every source of wealth in the plain
and are cultivating rice, corn and the
poppy, the fields being grouped round
the numerous villages with which the
plain is studded.

Leangchowfu is credited with a popula-
tion of a quarter of a million and a
height above sea-level of 6,000 feet. Its

population and its commerce are both
due to the fact that it stands at the

crossing of a route from east to west
with one from north to south, through
the Great Wall. Leangchow has been
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for many ages a point of great strategical

importance, but tlie desiccation of the

region to tlie norlti witliin historic times

has considerably reduced its importance

in this regard.

Kanchow, though one of the cilics

from which the province takes its name,
is a place of wretched appearance built

upon moving sand, and until a few
years ago rapidly degenerating into a

sandburied city It would in all proba-

bility become a second Khotan had it

not some importance as a place of call.

Suchowfu, the other name-town of

the province "is the furthest place in

China Proper, and only 100 li distant

from Kiayukwan, the last gate in the

Wall, which terminates there. This gate

which, before the rebellion, was kept

locked and was expressly opened for

every traveller, is actually the door of the

Chinese Empire in that direction."

(Riclithofen.) Suchow is situated in

what is perhaps the most feHile region

of China, a district abounding in rice,

wheat, millet, maize, melons, pears, and

peaches.

K'ingyangfu is a remarkable example

of decay. Formerly housing a popula-

tion of 300,000, and a fu city, it.

consists at the present time of one

dilapidated street.

Chungweihsien is commercially im-

portant because it is the limit of

navigation on the Hwang Ho, whilst,

Tsinchow with 150,000 inhabitants is

perhaps the most important market of

the province, next to the capital.

To summarize the possibilities of

Kansu is very difficult. It is calculated

that 40 per centum of the male adult

population are addicted to the abuse of

opium, and this is a tremendous handicap.

The extremes of climate tend to make the

survival of the fittest a most exacting

process and, though vital statistics are of

flMh >Mlni7tf. Si 100 ISO 200 miles.
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course non-existent, there is reason to

believe thai the population is practically

stationary. On the other hand the
economic pressure from without is sure,

ere long, to make the present inadequate
means of communication miich more
complete in order to develop the mineral
wealth as well as lo exploit the fruit and
other crops of the province. Chhia's new
interest in the New Dominion will in the
course of time involve the development
of all the halting places and highroads
of the province.

There is no British or United States

Consul in Kansu, and there are no Open
Ports.

Imperial Telegraph Stations are es-

tablished at Kingchau, Pingliang, Kuyuen,

Lanchow, Ninganpo, Ningshia, Lanchow,
Liangchow.

There are branches of the Imperial

Post Office at Pingliang, Tsinchow, Lan-

chow, Sining, Liangchow, Ningshia; and

agencies at some dozen other places in

the province.
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ll.-SHENSI.

Area, Position and Population.

The province of Shen-

si is more closely in

touch with tlie great

waterways of China so

that its population is

somewhat more closely

_ , ,. packed than that of
Population por '

, , , ,

square mile Kausu, although not by
any means too numerous for the means of

subsistence, there being 8,450,000 people

on an area of 75,290 square miles, or an

average of 112 to the square mile. Of this

population by far the larger portion is gath-

ered in the fertile valley of the Wei Ho,
where is to be found the capital, Sianfu;

and again in the valley of the. Han Kiang a

comparatively heavy population is to be
found. This distribution of population

is natural, for whilst the waters of the Wei
and the Han afford fairly reliable

irrigation for crops the uncertain rains of

the northern half of the province make
the loess area an unreliable source of

wealth. The province being, after Kansu,

the most difficult of access in the

Empire the people are ignorant and
conservative, but intensely proud as they

occupy, according to tradition, the earliest

home of the Chinese race and are

the original Chinese stock. Like Kansu,

Shensi lost five million people in the

Muhammadan revolt.

The province is bounded on the north

by the Great Wall, beyond which are

Ihe Ordos steppes, an extension to the

South of the great Mongolian tableland
;

on the East by the Hwang Ho, which
separates the provinces of Shensi and
Shansi, and Honan; on the West by the

province of Kansu; and on the south by

the provinces of Szechwan and Hupeh.

GENERAL FEATURES.

The Wei Ho, which crosses the province

almost on the 35th parallel, divides the

province into two well-marked portions.

To the north is a tableland of loess

deeply cut by numerous but uncerlain

streams. The richness of this loess, so

minutely described by Richthofen, is

beyond question, but the uncertain rain-

fall, on which its availability depends,

very seriously militates against agriculture.

It is estimated that for a long period

now the crops of Shensi have only

reached full once in three years. From
1898 to 1900 was a period of drought

and at the present time the effects of a

three years' drought are being felt in the

more westerly portions of the northern

half of the province.

South of the Wei Ho, and rising

abruptly from its valley, we have the

Tsingling mountains, an extension of the

Kuenlun, rising to a general height of

over 10,000 feet, and in Tapehshan,

away to the west, to 11,500 feet. The
range is difficult to cross except at its

extreme eastern and western points, where
there are comparatively low passes. The
massive Tsingling proved a most effective

barrier against the Taipings, who did not

succeed in crossing the range, though
they ravaged the valley of the Upper Han
which lies to the south of it. This rich

and smiling valley, lying between the

Tsingling on the north and the Kiulung
chain, which forms the southern frontier

of the province and divides it from the

province of Szechwan, on the south, is

one of the most inviting spots in China.

PRODUCTIONS.
Northern Shensi is exclusively an agri-

cultural country. In the Wei basin, and
in extensive other regions, two crops

annually are raised, of which the chief

are wheat and cotton. No rice is grown
but pulse, millet, maize, groundnut and
barley are widely cultivated, peas, beans,

rape-seed and poppy completing the

agricultural resources. In southern Shensi,

in the Han valley, fruit is abundantly grown.
Near Tungkwan is a great fruit orchard

known asthehundred-li orchard. Depopula-

ted as the northern half of the province
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is, it is cultivated throughout its whole
extent, and the Wei valley is the greatest

agricultural region of the northwest. To
this circumstance and to its geographical

position it owes its tremendous importance,

being the chief theatre of Chinese history.

The valley of the upper Han is regarded

by the people of northern Shensi as an

earthly paradise. The abundance of ever-

greens (quite unkown in northern Shensi)

wild bamboo, orange-trees, palms, and
mulberries is evidence at once of great

fertility and of warm climate. The valley

also produces wheat, cotton, a very mild

tobacco, silk, and other crops.

Throughout Shensi there is abundance

of coal, of varying quality. Thirty miles

north of Sianfu begin the first loess hills,

in which gullies are cut down
to the coalbearing strata and a dirty

friable coal is mined for local

consumption. Farther north is

again an extensive coal bearing

area, the coal being of a superior

quality, but difficulties of trans-

portation confine its consumption

to the immediate neighbourhood.

Native authorities mention the ex-

istence of petroleum springs in

the neighbourhood of Yenan
"It is possible," says Richthofen,

"that iron ore is diffused through

the coalbearing strata in a manner
similar to that in which it occurs

in Shansi, Yet all the iron used

in Shensi is imported from that

province, apparently because Shensi

lacks anthracite and wood, with

which alone the Chinese are able

to smelt iron ore."

It occasionally happens that

some product of no great import-

ance as a factor in commerce if

widely produced may have great

local importance in any district

when it is produced of sucli

excellent quality as to oust all

competitors from the market.

Shensi has several such The

chief is the glue of SihsiangBsien, which
has a ready sale throughout China. The
straw shoes of Hwayinmiao, the tinware

of
.
T'ungkwanhsien, and the incense

sticks of Chihshui are further, but less

important, instances.

Even the most cursory glance at the

communications of Shensi will show that

they centre emphatically on Sianfu. The
best account that has been given of them
is found in Richthofen's "Letters" fiom

which we take the following passages:

—

I. The Tungkwan Road.— This road
leads in an easterly direction over nearly

level ground to the Tungkwan gate, a

distance of 310 li or 86 miles. In its last

portion it is accompanied on llie south

linah=lirmU»s. iw mit.
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by the high pictutesque granite range cf

the Hwashan, which terminates suddenly.

Just opposite its termination commences,
in the north-east, at fifteen miles' distance,

the granite range of the Fengtiaoshan,

which then stretches eastnortheast. The
two steep ends are connected by a con-

cave line ot very gentle curvature. It is

the section of the surface of a trough of

loess, which thence continues east. To
the west the loess is cut off abruptly by
an almost vertical face along the line

which connects the two granite ranges,

and this face is joined on the west by
a plain which is about four hundred

feet lower than the centre of the trough,

and about one thousand five hundred

feet lower than its sides. That plain is

the lowest portion of the Wei basin. In

it, the Yellow River makes its bend, and

receives the Wei River from the West.

The united river, in approaching the

loess-face, is not stowed up on it, as it

may have been in former times, but breaks

through the loess in a narrow passage.

These are the narrows of Tongkwang,
so called from the fort erected at, or

rather in the mouth of,, the gorge, on
the south side of the river. The fortress

encloses a city, and has two magnificent

gates, through which all the traffic going

eastward from Sianfu must necessarily

pass. Beyond the second gate the river is

crossed by boats by those who go to

Shansi : the road to Honan goes straight

on. Whilst the approach of the gates from

the west is perfectly easy all the incon-

veniences with which the loess obstructs

intercourse are at once met east of them.

The whole road to Honanfu appears to

consist in a series of the most difficult

crossings of loess-ridges and loess-ravines,

and to be one of the most trying pieces

of cartroad in China. The Hwang Ho
washes, alternately, the steep banks of

loess on either side and leaves no room
for a'/-'footpath along its banks. Some
circuitous trails may exist which allow

to go from the Wei basin to Honanfu

without passing Tungkwan, but they

certainly are too difficult for commercial

traffic, and too unsafe for military pur-

poses, because a garrison at Tungkwan
can easily defend the narrow passages

which the loess may allow between it

and the Hwashan. The fortress of Tung-
kwan forms indeed most efiectually the

eastern gate of Shensi and Kansu, and
its possession is strategically the key to

those provinces, as it was formerly the

key to the east for those Emperors or

usurpers who were in possession of

Shensi.

For going to Shansi it is not necessary

to pass through the fortress. There is

a second crossing of the Hwang Ho at

the fortress of Taichingkwan, a little

distance up the river. It is mentioned

by Marco Polo and probably is the place

where he went across. Through Shansi

lies the highroad from Sianfu to

Peking.

The only foreign port that is slightly

interested in the Tungkwan road

is Tientsin. Commerce between that

place and Sianfu is possible by two
ways. Starting from Tientsin, the first is

by Hwoluhien, the plain of Taiyuanfu,

and Pingyangfu; the other by Tauhouchi

and Honanfu. Both appear to have been

in practice during the Taiping Rebellion

and are still used for a small portion of

the Shensi trade, but neither of them

will be able hereafter to compete with the

Laochowhow road. The northernmost

portion of Shensi, however, chiefly the

department of Yulinfu, will probably

continue to receive some supplies from

Tientsin, via Hwolu, Hinchow, Sochow,

and Paotechow.

The Tungkwan road is of supreme

importance in a political and strategical

respect as it mediates without exception the

entire traffic between the southwest of the

Empire (Szechwan, Yunnan, and Thibet)

and Peking, together with whole north-

east. It is one of the chief roads of

travel in China, and the greatest military
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road. Mandarins going to Court or to

the examinations in Peking, are constant-

ly moving on it and it is tlie way taken

by the majority of the tribute-bearers.

It mediates, too, the direct through trade,

consisting mostly of articles of much
value in proportion to their bulk, which
exists between Szechwan and Kansu in

the west, and Peking in the east.

II. The Lachowkow Road.—Starting

from the east gate of the city of Sianfu.

this road follows the Tashui Ho, a tribu- .

ary of the Wei Ho, and leads over a

convenient pass to Shangchow. From
there it goes to Lungchuchai, a customs

station in Shensi, situated on the Tan
Ho. Tins place is five days' journey

from Sianfu and can be reached by carts.

Boats can come up to it from the other

side at high water only. When the river

is low, land travel must be continued

two days farther to Kingtsekwan, a customs

station in Honan. From there the river

is always navigable. Another road is from

Shangchow to Manchwangkwn, six days

from Sianfu. That place is situated on
a larger river, which is always navigable,

but the land road to it is not so convenient

as that to the two other places. The
descent from each one of the three ship-

ping marts (o Laohowkow on the Han
River is made in about four days. From
twelve to sixteen days are required

upstream. The whole journey from Sianfu

to Hankow can be made in twenty days,

but from forty to sixty days are required

for the trip in the opposite direction, if

made by water; by land it can be

executed in twenty-three days.

III. Road to Kansu and Central Asia.

—

There are two roads from Sianfu to

Lanchowfu. The common cart road goes

by Pinchow and Pingliangfu. It is said

to be a convenient road without any d ifficult

passage. The other passes through

Fengtsiangfu, Tsinchow, and Lingtaofu.

It is described as mountainous and

difficult, and only practicable for pack

animals. The distance to Lanchowfu is

1470 li, which are divided into eighteen

"tsan" or stations. Here the Yellow
River is crossed for the last time,' Be-

yond it one road follows the river

down to Ninghiafu, a city which hals

lost its ancient importance but is still a

place of considerable trade for the Mon-
gols. Another goes west to Siningfu and
from there to Lhasa. Although Siningfu

is an exceedingly lively place and a

great trading centre for the people of

Kokonor, who bring there the produce

of their mountains, such as rhubarb,

musk, yak-tails, and medicines of various

descriptions, the further road to Lhasa

appears not to be of any commercial
importance. What Thibet needs of

Chinese produce is received from Sze-

chwan. Both these roads are insignificant

as compared with the third which goes
from Lanchowfu in a northwesterly

direction, to Liangchowfu,Kanchowfu, and
Suchow, and thence through the Kiayu-

kwan gate of the Great Wall to Hami,
on the eastern end of the Tienshan.

There it forks into two branches, the

Tienshan Nan-lu and the Tienshan Pe-lu,

which follow respectively the southern

and the northern foot of that gigantic

mountain range, and leadthrough regions

which derive their political names in

Chinese from those of the two roads.

IV.-^A fourth road dominated by
Sianfu is the road to Hanchangfu and
Szechwan, but we shall treat of that

more particularly in connexion with
Szechwan.

The province of Shensi is in direct

telegraphic communication with Peking,
Shanghai, Canton, Chengtu, and other
important places throughout the Empire,
and Sianfu is the head of a sub-district

of the Imperial Post Office, with some
forty of the chief towns in the province
at which agencies are established.

CITIES AND TOWNS,

Sianfu. As we have already seen
Sianfu dominates the entire province, and
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its dominant position is reflected in its

size and population. i|p It is built in the

form of a square, each side of which is

about six miles in length, and within

these; walls a populition of about a

million is to be found. Commanding as

it does the few routes which are the

only possible connexions for the inter-

course between the Wei basin and the

Eastern provinces, and the line of travel

from north to south, Sianfu enjoys

advantages seldom within the reach of

inland cities not built at the confluence

of irnportant streams. The Shansi route,

the Hupeh route, the Honan route and
the Szechwan route all converge and
meet here. This position made it the

ancient capital of the Empire, and the

Palaces are kept ever ready for Imperial

occupation, which they saw dnring the

winter of 1900-1901. The city retains

tJ ^this day something of its political

importance, and may sitll be called the

capital of the northwest. It may be
temporarily eclipsed but it can never lose

its significance as longas China possesses

territory beyond the Hwang Ho. It is

making some attempt to move with

modernity, for in 1899 a cotton mill was
established there. It cannot, however,

recover its rightful place amongst the

cities of the Empire until the railway

which now reaches Honan has been

extended to Sian, and beyond.

Tungkwan. This town at the point

where the Hwang Ho swerves north

is rather a military town than a place

of commercial importance,

Sienyanghslen. Somewhat to the west

of Sianfu Sienyang owes what import-

ance it has to the fact that it is

the limit of navigation on the Wei Ho,
and is thus the point of embarkation and
debarkation for the products and

exchanges of the rich Wei valley.

Fengsiangfu. A town of considerable

importance on account of its position on
the Kansu road, and also by reason of

its convenience as a central mart for the

products of the upper Wei valley.

Pingchow, on the King Ho is an

important fruit-growing centre, and is

also on the line of route to Kansu.

Hanchungfu. This town of 80,000

inhabitants is the centre of a plain nearly

a hundred miles long and over twenty-

five broad, and its commercial and market

interests are important.

Hinganfu is an even more important

commercial centre than Hanchowfu,
carrying on commerce with Szechwan,

Kansu, and Shansi.
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J. G. Brill Co.

Lima Locomotive and Machine Co., U. S. A.

The London, Phosphor, Copper and Bronze
Co.

Manning, Maxwell and Moore, Inc., 0. S. A.

Power Pulley Co., Ltd., England.

Power Gas Corporation ttd., England,
(e.^cept bituminous plants)

Ransomes, Sims and Jefferies, Ltd., Eng-
land.

Rhodes Motors Ltd., England.

Sullivan Machinery Co., U. S. A., South
China.

Turner Bros Ltd., England, (North Chhia.)

Wason Manufacturing Co., U. S. A.

The Wolf Co., U. S. A.

Wolverine Motor Works, U. S. A.

Water Tube Boiler Co., Ltd., England.

mmum rope

MANUFACTURINGCcLtd.

Manufacturers of Best IVlanila Rope

made entirely of pure Manila Hemp.

All sizes kept in stock.

For prices, etc., apply to

SHEWAN, TOMES & Co.

8, Yuen-ming-yaen Road,

SHANGHAI.
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lll-SHANSI
Area, Position, and Population.

;;;;;;;;;;; I The province of Sliansi

has an area of over
.'.'.'.'.!!.'. '.'. '.

'. eighty thousand square

'. '.
.'.'. '. '. '. '. '.'.'.'. niiles, on which are

'• •'•' '
•

''''''.
supported 1 2,200,000

'
'. '. '.'.'.'.". '.'.'. people; that is to say

'.'.'.'.'.'! y... .'. the area is over one

Populations^'— third more than that of

square mile England and Wales
whilst the population is barely a third of

that of England and Wales. In England
and Wales there are 606 people to the

square mile, whilst in Shansi there are 149.

Bounded on the north and part of the

west by Mongolia, Shansi has the Hwaog
Ho as a very definite boundary along

almost its entire west and about half of its

southern frontier, the river separating Shansi

from Shensi and part of Honan, and the

more easterly half of the Shansi-Honan
contact being uninterrupted by any such

natural barrier. On the east Shansi and
Chihli are conterminous. The people of

Shansi are hospitable and industrious. The
Shansi merchants and especially the Shansi

bankers are famous throughout the Empire,

and when they have acquired wealth they

return to their own province to spend the

rest of their days. There is a strong

Mongol element in the north, and indeed

the town of Kweihwating is almost entirely

Mongol.
General Features. '

The greater portion of Shansi is

covered with mountain ranges intersected

with loess valleys. Shansi may be regarded

as made up of three parts, two plateaux

and one plain. The lower plateau, with a

height of some 3,000 feet rises from the plain

of Honan, stretches north to Taiyuanfu,

and consists of a coal formation undei lying

the limestones that form the precipitous hills

bordering the plain. The second plateau

fises from the latitude of Taiyuanfu and

stretches northward, with a height of

6,000 ft. Both plateaux are loess-cover-

ed, and deeply cut by gullies in which
the natives have worked adits to the

extensive coal and iron deposits. The
third portion of the province consists of

the plain of Taiyuanfu and the valley of

the Fen Ho, divided from the plateau by
the Ho Shan, which is of granitic forma-
tion and, according to Richthofen,

divides the area of anthracite from that

of bituminous coal. It may be well to

quote here Richthofen's description of the

geology of Shansi. Reviewing the main
features of the geology of Shansi south

of the Great Wall he states that we have
1st, a rugged eastern barrier, made up
of ancient formations; 2nd, a general

substiucture of limestone in regular and
little disturbed stratification. If all the

superincumbent strata were removed it

wo Id present the appearance of a nearly

level plateau with more or less steep

descents, varying in altitude from 3,000
to 8,000 feet, and interrupted only by,

3rd, the granitic and metamorphic Ho Shan
range; 4th a system of coal-bearing strata,

about 500 feet in thickness, covering the

plateau of limestone, carrying bituminous

coal west of the Ho Shan, anthracite east

of it, and everywhere a large quantity of

iron ore; 5th, the post-carboniferous strata,

about 3,000 feet thick, and not containing

any useful minerals. If no erosion had

taken place, its surface would be a nearly

level plateau of about 6,000 feet altitude.

But we have, 6th, the marks of a con-

siderable eroding action, which has

carried away the post-carboniferous from

large areas, but has left it in its original

position in others to still greater extent,

where it exists, it forms undulating

highJancJs, intersected by deeply-cut

watercourses; where it is removed, the

coal formation is laid bare, and in places

even this is washed off and the limestone

floor exposed ; 7tli, a general cover of loess

spread over hills and valleys, and covering

the highest plateaux as well; it borders

the great plain. It is intersected by
labyrinthic watercourses, most of which
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are cut through into the underlying

formation.

Productions.
When we come to examine the natural

wealth of Shansi we find it far beyond
anything that we have encountered

hitherto, but it has serious drawbacks.

Though the soil of the loess-filled valleys

intersecting the mountain ranges is ex-

tremely rich in the essentials of vegetable

growth, and only needs a moderate
rainfall to produce abundant crops of

barley, wheat, millet, persimmons, pears,

dates and grapes, yet a large portion of

its area is high plateau desolated by
dust-storms, and incapable of supporting

a population except on the verge of

famine. What the trouble is, and where
the indestructible wealth of the province

lies have been well put by Little, who writes,

"The fertile interior valleys of the

province of Shansi need only a regular

rainfall to ensure the production of

ample crops: unfortunately the reckless

deforestation of the once thickly wooded
mountains has sterilized the rich valleys:

the rains fall, but are immediately carried

off with an impetuous rush to inundate

the plains of Chihli in the summer
monsoon season, leaving behind dried-up

water-courses during the remainder of

the year. But no recklessness of man
has been able to interfere with nature's

gifts of mineral wealth to thi^! fine

province. The coal and iron of Shansi

are not only found side by side as in

the flourishing manufacturing regions of

Britain and North America, but their

quality has been famous from ancient

times and, although only worked by
Chinese primitive hand methods, the iron

competes in price with the cheaply-smelted,

machine-forged ironware of the West, for

which there is here no market. Nothing

but the want of roads and civilized

means of intercommunication prevents

the development of the mineral resources

of Shansi, and competiton in the world's

markets with the iron of Britain and

America. Shansi is, in short, a second

Pennsylvania: its vast coal; measures

spread over twenty-five degrees of the

meridian—from the western deserts right

across the province and thence round, in

the extension of its mountains to the

north of the Chihli plain, to the sea-

coast, and again rounding the Chihli

Gulf into Manchuria. These coal and
iron strata are said to belong to the

old carboniferous formations; the deposits

are inexhaustible; the coal seams reach as

much as forty feet in thickness, and lie

mostly undisturbed and are easily worked,

resting as they do on a horizontal

limestone foundation and at an Jaltitude

of some three thousand feet above sea-

level: hence the coal and iron of Shansi

are in a position to be forwarded for

consumption in the populous wood-bare
plains to the south and east, and to the

coast for export, almost by means of

their own gravity, as soon as the needful

railroads are constructed. The rivers, dry

in winter and torrents in summer, are,

although utilized to their utmost capacity

by the all-patient Chinese boatmen, worth-

less for heavy traffic." That this estimate

of the mineral wealth of Shansi is not

exaggerated is seen from the following
comment of Richthofen:

"Shansi is one of most remarkable coal

and iron regions in the world; and the

world, at the present rate of consumption
of coal, could be supplied for thousands
of years from Shansi alone. Professor Dana,
in comparing the proportions in which, in

different countries, the area of the coal

land is to the totaj area, says,' "The
State of Pennsylvania leads the world, its

area of 43,980 square miles embracing
20,000 of coal land." It is very probable
that, on closer examination, the province
of Shansi in China, takes the palm from
Pennsylvania, by a considerably more
favourable proportion. But this k not yet

all the advantage on the side of the
Chinese coal fields. Another is afforded
in the ease and cheapness with which
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coal can be extracted on a large scale."

Some figures as to cost may help to

shew how Shansi could undersell the

rest of the world in minerals. The price

of lump coal varies at the different mines

from 10 to 30 cash per picul, that is to

say, from 13 to 40 cents per ton, the

price varying less in regard to quality

tlian in regard to the distance from

places of supply. Cast and wrought

iron are quoted at 20 cash per catty or

20 cents per 140 lbs, which works out

at $2.25 per long ton. No wonder that a

writer in the "North American Review"

foreshadows the opening of mines in

Sliansi on behalf of the U. S. Steel

Trust.

In addition to these great resources

Shansi has some products of minor value.

Pingtingchow produces a sort of very

light and thin pottery ware, with a

graphitic lustre. The pottery is largely

exported to Peking. At Anyihsien large

quantities of salt are produced and

exported to Konan and Eastern Shansi.

A small quantity of paper and of

straw braid manufactured chiefly at

Pingyangfu is also exported. At one

time Taiyuanfu had a reputation for

sword-blades and also for needles;

but the glory has departed with the

import of the foreign article.

Communications.

Against, these enormous advantages

are to be set serious disadvantages. In

the first place, the region is a long

way from the coast and from rivers

that are navigable for anything larger

than the usual small Chinese boats;

and in the second place the coal beds

lie on a plateau raised several thousand

feet above the level of the surrounding

plain. This plateau, or rather its escarp-

ment, will form a serious though not

insurmountable obstacle to railway

building, which according to Richthofen

15 the only possible means of trans-

porting the mineral wealth of Shansi

Of its present facilities Shansi has no

occasion to boast. A great cart road

traverses the province from north to

south and connects the various regions

with each other. From the east this

great road is joined by two other cart

roads. One of these comes from

Suanhwafu, just south of Kalgan and
the Great Wall ; whilst the other and
more important comes from Chentingfu,

along the line now traversed by the

railway to Taiyuanfu. To the west there

is no outlet for vehicular traffic, and

to the south only one, at the great bend
of the Hwang Ho. Besides these roads

the province is entered by a number of

bridle paths, and along these consider-

able local traffic passes, whilst two of

them have some importance for general

trade, namely that from Hwailuhsien

following the valley of the Puto Ho to

Sinchow, which is used for traffic to

the north; and from Hwaikingfu in

Honan by way of Tsehchowfu, Suanfu,

and Chinchow to Pingyaohsien. Writ-

ing of this latter road Richthofen says

it "is a bridle path from fifteen to

twenty feet wide, well paved and kept

in repair, and probably of great anti-

quity. It is lined with tea houses and
restaurants, and on the plateau there are

many villages on its side. Of all the roads

I have seen in China there are few
where a carrying trade is done equal

to what it is on this one ... I

calculated that no less than 150 and
probably as much as 300 tons of freight

are carried daily over this road from
north to south; of this amount there

are 60 per centum of iron, 30 of

anthracite, the rest consisting of various

articles such as kaoliang, brandy, camel's

hair, certain descriptions of pottery,

medicine, etc."

The entrance into Shansi is seriously

obstructed by the Hwang Ho, which is

unfit for considerable ' navigation and
difficult to cross. North of the Tung-
kwan bend no important line of traffic
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crosses the river. Even at Paotechow there

is only the passage of small local

trade.

But all these means of communication

are sinking into insignificance besides

the advancing railway. The Peking-

Hankow Railway which sweeps from

Paotingfu to Chentingfu, Shuntehiu,

Changtefu and Weihweifu, thus skirting

the eastern frontier of the province at an

average distance of twenty-five miles,

has sent from Chentingfu a branch to

Taiyuanfu. From the day of its opening

this line has been largely used both for

passenger and freight traffic to the

Capital of the Empire, and with its

extensions westwards, to the north and

to the south, extensions as inevitable as

to-morrow's sun, it will become a most

important highway. There can be no

question that a line cutting the present

line at right angles would tap rich

areas north and south, whilst westward

extension to Yulin and beyond will be

an immense boon to the Shenkan

provinces. One other railway line

enters, or is entering, the province.

This is an extension of the Taokow-
Weiwhei-Tsitighwachen line to Tsechow,
tapping a wealthy district.

There are telegraph offices at Pingting-

chow, Taiyuanfu, Pingyao, and Pingyang.

Branches of the Imperial Post Office are

in operation at Taiyuanfu and 195 sub-

offices. As yet there are no open ports in

Shansi and no consular representatives of

foreign nations.

Cities and Towns.

Taiyuanfu. The capital of the pro-

vince has a population of quarter of a

million inhabitants, mostly engaged in

either the mining pursuits or the carry-

ing trade of the provhice, The city is

the economic centre of a vast plain, with

an elevation above sea level of some
3,000 feet. Nearly every valley that

opens out from Taiyuanfu has its mines,

each employing some two hundred men

and the city iS Siirfounded by himdreds

of thriving and neat villages. Long
lines of ox-drawn carts and hand-

barrows enter and leave" the capital daily.

The ancient manufacture of sword blades

and guns has almost disappeared as Ihe

result of the introduction of modern
weapons from abroad, but the city still

retains its arsenal. The military element

is strong in the city, and large barracks

are in continual use. Besides the mineral

wealth there is in the immediate neigh-

bourhood abundant fruit in beautiful

gardens and orchards. The finest edu-

cational work in China is carried on at

the Shansi University, estabhshed at

Taiyuanfu as a token of British good-will.

Hwelhwating. This city of 200,000
people in the far north-west of the

province is almost entirely Mongol, and
was formerly the seat of the Grand Lama
of Mongolia. Known to the Mongols as

"The Blue City" it has Lama schools

and monasteries, and carries on an
extensive trade in skins, camel's hair

and similar products.

Tatungfu. Situated 4,500 feet above
sea level this town occupies the centre

of a long but infertile plain.from which
arise several volcanic peaks. As through-
out the province, coal is worked here.

FenchowFu, at the mouth of the Hankow
Ling (pass) and commanding the valley

of the Fen Ho is the centre of the coal

industry.

Pingyangfu. This is a city of great

historic interest, being one of the oldest

cities in China. Here, according to

tradition, the Emperor Yao lived. No-
thing remains of the former glories of the

city, however, except its very fine wall,

and a splendid system of i/rigation in

the surrounding plain. Its present
population is 19,000.

Klangchow. Prettily situated in the
bend of the Fen Ho this town is the
principal market-place of Shansi. It

has recently erected a cotton mill,
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Pingtingchow , is a town
of 20,000 inhabitants engaged

in tlie manufacture of gold and
silver ware, and in commercial

intercourse with the province

of Chihli.

Pingyaohsien and Kihsien,

«vith populations of 60,000 and

30,000 respectively are important

cities in the industrial plain of

Taiyuanfu.

Tsehchowfu. Situated in a

district of excellent and abundant

iron ore, with equally good
coal supplies, Tsehchowfu is a

great industrial centre, with lines

of communication in all directions,

especially by rail to the Peking-

Hankow line.

As the number of sub-offices

of the Postal Service indicates

there are many other towns in

Shansi that are hives of industry.

The prospects of Shansi, when
properly opened up by rail, are

of the brightest kind; and with

the introduction of modern
machinery and methods its future

is assured.
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HONAN Si

IV HONAN.
Area, Position and Population.

The province of Ho-
nan is more densely

populated than any of

the provinces with

which we have yet

dealt, for on its sur-

face of 67,954 square

"""s^uLVe^mir miles it supports a

population of 2j,3 17,820 or 373 persons

to the square mile.

For purposes of comparison the

following may be noted.

Pnpulation DensityArea in

Sq.Miles

Turkey in Europe . . 65,350 6,130,000 94

British Sonialiland . . 68,000 300,000 4

Washington (state)

U.S. A 66,880 518,000 8

Missouri (U.S.A.) . . 68,735 3,107,000 45
Honan 67,954 25,317,820 372

The boundaries of the province are

not as clearly marked as those of the

provinces further west. For rather less

than half of the norihern boundary

the Hwang Ho serves, whilst the longer

stretch is, as far as nature is concerned,

somewhat ill-defined, consisting in part

of the lowest , outliers of the Shansi

plateau. The Hwai Shan, the dividing

line between the Hwang Ho and Yang-

tze Kiang basins, forms the boundary on

the southwest. The whole of the eastern

boundary, along which lie the provinces

of Anhwei, Kiangsu, Shantung, and

Chihli, is purely artifical, though Little

suggests that it may represent the line

of some long-disappeared watercourses

and swamps, a suggestion with which

the nature of the country is quite in con-

sonance. A peculiarity of the province

is the cutting off of its incgular northern

triangle by the direct west to east

course of the Hwang Ho.

General Features.

The portion of the Hwang Ho to

which we have just referred divides

Honan into two distinct parts. The

northern and smaller ,4art consists of

a tract of country with a gentle slope

in a general south-east to north-west

direction leading on to the Shansi

plateau, the escarpment of which indeed

forms the Taihan Shan. South of

the Hwang Ho the country shews con-

siderable undulations, amounting at times

to hills, representing the worndown
terminal spurs of the mighty Kuen Lun.

As the Luhan Shan, the Hwa Shan and
the Funiu Shan these spurs break across

the country from west to east as far

as the line of the Peking-Hankow Rail-

way, which cuts the province into two
almost equal parts roughly along longi-

tude 1 1 4° East. The whole region of

these hills has an average elevation of

2,500 to 3,000 feet.

We may here suitably quote Rich-
thofen.

This mountain range is cf interest and
importance being, as it appears, the eastern

terminal of the great Kuen Lun Range,
vifhich gives origin to the Yellow River. Being
nearly impassable, it forms throughout its ex-

tent an efficient barrier to intercommunication,
first between Kokonor and Thibet, and then

between north and central Cliina. There are

only two passages known to me west of

that at Nanchow. One is between Laohokow
on the Han and Sianfu in Shensi. It is said

to lead through narrow gorges and over a

high pass. The other connects Sianfu with
Hanchungfu on the headwaters of the Han.
It is a famous mountain road, reputed for its

wild scenery and the high mountains which it

crosses. It forms part of the highway from
Peking to Chentufu and Thibet. These two
roads are only passable for pack animals.

The first and only convenient trade road

through the same mountain range is that by
way of Nanchow. The altitude of the pass

above the sea is between one thousand and
one thousand five hundred feet, though the

mountains rise to 4000 and 5000 feet on
either side, and attain greater altitude a

little distance west. The watershed is

approached from the south by an affluent of

ihe Pai Ho, and the northern descent follows

a small feeder of the Sha Ho. If an engineer

were to construct an imaginary cut through

this high mountain range for laying a con-

venient railroad track, he could scarcely solve

his problem more perfectly than nature has

done in this gigantic cut -thousands of feet
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aeep and one hundred li jn length, which
crosses the parallel ranges composing the
Funiu Shan. The grade is so gentle and
the width of passage so favourable that a
railroad could be built through it without
the slightest difficulty

Forming a broken line on the south-

east boundary of the province we have

the Hwailungshan and the Hwaiyangshan.

The river system of Honan is important

in that it governs to a considerable

extent the lines of traffic in the pro-

vince; not that the rivers are fully

navigable, but their valleys make
fairly easy the communications between

the province and its neighbours. In the

north are several streams communicating

with the Grand Canal. The chiet of

these is the Wei Ho, the lower portion

of whose bed has evidently been in large

measure incorporated with the Canal.

The Wei Ho is navigable, except in a

very limited season of the year, as far as

Siuwuhsien, well beyond Weihuifu.

Draining the southern portion of Shunsi,

but joining the Hwang Ho in Honan,

is the Chin Ho; and by its valley many
of the products of Tsehchowfu find their

way into the province. In the south the

Pai Ho and the Tang Ho, after irrigating

the Nanyangfu region, pass out of the

province to join their waters before

emptying them into the Han, and this line

of fall establishes a route linking up the

Hwang Ho basin and the Yangtze basin.

By way of another valley, that of the

Tan Kiang, a line of communication with

Sianfu in Shensi is opened up. The
Hwai Ho, with its many tributaries, of

which the Ta Sha Ho is the chief, drains

into the Hungtze Hu (lake), in Anhwei,

the great region southeast of the Hwang
Ho and the Pehan Railway.

Productions.
When we come to examine the wealth

of Honan we find that, like many other

of the provinces of China it is a land of

superabundance. Testimony to its amaz-

ing fertility is found in the fact that

this province gave to China the name

of "Central Flowery Kingdom" nowadays
cut short to "Middle Kingdom." Excel-

lent crops of corn, millet, kaoliang,

maize, cotton and opium are obtained

almost throughout the province, though
especial fertility is found in the neighbour-

hoods of Hwaikingfu, of Nanyangfu, and
in the valley of the Lo Ho.
The cultivation of the poppy has been

a very important source of revenue in

Honan, but its importance is rapidly

diminishing. Honan and Shansi opium
has long ranked next to that of Kansu
and Shensi in quality; and is far superior

to that of Szechwan or Kweichow.
The date of the introduction of the

cultivation of the poppy in Honan is so

recent as 1860, so that the sole depen-
dence of the people on its cultivation

as a means of livelihood is only part

of the vain imagining of those who
either do not know or do not care

what they are talking about.

The western half of the province

grows very large quantities of cotton, and
it would appear that the imports of the

province are largely paid for by exports

of this staple. It is calculated that in

Honanfu alone the saleg of cotton

average TIs. 1 0,000 daily, the year round.

The alluvial lands along ihe Lo Ho are

a magnificent garden of wheat, fruit-

trees and poppy.

Where the soil is not specially

fruitful, as on the Funiu Shan, a dwarf
oak is grown, upon the leaves of which
the silkworm feeds, and the rearing of

silkworms is one of the leading industries

of that part of the country. There is also

abundant mineral wealth in the province.

The iron and coal strata of the neigh-

bouring province of Shansi thrust them-
selves over into Honan, and for their

exploitation foreign syndicates have been
formed.

The chief coal district of the province
lies between Hwakingfu and the Shansi
boundary and stretches east and west for

some 60 miles. The coal is of the same
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6xceIIent quality as that of the same bed
in Shansi, and it is far more favourably

situated as far as means of transport

are concerned. The centre of this district

is Tsinghwa in the immediate vicinity of

which about a hundred mines are worked;

and there are many mines that would
st-ill yield immense quantities of coal

but they have been abandoned as native

methods of working are not adequate to

their further exploitation. All the mining

is done on one coal seam only, which

varies in thickness from 4 to 30 feet,

and probably has an average of over

twelve feet. The coal is got through

vertical shafts from 120 to 400 feet

deep, and is hauled up by windlasses

turned by eight men. Each basket hauled

up contains 120 to 130 catties, and the

amount daily extracted at each of the

dozen largest mines is about 70 tons.

The annual produce of the district is

probably from 200,000 to 300,000
tons. Richthofen regards this as the

most productive mining region in

China. There is a ready market for the

coal locally and its price at the pit

mouth is 100 to 150 cash per picul.

The area covered by the present workings

is not large, but there are evidences that

coal-measures continue under the plain

for considerable distances. The mines at

Jamiesan are also making great headway
under modern methods of extraction.

Tin and argentiferous lead are also

found in considerable quantities

Communications.

The means of communication in Ho
nan are abundant. The latest addition

to them is the railway, the Peking—Han-
kow trunk cutting the province from
north to South. Entering the province

just north of Changte Ho the line makes
its way to Sinsianghsien where the

Tsechow-Taokow line crosses it obliquely.

The Yellow River is crossed north of

Jungtseli and just a step further south,

at Chengchow, the branch from the

provincial capital, Kaifengfu, joins up.

This east to west line is to be continued

to Honanfu, and will open up to rapid

transit a very wealthy region. From Cheng-
chow the line runs almost direct south

to the junction of the Yencheng Ho and
the Ta Sha Ho and another direct souther-

ly stretch takes it to Sinyangchow the last

point of any great importance within

the province, or indeed before reaching

the Hankow terminus.

Postal and telegraphic communications
are well devoloped in the province, Kai-

fengfu being the chief of some score of

sub-offices with about a hundred agencies

incorporated therewith, all a part of the

Imperial Post Office. There are also about

a dozen chief towns supplied with

telegraph stations of the Imperial Chinese
Telegraphs.

There is ample water communication
in the province, the chief being by means
of the rivers Hwang Ho, Wei Ho, Hwai
Ho, Pai Ho, and Sha Ho. The Wei Ho
carries considerable traffic to the Grand
Canal, for Peking. The great high roads

are thus described by Richthofen

always a sure guide in matters of it-

inerary; and they suggest the lines of

future railways:—
Three roads from the east and south unite

at Honanfu, and only one leads west.
As they are important for trade, a few more
words in regard to them may be of interest.

1st. The southern road forks at Ju-chow,
both branches leading to important centres
of commerce. The first, toShekicheja connects
the trade to and from Fan-ching, Hankow,
and the Han river generally. The second goes
to Chowkiakow a very considerable mart
situated in Honan, near the city of Chen-
chowfu, at the place of confluence of three
rivers, which unite to form the Sha Ho.
This river, in its turn, joins the Hwai-ho a
well-known feeder of that portion of the
Grand Canal north of Yangchowfu. Chow-
kiakow is considered as the head of naviga-
tion, though the rivers may be ascended by
small boats a short distance farther up, at
high water. I learned that the navigation
from Chingkiang to Chowkiakow is by no
means easy. There is a place in the depart-
ment of Fengyangfu, where the Hwai river is
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full of rocks. Boats cannot pass it, and all

goods must be carried eight li by land.

Then they continue their journey through to

Chow-kia-kow by water, but the navigation

of the Sha Ho is said to be difficult.

2nd. The second road leaves Honan-fu by
the east gate, and continues parallel to the

Yellow river, and south of it, to Pien-

liangching or Kiafengfu. I followed it

to Sz'shuihsien, a distance of 195 li. Between
Kunghien and Szshuihsien it crosses a ridge

over 1,000 feet high, a very inconvenient

passage. It is little in use, excepting by
travellers. What little traffic there is from
the marts of Lungmenkow and Pienliang

(both situated on the Hwang-ho) to Honan-fu
ascends the river to Mengtsinhsien, 40 li from
Honanfu.

3rd. The th . J road crosses the Hwang Ho
at iVlengtsinghsien, and goes thence in a

north-easterly direction to Hwaikingfu,
Siuwuhsien and Weihweifu, where it joins

the great road from Fanching to Peking.

The chief commercial place with which it

establishes a connexion is Taokow situat-

ed on the Wei Ho, 70 li below Weihweifu.

It is 1,200 H distant from Tientsin.

4th. The western road follows the southern

bank of the Yellow River for 700 li, to its

great bend at the fortified pass known as the

Tungkwan which plays an important part in

Chinese history. Here it unites with another

great waggon road coming from Peking,

through the province of Shansi. The united

trunk road goes then on to Sianfu and Lan-

chow-fu, and is passable for carts at least as

far as Suchowfu, far in northwestern Kansu,

and 3,500 li distant from Honan-fu. There
are several branches from this trunk-road in

Shensi.

By this system of roads, Honan-fu and the

northern-western provinces are connected

with th^ee places of commerce, each of which
makes the head of permanent navigation of

the respective rivers on which they are

situated, namely, Shekichen, which establish-

es the connexion with Hankow, Chowkia-
kow, the depot of the goods coming from
Chinkiang, and Tao-kow, which occupies a
similar position in respect to Tientsin. The
two other places, Lungmenkow and Pien-

liang, are of subordinate importance. The
distance of Honan-fu from Shekichen is 540 li,

from Chowchiakow 700 li, and from Taokow
50011. They are all connected with Honanfu by
what the Chinese call good waggon roads.

Although freight from Shanghai to Chow-
chiakow is probably cheaper than to the two
other places that mart contributes scarcely at

all to the supply of Honanfu owing to the

greater distance by land and, perhaps, to

extravagant squeezes on the water-route;

while between Shekechen and Taokow the

imports appear to be fairly divided. One can

indeed indicate with safety the mart from
which each separate place in Honan receives

its chief imports, if one takes account of the

relative distances from each other, of the

three sources, or rather intermediate places,

of supply. Thus, juchow draws its imports,

almost exclusively from Shekichen, Hwaikingfu
from Taokow, while the southeastern portion

of the province is supplied from Chowchiakow.
But Shekichen and Taokow have an advan-
tage in supplying Honanfu, through which a

considerable amount of goods passes that are

destined for Shensi and Kansu.

CITIES AND TOWNS.
Kaifengfu, situated just south of the

Hwang Ho and in the eastern half of

the province is a city of 200,000 in-

habitants. Formerly a city of great

importance it is now without any special

commerce or industry, liable to be

flooded by the breaking down of the

numerous embankments intended to con-

fine the waters of the Hwang Ho
within their proper bed. Some fifty miles

of branch railway link it. with the main

line of the Pehau Railway, but the fact

that the main line actually traverses the

province so far west of its capital is

significant of the dwindling importance of

the place.

Hwaikingfu is a large city situated in

the midst of a very fertile plain, growing
cereals in great abundance, and most exten-

sively irrigated both artificially and

naturally. The population of the district

is so very dense that the extraordinary

produce of the fields does little more than

supply the wants of the district.

Tsinghwachen is a large market town
carrying on a considerable trade in coal

and iron, which it is now able to send

by rail eastwards to the main line of the

Pehan Railway. Small steel tools of many
varieties are also manufactured in the

town in considerable quantities; and the

medicinal herb known as ti-hwang has a

large sale here.

Taokowchen, the termimis of the Ho-
nan railway, derives importance from the
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fact that it is the head of the navigation

on the Wei Ho, as far as larger vessels

are concerned, and all Honanese products
intended for the Grand Canal route pass

through it, especially the mineral wealth

of the west.

Honanfu, situated in the fertile Lo Ho
valley, is not in these days a remarkable

city except for such importance as it

derives from the meeting of the three

great roads, as detailed in the notes on
communications; and the sur-

rounding dislrict has antiquarian

interest.

Juchow, formerly a city of

considerable industrial impor-

tance, now confines its activities

lo the manufacture of pottery

of a common description, but

the agricultural products of the

neighbourhood are of the highest

importance, and a little argen-

tiferous lead is also worked.

Lushanhslen is the centre of

the wildsilk trade, and a very

populous city, the seatof various

manufactures such as paper,

pottery, and iron castings. A
kind of waggon with cast-iron

wheels, largely used in these

districts, is built at Lushanhsien.

Nanyangfu is important both

as a place of transit trade and

as the centre of a populous and

fertile region.

Sinyangchow derives its importance

from the fact that it is the head of

navigation on the Shih Ho, a tributary of

the Hwai Ho, and is also the terminus of

the great road from the north which
degenerates further south into a mere
mulepath. Its importance is now enhanced
by the near passage of the Pehan Railway.

Chowklakow, at the confluence of three

considerable rivers is the most important

commercial centre in eastern Honan.
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General Manager in the Far East
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V-CHIHLI.
Position, Area, Population.

The province of

Chihli, the metropolitan

province of China, is

situated between the

province of Shansi on
the west and the

Gulf of Pechihli, an

arm of the Yellow

Sea, on the east,

it is bounded by

Population per

square mile

On the north

Mongolia, on the south by Honan and
Shantung, and for land boundary on
the east it has Manchuria. The pro-

vince has an area of 115,830 square

miles, supporting a population of

20,930,000, or 180 to the square mile.

With this may be compared the state of

Arizona (U.S.A.) with an area of

112,000 square miles and a population

of 123,000, or rather more than one
person per square mile. The popula-

tion of Chihli concentrates towards the

southwest, and in the mountain district it

settles in the valley bottoms. The people

are hardier, more robust and generally

more active than those of the provinces

further south, a feature due to the

infusion of Tartar blood in some
degree, but also to the stimulating

climate. The various races of China are

all in lei mingled in this province, Chin-

ese, Mongols and Manchus, and all the

possible combinations oi these. Litlle

estimates that of the population of

Chihli two-thirds are found in the plain,

which constitutes but one-third of the

area of the province.

General Features.
Chihli, like most of the other provinces

of China is a geographical unit. Its

western and northern boundaries consist

of the crests of the southern escarpments

of the Mongolian uplands, and with the

exception of the piedmontine slopes of

these uplands, occupying the north and

west of the province, Chihli is a sandy

plain with a superficial alluvial deposit,

for which the Hwang Ho is to be
thanked. This plain is highly cultivated

by struggling agriculturalists, who only

find really prosperous employment in

the southwest portion, which is distinguish-

ed by greater fertility and wider variety

of product. The mountains to the north-

west lie in roughly parallel lines, the

foothills beginning not far west of

Peking. The plain itself is thus describ-

ed by Little:

—

The wide plain of Chihli is formed princi-

pally of marine sands and gravels mostly
covered by alluvial detritus deposited by the
Hun Ho, the 'muddy river,' and numerous
other small rivers having their sources in the
Shansi mountains and in the ranges buttres-
sing the high Mongolian plateau on the
north. The great Yellow River itself, whose
northern arm formerly entered the sea on
the site of the present city of Tientsin has
also contributed its share: detritus washed
down from regions a thousand miles and
more to the west, and of which the fertile

loess, here relegated to the position of a
sub-aqueous deposit, is a rriain ingredient.
This plain, which continues steadily to

encroach upon the shallow Chihli Gulf,
extends from the old Honan city of Changteh
in the south to Peking in the north, a
distance of 120 miles north by south and
averaging sixty east and west, and supports
the dense population characteristic of low-
lands everywhere. This population has
overflowed the mountain barrier that walls
in the province of Chihli to the north,passed
the Great Wall and invaded Mongolia. The
Tartar hordes that kept China in a ferment
duringtwomillenia and whose irruptions neces-
sitated the removal of the capital to the extreme
north, have ceased to trouble: their invasions
are now returned by swarms of peaceful
agriculturists who are rapidly converting the

nomad's pastures into productive farm-lands.

These agricultural settlements now extend
northwards beyond Kalgan almost to the

shores of the salt lake Dalai-nor, Kalgan itself

being an important trading d^pot situated on
the crest of the plateau, at the summit of the

Nankow Pass, 4,000 feet above the plain and
about forty miles to the north of Peking.
The plain is subject to inundations, and a
large part, especially to the south and along
the Shangtung bordery ^Is tiaversed by a
network of shallow rivers with ill-defined

banks, forming extensive tJJStrshes and swamps.
The rains in this regigg ^q not set in unti^
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the late summer, as the south-west monsoon
forces its way north. The floods often

bontinue until the December frosts set in, and

do not disappear until the following dry

spring season enables the husbandmen to

get in their crops. The soil, though light and

powdery, and, in the long dry season covered

with saline incrustation, and watered from
never-failing wells, is by no means infertile -
even the wide salt marshes that line the sea-

coast being rendered fairly productive by the

aid of the manure which the dense population

produces for its needs.

The mountainous portion of the pro-

vince consists of prolongations of the

escarpments we have already noted in

Shansi, and these take a general north-

east to southwest direction thus cutting

off a corner of the province. The

parallel chains, beginning from the

south are the Hung Shan, the Siaowu-

tai Shan, the Hwangyang Shan, and the

Kulu Shan, a rangs that extends to the

north of Kalgan as the Yin Shan and

Wei Shan. In this last spur is to be

found the highest peak in Chihii,

known as Pei-cha, attaining an elevation

of 10,000 ft. The valleys between these

various ranges of mountains are well

cultivated,

Chihii is abundantly supplied with

water by its numerous streams. The Pei

Ho, rising in the Yin Shan runs for a

distance parallel with the Great Wall

and makes a rapid descent to the plain,

becoming navigable at Tung Chih, the

'port' of Peking, its full importance be-

ing reached at Tientsin, just about which

point it receives its principal tributaries.

Several of these tributaries rise in

mountains denuded of vegetation and are

therefore subject to sudden rises which

occasionally cause overflow and spread a

sheet of water over the country, especially

round Tientsin. The climate of Chihii is

one of extremes, the summer being ex-

cessively hot, the thermometer frequently

reaching 11 0" in Peking, and the winter

being intensely cold, frozen rivers and

icelocked ports being not the least of

,the inconveniences of the season. The

uncertainty of the rainfall makes agri-

culture a precarious occupation, and

the nature of the soil is such that in

the rainy season (the summer) the plain

is almost impassable on account of mud,

whilst in the dry season it is knee

deep in sand, and the dry persistent gales

of the winter create the discomforting

dust-storms.

Productions.

Corn, millet, sesamum, beans and peas

form the staple agricultural products of

Chihii, whilst fruit grows abundantly in

the southwest, especially grapes. The

pastoial wealth of the province is greater

than usual in China. In the mountains

cows, sheep, and goats are grazed, whilst

horses, donkeys, mules, and Mongolian

camels are found throughout the province.

In spite of the numerous streams there

is not much fish to be had.

The mineral wealth of Chihii consists

chiefly of coal, found to the west of

Peking, and at Kaiping near the route

of the Imperial Railways of North China.

Speaking of the hills west of Peking one

writer says:

"There are few regions in China the

detailed exploration of which would so

well repay the labours of the geologist

as these mountains, the abutments of

which afford a grand panorama as

seen from the walls of Peking. Deeply

eroded watercourses expose their interior

structure with remarkable clearness

and the opportunity is rare ifl any

country of studying cross sections of

stratified formations equalling in grandeur

those which can be traced here with

perfect ease. The interest is increased by

the occurrence under very peculiar

circumstances of very numerous coal-beds,

which yield several varieties of coal, and

in some localities may be of prospective

value."

Much of this coal is brought down
to Peking in panniers laden on donkeys,

and but two things are needed greatly
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to extend the trade—light railways and
modern mining machinery.

Communications.

As Chihli is the metropolitan pro-

vince of China it is natural that the

question of communications should be

one of vital importance. Of the pro-

vinces hitherto treated Chihli is the first

in which railways play a really great

part. The ancient highways are still

in use, but as compared with those in

other provinces in the basin of the

Hwang Ho their importance is declin-

ing with the advancing supremacy

'of the railways. The great artery by

which for centuries tribute rice has reach-

ed Peking from the south, the Grand
Canal, still carries an immense traffic

and, traversing the southern half of the

;
province, supplements the traffic of the

hi^wj^s. The chief of these are:

—

1. The ifoad from Peking to Shanhai-

kwan passing through Tungchow
and Yungpingfu.

2, The road iffpm Peking to Dolor

Nor passing through the Kupeikow
'. Pass and throiigh Fengninghsien.

' 3. IThe road frotii .^^eking to Kalgan,

and thence ,to;lJrga,fpassing through

the famous Nankow pass.

4. The road vfrom Peking to Taiyuanfu

and thence on to Sianfu and the

far west. This road passes through

Paotingfu and Chentingfu.

5. The road from Peking to Tsinanfu,

through Hokienfu.

All these roads are historic, and careful

examination of their position on a good
map shews the geographical determin-

ation of Peking. A comparison with

the following account of the railways of

the province, taken, with emendations

hecessary on account of recent develop-

ment, from the last Decennial Report of

the I. M. C, will shew that the line of

the ancient liighroads is also to be the

line of many of the railroads!

The history of railways in North China,
With which is bound up most iatimately the rail-

way development of the metropolitan province,

cannot be anything but gratifying to those
who have^ been intimately connected with
their creation and management, A prophetic
step was taken by Mr. C. W. Kinder, late

Engineer-in-Chief of the Imperial Railways
of North China, when, years ago, in spite of
all official protests and consequent handicaps,
he built himself the first locomotive of
North China, to run on the iron tramway at

the Kaiping mines. The "Rocket," as he
named it, though necessarily primitive and
extremely inoffensive in comparison with
the big masses of r.ervous energy that haul
our trains to-day, elicited, in turn, official

interdiction, tolerance, and approval—and
thus epitomised the whole story of railway
development in China. How the railways

of North China have grown from this

beginning to their present state of efficiency

will be briefly told. There are, at present,

two main systems, known as the Peking-
Newchwang and the Pehan (Peking-
Hankow) lines.

The first road to have the approval and
endorsement of the Government was that

between Kaiping and Tientsin, which was
completed and opened in 1888; and, although
railways were bound to come iii the course
of time, the credit for their appearance at

this particular period must be given to the

Chinese Engineering and Mining Company,
who were seeking a quicker and cheaper
means of transporting their output to the
Tientsin market. Synchronously with the
initiation of this line came the more signi-

ficant Imperial sanction of the extension of

the iron rails to Tung-chou; but this advance
fell under the ban of delay, and was not
finally taken up until 1895. Meanwhile,
however, the branch from Tangku to Taku
was laid in 1888; the extension from the
Linsi colliery on to Lan-chou was thrown
open in October 1891 ; and by the spring of

1894 the completion of the bridge over the

Lan Ho made possible traffic through to

Shanhaikwan.
With the consummation of the peace

negotiations with Japan—and the consequent
fuller reahsation of China's need of more of

the modern improvements that go to the

development of internal strength and power-
came the edict of the 7th December 1895,

authorising the construction of the line from

Tientsin to Lu kou-ch'iao (M^ 1®) and

appointing His Excellency Hu l-fea(5|^'^§)
to superintend it. No time was lost in be-

ginning the survey of the route that ha§
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now become so familiar to travellers in North
China.^ The line, as originally built, ran

through Yang-ts'un, Lo-fa, Lang-fang, An-
ting, and Feng-t'ai to Lu-kou-ch'iao, with a

5-niiIe spur up to Ma-chia-p'u (^ '^ ^), 2
miles south-west of the Yung-ting-men in

the southern wall of the Capital. The formal
opening of the road to this point took place

on the 30th September 18Q7. Almost as soon
as the traffic between Tientsin and Peking
fairly began, it was seen that the road served

but inadequately the demands upon it, and
Work was begun the following year to double
the track. The supplementary track came into

regular use on the 1st May 18Q9. After the

1900 troubles the foreign administrators in

charge of the railway carried the track through
the wall of the Chinese city and up to the

station just outside the Ch'ien-men in the

Tartar city wall.

Much progress had njeanwhile been made
on the Tientsin-Shanhaikwan part of the

line. By July of 1897 Chung-hou-so (»f»M)5f)»
some 40 miles beyond the Great Wall, had
been touched by the iron wand of progress;

and during 1899 Chin-chou-fu (i| iWj^), 55
miles beyond, at the extreme north-west

corner of the Liaotung Gulf, came under its

sway. Before the Boxers came to interfere

trains had begun running through to New-
chwang. Then, after the lines had been
restored to the Chinese by the Allies, the final

northern extension was la id, to tap the commerce
of Hsinmint'un, and was opened in 1903.

It will be noticed from a map that the

Russians have built a branch connecting their

main line at Ta-shih-ch'iao (>^>Fi^)( just

below Hai-ch'eng, with Yingkow; so that, the

iron thread now runs unbroken all the way
from Port Arthur around the Liaotung Gulf,

via Tientsin, to Peking and Hankow, and thus

brings the cities of Europe into touch with the

Capital and with the greatest inland mart of

the Chinese Empire. Before the Russo-Japanese
war interrupted the non-military traffic on the

Transsiberiau line, this route had attracted a
noticeable passenger business from North and
even Central China to Europe, besides carrying

a goodly percentage of the northern mails.

At the present time this traffic is enormously
increased.

Turning to the Pehan line, we find it had
its birth in the same decree—7th December
1895—thatauthorized the Tientsin-Lukouch'iao
extension. The edict granted permission to

"the rich merchants of the provinces" to

form a company for the construction and
operation' of the road. Then as nothing de-

finite came of this, by further Imperial orders

llis Excellency Hu began the work under

Government supervision in the summer of

1897, and in January of 1899 Pao-ting-fu had

been reached. Meanwhile, the Viceroys

of Chihii and Hukwang having been
given the power to borrow the necessary

foreign capital for the prosecution of the

undertaking, and Sheng Hsuan-huai having

been appointed Director of this line to Han-
kow, an arrangement was made with a

Belgian syndicate to provide the capital and

to administer the line throughout its entire

length. Hiose who care to take the trouble

will find an interesling memorial, submitted

to the Throne by Sheng Kung-pao, in the

issue of the "Peking and Tientsin Times" of

TOth September 1908, reciting the inner history

of how this concession caime to be awarded to

the Belgians,"and incidentally throwing a light

upon the Chinese official's trials in dealing

with foreign capitalists that should furnish

food for thought. Under their concession

the Belgians then absorbed, on the 1st

October 1899, the Lukouch'iao-Paptingfu

section already constructed by Mr. Kinder.

On the nth June 1905 the first engine

crossed the bridge over the Yellow River,

and thus, as it were, joined the hands
of the North and South in a grasp whose
vitality and throbbing *iergy should do much
to create a new feeljng of interdependence

between the two regions.

The remaining lines to be mentioned are

the branch from Peking to T'ung-chou that

was constructed under the British military

regime; the spur running west through

I-chou to the Hsi-ling or Western Tombs,
which was laid by Imperial order during

the winter of 1902-03, and which thus

marked the complete revolution of the

Throne's earlier attitude towards the iron

road; the Peking Syndicate railway along
the south bank of the Wei River, to bring

down coal from the anthracite fields near
Ching-hua, on the border of Shansi, to

Taok'ou the head of navigation on the Wei
River—a regular trade route to Tientsin ; and
the Chengting-Taiyuan narrow-gauge line

of the French syndicate.

Reverting to the Imperial Railways of

North China, which include the Peking-
Tientsin and the T ientsin-Newchwang lines

with their branches, it is gratifying to re-

cord the decided success attained by the

Directors in establishing shops at Tangshan
for the construction of all kinds of cars

and a plant at Shanhaikwan for manufactur-
ing girders for bridgework and material

for tanks. With the Hanyang Steel works,
at Hankow, turning out steel rails to

supplement the output of these shops, China
has thus early rendered herself almost in-
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dependent in railway construction—engines
and some of the more massive bridges are

still contracted for abroad. The importance
of this only appears when the great reaches

of the future are brought under the eyes and
compaied with what in a few years may be
looked back upon as the almost meagre
accomplishments of the present. The map
shows as many miles in projection for the

area north of the Yangtze as have already

been laid, whilst to these must be added the

great trunk lines to the South and the numer-
ous possible ramifications into the now
untouched regions of the west.

At present the Imperial Railways have 558
miles of main lines and 110 miles of sidings

under their control, liesides restoring the line

to its normal working condition, the British

military managers, after their post Boxer
occupation and before relinquishing their

authority—as they did in September of 1902,

—pemonstrated clearly that railways in North
China, under conscientious mangement, could

be operated at a satisfactory profit. The
Russians retained control of their section until

the end of 1902.

Space remains for only a word on the already

apparents effects of the introduction of the

new mode of transport. Facile princeps is the

readiness with which the Chinese have availed

themselves of the quick mode of travel, and
have thus extended £. their spheres of both

business and social life. The breaking down
of the classic provincialism will inevitably

follow the extension of the roads, -and will

awaken the people to a greater sense of

national unity. Commercially, much of the

freight going from Peking to Tangku, and
vice versa, has been diverted from the x\v^

to the railway, although by far the greater

part of the bulky goods for export continues

to come down by caravan to T'ung-chou
and thence to Tientsin by boat. The
relative cost of handling over the two routes

exerts a strong influence in preserving the

old river traffic. Furthermore, there has

come the inevitable widening of the area

that supplies the local market with perishable

produce and raises such produce for export.

Almost new busin ses in peanuts and
fruits have been developed in certain sections.

With the opening of the Peking-Kalgaii

line, large quantities of chei.per produce that

are now kept off the market by prohibitive

transpdrtation charges should come down
to swell the export business And west and
north-west this trade-increasing process will

repeat, itself. Moreover, aside from this

purely commercial phase of the question, the

railway must be accorded the credit of giving

to foreign residents in North China the

boon of such a summer resort as Peitaiho

and ot developing the whole north-western
littoral of the Liaotung Oulf. That Tientsin's

favourable situation with reference to the

great hinterland to the west and north-west
will enable her to keep her fingers on this

pulse of commerce is the reassuring opinion
of those who have delved deeper into the

speculation of how Time's unravelling fingers

will disentangle the knot of competition.

No province in China is so wrell

supplied with postal and telegraph faclHt-

ies as the portion of Chihli south of the

Great Wall. In the Peking Postal District

there are ten sub-offices and nearly four

hundred agencies. There are twenty

lines of telegraph going out from Pekitig,

and by means of these every part of thp

Empire can be reached at very short

notice,

At Peking all the Treaty Powers have

their Minister and at Tientsin there is a

full consular body, so that foreign

merchants in almost any country can

make enquiries of every kind from their

representatives.

Peking (i.e. "the northern capital"),

the capital of China, is situated in a

sandy plain, between the Pei Ho and its

affluent the Hun Ho, 100 miles northwest of

the mouth of the former river in the

Yellow Sea, at the head of the Grand

Canal, and 50 miles south of the Great Wall

of China. The city is connected by railway

with Tientsin (80 miles) and with Mukden,

and thus has rail communiciation with

Europe through the Transsiberian line.

The population has been estimated at

1,500,000—2,000,000, but probably

it barely reaches 500,000. Peking

consists of two contiguous cities, each

separately encircled by lofty walls, which

together are entered by 16 gates. The
entire circuit is reckoned at 25 miles.

The walls of the Manchu city, which

contains the impeiial and forbidden

sacred quarters, are 42 feet high;

those of the Chinese city are 30 feet,

high and 25 feet thick at the base,

diminishing (o \2 feet at the top,
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There are square lowers at intervals of

about 60 yards, and (lie whole is surround-

ed by a ditch. The streets run mainly at

rightanglestooneanolher.norlh and south,

east and west and at their intersections there

are frequently large arches. The soulhern

or Chinese city is the seat of commerce
and the residence of probably the majority

of the*^ population, abounding in shops

of all descriptions and continually filled

with a motley crowd. There are few
edifices in this quarter deserving notice.

The houses are of brick, with red-tiled

roofs, and the city is largely unpaved and
undrained. The northern, Tartar, Manchu,
or imperial city consists of three separate

enclosures. The outermost of these, formerly

appropriated to the Tartai garrison, is

novj mostly occupied by Chinese traders.

The second enclosure (Hwang-ching, "the

august city" or "imperial city" proper) is

entered by four large and several smaller

gates. In it are extensive public granaries,

a military arsenal [and college, an astro-

nomical and a magnetic observatory (from

which the ijislruments were in greater part

looted by Germany in 1900), the great

temples of Ancestors and of Peace, the

Imperial University of China, the residences

of the great dignitaries of the Empire,

the vast Examination Halls, the Halls of

the Classicists, imperial bridge, bell-tower,

the Temple of the White Pagoda, and a

farge lake. The inner enclosure (or

"forbidden city"), surrounded by a moat
faced with masonry, is appropriated to the

public and private palaces of the Emperor
and has pavilions, gardens, and an artificial

mountain. Outside both cities are open
suburbs, bustling with mercantile activity.

Peking has edifices appropriated to many
forms of religion. Amongst these are a

Greek church and convent, Roman Catholic

cathedral, Muhammadan mosques, Buddhist

temples, and temples dedicated to Con-
fucius and other mortals. The Imperial

University (formerly the national college,

Han-lin-yuen) is the great seat of Chinese

learning and literature. Amongst the other

learned and scientific institutions of note

are the Medical College and the Astronom-

ical Board. Pekinghasliadamintsince 1896.

Electrical works were introduced in 1900.

Amongst the more recent structures is the

KettelerMemorial Arch, dedicated inJanuary,

1903. About 10 miles northwest of thecity

are the remains of a vast imperial park,

containing numerous palaces of the

emperor and great officers of the state,

many of which were demolished by the

allies in I860.. Peking has a large print-

ingand bookselling trade and manufactories

of coloured glass, images, and other articles.

The Pel Ho is navigable for boats to

within a short distance of Peking, and
communicates with the Grand Canal, by
which most of the provisions for the

supply of the city are conveyed, Peking is

regarded by the Chinese as one of their

most ancient cities, but it was not made
the capital of the country until its con-

quest by the Mongols in the latter part

of the thirteenth century. It was occupied

by the British and French in 1860.

Following upon the Boxer movement of

1900 and the siege of the foreign

Legations, the city was entered by the

troops of the allied nations of Europe
and America in August of the same
year, and held by them until the Treaty

of Peking in September, 1901.

Paotingfu.—Though Peking is the capital

of the Empire it is not the capital of

Chihii. The provincial capital is Paotingr

fu, with 80,000 inhabitants. It is the

official residence of the Viceroy and the

seat of the provincial University. Com-
mercially it is unimportant and devoid
of activity, but it is hoped [that the Pehan
Railway will eventually bring new life

to it.

Tientsin.—This is the most important

commercial and industrial city of the

whole province and indeed of the

whole of north China. Situated at the

junction of the Pei Ho and the Grand
Canal it governs all southern traffic

approaching Peking. It now has direct
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railway connexion with Europe, and with

the centre of China Its importance is

demonstrated and increased by the fact

that Britain, France, Germany, Italy,

Austria, Belgium, Russia and Japan all

have Settlements there, though some of

them are practically undeveloped. There

is direct communication with the sea by

means of the Pei Ho, the conservancy of

which, however, is a serious matter. Tien-

tsin wharves are almost two miles in length,

and into the vessels alongside them are

loaded skins, bristles, furs, ropes, camel-

hair fabrics, wool, coal, and other goods.

The industries of the place include cotton

and carpet manufacture. The razing of

the city wall has made possible the

opening of wide streets, lighted by

electricity and traversed by tramways:

and the spirit of progress is evident from

the presence of modern police and water

works. Tientsin is a fast-progressing city

with a great future before it and its

population of 750,000.

Hwailuhsien, the entrepot tor

traffic between Chihli and Shansi,

is an important market, and

manufactures excellent stone-

ware.

Shanhaikwan, with a popu

iation of 30,000, derives its

importance from its command
of the coast route from China

Proper to the north, a route

which the railway has adopted,

thereby adding to the importance

of this town.

Suanhwafu, is the centre of

a fruit and cereal district, and

is a stage on the road to

Kalgan.

Kalgan, has a population of

30,000 and commanding the

main road from Peking to

Mongolia it has considerable

commercial importance. It is now
approached by railway from Peking, and

when this line is completed by extension

to Urga and the Hi valley, connecting

with the Trans-Siberian route, Kalgan
will become a place of still greater

importance. Kalgan is a fashionable resort

for banished officials.

Kaiping and Tangshan are colliery towns,

and between them was built the original

nucleus of the Imperial Railways of North

China. They are yearly growing in

importance with the expansion of the

coal trade, which is being actively

pushed by an Anglo-Chinese syndicate.

Tangshan possesses perhaps the finest

engineering college in China and is

the centre of the engineering work for

the Imperial Railways.

Taku is the fortified town at the mouth
of the Pei Ho, and the Taku Bar is a

serious hindrance to the iiavigation of

the Pei Ho and to the trade of Tientsin.
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Population per
sciuare mile

Vl-SHANTUNG.
Position, Area, Population.

Shantung is the most
easterly province of

China, its mainland jut-

ting out well beyond
longitude 1 22" east.

The province forms a

geological island con-

sisting chiefly of a

granitic mass, quite cut

off from the great ranges of the rest of

the Hwang Ho basin by the plains of

Chihli and Honan. On its north lies the

Gulf of Chihli, on its south the Yellow
Sea. Chihli and Honan form the landward

boundaries of the province, estimates of

whose area and population differ enormous-
ly. Thus Richard gives the area at 55,984
square miles, and the population 38,247,900,

which works out to a density of 683 persons

per square mile. Little gives the area as

57,000 and the population at 25,000,000,

or 431 to the square mile; whilst

Mr. Carral, many years Commissioner of

Customs at Chefoo, gives the area as

65,184 square miles, the population at

29,00,000, figures that give a density of

445 per square mile. All agree, however,

in regarding the province as well populated,

and whilst Richard's estimate would appear

to be too high, on account of neglect

of sparseness of population in the barren

mountain area, it is fair to conclude that

the density is,abnormally high for China;

and we may put it at 525 in round

numbers. Mr. Carral also states that 30

per cent, of the men can read and write,

but that, although the province was the

birthplace and home of Confucius and

Mencius, the people, who are more sturdily

built, physically stronger and with more
stamina than soutlierners, are not so high-

ly educated as their southern neighbours,

and are duller and more phlegmatic.

General Characteristics.

The province is of highly diversified

geographical configuration—^mountains,

valleys, lakes, riveri and plains are found

within it.and its maritime border constitutes

half its boundary. Physically it may be

regarded as consisting of two parts, the

mountainous peninsular portion and the

western plain, which is merely an extension

of the plains of Chihli and Honan. The
mountainous promontory is really more
closely related to the mountain systems

of Korea and Liaotung, with which it is

linked up by a string of islets from
Tengchow to Port Arthur, thain to any-

thing on the great mainland of China;

and were the Hwang Ho now flowing

both through i(s present and its old

channel the bifurcated stream would cut

off an area roughly corresponding with the

geological Shantung. The plain, which
lies west of the sacred T'ai Shan, just as

the mountainous promontory lies Eastof it

(whence the name Shan-tung) is really

alluvium that in its deposition has con-

verted the former island of Shantung into

a continuous stretch witif the mainland.

One of the important physical char-

acteristics of Shantung is the coast, which
is longer than that of any Chinese
province except Kwantung. This coast

is profoundly indented and affords ex-

cellent harbours, e. g., Chefoo, Weihaiwei,

Kiaochow. A considerable portion of

the coast is of a rockbound character

and there have been numerous shipping

disasters along it.

The mountains of the province largely

group themselves round three centres. The
first of these is in the heart of the

province where the sacred Tai Shan forms
the nucleus of several ranges that thrust

themselves out in all directions. Again
to the east of Kiaochow a number of

chains lie in close proximity to each

other, and are dominated by Lao Shan, a

mountain some 3,700 feet in height. A
prominent chain lies southeast of Chefoo
and attains a maximum height of some-
what less than three thousand feet.

The principal feature in the hydrography
of the province is the Hwang Hcj flow-
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ing from southwest to northeast through

the plain, its bed being raised ten to twenty

feet above the level of the surrounding plain,

and its waters being enclosed between high

embankments rajsed by the patient ignor-

ance of generations of toilers. These em-

bankments sometimes give way and des

tructive inudations are thereby caused. The
Hwang Ho is navigable, as far as Shan-

tung is concerued, only during the last

twenty-five miles of its course. Parallel

and to the north of the Hwang Ho runs

the very useful Tuhai Ho. The invaluable

Grand Canal, its usefulness greatly

diminished by need of dredging, passes

through the province; and the city of

Tsinanfu is connected with the sea by a

canal which follows in the last few miles

of its course the bed of the Siaoching

Ho. Except for these rivers the streams

of Shantung are largely mountain torrents,

of no value for commerce. Some small

lakes are also found in the province

—

Tsing-shui, Peft-meh, Chao-yang, and

Wei-shan.

The climate of Shantung is healthy

The northwest monsoon makes its in-

fluence felt on the northern coast, and the

southeast monsoon on the southern coast.

The rainy months are July and August,

Productions.

The principal agricultural products of

the province are poppy, beans, various

grains (chiefly wheat, millet, and maize)

ground-nuts, sesamum tza-ts'ao,), cotton,

walnuts, dates and other fruits. The

fields yield two crops each year. Of
these products the beans are used for

the manufacture of bean-oil and bean-

cake, the oil being extracted during the

process of pressing the beans into cakes;

the latter are exported for use as manure.

Sesamum Seed is made into cakes which

are used to adulterate the opium made
from the poppy. Oil is extracted from

the ground-nuts, tiie refuse being used

for manure. The grains form the staple

food of the province, wheat and the

finer varieties of millet being used by

the richer families, maize and big millet

being the mainstay of the working class-

es; rice is not a popular food in Shan-

tung, even with those who can afford to

buy it. Of the fruit much is consumed
locally but a considerable quantity is ex-

ported both in. its fiesh state and dried.

Tzu-ts'ao, annual production about four

thousand piculs, is made into a red dye,

most of which leaves the province for

the south. An interesting point in

agriculture relative to the rotation of

crops, generally supposed to be unknown
in China, may be noted here. Tz:t-ts'ao

is a crop which is most exhausting to

the soil, the oilier products have to be

cultivated for about sixty years before the

ground is again in a state to furnish

sufficient body for the dye. The bean

haulm provides food for mules and other

animals. The uses of the big millet stalk

are many, it being largely employed to

roof houses, to build poor shanties, the

interstices being filled with mud, and
for fences of all sorts; enormous quantit-

ies are used to repair breaches in the

Yellow River banks, it being the

principal article used for the purpose;

when spoiled for further service it be-

comes fuel for the kanq.

Dependent upon these various agricul-

tural products are several industries. The
wheat straw is manufactured in the

homes of the people into straw braid,

and in some parts of the province this

constitutes the chief industry. The wheat
is grown primarily for food, but if the

Shantung people would realize the

importance of keeping all their work up
to highest quality and if, as in Italy, the

wheat were specially cultivated for the

stalk at the expense of the ear it seems
beyond question that Italy's finest products
would be outclassed.

A very important industry of the

province is the rearing of silkworms and
manufacture of silk, The silk is of two
kinds, the produce respectively of. worm
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fed on oak leaves and that fed on
mulberry leaves. The oakleat silk is by

far the more important to the province,

although of as inferior quality, as, owing
to the comparative ease with which the

worm is reared, it is produced in great

quantities. The yellow silk, that derived

from the mulberry-fed worm, though

yielding a much better price, is not

produced to anything like the same extent

as it entails much greater labour.

The manufacture of vermicelli is an-

other notable industry, the trade repre-

senting Tls.2,000,000 a year in the

Hwan-hsien district alone. The best

vermicelli is made from green beans,

which are imported by native craft from

Fengtien and Kwangsu. This trade is

most flourishing, the demand both on
account of home consumption and of

export having increased considerably.

Bean cake and bean oil are largely

manufactured at Chefoo.

Large shipments of native fruit are

made during the summer to southern

ports. This fruit grows on the southern

slopes of the hills, and these slopes have

been found so eminently suitable for

fruit-growing that foreign fruits have been

introduced with great success. The
native fruits include apples, pears, grapes,

melons, cherries; and foreign varieties of

these have been introduced, as well

as strawberries, gooseberries, raspberries.

In recent years a Chinese company has

been formed to cultivate the wine grape

in the Chefoo district and this project is

proving highly successful, both the red

and white wines produced being declared

by connoisseurs to be of excellent quality.

None of this wine has been put on the

market yet as it is still being matured.

There is excellent fishing off the Shan-

tung coasts, as well as in the Shantung

streams, and large quantities of fish are land-

ed by native craft both to supply the needs

of Shantung and for drying and export.

The mineral products of Shantung

include coal, iron, argentiferous lead.

copper, gold and building stone. Forty

years ago there was a miniature gold

rush to Chefoo but the workings never

paid, never in fact being undertaken

on modern methods. At Pingtu the

quick-silver process was adopted with

little success, but the gold was subse-

quently found in combination with

sulphur, for which the machinery already

installed was unsuited; and the workings

were abandoned. Thus the real worth

of the Pingtu mines is not known.
About 3000 ozs. of gold sand reach

Weihsien annually from Pingtu, are

melted down and sent to Shanghai for

sale. Gold in very small quantities has

been found at Weihaiwei but a foreign-

managed enterprise there has proved

disastrous. The silver percentage in Ihe

lead is too low to make working profit-

able and the lead, which is found in

the Poshan-Tyuchuan valley cannot be
extracted at a price that will compete
with the lead mines of other countries^

The great bulk of the mineral resources

is in the hands of the Germans, and is

co.mpr!sed in a strip of land thirty li on
either side of the railway from Tsingtao

to Tsinanfu. Widiin this zone are includ-

ed two very valuable coalfields, Fangtze,

about a hundred miles from Tsingtao,

and the valley of Poshan and Tzechwan,
170 miles from Tsingtao; and adjoining

these coalfields are the iron mines of

Tiehshan near Kinlingchen. It is

probable that there are other valuable

minerals within the area of the concession

but even if there are not the concession-

aires have in the two coalfields and the

adjacent iron mines sufficient scope for ex-

pansion for many years to come. The
Weihsien coalfield is remarkable for the

irregularity in the distribution of its

seams, and much time has been wasted

in finding a continuous seam. The
valley of Poshan is about twenty miles

long and spreads out from a width of a

couple of hundred yards at Poshan to

nearly six miles at the point of reaching
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the northern Shantung plain. The whole
of this valley is a vast bed of coal, somewhat
deeply situated in the middle but appearing

on the surface at the edges. At the northwest

exit of the valley the coal-bed is inter-

rupted but it commences again and con-

tinues in undiminished quantity in a west-

erly direction for another twenty miles,

between the main range on the south and
the Chahgpaishan on the north. In this

valley and its branches are situated the

mining centres of Pu-chi and Pu-chwan.
South of the narrow gorge at Poshan
another valley opens out, called the

Heishan valley, and in this valley, quite

near the surface, is found the excellent

anthracite coal that has made Poshan
famous. Until quite recently this anthracite

was worked by native methods, chiefly

in order to be turned into excellent coke
which, owin{» to its lightness, is more
easily transported by wheelbarrow than is

coal. Poshan coke has been traced as

far. away as Tsinchowfou, Chowtsun,
Tsinanfu, and even Kiaochow.

Salt is largely obtained from the

evaporation of sea-water and is used
very extensively for the purpose of salt-

ing fish and vegetables, the making of

soys and bean sauces, and the like.

Communications

The development of communications
in Shantung is a matter of some urgency.

At present the only advance on the

condition of a thousand years ago is

the introduction of the German railway.

This line runs from Tsingtao to Tsinanfu

through Weihsien, Tsingchowfu and
Chowtsun. In the last Decennial Report

we read ''The railway now constructed

is entirely a foreign enterprise, built with

foreign capital, and with the view of

making Tsingtao as far as possible a

centre for the trade of the province."

This policy has been ruthlessly pursued
even to the extent of intriguing against

the building of a line from Chefoo to

M^eihsfeq.

What roads there are in Shantung are

in bad condition, and waterways are

inadequate because many of them are,

for several months in the year, icebound.

The future is undoubtedly with the rail-

ways. The linking up of Tientsin and
Pukow via Tsinanfu will introduce new
economic conditions, and intrigue having

proved fruitless, Chefoo will soon be in

direct rail communication with the

capital, and even with heavy penalies

for passing over the other length of

line will be able to recover something
of its former position, though the fact

that Tsingtao is a day's sea-voyage

nearer Shanghai will always weigh against

Chefoo.

In this connexion we may suitably

quote the report for 1908 of Mr. B. Giles,

Acting British Consul at Tsinanfu, who
writes:

The preliminary arrangements in connexion
with the Tientsin-Pukow Railway have been
progressing steadily during 1908. Not only
have the surveys been completed in this

prov'nce, but nearly all the land required
has been purchased between Tsinan and the
Shantung-Chihli border; [whilst the embank-
ment has already been thrown up between
Tsinan and Lok'on on the Yellow River.
Work on the most important pieQe of
engineering on the line—the Yellow River
bridge—which is in the hands of the Niirn-
berger Bridge Building Company, is also
being taken in hand. The total length of the
bridge with approaches will be about 2
kilometres ; in the river bed itself there will be
four iron supports, making five spans across
the river: in addition to which there are to
be 17 culverts of an average width of 70 to
80 metres. South of Tsinan, work has not
yet begun, but the engineers have been
carefully surveying the line of route, and
work is to be taken in hand in the spring.
The Chunghsing Coal Mining Company

has been constructing a short line of railway
47 kilometres in length from its mine at 1 sao-
chuang to Taichuang on the Grand Canal
(both in I hien), where the coal is being
transhipped into boats for conveyance south.
Later on connexion will doubtless be made
for that purpose with the southern section of
the Tientsin-Pukow Railway.
The project for linking up Weilisien, on the

Tsinan-Tsingtau line, with Chefoo by rail has
been definitely sanctioned the gentry an^
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nierchants of the districts to be traversed
having been permitted to raise funds for the

purpose The construgtion of such a line

would undoubtedly be a great boon to Chefoo,
which has long been hampered in its com-
petition with Tsingtau by the lack of railway
communicatio!!.

Cities and Chief Towns.

Tsinanfu. The capital of the province

has a population of about 100,000, and

the space enclosed by the walls of the

city is more than ample for the needs

of the population. Formerly famous for

its silks and minor industries connected

with articles of personal adornment the

city now ranks as one of the advanced

educational centres of China, as well as

being the great commercial centre for

western Shantung, at which a vast amount
of trade takes place; but manufactures

have moved to more favourable centres.

Its advanced position amongst Chinese

cities is indicated by its university, its

military school, its system of middle

schools, and its police organized on
modern lines. An excellent high road

connects it with the Hwang Ho, four

miles north.

Chefoo. This treaty port, with a

population of 85,000 has many
natural advantages which will be

further enhanced when it is

linked up with the provincial

capital and the coal district by

rail. It provides an outlet for

emigration to Manchuria, and in

its vicinity excellent fruit is

grown. It has suffered much
from official lethargy.

Tsingtao. This is the town
made by Germany in the Kiao-

chow territory seized from China

in 1897. Inclusive of the territory

there is a population of 35,000

of whom about 1,500 ar fore-

eigners, The excellent liarbour

and the advantages of railway

communication with the interior

and a shorter sea trip to Shanghai,

together with an expenditure of money
quite unlimited by the straitened fin-

ances of the German Empire, have given

it considerable assistance in its rivalry

with Chefoo.

Woihaiwei. This excellent harbour
and anchorage is leased by Britain from
Chinn as a naval sanatorium. Britain's

non-aggressive intentions in this region

are indicated b}- the facts tlwit the place

has not been fortified, that no troops

are stationed there, and that the former

Chinese regiment has been disbanded.

The population is about 150,000.

Lintsingchow, on the Grand Canal

has a population of 50,000 and former-

ly did a very considerable trade. It has

much declined in importance, however,

though the bricks manufactured there

have more than a local reputation.

Tsiningchow, also on the Grand Canal,

with a population of 150,000 is a city in

which copper, iron and bamboo articles are

manufactured, and provisions are salted.

Tsingohowfu, with 35,000 people, on
the line of the railway, has probably a

furture before it brighter than its past

has been. Its future is dependent on
the railway and the coalfields.

/in«l63inlt,
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Poshanhsieii, is the centre of a coal

industry and has manufactures of pottery,

glass, oil, and bricks.

Chowtsun, on the railway, is a centre

for the export of the silk manufactured

in the province.

Laichowfu, 80,000 population, holds

as important position on the high road

from Chefoo to the capital, and has

quarries of excellent marble in its

vicinity.

Tengchowfu, population 40,000, occup-

ies a fine position on the coast and shares

the emigration traffic with Chefoo. U
will shortly be linked with Chefoo and

the capita! by rail.

Weifisien, with a population of 100,000

lies on the route from Tsingtao to Tsinan,

at the point where the railway touches

the road from Chefoo to the capital. At

Weihsien the new railway from Chefoo
will join the German railway, when
Weihsien will be a place of still greater

importance. To the south east of the

city abundant coal is found and the city

itself is a great mart for cotton goods,

tobacco, coal, and straw braid.
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Vll.-SZECHWAII.
The Yangtze Basin.

Before proceeding to study the special

province assigned for this week we may
suitably take a general survey of the new
yalley upon which we enter, transcribing

for that purpose a passage used elsewhere

by the present writer:

The Yangtze Kiang basin is a topic on
which a very large number of volumes
might be written without anything like

an exhaustion of the subject. There is at

present no region on the face of the

earth which can compare with it. The
nearest approach is the basin of the Amazon,
but that region has been as yet so im-

perfectly opened that a comparison
between the two would, as far as our

present knowledge goes, be very much to

the advantage of the Yangtze area.

The Yangtze drainage area is well defined.

To the north it is bounded by the con-

tinuation of the Kuen Lun known under the

name of the Siking, Tsinling, Funiu and
the Hwaiyang Mountains. Of these the

first have an average height of about

7,000 feet, whilst the last rise to no more
than 3,000, and eventually lose themselves

in the alluvial plain of Kiang-su.

On the south side three plateaux

—

Yunnan, Kweichou, and Kwangsi—con-

tinued through the Nanling and Tayuling,

shed the waters of the Yangtze to the

north and those of the Si Kiang and
the rivers of Fukien and Chekiang to

the south. This vast basin with an area

of 700,000 square miles supports a

human population of two hundred mil-

lions, of whom it is safe to say that

every individual supplies, or in the im-

mediate future will supply, some of his

wants from, and some of his surplus

products to, Shanghai, the great emporium
of th'e whole valley. Half the inhabitants

of China find their homes in this basin,

and more than 60 per cent, of China's

commercial transactions take place here.

Two million tons of goods carried along

the broad surface of the Yangtze come
within the cognizance and jurisdiction

of the Imperial Maritime Customs,

and it may be assumed that at least

another two million tons of local traffic

take place of which only likin auth-

orities take their toll. The great

highway is the Yangtze, but a vast

system of natural and artificial water-

ways supplements the 3,000 miles of

main waterway.

In the lower basin of the Great River

the Gi-and Canal forms art important

line of communication from north tO

south. In the middle basin, the Han on
the north bank and the rivers flowing

into the Tung Ting on the south, form
another north to south highway, and to

the west innumerable streams of A

greater or less degree of navigability

pour their waters into those of the

Yangtze, the great highway itself passing

under different names at different points.

In addition to the waterways every

month sees the web of railways being
slowly woven. Already the Pekin-HankoW
line is an accomplished fact and the Shang-
hai-Nanking and Kiangsu lines have been
opened to traffic. Other lines cutting

through rich districts are under considera-

tion, and the resources of this basin, perhaps

richer area for area than any other on
the face of the earth, are rapidly being

brought within a short distance of the

commercial metropolis of China.

These resources are as varied as cart

be. The moderate climate of the basin,

the abundant rainfall, and the diversified

nature of the country are factors which
make for diversity of vegetable products.

On the northern slopes there is art

abundance of wood, less now than in

byegone ages, certainly, by reason of the

reckless and extravagant deforestation to

which it has been subjected at the hands
of the inhabitants. Tea, silk, cotton, and
(in the more southerly sub-valleys) sugar

cane, abound. Rice is almost universally

grown, and forms the staple footjl qf %

'
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people. In the upper basin of the Great

River tlie poppy—now doomed to ex-

tinction—has been extensively grown.

The mineral wealtli of the basin is

ienormous, and is already being exploited.

Hanyang is the centre of a great iron

Industry, and this metal and coal, though
neither is so extravagantly abundant as

in the more northerly provinces, both

afford in many ways employment for a

large class of labourers. The industrial

potentialities of the region are almost

incalculable. The silk mills and filatures

of Kiangsu, the Chinese ink—called

by foreigners Indian ink, whatever its

origin—of Anhwei, the porcelain of

Kiangsi, the steel works of Hupeh, the silk,

salt, and oil industries of Szechwan, and
the textile fabrics of Hupeh, are all suf-

ficiently well known to demand the

attention of foreign capital. But not one
of these has as yet had an opportunity

of thorough development. Foreign
capital, new modes of communication, and
modern methods could increase the

output a hundredfold, and it is safe to

say that before the final passing of

this generation much of this immensely
rich valley will have become a vast

Belgium, and the riverine ports, Chin-
kiang, Nanking, Wuhu, Hankow-Hanyang-
Wachang, Ichang, Chungking, and
Suchow, will be exchanging their wares
in inconceivable quantity with London,
New York, Melbourne, Buenos Ayres,

Cape Town, Calcutta, and New Orleans.

With the development of responsible

government in China the navigation of

the Yangtze in its upper reaches must
become vastly improved, and the disastrous

floods of the lower river prevented by suit-

able engineering works. The approaches to

the river Will be greatly facilitated, and
as the Mississippi valley has been the

New World basin in the nineteenth century

the Yangtze valley will be the Old World
basin for the twentieth century. The key

of the whole region is "The Foreign

Settlement noth of the Yang-king-pang,"g

Position, Area, Population.

The province of

Szechwan is one of

the most interesting in

China, and scarce a

traveller of any repute

has made China the

region of his travels

who has not given

some attention to the

The interest is

Population per
square mile

claims of this province,

in large measure due to the fact that

this province is the farthest west of the

provinces of China Proper, that its

frontier character is strongly marked by

its mountainous western half, and that the

journey to it, approached by the lower

Yangtze, is marked by difficulty and

grandeur. Something is also due to the

vision of opened commerce with Thibet

and India. Situated in the extreme west

of China the province is bounded on
the north by Kansu and Shensi, on the

west by Thibet, on the south by

Yunnan and Kweichow, and on the east

by Hupeh and Hunan. The area of the

province is 218,533 square miles, thus

being greater than that of France (207,000)

and more than double that of Hungary
(1 09,000)*. Indeed the area is not much less

than that of combined Austria-Hungary

(261,035 square miles.) Szechwan has,

according to official returns, a population of

68,724,800. This figure is nine times that

for Belgium, half as high again as that for

the United Kingdom, nearly twice that

for France, one-seventh higher than that

for Germany, twelve times that for Hol-

land, more than half that for the Russian

Empire, four times that for Spain, and
only one-fifth less than that for the United
States of America. The density is only

•Little suggests the comparison with Hungary.
"A noticeable coincidence is that the arms
of Hungary display four silver stapes to
denote the four chief rivers (the Dannbe,
Theiss, Drave and Save), whilst the name ol

Szechwan, K Jl|, equally denotes its four
principal streams."
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314 persons per square mile, but this

is accounted for by tiie fact that large

mountainous tracts to the west are of

necessity very sparsely occupied. If the

figures were to be worked out for the por-

tion of the province east of the Min
River it would be found that the densilv

there was very much higher.

Speaking of the people of this province

Richthoven says:

If the rate at which a people has contrived
to develop to its fullest capacity the product-
ive power of the soil on which it lives is

taken as the measure by which to estimate
its position in the scale of industrial accomplish-
ment, the palm, amongst all provinces of

China, is probably due to Szechwan ; nothing
speaks more forcibly in favour of the practical

intellect of its inhabitants than the fact that

they have succeeded in adapting the products
to soil and climate with admirable ingenuity-

There are districts of limited extent in other

provinces where this is the case in at least

some measure, but it cannot be said of any
other region approaching at all in size the

Red Basin.

General Characteristics.

The province of Szechwan is scarcely

a geographical unit in itself. Portions

of Yunnan and Kweichow are really

parts of the same natural region. The
southern boundary of Szechwan is either

the Yangtze, its tributaries, or the crest

of the immediate slopes thereto—not the

watershed—and it is seldom that a river

divides wholly distinct geographical

regions. Northern Yunnan and northern

Kweichow are intimately bound up with

Szechwan, hence much that is here said of

the last will apply to the other two.

What may be called the geographical

Szechwan is hemmed in on all sides,

completely isolated, for even the Yangtze

is a very difficult means of ingress, and

the mountains offer but few passages

into Thibet, Kansu, and the valley of

the Han Ho. The province takes its name

{P9Jll = Four Streams), suggests Little,

from the fact that the four great valleys

in which its richest agricultural wealth

is to be found and which were the

part of the province first settled by

Chinese, are watered by four roughly

parallel streams rising in the mountains

to the north, and debouching into the

Yangtze Kiang. These four streams are

the Min, the Chung, the Fow and the

Kialing. We would suggest that since

the name of the second of these means
the 'middle' or 'central' river, and since

the two last unite before reaching the

Yangtze, the four streams really are the

Min, the Chung, the Fow-Kialing—all

running into the fourth — the Yangtze.*

These four rivers are almost the

principal geographical feature of the

province, and indeed are only second

in importance to the mountain masses

that give rise to them. Taking the

latter first, we may fairly divide them

into three parts. First is a series of

high plateaux in the west, rising step by
step to the Thibetan tableland. These

plateaux, for which the name of Sze-

chwanese Alps has been suggested, part

of the great Himalaya-Kuenlun massif,

are deeply scored by toricntial streams

running into the Yangtse and by the

Yangtse itself. Athwart them the heavy

journey from Tatsienlu to Lhassa via

Balang must be made. These plateaux

range from 10,000 to 16,000 feet in

height. Next we have the mountains of

the north, separating Szechwan from
Kansu, Shensi and Hupeh. These go
under various names, the Min Shan in

the west and the Kiulung, Tapa Shan or

Kiutiao Shan in the east. The Min Shan

have an average height of 8,000 feet,

and the Wuting Pass, 4,000 feet high,

separates the range from its more
easterly spurs, which have an average

height of 6,000 feet. The third mountain

area lies in the northeast of the province

and consists of a number of chains lying

in general in a direction northeast to

southwest, and seldom rising above 6,000

feet in heighf.

•This would make the analogy witl>-

Hungary still closer, i
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Of the rivers of Szechwan the greatest

is of course the Yangtze. Cutting across

the province from north to south from

Chunkargompa to Sienlo, it is but a

huge torrent and continues such, incap-

able of navigation, to its junction with

the Min. Thence throughout the province

it is semi-navigable. It receives on its

north bank a number of streams, the

first of which, the Yalung, is a mere, but

considerable, torrent. Then follow the

Min (with its tributaries the Tatu Ho and

the Ya Ho), the Chung, and the Fow,
Kialing, and Pashui, (which three form a

united stream) entering the Yangtze at

Chungking. The Min, Chung, and the

Kialing, of which the last is the longest,

all rise in the mountains forming the

northern frontier of the province, the

Kialing rising on the north sl-de and

cutting a passage through; all have abund-

ance of water and a strong current, with

obstructing rapids. The downstream
journey on these streams is a quick one

but the upstream voyage is one of great

difficulty. The waters of each are used

for the irrigation of the Red Basin as

well as for navigation. On the south

bank the Yangtze receives a number of

minor streams, the Heng Kiang, the

Suying Ho, the Kihshui Ho, and the

Wu Kiang. The last is navigable as far

as Szenanfu in Kweichow, and it forms

the chief outlet for Szechwan salt.

An important region in Szechwan is

known as the Red Basin. Little thus

describes the northern affluents of the

Yangtze and the Red Basin, which they

cross:

—

These rivers, all of which lake their rise in

the snowy mountains which divide sub-tropical

Szechwan from the northern provinces of

Kansu and Shensi, fall about 500 feet in level

in their two-hundred-mile journey athwart the

Red Basin; they are navigable for vessels

drawing about two feet of water through the

greater portion of this distance, the Chinese
boatmen being indefatigable in forcing their

boats up and down apparently hopeless

rapids; some of the boats, like the stern-

WheelcTS (n the United States, recjuiring only

a heavy dew to float them ; and the traffic

on these rivers—coal, cotton yarn, piece goods
and coast produce up-stream, and of the local

crops, such as sugar, hemp, tobacco, etc.,

down-stream— is unceasing. The rich central

portion of Szechuan, 'the Red Basin,' which
m comparison with surrounding mountains is

only moderately elevated, say, one to two
thousand feet, extends east and west from
longitude 107 to lOS'/a, and north and south

from latitude 31
'/a to 28V3, an area of 120

miles by 170, equalling 20,000 square miles.

The whole of this region, with the exception of

the Chengtu plain, which occupies only one-
tenth of this area, is exceedingly accidents,

with steep ravines and tower-like summits, but
is well watered, the rock indeed mostly drip-

ping with moisture, so that the industrious

farmers are able to terrace the hill sides to

their very summits, and thus produce an as-

tonishingly rapid and varied succession of

valuable crops.

The climate of the Red Basin is warm and
damp; there is practically no winter, frost

and snow being unknown except on the

hill-tops, their place being taken by drizzling

rains : thus the country is always green and
never without crops; no sooner is one crop
ready for reaping than another is seen sprout-
ing in the intervening furrows; the rains in

summer are heavy and continuous, causing
the summer freshets in the rivers, and
a rise of the Yangtze at Chungking in

August of seventy feet and more, with an
increase in the width of the river at that

point of from 500 up to 1,000 yards; not
seldom these rains produce serious land-
slips, blocking the streams and washing down
the soil from its rocky background, which
then has to be toilsomely replaced by the
untiring farmers. Cesspool manure is carefully

removed from the many populous towns, and
carried up to the hill summits, whereby
rotations of five and six crops in a year are
rendered possible. As in the north the Chinese
from Chihii and Shantung are earring on a
steady peaceful invasion of Mongolia and
Manchuria, so here the Thibetan border is

being steadily invaded by the agricultural
Chinese, who are gradually driving back the
warlike border tribes and relegating them
to inaccessible and infertile highlands. The
most interesting feature in the agricultural
development of the province, and one most
worthy of special study, is the exploitation
of the old lake basin in which stands to-day
the capital, Chengtu, at a height of 1,700
feet above sea-level, and the only piece of
level land in the province. Though apparently
level to the eye, this old lake bed has a
natural slope, north, of 700 f?St.
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Communications.

As has been indicated in the oaragraph
dealing with the hydrography of this

province the amount of water com-
munication is very considerable; how
considerable nay be judged from the

fact that there are ten thousand junks

plying on the waters of the province

and these support a floating population

of some 300,000 people, engaged in

river transport. There is ample means
of crossing the province from north to

south, but communications east to west

are not so ample. Even the valley of

the Yangtze is a difficult route to take,

whether ashore or afloat. By land the

roads are difficult and ill-kepi; by water

there are the rapids, a great hindrance to

the commerce of the province.

The chief high roads of the province

are five in number, viz.:

(1.) The road from Peking to Thibet,

which passes through Paoningfu, Tung-
chwanfu, Chengtufu, Yachowfu, and

Tatsienlu to Batang. This great road is

fully described below.

(2.) The road from Yachow to Yunnan.

(3.) The road from Chengtufu to

Suifu, which then continues into Yunnan in

one direction and Kweichow in another.

(4.) The road from Chsnglufu to

Chunking by way of Tzechow.

(5.) The road from Chengtufu to

Ichangfu.

Most of these roads are of a purely

local character, as the exits from the

province either north or south are not

numerous, but the first road is one of

the most famous in China, and for that

reason, and as it is the great connecting

link between the valley of the Hwang
Ho and that of the Yangtze, we give in

full Richthofen's account of it:

From Sianfu to Chengtufu.

The road which connects with each other

the capitals of Shensi and Szechwan is amongst
the most celebrated roads in China, because
it establishes the only existing practicable

means of intercommunication by land between

the northern provinces, and especially Peking,

and those of the southwest and Thibet. It

may be subdivided into five portions as

follows :—

].—The valley of the Wei River.

2.—Across the Tsiniing Shan.
3.—The valley of Hanchungfu.
4.—Crossing the Tapa Shan.
5.— In the "Red Basin" of Szechwan.

It is worthy of note that this road, like

probably all great highroads in China, was
made exclusively for strategic purposes. No
one of them appears to owe its existence to
motives connected with the promotion of

commercial intercourse. Until this day Liu
Pi's road has remained the only practicable

one in existence. Marco Polo went over it.

Afterwards, it underwent a thorough repair

under the Ming dynasty. Its political im-
portance, and the great traffic which goes
constantly over it, make it necessary to the
Government to bestow some care on its

preservation; but no more work is done
on it than is absolutely required to keep it

open for traffic. The large interests which
it represents Should be sufficient inducement
for the Government to rebuild it completely.

1st.— After the lengthy description of the

Wei Easin given in a preceding chapter, iittle

need be said regarding that portion of the
road which follows the Wei River. At Han-
yanghien it crosses over to its northern bank.
The main waggon-road continues hence in

a northerly direction to Pinglingfu and Lan-
chowfu while the Szechwan road goes west,
keeping at a little distance north of the river.

It rises gradually, together with the surface

of the loess, and traverses some deep gul-
lies, in which affluents of the Wei River
descend. The monotony of the country is

relieved by the view of the high Tsingling
Shan which rise beyond the rivei^and
culminate in the broad and gently rounded
summit of the Taipeh Shan on which snow
lies in summer. Its altitude is probably
about 11,000 feet. From Kishanhsien a
direct road to Paokihsien may be taken,

which reduces the total distance to that

place to 410 li. Kweichin is, however,
worth a visit. It is an exceedingly populous
market-town, and the chief place of entrepot
for the trade with southern Sl^ensi and Sze-
chwan. The town is situated'^ on the Wei
River, where it flows in the bottom of a deep
canal immersed in loess. The sight which
presents itself on arriving from the north at

the rim of the loess-plateau is surprising.

Terraces descend in rapid succession, and at

the bottom, 600 feet below the rim, the Wei
River meanders in a narrow strip of very
fertile f.lluvial land, and beyond it rises the
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Tsinlihg Shan. Many villages and towns are

scattered fn the bottom of the channel, which
is probably the busiest and liveliest portion
of Shens.i.

2nd.—The Tsinling Shan. At Pao-ki-hien,
the Wei River is crossed, and the ascent
begins shortly afterwards. From here com-
mence seven days of travel on the wildest
niountain roads, because a range of extra-

ordinary character must be crossed. Its

northern root, the summit line, the watershed;
the various ranges of which it is composed,
the formations of which it is made up -all

have the uniform trend of about W. 12 N. to

E. h2 S. Thedirect distance between thenorthern
and the southern foot, at right angles to the
line of strike, is 84 miles, the length of the

road between the same points 163 miles.

The line of highest summits, which nearly
coincides with the watershed, is in the north.

A short and steep slope, covered in its lower
portion with loess, descends from it to the Wei
basin. The waters rush down in cascades
through short gullies, cut deep into rocks,

and originating from the confluence of still

wilder and more rocky gorges. To the south,

long rivers with gradual descent flow towards
the Han. Yet the difficulties of road-making
were not on the northern slope, but on the
southern side, and they increase steadily with
the approach to the Han valley; for the
rivers on that side break through gorges and
narrows more wild and rocky than those on
the iiorth. The mountains do not, as might
be expected, gradually decrease in altitude

with the increasing distance from the main
range, but keep steadily at from 6,000 to

9,000 feet, and then cease precipitously. The
further south, the harder are the rocks, the
deeper are they eroded by the rivers, the
bolder and more rugged is the scenery.
The Tsinling Shan is made up of several

parallel belts, which are distinguished from
each other by the nature of the rocks of

which they are composed, and by the
character of the surface! A granite belt

constitutes the northern descent and the
range of highest summits which have a
gently rounded shape. Between them the

Viensha pass is immersed, which is about
3,500 feet high above the Wei River, and
6,000 feet above the level of the sea, and
divides the waters of the Yellow River from
those flowing towards the Yangtze. The
rivulet which the road follows now down-
ward to the city of Fenghsien for 145 li. be
longs to the head-waters of the Kialing Kiang,
which empties as a large stream into the

Yangtze, at Chungkingfu. Gentle depressions

are immersed in the granitic belt, south of the

summit range and a little below the pass: they

exhibit the last cover of loess which is encoun-
tered in going south, and are well cultivated

and inhabited. The second belt consists of

a series of very ancient green schists which,
from their occurrence on the Wutai Shan, I have
called the Wutai schists. It is over 20 miles

wide. The river flows across the strike of

the strata, and breaks through them in an
angular course, in which some very narrow
places occur. Where the road passes these

gorges, it winds around the foot of the

precipices, and is in several places walled

up, or where that could not be done, is made
of vertical poles fastened in the rocks and
covered with planks The schists are un-

conformably overlain by strata of Silurian age
which are in an almost unmetamoiphosed
state and distinguished by the occurrence of

a coal which is mined in many places. This
third belt is composed of several parallel

bands, in which thick masses of hmestone
alternate with more destructible rock, those

constituting rugged crests, while these give

origin to gentle depressions between them.
The rivers break through the limestone in

narrow gorges, some of which leave no
room at all for a road. For this reason, tKe

highroad leaves, at the city of Fenghien, the

river which it had followed till there, and,

over passes exceeding the Tienshan Pass in

altitude, winds up and down, until it reaches
the waters of the Heilung Kiang, a mountain
torrent on the side of which it descends to

the valley of Hanchungfu. Where the river

is first met by the road, it breaks through
the most rugged range of all which miake
up the Tsinling Shan. It constitutes a long
and straight line of wild and picturesque
summits known at the Tapa Shan. With it

begins the fourth belt. It consists of the

same Silurian strata which compose the

third; but they are here intersected by masses
of granite and other eruptive rocks, which
have changed the limestone to marble, and
hardened and altered the other rocks in

various ways. This whole belt is a perfect

sea of rugged summits and crests. The
Heilung Kiang (or, properly, an affluent of it)

descends through it in a deep chasm.; The
scenery is romantic and very wild, fhe
road keeps close to the torrent and is fre-

quently hewn out in the rocks. In one place
the hills recede, so as to form a narrow
basin. Here stands, .on granite rocks, the
fort and city of Liupating, now almost
deserted, but still surrounded with fine and
well preserved walls Finally, the fifth and
largest belt is reached. Here the Silurian
strata are interwoven with a close netvwDrk
of small granite veins, and converted Into
mica schists, gneiss, marble and quartzite.
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These rocks continue to Paochenghsien, As
iall of them excel by their hardness, the
scenery becomes bold and grand; the
mountains have massive forms and tower up
to 7,000 and 8,000 feet. The difficulties

which the construction of the road had to

overcome increase. In the gloomy gorge of

the Heilung Kiang the trail goes up and down
steep rocks, until the river enters a deep
crevice enclosed between vertical walls The
road climbs in serpentines to the top of

the wall which constitutes the bank on the

right hand side. Here stands a gate and
terhple known as the Kitaokwan. which
marks the end of the difficulties and perils

of the road across the Tsinling Shan. A
beautiful view presents itself. At the foot of

a gentle and grassy slope lies the town of

Paochenghsien, beyond it the valley at

Hanchungfu, bounded on the other side by
the first hills of the Tapa Shan. •

Amongst the distinctive features of the

Tsinling Shan are its composition of regular

and parallel belts and the absence of

longitudinal valleys. There are none of

these along the road, and, to judge from
Chinese maps, the entire mountain range is

deficient of thera. All the larger rivers

descend at right angles to the strike, and only

small affluents share in the general direction

of the rocks. In consequence, the broad range

is a labyrinth of mountains, with very little

ground fit for cultivation between them. It is

of full game, but in few places only adapted
for the habitation of man, and yields almost
no produce of value. With the exception of

some small coal-mines, which will never supply

any region beyond their nearest surroundings,

and a few iron-mines, I know of no place in

the whole range where minerals are extracted.

The rearing of the wild silkworm might be

attended with profit, if it were tried; but it

has not been introduced.

There are other trails crossing the Tsinling

Shan, both west and east of this hig;hroad.

One of them, which shortens the distance

between Sianfu and Hanchungfu by four days,

is used by coolies carrying freight, but is

said to be nearly impassable in winter.

/3rd.—The valley of Hanchungfu was

so fully described in the chapter on

Shensi that nothing need be said of it

here except to mark that it is a favourite

resting place of travellers from Peking

to Szecliwan or Tliibet, as witness the

recent sojourn of the Dalai Lama both

on his outward and his homeward trip

between Lhassa and Peking.

4th.--The Tapa Shan or Kiutiao Shan.—
In a west-south-westerly direction from
iWienhsien a perfectly straight canal is im-

mersed between the mountains. The Han
descends in it, filling just its bottom. The long
river is navigable to the mart of Sinpuwan,
50 !i above Mienhsien, and only a few miles
distant from its source. Goods coming up
the river leave the boats here and are carried

125 li by land to the mart of Yangpingkwan
on the Kialing Kiang, whence they descend to

Paoningfu and Chungkingfu in Szechwan
The high-road reaches that river lower down,
after crossing a complicated defile.

The Tapa Shan, in which lies the

watershed between the Kiajing Kiang and
tke Han Kiang, is a mountain range of a
peculiar character. It is not possible to say

where it commences, and where it terminates,

nor can the limits of its slopes be ap-

proximately defined from what we know in

regard to it. Its direction is given, on maps,
as east-south-east but its north western end,

that which is crossed by the highroad, is

made up of numerous parallel ridges which
strike V/. 20 S - E. 20 N. The rocks ;vhich

compose it are Silurian strata, bent up in

several folds, which give origin to the ridges.

Limestone-beds, some of which are over

a thousand feet thick, alternate with argillite

and sand-stone. The rocks are filled with

an amazing amount of well-preserved fossils.

The region between Ningkiangchow and
Chowtien is the richest locality for fossils of

any kind or age which 1 found in China.

Some mountains are literally made up of them.

The Tapa Shan is in altitude much below
the Tsinling Shan, but it is so deeply eroded
the limestone forms so bold ciests, and the

rivers break through these in so deep and
narrow gorges^ that it would be an efficient

barrier to intercommunication, if the highroad
were not built with care across it, and if the

head of navigation of the Han river were
not so close to that of the Kialing Kiang. The
scenery in the Tapa Shan is of great beauty

and diversity. Small villages nestle be-

tween the rocks, and some ground is cultivated;

but the area of wilderness prevails, and the

population is very thin. The Kialing Kiang
flows through gloomy gorges with perfectly

vertical limestone-walls, where it emerges
from these narrows, it intersects a belt of

coal-formation, a few miles north of Kwang-
yuenhsin, and with this ends the passage

through the Tapa Shan. The strata follow

still the strike of the ridges which compose
that range (W. 20 S.) but dip away from it

towards the interior of Szechwan. These
coal measures form a long but narrow belt

and give origin to considerable coal mining
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in many places. From the mines near

Kwangyuen the coal is carried down the

Kialing Kiang.
5th.— Tthe Red Basin of Szechwan.

—

Although the boundary of Szechwan is crossed

in the Tapa mountains, the true character

which distingushes this province commences
only at Kwangyuenhien. The road from here
to Chengtufu is replete with interest. But
it would be impossible to do it justice with-

out going into many details. It is a hilly

region throughout, till the plain of Chengtufu
is reached.

At the present time .the introduction

of railways is. contemplated and there

are several routes proposed, the chief

being a line from Hankow to Chengtnfu

and possibly continuing to Tatsienlu.

This will prove of enormous benefit to

traffic along the Yangtze valley, as it is

at present most difficult.
*

Oiher lines projected include two to

WeiilJng in Kweichow, one starting from

Suifu and the other from Nachi. These

would eventually link on with the French

Railway into Yunnan from Tongking or

with the British Railway from Burma
via Talifu and Yunnan, or via Talifu,

Tengchwan and the Yangtze valley. The
profits will go to the railway that is first

completed.

The Imperial Post Office functions in

Chungking, Chengtu, and some twenty

other places; whilst the Imperial Tele-

graphs extend their operations as far as

Tatsienlu. Foreign Consuls are stationed

at Chungking.

Productions

Whilst the northern provinces produce not

only no noteworthy article for foreign export,

but are also deficient in those which, through
their diffusion through the rest of China
exert an indirect influence on foreign com-
merce, we have arrived, in Szechwan, at a

region abounding in products that are valuable

in both respects. Some of them will in course

of time attain, probably, a prominent position

• Those ,who wish to know something

of these difficulties may turn up Little's

"Through the Yangtze Gorges" or the

pamphlet on "Steam Traffic and Trade on the

Upper Yangtze" by Mr. Mobsby, British Ad-
miralty Pilot.

amongst the articles of export to foreigti

countries, and there are few provinces in

China with which Szechwan does not enter-

tain a lively exchange of products.

So wrote Richthoven nearly forty years

ago and, except for the stupid blundering

of misguided busybodies, his prophecy

would have had a much more satisfactory

fulfilment than it has had hitherto. Both

agricultural and mineral wealth are there

in abundance.

Of agricultural products, opium has

long held first place, and according to

Richthofen its cultivation was largely

confined to land otherwise considered

unfit for cultivation. The annual produc-

tion, before the present restrictive measures

came into force, was estimated at 155,000

piculs, and the immense importance of

the trade may be judged from the fact

that the opium duties paid at Chung-
king alone averaged during the last ten

years over Hk.Tls. 300,000.

Szechwan is probabfy second to no
other province in its production of silk,

in the matter of quantity, though the

quality is inferior to that of Chekiang.

The whole of the Szechwanese product
comes from the Red Basin, and its annual

value is estimated at Hk.Tls 3,500JOOO,
of which about half is exported. Latest

reports shew that there is an improve-
ment in quality.

White wax {Pe la) is one of the

valuable products of the province, and
that exported is made exclusively in the

department of Kiating. The wax-insect

is bred in this valley but is carried to

the valley of Nienyuenfu in order to

produce its wax. The annual value of

wax produced is about two million taels,

the yearly export through Chungking
alone averaging Hk. Tls. 650,000.

Tobacco is grown more largely in

Szechwan than in any other province of

China, the larger portion and the best

quality being grown In the Chengtu plain.

Tea is widely grown but of an inferior

quality, and in large measure for local

consumption.
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Medicines, chiefly for Canton and
Ningpo, are amongst the staple exports

of Chungking, and the export of rhubarb,

largely brought from Thibet via Sungpan,
is not only already large but is steadily

increasing.

Sugar, rice, indigo, and oranges are also

widely grown, and the oil of the tung tret,

one of the characteristic trees of Szechwan
is exported, north, south and east to the

value of four million taels anunally.

Amongst the animal products are large

quantities of pigs' bristles, and sheep's wool,

from the flanks of the western plateaux.

The mineral wealth of Szechwan con-

sists in salt, iron, coal, gold, silver,

copper, quicksilver and petroleum. The
salt is obtained from brine wells, sunk

by native methods of great ingenuity,

chiefly in the Red Basin, and when, as

often happens, these wells are bored

to 1,800 or 2,000 feet they frequently

strike petroleum. The .petroleum is at

present practically undeveloped. It awaits

the advent of the foreigner.

Richthoven estimates the coalbearing

area in Szechwan as being probably

greater than the total area of any other

province in China, but if the available

portion, the thickness of the -beds, and

the quality of the coal be taken into

consideration Szechwan is probably at

considerable disadvantage compared with

Shansi and Hunan. The vast quantities

of coal, increasing in quality with in-

crease in depth, await improved methods

of winning, and foreign capital might

well be invested at any rate in

preliminary borings.

The manufacture of iron from its ores

is one of the most widely distributed of

the industries of the province. Like the

coal, however, the development of the

iron awaits the introduction of modern
methods; and the same may be said of

the remarkable mineral deposits just south

of the Red Basin. Here are to be found

ores of copper, silver, tin, gold, lead and

zinc; and though several concessions for

the exploitation of these sources of wealth

have been granted they have not been

worked, with one exception. The excep-

tion has in this case proved the rule, that

excellent prospects for all concerned may
be blighted by the ignorant prejudice

of the unconcerned.

Cities and Chief Towns.
Chengtufu. The capital of the province

has a population of about half a million,

and is situated in the midst of a beautiful

plain, irrigated in a marvellous manner,

undoubtedly one of the finest pieces of

work accomplished in the cause of Chinese

agriculture. Like Peking, Chengtufu

consists of three cities, the Chinese, the

Tartar and the Imperial cities. The most
important part, the Chinese city, has some
excellent streets lined with fine emporia
of everything necessary for life or luxury.

The accessibility of the city to boat traffic

throughout the year adds materially to

its importance as a place of trade, and
the ease of communication with the sur-

rounding plain also makes for the enlarge-

ment of the city's commerce. Several

industrial pursuits are followed in the

city, and it is the seat of government,

with a university, a medical school, a milit-

ary school, an arsenal, and a mint. The
following short description of the Chengtu
Plain is taken from Richard's "Geography",
but its full beauty and interest cannot be

grasped without reading the account of

Mr. Vale (N.C.B.R.A.S. Journal, 1905) or

Mr. Little's chapters in "The Far East."
The Chengtu plain is about 70 miles in length

and 30 invidth. Few regions can compare
with it in wealth and prosperity, the density of

its population and the perfection of its irrig-

ation system. It comprises no less than 18

Chows j]\ (departments) or Hsiens !l| (district

cities) most of wliich are very populous. Its

population is reckoned at about 5,00(1 000.

The great throughfare leading from Ping-'

shanlisien to the capital is, during a distance

of 50 miles, like one long street lined with
houses. 1 he plain is well cultivated, and is

covered with rice, cotton, betns, sesamum,
poppies, sugar cane, tobacco, corn, and
mulberries; in fact not a single patch is left

untilled.
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Chungking, the only port in the province

open to foreign trade, derives its chief

importance from its commercial activities.

Its 620,000 inhabitants are employed in

trade, dealing in every kind of merchandise.

It has a commanding position at the

junction of the Min and the Siao

Ho, the Min at this point being nearly

two thousand feet across. The excellent

harbour at Chungking provides accom-

modation for thousands of junks of all

sizes, importing cotton yarns and piece

goods, woollen goods, dyes, soap,

silk stuffs, metals and petroleum; and

exporting opium, silk, skins, wax, musk,

hemp, medicines and medicinal plants,

sugar, oil, tobacco, pigs' bristles, metals,

and numerous small articles,

Chungpa, a town of 25,000 inhabitants,

situated upon the Fow Kiang, is engaged

in the sale of medicinal plants, which

are reckoned to realize £120,000 an-

nually.

Sungpanting, a small border town with

a population of 10,000 is engaged in

traffic with Thibet, the articles forwarded

and received being skins, rhubarb,

deer horns, musk, and tea.

Tatslenlu, which it is pro-

posed to open to foreign trade,

has a population of 20,000 and
is chiefly engaged in the

Thibetan trade.

Kiatingfu, with a population

of 1 50,000, is a great market for

vegetable wax, and, the principal

silk-producing centre of the

province.

Tzeliutsing, is a great centre

of the brine-well district (Tsing

=well) which extends over an

area of some sixty square miles.

Suchow, or Suifij, the port at

the mouth of the Min, carries on

a considerable trade with Yunnan,

importing medicines, opium,

metals, and indigo; exporting white wax
insects, petroleum, cotton yarn and cloth.

It has a population of about 45,000.

Fowchow, with its population of

100,000 was formerly a flourishing town,

but it is fast decaying. It formerly had

the determination of the price of opium.

Wanhslen is the most important port

on the Upper Yantze except Chungking.

It has a population of 140,000, and does

a very considerable trade in cottons and in

the products of Hupeh. In the immediate

rear of the town there is an extensive

coalfield, which will undoubtedly influence

its future.

Ningyuenfu is the chief town in the

white wax district. It is situated in a

fertile valley, and the climate is so pro-

ductive of vegetation that fruit trees

abound and the valley produces three

crops a year. The country is largely

inhabited by Lolos.

Batang, the last (own before entering

Thibet lies in a beautiful plain produc-

ing excellent cereals.

apo mU.
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HtJPEH. §1

VlBI-HUPEH.
Position, Area, Population.

Population piT
square mUe

The province of Hupeh
consists very largely of

two valleys, that of the

lower Han in the north

and that of the Yangtze
in the south, the two
valleys being separated

by the Tapa Shan, the

line of mountains that

also divides Szechwan from Shensi. The
provinces surrounding Hupeh are: on

the north, Shensi and Honan; on the

east Anhwei; on the south Kiangsi and

Hunan; on the west Szechwan and

Shensi. The name of the province

signifies "North of (he Lake," the lake

referred to being the Tungting, now
occupying a much more restricted area

than it formerly did, but still represented

within the area of the province by a

number of lakes and swamps lying on

the tongue of land between the Han
and the Yangtze for a hundred miles br

so from their confluence, and even fur-

ther north than the Han,

The province is credited with an area

of 71,428 square miles and a popula-

tion of 35,280,000, or about 495 to the

square mile. This makes Hupeh one of

the three most densely populated provinces

in China and it may be compared with

North Dakota, the area of which is over

70,000 square miles, with a population

of 313,000, or about 5 persons per

square mile.

The people in the Ichang district have

been described as coarse-featured, unintel-

lectual and generally devoid of energy, but

this description cannotbe applied to Ihe

whole province, as the people generally

have shewn themselves both intelligent

and full of resource.

The general character of the province

of Hupeh is hilly, and this is especially

true of the districts bordering on Honan,

Kiangsi, and Hunan. Gn the Honan
frontier some of the mountains are fully

6,000 feet high. There are numerous
large lakes and swamps, and every year

during summer a vast tract of country is in-

undated. This is the case in the districts lying

on thenorthbankof the Yangtze, especially in

Mien-yang (f^j^). The Hung-p'o (^EJt),
Hsiao-kan (^^), Yiin-meng (^^), and
Ying-ch'eng (1^^) districts lie in a

plain, the climate of which is healthy.

Beyond this a moorland rises, near the

T'ien-men (TcP^) border of Yangcheng-
hsien ( '^ij^'^) and near the city of Te-an

(^^)- This moor increases in elevation

as one proceeds northwards, and in the

district of Yingshan (ISg[l|) gradually

changes into a wild mountainous country,

where goitre and similar complaints are

very common.
A Chinese proverb says that Hupeh

consists of three parts hills, six parts

water, and only one part of good habit-

able land (HlllA>itC— ^fll?.); in the

summer-time this is approximately true,

but at other times the water would be

much less than six-tenths of the province.

To the north of the province we have

two spurs of the Kuenlun,and in between

these two is the Han Kiang hemmed.
The more northerly spur consists of the

Funiu Shan, the Hwailung Shan and the

Hwaiyang Shan. This chain, vi^hich has an

average height under three thousand feet

has several low necks in it that give

egress northward, and through one of

these the Pehan Railway passes. On
the south of the Han lies the Tapa Shan
rising to eleven thousand feet, whilst the

Wutang Shan, about two thousand feet

lower, also exercises a strong influence

on the course of the river. The Kwei-
chow plateau thrusts itself over into the

southwest of the province but does not

reach any great height, not more than

3,000 feet. Pere Richard has suggest-

ed the name of Shihnan Range for this

irregular mountain mass, since the town
of Shihnan is situated on It,
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Except for these three mountain

systems the province is a great plain

frequently interrupted by lakes and

marshes, and abundantly supplied with

waterways. Of these the chief is the

Yangtze, entering the province through

the Wushan gorge, and taking a

southeasterly direction until the Tung-
ting lake debouches into the Great River

through a short channel commanded by

the town of Yochow. Thence the Yangtze

moves northeast to the three cities at the

junction of the Han and the Yangtze

are reached.

The Han plays also an important part

in the economy of the province, and is

peculiar in that whilst being very

narrow at its mouth it increases in

width as the mouth is left behind. Its

outlet into the Yangtze is about 200
feet but it soon attains a breadth of 500
feet, and at Shayang, where it turns

northwest, has a width of half a mile

which later on becomes a mile and even

a mile and a half. The Han rises in

Sliensi, but its course in that province

is obstructed by rapids, and indeed,

between Hinganifu and the Shensi border

it traverses gorges and its bed is

rockstrewn. The permanent navigability

of the stream only begins at Laohokow,
though small craft may, during the

summer rise, navigate as far as Han-
clumgfu, a further stretch of 600 miles.

The journey down from Hanchungfu to

Hankow is covered in 15 to 20 days,

the return journey occupying sixty to a

hundred. From the north two tributaries

of importance flow into the Han, the

Tan Kiang from Shensi, and the Pai Ho
from Honan. The Pai Ho, with its own
tributary, the Tang Ho, is navigable the

year round.

Productions.

The productions of Hupeh are less

varied and not so abundant as those of

Szechwan to the west or Hunan to the

south, the mountains—ages ago denuded

of their forests—being mostly barren, and
the plain doing little more than supply
the necessities of the people for food
and clothing, in the shape of barley and
cotton. The chief natural products are

gypsum, tea, rice, hemp, cotton, paper,

varnish, wood oil, vegetable tallow, medi-
cines and silk. There is very little

timber in the province that is accessible,

the hills within reach of the waterways
being quite bare.

The gypsum comes from the district

of Yingcheng and there is an annual

export from the province of something
like 300,000 piculs. The tea trade has

shewn a heavy decline in recent years,

and were it not for the purchases on
Russian account being maintained a still

greater reduction would be noticeable.

More scientific cultivation and preparation,

and organized advertisement in Europe,
are necessary to the recovery of lost

ground.

It is a 'melancholy, but true, fact that the
leaf which once held such a firm hold on
the markets of the world is gradually being
ousted by Indian and Ceylon Teas. The
Chinese growers have no one but themselves
to thank for this, as they have turned a deaf
ear to all advice, and refused to adopt better
methods for cuhivation and manufacture.
This and heavy taxation have done their
work of destruction, and it will be a difficult

matter to build up this valuable trade, which
seems now on the verge of destruction.
Great Britain, which in former years called

for China Teas In great quantity, has practical-

ly ceased to ask for them; and whereas,
but a few years ago, several large steamers
left Hankow for England direct, deeply laden
with Tea, during the two years 1899-1901,
no direct steamer left, and but little was sent to
Shanghai for subsequent reshipraent. Thirty
years ago China supplied the world with 86
per cent, of the Tea it consumed; she now
scarcely supplies 25 per cent, of the con-
sumption. The Indian and Ceylon Teas can
be put on the London market very cheaply,
and their pungent, stronjp; flavour seems in
great favour. To poor folk, the leaf which
will stand much watering, and still produce
a dark liquid, is, of course, popular; but it

seems incredible that " those to whom a
few j^nce more a pound can make but
Ijttle or no difference reject the beautiful
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delicate-flavoured China Tea, in favour of its

rival, the inferior Indian leaf. More care
must be taken in the cultivation of the leaf,
and modern machinery must be employed in
handling it after picking, if the Chinese wish
to make an effort to get it back it into the
world's favour. Then, if th'e taxation be
reduced, there may still be better days for
one of China's greatest staples. Luckily,
Russia still prefers to use its old friend, the
China leaf, and has called for it in ever-
increasing quantity. In 1892 some 27 million
lb. of Tea were sent to Russia, and in 1900
43 million lb. were shipped. A large amount
of Tea is sent to Siberia and Mongolia via the
River Han, which empties itself into the
Yangtze at this port. The United States and
Canada call for China Tea, but not in very
great quantity, and but little fluctuation has
been shown during the past 10 years. The
importance of the Brick and Tablet Tea trade
has steadily increased, and now, annually,
some 200,000 piculs are sent to Russia proper,
and, on an average, some 25,000 piculs to

Siberia and Mongolia.

The rice grown does not fully supply

the needs of the population and hence

none is exported. A considerable export

of hides is being developed in the

province, and at Wuchang the manufac-

ture of cotton also is being developed

the cotton being cultivated chiefly in the

valley of the Han Ho.

Turning to the mineral wealth of the

province, very little reliable information

can be obtained but, from all accounts,

there is no doubt that both Hupeh and

Hunan are enormously rich in minerals

which, well developed, must prove a

source of wealth to the provincial

goverment.

In the Ta-yeh i;^^) district, for many
years, have been mined coal and iron

ore of superior quality. Large and pro-

ductive pits are in working order, owned
by both foreigners and Chinese The
iron ore produced is of superior quality,

and for some time h?s been used in the

Japanese Oovernment foundries, and

private yards also use it for manufactur-

ing steel. In addition to the large

quantities exported vid Shanghai, chartered

direct, steamers proceed direct to the

mining district and carry the ore to

Japan. Almost all the iron and steel

manufactured at the Hanyang Iron Works
comes from these mines. It is stated

that, as the ore yields as high as 65 per

cent, of iron, it renders it one of the

richest ores known.
The next important mine is at Ping-

shiang {^fB), a coal district on the

borders of the Hunan-Kiangsi provinces.

At present these mines turn out some
1,000 tons of coal a day, but with

better means of communication much
more could be brbught to market. The
Li-lin River, up which the mines are

situated, has a series of barriers for

damming up the water to irrigate the

country, and it is thus with difficulty

that even small craft can navigate it.

A railway has been constructed to

Li-lin and it is expected that in the

course of time this city will be

one of the stations on the Hankow-
Canton Railway. The coal produced is

said to be of a superior quality, resem-

bling the Australian mineral. The Hanyang
Iron works use exclusively the coke

from it for their blastfurnaces, consuming
some 4,O0!O tons a month.

It is a well-known fact that the Liang

Hu provinces are very rich in minerals, but,

as it has been pointed out, it is next to

impossible to obtain reliable information

about them. Coal, iron, lead, zinc,

antimony, and other metals are to be
found, in large quantities and of superior

quality. IVlany pits are known to have

been worked, by very primitive methods,

for many hundreds of years; but most
of the mining done has been surface

work, the people being content to dig

a few feel below the surface. The
riches of the bowels of the earth in

these districts have yet to be brought to

light by the employment of modem
machinery.

The following table shows in million

laels the principal articles contributing

to the import and export values of Hau-
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kow for the past four years and is -fairly

representative of the products of Hupeh:

—

Foreign Imports.

1905. 1906. 1907. 1908.

Industries.

Cotton piece goods
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boilers healed by the gas collected from
the furnaces. A large chinney, 160 feet
high and 15 feet inside diameter, gives the
necessary draught for working the boilers
and the Cowper stoves. Owing to the
nature of the ores, a previous roasting is

indispensable, and this operation is performed
in four calcining kilns placed behind the blast
furnaces. An elevated railway or gantry,
some 800 feet long, allows the ore and coal
trucks to reach the top of the kilns, some
30 feet above the ground-level of the works,
and lets their contents drop into the roasting
furnaces. The blast furnaces produce thl
different kinds of pig iron to be treated at

the works.
Next to the blast furnaces are the puddUng

furnaces, the 'Siemens-Martin' furnace, and
the plate and bar mill. The puddling
furnaces of the ordinary pattern are 20 in

number, in five groups, each heating a
vertical boiler for the purpose of

raising steam, for the vertical mill engine
of the forge train; the two 60-cwt. steam-
hammers, the shearing machine for puddled
bars, and the steam pumps for the boilers-
all this machinery belongs to the same
department. The 'Siemens-Martin' furnace

has a capacity of 10 tons, and is specially

intended for turning out soft steel. The
rough poducts of either the forge train of the

puddling department or the 'Siemens-Martin'

furnace can be sent to the plate and bar

mill trains. This includes a pair of horizon-

tal mill engines, commanding one pull-over

plate mill, one bar-roughmg train, one
finishing mill, and two guide mills. The
plate and bar mill will turn out different

sections of iron or steel (plates for boilers,

ships, etc., bars, finished sections, etc.),

according to the materials being worked
from the puddling furnaces or from the

'Siemens-Martin' furnace. Steel castings can

also be obtained here, as well as suitable

metal for ordnance purposes.

The Bessemer department is the most im-

portant of the steel works and it includes

Bessemer foundry blowing engine, pumps,
and accumulator house, the rail mill and
the necessary machinery for finishing

the rails and making the road fastenings.

In the Bessemer foundry there are two 5-ton

converters, with centre casting and ingot

cranes, two large metal cupolas, and two
small spiegal cupolas. In the blowing engine

house there are three pairs of vertical blow-

ing engines, two pairs of pumping engines,

and an accumulator, tO' supply respectively

the blast for the converters and' the hydraulic

pressure for the converters and cranes.

There are four ingot re-heating furnaces, for

heating the ingots previous to their passage
through the mill. The rail mill includes a

powerful double cylinder horizontal reversing

engine and a rail mill train, comprising a
blooming, a roughing, and a finishing mill,

with all the necessary gearing. The rails

leaving the mill train are sent to the hot
saw, and then to the rail finishing machines,
for dressing, facing, etc. In the rail depart-
ment is a shop with the necessary machines
for turning out rail fastenings, fish-plates, bolts,

spikes, etc. Joints and crossings are also man-
factured here. The works are completed
by a series of shops, including a fitting and
rriachine shop, a blacksmiths' and boiler-makers'

shop, a large foundry, and a pattern and waggon
shop, with all the required machinery. Iron

structures have been largely used for build-

ings, the main one forming one roof covering

some 1,200 feet by 200 feet. A steam brick

factory capable of turning out some 40,000

bricks per day, with the necessary burning
shelves, has been erected on the site of the

works, to supply part of the building mater-

ials for the iron and steel works, gun and
small arms factories., etc. The clay is got
from different places on the banks of the

rivers Han and Yangtze.
The Mines.—The iron ore for the Hanyang

works is taken from a large iron ore

deposit at T'ieh-shan-p'u
(^ |1| §i ) '" the

Ta-yeh {;^Ya) district, containing a very

rich (magnetic) ore, in quantities sufficient

for a long series of years. T'ieh-shan-p'u

being 17 miles distant from the Yangtze, a

railway of standard gauge (4 feet S'/a inches)

has been built from the mine to Shihhuiyao

( 'R ^^ ) ^ P'^*^^ °" ^^^ "Sht bank of the

Yangtze, about 70 miles below Hankow.
Suitable appliances have been erected at Shih-

hui-yao to tranship the ore and limestone into

lighters, which are towed between Shih-hui-

yao and Han-yang by two powerful tug-boats.

"Manganese ore has been found not far

from Fuchihkou (^v^QI), on the right

bank of the Yangtze, about 105 miles below
Hankow. The ore is carried from the mine
to the water by a narrow gauge railway of

some 2 miles in length, The coal for boilers

locomotives, steamers, etc., is taken from
Wangsanshih (^HH)' * P'"*^^ ^'^° ^'*"'

ated in the Ta-yeh district where rich deposits

of coal have been disclosed. The coke for the

blast furnaces at Hanyang is be obtained at

the Ma-an Shan (,l^?gc0j) mine, situated

south of Wuchang, on the shore of a large

lake which is connected with the Yangtze by

a creek, the total length of the waterway from

the mine to Hanyang ;being about 40 miles,
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The Arsenal.—A gun and small arms
factory is in operation on the western part

of the iron works site at Hanyang ; machines
for the manufacture of gun carriages and
ammunition of the newest description being
also erected there. The yearly output is about
100 guns of various calibre, and 15,000 small-

calibre rifles, besides adequate ammunition.
'

The Cotton Mill.— This mill is situated on
the right bank of the Yangtze, to the south-
west of the city of Wufhang. The boundary
wall encloses a plot of ground a little over
23 acres in area, of which the mill buildings

cover upwards of 6 acres, and the reservoirs

S'/a acres. An extensive bund, 60 feet wide,
with retaining wall, has been constructed on
the river frontage. A wooden jetty, 150 feet

long and 50 feet wide, is carried out level

with the upper bund. A 3-ton steam crane
is p'aced on the jetty, for the rapid discharge
and shipment of goods; the crane delivers the
material on to tramway waggons, and the tram-

way lines are connected with all the loading
and discharging warehouses about the works.
The ginning factory is separate from the

spinning and weaving mill, and is situated

on the south side of it. In this mill there

are two openers and 20 gins. The mixing,
of the various qualities of cotton is

done in the large mill; after mixing, the

cotton passes into the scutching room, where
there are two Crighton openers and 10
scutching machines. In the preparation room
there are Q9 carding engines, 29 drawing
frames, 11 slubbing frames, 16 intermediate

frames, and 35 roving frames. The spinning

room contains over 34,000 ring spindles;

there also, are 10 winding frames, 16 warp-
ing machines, 4 slasher sizing machines, 12
twisting and drawing- in frames, and 1,000

looms. The dye-house is 88 feet long by
22 feet wide, and contains 3 dye becks, a

padding machine, and a stiffening machine.
The bleaching plant consists of a JVlather and
Piatt's high-pressure circulating kier, and the

various liming, washing, and squeezing
machines. In the adjoining room there is a
large drying machine, and the finishing room
contains calenders, starch and water mangles,
and a belt-stretching machine. In the making-
up room there is a plaiting machine and a

hydraulic bundling press. The engines, which
are compound condensing, horizontal type,

are together capable of developing over

1,000 horse power, and are situated about
the centre of the mill, having the boilers,

mechanics' and joiners' shop, and electric

light house adjoining. The electric light

machineiy, which comprises two compound
enginess and dynamos, is altogether capable

of giving. 1,200 lights., , , ,

Communications.

Kupeh is well supplied with means
of communication. In addition to the

abundant provision for water-communica-

tion, which we have noticed above, great

lines of communication by land pass into

the province from all quarters.

1. The road from Peking to Hankow,
after crossing Honan cuts through Hupeh,
and from Hankow proceeds to Yochowfu,
through Hunan and eventually to Canton.

2. A road from Honan passes through

Siangyangfu and then divides, one
branch going to Kinchowfu, Shasi, and
Changtehfu in Hunan; whilst the other

branch goes to Hankow. These two
branches are minor, however, the main
road having continued, north of Siang-

yangfu, to southern Shensi, thus creating

the land route between Hankow and
Hanchangfu, which is only a journey of

600 miles, whilst that between (he same
two places by way of the Han Kiang is

over 1100 miles.

3. An imporlant road joins up
Anhwei with Hankow, passing through
Hwangchowfu.

Hupeh is already favoured with rail-

way communication, the great line from
Peking to Hankow running for about a
hundred miles through the province, but

the full significance of this method of

transport and communication will only
be realized when the present projected

lines from Hankow to Szechwan and
from Hankow to Canton become ac-

complished facts, as they must do at an
early date.

Telegraphic communication is well

developed in Hupeh, there being some
thirty offices of the Imperial Telegraph
Administration; whilst the offices of the

Imperial Post are established in all the
towns of any commercial importance, and
there are also many minor agencies.

Foreign consuls are stationed at Hankow,
Ichang and Sh^si,
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Cities and Chief Towns.

The Hankow Group.—This group t)f

lowns comprises Wuchang, Hankow, and

Hanyang, and the three together are

frequently spok^a of as the Wuh?n towns.

Though independent in matters of govern-

ment and indeed separated by the Yangtze

and the Han they are in a very real sense

a composite city, the commercial, financial

and industrial heart of China. They

occupy a unique commercial and cconcmig

position. The great north lo south line

of communication here crosses the great

east to west rotite, and thus these three

cities may take toll of arj immense volume

of traffic, and even if there were no

other resources for the sustenance and

employment of the people the work of

receiving and forwarding merchandise

and the business of exchanging pro-

ducts would still give rise to the

concentration at this point of an enormous

population.

Wuchang with its population

of over half a million souls, is

the capital of the province of

Hupeh. It is a walled city, well

built, and in far better sanitary

condition than most Chinese

capitals. It is the seat of the

piovincial government, and a

great centre of learning. It is

situated on the south side of the

Yangtze and is thus much more

cut off from the other two

towns of the trio than they are

from each other.

The city is developing in-

dustrially. On the Wuchang side

of the river stand the Hupeh
Cotton Mills working a thousand

looms, and tuining out daily

360 pieces of shirtings. Here also is to

be found the Wuchang Mint, coniaining

machinery for turning out three million

taels' worth of dollars and about a million

taels' worth of subsidiary silver coin per

annum Established at Wuchang ten

years ag6 'were t"he antimony works,

a French property, where antimony,

lead and zinc are crushed, purified and

analysed by a competent staff. The most

modern and complete machinery has

been installed and is working day and

night.

Hankow, i.e. mouth of the Han, is

situated on the left banks of the Han and

the Yangtze, in the obtuse angle formed

by the two rivers. Its latitude is 30° 34'

N., and its- longitude 114" 17' E. Its

population is put at 870,000, and it has

long been reckoned as one of the four

great 'Chen' (emporia) of the Empire. The
fact that the city is 600 miles from the

sea does not prevent merchant vessel's and

men-of-war of very considerable tonnage

passing right into the limits of its

harbour direct from ocean voyages,

during half the year at any rate. In

days gone by it was known chiefly as

a tea port, but its immense possibilities

16fmit

in other directions, which must have been

obvious to many who lived in it a gener-

ation ago, were first pointed out by

a foreigner, Abbe Hue. The commercial

possibilites have long been realized by

foreign governments, for the Biitish, the
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French, the Germans, the Russians, and
the Japanese have all acquired concessions

there, aggregating some million and a

half square yards. Modern improvements,
including electric light, telephone, water

supply, and the like are becoming more
and more general, not only in the

Foreign Concessions but in the Chinese

city also. The whole of the waterfront

of the foreign concessions is bunded,
making a fine stretch of model roadway
and embankment. As we have seen

elsewhere there is greal industrial develop-

ment, but several of her industries may
be noticed. In the Japanese Concession

a match factory turns out half a million

boxes of matches daily. In the French

Concession there is an albumen factory

which has stimulated tremendously the

rearing of poultry in the district. In the Rus-

sian Concession there are two Brick Tea

factories and these, together with two in

the British Concession, undoubtedly con-

stitute the chitf industrial institutions,

with the exception of the great iron and

steel works and those concerns allied

with them. As indicating the importance

of the tea industry it may be mentioned

that the average annual value of brick

tea psssing through the Hankow Customs
House is nearly three million taels. The
river traffic of Hankow is enormous.

By means of the rivers Hankow receives

rice, sesamum, tobacco, opium, silk,

sugar, medicinal plants, musk and furs-
all Chinese produce; and cotton piece

goods, cotton yarrtj sugar, petroleum

and small manufactured articles for

household use from abroad. In return

for all these things Hankow exports beans,

hides, iron goods, silk, tea, and minor
agricultural produce.

Hanyangfu has a population of 400,000
and is principally an induftrial city, as

we have seen above. Besides its works
connected with iron and steel it has

cotton-mills and silk filatures, and possesses

immense timberyards.

Ichangfu has a population of 45,000
and being situated below the rapids of

the Yangtze it has considerable import-

ance both as an emporium and as a

transhipment station.

Shasi, with its population of 80,000
is a great commercial market and its

docks occupying two a and a half miles

of river frontage testify to its importance,

much of which is derived from the fact

that it is the port of Kinchowfu, the

great cotton market of the district.

Lohokow, at the head of permanent
navigation on the Han, has also consider-
able importance as the meeting place
of two roads, one from Shensi and the
other from Shansi.

Siangyangfu, at the confluence of the
Han Ho and the Pai Ho, commands
the trade between Hupeh and Honan,
but is of less commercial importance
than Fancheng, situated on the other bank
of the river.
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IX-HUNAN.
Position, Area, Population.

Hunan, i.e. "South
of the Lake" is bound-
ed by Hupeh on the

north, by Szechwan
and Kweichow on the

west, by Kwangsi and
Kwangtung on the

^sqwe^mife" south, and by Kiangsi

on the East. It has an area of 83,398
square miles, and on this area are sup-

ported 22,169,000 inhabitants, or 266 to

the square mile. With this province may
be compared Koiea with its area of

82,000 square miles, and its population

of 10,000,000, i.e. 122 to the square

mile; or the total colonial possessions of

Spain with 83,400 square miles and a

population of 676,000, i.e. 8 persons

per square mile; or the state of Idaho

with 84,200 square miles and a popula-

tion of 1 62,000, i. e. 2 persons per square

mile.

It is reckoned that one tenth of the

population of Hunan still consists of

aborigines, inhabiting mountain fastnesses

in the south and southwest,- whicli they

formerly defended by barricades against

the Chinese, where they still remain

virtually independent with precisely (he

manners and customs that they had a

thousand years ago; and Little points

out that this isolation of the inhabitants

into small communities, ignorant of the

outside world and imperfectly acquainted

v^ith each other is exemplified in the

large number of local dialects.

General Characteristics.

Hunan lies on (he northern slope of

the Nanling mountains, an offshoot of

the great Central Asian plateau that

stretches across China from west to east,

forming the watershed of the Yangtze

basin and of the rivers that pour into

the Ciiina Sea. As is to be expected

therefore, the southern and western

parts ar'e mountainous, the central dis-

tricts consisting of open, undulating

upland; whilst the presence of the vari-

able Tungting Lake in the north suggests

the flat, low^lying country between itself

and the Yanglze. This part of the

province, as well . as the portion im-

mediately to the south and west of the

lake, is mostly alluvial land, "protected
by an extended system of dikes against

ordinary summer floods, but rising

nowhere above the dangers of catastrophic

inundations."

From the Nanling range of mountains
four rivers flow into the Tungting Lake.
The Hsiang Kiang traverses the province
from south to nortli, taking its rise in the
nortli of Kwangsi. It is navigable for large

boats up to Hengchowfu, and for lesser

craft as far as the Kwangsi frontier, whilst

one of its tributaries is navigable as far

as the Kwangtung frontier. The Tzu
Kiang flows , through the middle of

the province. The Yuan Kiang, rising in

Kweichow, drains the eastern part of the

province, and receives soon after its entry

into Hunan a large tributary, the Tsingshiii

Ho. Their joint waters are much inter-

rupted by rapids, but there is a very
large traffic carried in small boats even
as far as Kweichow. In the north the

Linshin is navigable in its lower reaches
only. The Tungting lake is an essential

portion of the hydrography of the pro-
vince. In winter it is but a collection of

mudflats, the home of an abundance of

swans, geese and other wild fowl, with
the streams of the river meandering
through it. In the summer the level of

the lake rises with the level of the rivers

that feed it and its surface is estimated
at from 4,000 to 6,000 square miles in

area. The lake acts as a reservoir in

which are stored the surplus waters of

the Hunan rivers or of the Yangtze.
When, as in 1900, the Hunan rivers

are exceptionally high it is found that

the watermark at Yochow shews
nothing abnormal. The surplus waters
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have been distributed over the Tung'
ting lalce, the flooding of the country

being thus averted. Similarly, when the

Yangtze is suddenly and unusually aug-

mented, through heavy downpours in

Szechwan, the Tungting Lake, through

Various channels, receives a great body
of the surplus water, thus preventing

inundation in the Lower Yangtze basin;

and at a time like this the current in the

streams of Hunan contributory to the

Yangtze flow upwards instead of down-
wards.

IProduchons and Industries.

Hunan produces great quantities of rice

and the Hunanese have a proverb to the

effect that a full harvest in Hunan means

plenty for the whole world (of China that,

is)—ii WiWi"^ T >£• As the climatic

conditions allow of three crops being

gathered, in the fifth, seventh and tenth

moons respectively, there is some ground

for this assertion of Hunan's importance.

The rice is largely grown in the alluvial

districts bordering upon the lake and

flanking the rivers. Inundations seriously

diminish the crop total, but the official

records for the last 300 years only

chronicle four instances of complete

failure. The average quantity available

for export is certainly not less than a

million piculs, and in good years this is

surely [much below the mark. Cotton

is produced in the northern half of the

province, especially in the neighbourhood

of Lichow and Changteh. The crops

are quite equal to clothing the popula-

tion of Hunan, but to make up for large

quantities of native cloth exported there

are importations of raw cotton and even

of foreign cotton yarn.

Indigo js not produced so largely as

in former years, owing to the competition

of foreign chemical dyes, but sufficient

is produced to meet local demands.

Leaf tobacco of superior quality is

exported, chiefly from Shenchow, and

most of it goes abroad. This trade is

capable of considerable expansion.

The teas 'oi Hunan have an ancient

reputation, and have been bought by

foreigners ever since 1842, though the

real expansion of the trade began with

the opening of Hankow in 1861. Of
Hunan tea Mr. Morse wrote, in 1899:

—

Its quality is good, but has been better,

and the history of Oanfas might be repeated.

In the Anhwa district, up to ten years ago
the highest average price realized for the

year's crop had been Tis. 20 a picui; in 1889
instruction was given to the people in the

methods of pruning and cultivating the plant,

the time and manner of picking, and the

mode of firing, with the result that in 1891

the general average price reached Tls. 60 a
picul, and has not since fallen below its

present price of Tls. 45. Hunaii teas (Oonamsj
form the principal • element in the Hankow
market, the 1898 supply (560,000 half-chests)

being about six-sevenths of original tiankow
exports, and two-thirds of the total shipments
of leaf tea from that port, re-exports of

Kiukiang tea being included. The value of

the Hunan output cannot be estimated, at

less than Tls. 5,500,000."

The falling off in the tea trade has long

been foreseen, and in 1888 the Imperial

Customs published an extra volume "Tea,
1888" in which were recorded various

expert opinions as to what remedies

should be taken to check the falling off

of the industry. This foresight on the

part of the Customs has, regrettably, been

largely wasted on the native authorities

as far as the suggestion of reduced

taxation is concerned.

Large quantities of timber are cut in

Hunan.
The principal timber forests of Hunan [are]

situated in the following districts, and the
timber being known as west or East Lake,
according as it comes down the Yuan or Tzu
Rivers:—West Lake timber comes down the
Yuan River, from Tungtaohsien

( jB jM K),
Huitunghsien

(^ |^) ^), Chengpuhsien

(m^m, Suininghsien (^^1^), Chih-

chianghsien C^CC!^, Mayanghsien
( Jg^

^), Yungsuit'ing (^|S^,), Fenghuang-

t'i"g (&MM). ChienchoutMng (^^]^),
Chienyanghsien (^<^1^!|^), Yuanlinghsien

(Umm), Taoyuanhsien (^ggjl^), and
small quantities from Chenyuanfu

(^yjc^fj),
in Kweichow ; East Lake timber comes down
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the Tzu fiveV, from Hsinninghsien (j^^^),
Wu-kang-cliou

( j^ |53 H'l ), Shaoyanghsien

(m^W. Hsinhuahsien(ftft!^), An
hiiahsien {^HJ^), and Yiyanghsien

( ^j^
EB). The timber exported from Hunan consists

of pinewood
( ^ TfC IJR ?{? ) ;

^'^° °^ *'^^

following hardwoods—oak ( l^ yi^ \ cedar

(IfflT^:), camphor
(;|f:7f;),

fragrant-wood,

iWy^), red-wood {^^), cypress
(IQTf;),

jujube-wood (^ ?(>;), mulberry-wood (i^TJv),

willow (g)^}^), andt'ung-mu (^^tK).
00 per cent of the total export is said to

consist of pinewood, and the total value of

the export trade to be about Tls. 12,000,000.

The trees are capable of growing td an
enormous size. Some particularly fine speci-

mens of soft wood trees are, according to a
descriptive geography of Hunan, to be found
in front of the temple erected to the Emperor
Shun, of legendary fame, at Ningyuanyuan.

(^JgjK), The dimensions are, probably

with some exaggeration, stated to be: height,

300 feet; diameter, from 7 to 8 feet. There
were originally 16 of these forest giants.

Long ago the building of a fine Confucian
temple in Hunan was undertaken, and it was
thought that some of the above-mentioned
trees might appropriately be employed in its

erection; but when the wood-cutters caijie,

and had succeeded in cutting one of them
down, a terrible storm of thunder and
lightning arose, whereupon the workmen
fled in terror. The Hunanese, seeing in this

a sign that the destruction of these ancient

trees was displeasing heaven, have, fortun-

ately, left them alone ever since.

But as the Hunanese are cutting- into

the forests on the north and the

Cantonese are cutting into them from

tlie south it may shortly come to pass

that, except for the short poles from

Fukien, China will have to depend for

her timber upon supplies from Man-

churia and Puget Sound.

Bamboos are also exported in consider-

able quantities, the chief supplies coming

from Yiyang, Anhwa, and Sinhwa, and

the annual value of the trade being

eslimated at Tls. 1,000,000.

Honan is abundantly supplied with

minerals^ and to the future prosperity

of the province minerals will undoubtedly

Qontritnite, A i\xl\i knowledge of the

mineral prospects of Hunan can only

be obtained when mining experts

are allowed access to the interior. The
only foreign investigator who has had a

reasonable chance of examining the

resources of the province in this regard

is Mr. Parsons, engineer to the United

States syndicate that became defunct

before it built the Canton-Hankow rail-

way.

It is clear from Mr. Parsons's reports

that coal exists in abundance in the

southern half of the province. Speaking

of this region he says, " For a length

of 200 miles and for a width of at least

60 miles our route is underlain with

certainly three and probably more veins

of coal which, curiously enough, is both

bituminous and anthracite," and writing

about these two varieties he says, " Of
the former there are two coals, both

coking and non-coking, fit for steel

making or for steam uses; while of the

latter there are those adapted for

domestic use, with enough volatile mat-

ter to ignite easily, and others sufficiently

hard to bear the burden in a blast

mrnace, and yet so low in phosphorus,

sulphur, and volatile substances as to

render them available for the manufacture

of Bessemer pig as is done in

Pennsylvania." Mining is at the present

time carried on by primitive methods
for the anthractite and thousands of

junks are engaged in shipping coal to

Hankow and places beyond ; and it is

estimated that between 4,000,000 and

5,000,000 tons are exported annually.

As yet it is only the surface deposits,

found in the .vicinity of rivers, that are

being worked, and in some places these

are so conveniently situated that it is

only, necessary for the boat to go along-

side the bank where the whole crew

armed with picks and shovels goes

ashore and digs out a full boatload

for itself. Many of these places are

being abandoned because of the inability

of tHe flative? (o keep out the water
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frotn the rivers. The output of the

Pinghsiang mines, actually situated in

Kiangsi, passes through the province of

Hunan on its way to Hankow.
Iron is scattered freely over the

province, but is chiefly worked at

Anhwa and Paoking, where the ores are

said to be of excellent quality and the

steel made from them is said to be

excellent also, when it is free from

adulteration with inferior material. It is

stated that this steel is used in the

Chinese arsenals for the manufacture of

guns. Antimony is found at a number
of places, Anhwa, Yiyang, Sinhwa,

Shaoyang, and in the department of

Shenchow. At Changsha there are two
antimony works owned by Chinese

exporting annually 3,000 tons of crude

antimony and 30,000 tons of ore. Lead

now comes principally from the Chang-
ning district and the Chiyang district;

but it is known to exist in the Kwei-
yangchow department, and is believed

to be scattered generally over the whole
southern half of the province. Silver is

found in the lead-ore as well as in the

form of silver ore proper ; and it is also

found in connexion with antimony and
copper ore. The natives state that from 1 ,000

parts of lead they are able to extract 7

parts of silver. Gold is found in the

province, and attempts have been made to

mine it with foreign capital, but without

success. It is found chiefly in western

Hunan, and in some of the alluvial

areas in small quantities. Copper,

zinc, tin, and sulphur are also found

and worked in the province.

The Tuiigting Lake abounds in fish,

and many people are employed in

catching and curing it for export.

The list of natural products contribut-

ing to the export of the province includes

hemp, hides, horns, borax, cinnabar,

potash, sallpetre, alum, white wax,

bamboo shoots, lotus-nuts, ginger, tea-

oil, wood-oil, varnish, nut-galls and

vegetable tallow, The weaving of cotton

cloth is a declining industry; but the

manufacture of grasscloth, coarse paper,

fire-crackers, joss sticks, coarse pottery,

mats, bamboo ropes, pans, pewfer-vvare

and lacquerware still employs consider-

able numbers, as does the quarrying of

stone. In return for these exports the

province takes salt, sugar, cotton goods,

cotton yarn and raw cotton, kerosene,

silk piece goods, seaweed, matches, soap,

window-glass, and miscellaneaous small

articles for domestic and personal uses.

Communications.

The communications of the province

are naturally chiefly by water. The
following notes on the navigability of

various rivers are taken from the

Decennial Report of the Customs, and
indicate the general routes taken.

The Siang Kiaiig is navigable as far as
Changsha for seven to eight months of the
year, to steamers drawing 5 or 6 feet. The
kind of steamer now plying between Han-
kow and Ichang [could equally well, during
this period, navigate the Siang Kiang. Siang-
tan, higlier up the river is not quite so
accessible, there being about a foot less water
over tiie shallow places between this town
and Changsha. The river is otherwise broad
and not particularly tortuous. The water is

often clear and the bottom in the shallow
places consists of shingle and large pebble-
stones. For light draught vessels the river is

navigable for a considerably longer distance.
In fact, by a canal connecting the river near
its source with the Kwei Kiang branch of the
West River direct water communication with
Canto 1 via Kweilin is maintained ; the route
is, however, only of use to the lightest of
small sampans. Siangtan has always been
reckoned the place of transhipment on the
Siang Kiang and derives its importance
mainly from this fact. The traffic on the
river above Hengshan and Hengchow, or
up the Liu Ho branch 'to Chenchow—

a

route by which a considerable trade with
Canton was carried on in former years— is

for the greater part of the year maintained
by native boats of very small dimensions.
The Tzu Kiang, from Yiyang upwards,

appears to be one long succession of rapids,
some of them being very difficult to navigate.
Hundreds of rapids are spoken of between
Yiyang and Paokingfu, and the river has
therefore also been called the Tan Shui, i.e.

"River of Rapids." junks, to which alone
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this river seems navigable, double their
crews for the journey between Yiyang and
Paoking; yet accidents are said to be
frequent. Rain causes a sudden swelling of
tt;e liver, for which the boats often wait,
when they will shoot the rapids from Pao-
king to Yiyang—a distance of 500 li— in two
days. It seems utterly out of question that
Steam will ever be used on this erratic river.

The Yuan River is rarely entered by junks
at its main entrance, probably because of the
Silting up of the lake along what is undoubtedly
the shortest line of communication, and
Changteh is now reached mainly by the
canals through the delta land south of the
lake; and by the Taiping canal, joining the
Yangtze above Shasi; or the \X^uchih canal,
coming out below Shasi near Sunday Island.
This latter route is the best in winter, and
IS navigable when both the others are
impassable. These routes form one part of
the huge network of canals, natural and
artific'al, which intersect the country between
the lake and the Yangtze, and to the south
and west of the lake. The traffic on the
upper river, fiom Changteh and as
far as Hungkiang, is maintained
during ten months of the year by
a host of junks drawing only 2
feet; from Hungkiang to Cheng-
yuanfu, in Kweichow the uppermost
accessible point on the Yuan, only
small sampans drawing 1 to P/a
feet ply. During the high-water
season it is probable that steam
vessels built specially for the trade
could proceed higher up.
The Li Shui, which taps five

northwestern districts of the prov-
ince, is only navigable from Tsing-
shih, the port of Lichow, to boats of

the smallest description. Tsingshih
itself is accessible to ordinary junks
for nearly the whole year.

Of roads there are two chief:

—

(1) The road running along

the valley of the Siang Kiang

passing through Yochow, Chang-
shafu, Sianglanhsien, and to

Hengchowfu, where the road

forks, one branch keeping west

through Yunshunfu to Kwangsi,

and the other eastward to the

Chehling pass, and into Kwang-
lung." A very old road, 30 miles

long, paved, and lined on each

side with inns, warehouses and

cattle-sheds, is the road from Ichang-

hsien, on the Wusiiui, to Chenchow on
the Lin Ho. The importance of the road

is due to the fact that it connects the

two basins.

(2) An important road goes from
Shasi in Hupeh, through Chantehfu,

Shenchowfu, and Vuanchowfu, to Kwei-
chow.

The only railway at present in opera-

tion in the province is the short line

from Pinghsiang in Kiangsi to Chuchow
on the Siang Kiang, south of Changsha.

This line has been built to facilitate

the transport of coal from the Pingshiang

mines to the works at Hanyang, and is

an excellent example for the province to

follow. The route for a great trunk

line from Hankow to Canton, which

will pass through this province from

lineh= UStnU,
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north to south, has been surveyed, and

the signature of the loan agreement

therefor is daily expected.

The Imperial Telegraphs function at

somOi dozen places in the province, and
the Imperial Post Office has district

headquarters at Yochow and Changsha,

With sub-offices in numerous other

towns. The Imperial Maritime Customs
functions at Changsha and Yochow, and
at the former place there is stationed a

British Consul. ; jr'-

Cities and Chief Towns.

Changshafu, the capital, has a popula-

tion of half a million, and is chiefly

engaged in the manufacture of paper,

furniture, and various gold articles. It

has great commercial importance, and is

situated in a rich and fertile regioli,

Hengchowfu, has a population oi

20,000, and is an important trading and

transit centre at the junction of two high-

ways. Quite near is the mining village

of Leiyanghsien.

Siangtanhsien, with 300,000 inhabitants,

is a great centre for commercial exchange,

stretching for four miles along the Siang

Kiang.

Yochowfu.with 20,000 inhabitants, owes
its prosperity to its position on the canal

connecting the Tungting Lake with the

Yangtze River.

Changtehfu, population 300,000, at the

mouth of the Yuan River, is the great

market of the northwest of the province.

It carries on considerable trade with

Kweichow, Szechwan and Hupeh.
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X-KIANGSI
Position, Area, Population.

Population per
square mile.

The province of
Kiangsi, "West of the
Kiang" would better

be described by the

name of the joint pro-

vince Kiangnan, "South
of the Kiang," which
was broken up to make
the two provinces now

known as KiangsJ and Anhwei. It is

bounded on (lie north by Anhwei
and Hupeh, on the west by Hunan,
on the south by Kwangtung, and
on the east by Fukien and Chekiang.

The province has an area of 69,498
square miles and supports a population

of 26,532,000 souls, or 382 to the

square mile. With these figures may be
compared those for the stale of Oklahoma,
U.S.A., which on an area of 69,840
square miles supports a population of

790,000 or 1 1 persons per square mile.

The province suffered mucfi from the

ravages of the Taiping rebels, and con-

siderable numbers of the population are

first and second generation descendants of

the immigrants from Hupeh who poured
into Kiangsi, after the suppression of ftie

rebellion, to occupy the vacant lands, a

process of re-settling the land very

largely assisted atrd encouraged by the

Imperial Government. The population

is more closely congregated towards the

north of the province.

General Characteristics.

Except in the north Kiangsi is

entirely mountainous and closely re-

sembles Hunan in many particulars,

having, for example, an important lake,

marged by lowlying lands, in the north,

a horses.hoe of mountains constituting

the borders, and a central north to south

valley eroded by the main stream of tht

province, which has been aptly described

by Little as "an amphitheatre of mountains,

one fifth larger in area than England and

Wales, draining into a central lake, now
all but filled up by their detritus." The
province is covered with mountain chains

running generally in a southwest to

northeast direction, the main valley, that

of the Kan Kiang, running more nearly

south to north, and the subvalleys run-

ning more nearly west to east. On the

eastern frontier are the mountains known
as the Tachin Shan, separating Kiangsi

from Fukien, and attaining a height of

five thousand feet, though their continu-

ation, the YunUng, do not attain to more
than some three thousand feet. In the

northwest are the Kiukung Shan, with

their spurs the Lu Shan, on which latter

the sanatorium of Kuling, overlooking

the Poyang Lake is perched. The Lushan

is worth more minute notice. The
range lies partly in the Kiukiang and

partly in the Nankang prefectures and

though not by any means the- highest

land in ihe province has a beauty and

grandeui unsurpassed in Kiangsi. The
slopes are stripped bare of timber, the

usual lack of foresight being displayed

here that we have noticed elsewhere.

The range shuts off Kiukiang itself from

any possible breezes from the south during

the intense heat, but there is compensation

for this in the presence on the slopes

and near the summits of the range of a

refuge from the intense heat. The change

of scene and temperature to be found

on the slopes of the range almost has

the significance of a new climate, and

the summits of the mountains also serve

to cool the moisture and thus send

down showers to cool the plains below.

Scattered over the slopes are many
Buddhist and Taoist temples and

monasteries.

The river system depends upon the

Kan Kiang which has considerable in-

terest being, in all probability, below

Kanchow almost certainly, a subsequent

stream into which a number of consequents

now flow, whilst the true source i|
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probably to be found, not as is general-

ly accepted in the short length from

Kanchow to the Fukien border, but in

the less important Tao Kiang, which

rises in the Fengta Shan and is pro-

bably a consequent stream. (See the

quotation from Little, below, under

"Communications.") If the usual version

be accepted, however, the Kan Kiang is

described as having its source in the

southeast of the province and flowing

west, under the name of Kung Shui, to

Kanchow, there to receive the Chang

Shui. From this point it flows north

and slightly east to the Poyang Lake,

which it enters through several channels.

Between Kianfu and Kanchowfu it is

marked by a series of rapids calLed the

Eighteen Rapids.

The Po Kiang, a river which

empties into the Poyang Lake

beyond Jaochowfu, is one of

considerable importance. Its

waters are derived from two

streams, the more northerly, with

its source in Anhwei, flowing

past Kingtehchen and serving

that chinaware city with im-

portant means of transport; and

the more southerly, also rising

in Anhwei, passing through

Loping and providing an outlet

for the coal of Loping and the

"Moyune" teas. The two streams

join at Jaochowfu and thence

pass to the Poyang Lake. The
Shangjao Kiang rises on the

borders of Chekiang province

and forms the principal water-

way of eastern Kiangsi, large

quantities of paper being carried

on its surface to be transhipped

after crossing the Poyang Lake

and going through the canal to

the Yangtze. The Fu Kiang,

rising on the borders of Fukien,

is the means of transporting to

the Lake the tobacco, rice, hemp,

and grasscioth of the southeastern

portion of Kiangsi. The Hsiu Kiang
serves to open up the tea districts of

"Ningchow" orlningchow, and'-Moning"
or Wuning.

The Poyang Lake serves much the

same useful purposes in Kiangsi as does
the Tungting Lake in Hupeh. It acts as

a regulating reser-voir in seasons of flood

and as a means of communication. It

is shrinking in area, the town of

Nanchang formerly standing on its

shores but now being some thirty miles

away. Its present length is some ninety

miles and its maximum breadth thirty

miles. It communicates with the Yangtze
through a canal, the Hukow Canal. The
application of steam traffic to the Poyang
Lake is much increasing its importance
as a means of communication.

r^v -(
I"

r-' y^ -Kanfe^^,^^KIngtech3n
^^OiMocliow'* .,„

1 in,=120 m. 150 miles
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Products and Industries.

The agricultural wealth of Kiangsi

consists chiefly in tea, cotton, tobacco

and hemp, and the ordinary crops of the

north are also grown, but not largely ex-

ported. Tea is grown chiefly in the north

and here as elsewhere the competition of

India and Ceylon has brought about great

decline in the export. The supremacy of

the China product can only be regained

as the result of improved methods of

culture, more scientific preparation, and
judicious advertisement.

Paper-making is yearly becoming of

greater importance in the industries of

Kiangsi and the export reaches about a

million piculs annually. The paper is made
from bamboo and from the bark of the

chu tree, which is a species of mulberry;

and the abundance of clear rapid streams

in which these materials may be soaked
and cleansed facilitates the industry.

Tobacco, chiefly found in the Nanchang,

Jaochow, Kanchow, Kwanghsin and Kiu-

kiang districts, is exported in considerable

quantities, much of it being sent to Japan,

indirectly, in order to avoid a prohibitive

import duly. The increasing demand for

botti leaf and prepared forms from

Japan is supplied by sale to Japanese

merchants in Amoy whence the tobacco

is exported to Formosa and thence to

Japan.

Hemp, formerly supplied only to

Tientsin, is now bought in considerable

quantities for the European market, chiefly

German, and under this stimulus the

quantity produced has almost doubled,

the cultivation being carried on chiefly

round Yuanchow, Fuchow, Juichow, and

Kiukiang.

During recent years indigo has been

cultivated in the province and there seems

to be some reason to hopp for the

permanence and even the expansion of

the trade.

The greal product of Kiangsi, accord-

ing to popular notions, is chinaware.

aird undobtedly this was so at onetime,

but the industry has much declined both

in extent and in the quality of product

since the Taiping rebellion, when the

"Imperial" furnaces were destroyed and

have not since been rebuilt. The manu-
facture of "tribute" porcelain is still

carried on, but the furnaces are chiefly

engaged in the humbler task of turning

out common household china. The centre

of this industry is Kingtehchang, though

this place produces neither of the two

earths from which the chinaware is

made.

There is considerable coal to be found

in the province, but it is not exported

or by any means fully worked, except at

Pingsiang, where extensive collieries are

worked in connexion with the Hanyang
Iron Works, which derive all their supplies

of coal from this place.

Communications.

Numerous waterways, natural and

artificial, imply of course that the move-
ment of produce is made for the most
part by boat, other transport being by
porters, beasts of burden being but

little used. Of the waterways we have

noticed the chief in dealing with the

rivers, Of the chief waterway Little

writes, "The main artery of the province

is the Kan river which, rising on the

southern border in the neighourhood of

the Meiling Pass, traverses the province

from south to north and, after collecting

numerous affluents on botfi sides, debouches

into the Poyang Lake and so into the

Yangtze. It was over the Meiling Pass

and down the Kan river that, in old

days, the embassies landing in Canton
proceeded north on their visits to the

Court at Peking; thus we possess long

and glowing accounts of this country in

the records of the Macartney embassy in

1793 and the Amheret embassy in 1816,

which returned by this route." This

line of road was hence formerly known as

Ambassadors' Route. There are few other
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roads of importance and the only bit of rail-

way is the short line from Pingsiang to

Lilinghsien in Hunan.

The main line of the Imperial Tele-

graphs from Hankow to Canton passes

right through the middle of the province

and supplies an ample service; whilst

branches of the Imperial Post Office have

been opened at some fifty places in the

province. Foreign consuls are stationed

at Kiukiang.

Cities and Chief Towns.
Nanchangfu, the capital of the province,

has a population of some 300,000 and
stands in the midst of an alluvial plain

of great fertility. Formerly the greater

area of the Poyang Lake caused its

waters to wash the walls of Nanchang,
but the waters have receded and the city

now connects with the lake by way of

the Kan Kiang. During the Taiping

rebellion the city defied the rebels and

held out until the Imperial troops from
the north were able to bring relief and
raise the siege. Of recent years it has

assumed importance as a trading centre

with some small manufactures and it

still retains S0me importance from its

position on the Ambassadors' Route.

It has always been conservative and
somewhat anti-foreign.

Kiuklangfu, one of the Yangtze ports

opened to foreign trade in 1861, is an

important centre of the work of distrib-

uting tea, which it sends to Hankow and
Shanghai. The river at this point is

some five thousand feet wide and is

faced by two well-built granite quays.

The population is 38,000.

Jaochowfu, on the eastern bank of the

Poyang Lake, is one of the great

emporia for the sale of porcelain

manufactured in the province, Nankangfu
being the other.

Kingtehchen, is the great manufactur-

ing centre for porcelain. It stretches for a

distance of about a mile along the

two banks of the Chang Kiang, and
behind the town, north and south, are

ranges of mountans, the sources of the

kaolin used in the porcelain industry.

Kingtehchen is carefully screened from
European eyes though the caution is

quite unnecesaary as the artists in chinaware

have far more to learn than they can

teach. The kilns now number 160 as

compared with 500 before the Taiping
rebellion, and the workmen employed
now number 160,000 as against the 500,000
of pre-Taiping times. The value of ex-

port sales of porcelain amounts to about
Tls. 3,000,000, annually.

Kuling,fivehours' journey from Kiukiang-

fu, is a well known summer resort several

thousand feet above s^ leye'
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XI-ANHWEI
Position, Area, Population.

Anhwei is situated

between Honan and
Kiangsu on the west^

north and east, and is

bounded on the South

by Kiangsi and Che-

kiang. The province

has a population of

23,672,000 inhabitants,

Population per

square mile

on an area of 54,826 squares miles, thus

giving 432 persons per square mile. It is

generally accepted that the province has

not yet fully recovered from the effects of

the Taiping rebellion which, according to

Little, who traversed the country almost

ipimediately after the suppression of that

rising, were more severe in this province

than almost any other. This consider-

ation is to be borne in mind in comparing

the above figures with ihose for England

and Wales, which have together an area

of 58,000 square miles and a population

of 32,500,000, or 558 to the square

mile; or with Florida (U.S.A.), which on

an area of 54,740 square miles supports

528,000 inhabitants, i.e., 10 to the square

mile. The population is unevenly dis-

tributed, the ratio of population to area

being highest in the north, and decreas-

ing as one proceeds south, where the

ravages of the Taipings were most felt,

and have least completely been repaired.

The population of Kweichow is some-

what peculiar. The men are exceeding-

ly keen in business and spend a consider-

able portion of the year travelling on busi-

ness "leaving their homes in charge of

immigrants and slaves from Ankingfu.

The former constitute one-third of the

population, and the latter nearly one-

sixth." The name of the jjrovince deserves

passing note. It is made up of the two

words An and Hwei, taken respectively

from the names Anking and Hweichow.

On the romanization of ^j® and

'^•}W depends not only the spelling

of thp name of each of these cities but

also that of the province so that w^e get

Anhui,Nganhui,Nganhwei, Anhwei; at least

these, and there are other possible vari-

ations. Similar variety is to be found in

the romanization of the capital city,
'

Nganking, Nganching, Anching Anking.

In each case we take the last, in accord

with the romanization authorized by the

Imperial Post Office.

General Characteristics.

Anhwei is the meeting place as regards

climate, physical circumstance, flora, fauna,

human inhabitants and their speech, of

North China, South China, and Maritime

China.; The Great Northern Plain covers

the northern portion of the province,'

the soil there being a mixture of alluvium

and loess. In the south the mountains

of Fukien and Chekiang are continued.

The middle of the province, within the

immediate influence ofthe Yangtze, partakes

of the maritime character of Kiangsu. The
true partition of the province, however, is

not into these three divisions but into two
river-basins, that of the Hwai Ho in the

north and that of the Yangtze in the

middle and south. Between these two
basins lies the most easterly outlier of

the Tapa Shan, the range that! has

hemmed us in on the north right down
the Yangtze valley from Szechwan, and
that disappears in the plain of Kiangsu.

The Hwai basin has a steady slope to

the plain of Kiangsu and, as a glance at

a map will shew, is abundantly watered

by streams runing into the Hungtze Hu,

which now drains into the Yangtze via

the Paoying Hu, though it formerly passed

immediately into the old course of the

Hwang Ho. The Yangtze passes in this

province through a valley abundantly

supplied with both rivers and lalces, a

district producing large quantities of tea,

of rice and of Chinese ink—known to

Europe as 'Indian' ink, whatever its origin.

The hills, both those separating the two
basins and those shutting in the Yangtze

valley from the pouth, the Hwang Shan,

the Makin Ling and the Lang Shan, are
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denuded of their ancient forests, but ttieir

lower slopes grow excellent tea. The Hwo
Shan, dividing the basin of Ihe Yangtze

from that of the Hwai, contaiji sonic Ijeautiful

spots, and are at places difficult to cross,

rising to 6,500 feet, though their average

height is not more than some 2,500 feet.

The Hwang Shan, to the south of the

Yangtze, is a very complicated range,

especially in the neighbourhood of Hwei-

chow, but its numerous valleys are highly

cultivated. The greatest height of the

range is about 6,500 feet. The whole

province has a gentle easterly slope.

The rivers of the province are important

both aa means of communication and

as tacio.rs in irrigation. In the north the

Hwai Ho drains a very large area. It

takes its rise in HoTian and by

the time it reaches the province of

Anhwei it is a navigable stream of

eensiderable size, and in Anhwei

itself is considerably increased

by the numerous tributaries that

it receives on ils left bank, the

Sha Ho, the Fei Ho, the Kwo
Ho and the Kwei Ho, all navig-

able streams with a southeasterly

trend. The Hv/ai Ho flows

into the Hungtze Lake, and is

subject to floods of a destructive

character. The Yangtze is both

wide and deep throughout the

province, and in this province,

the lowest of the great lake-

basins of which the Y^ingtze

valley anciently consisted, are

found the remains of the various

channels through which the great

river reached the sea. The

present route is. one of three

formerly existing. The other two

had tiieir origin at Wuhu, whence

the main itreani ran eastwards

to the lakes of south Kiangsu,

passing into the Tai Hu. From

the Tai Hu the stream bifur-

cated, one branch going south-

wards into Haiigcliow Bay, and

the other occupying the bed of what Is

now generally known as the Soochow
Creek, but properly known as the Wusung
River. In the extreme south there is one
limited area with a slope towards the

Poyang Lake and another with a tilt

towards Hangchow Bay.

The Hungtze Hu affords great facilities

for navigation, and has abundant fish.

It is directly connected v/idi the Grand
Canal. The Chow Hu is also navigable,

abounding in fish, and empties itself into

the Yangtze, except when the latter is in

flood, when the flow is reversed.

Products.
Anhwei was formerly known to be one

of the most productive provinces of China
but it has only recovered very slowly

1 in.=103 in
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from the devastation of the Taipings.

The great staple of the province is tea,

grown round Wuhu, the richest rice prod-

ucing region in China. The province

depends altpost entirely on its export of

rice for its purchase of tobacco, oils,

grasscloth, domestic ironware, chinaware

and indigo. With an abundant rice

crop there is a good import trade;

failure of the rice crop involves cessation

of imports. The rice trade is largely

in the hands of Canton and Swatow
merchants and it is to these ports,

followed closely by Shanghai, tha* the

rice is exported. Tea is produced on the

foothills of the Sung Lo or Pine Range.

The product is a superior quality of green

leaf exported to Shanghai and thence

chiefly to the United States, though a

certain quantity, and that the finest in

quality, goes to Bombay for consumption

in Persia and Central Asia. The centre

of the tea region is Hweichowfu, in the

extreme south of the province and

commonly known to buyeie as "Fychow."
The same district is famous for its 'Indian'

ink ' Amongst the other exports of the

province are beans, groundnuts, hemp,
hide, joss-stick powder, paper, rapeseed,

raw silk, tobacco leaf and wheat.

The following notes on the general

trade of the province are from the latest

Decennial Report of the Imperial Maritime

Customs.

The three most northern departments,
Fengyangfu, Yingchowfu, and Suchow,
send out and receive back goods by the

Hwai River and its affluents and the Grand
Canal, finding their market and source of

supply principally in Chinkiang. These northern
districts are poor, compared with those

farther south, and their trade is proportion-

ately small. There is also an overland I'rade

between these districts and the adjoining

provinces; and Liuanchow, especially, sends
its fungus and China-root overiand to-

Hankow, and its tea to the northern provinces,

where it enjoys a special repute, some of ii

being reserved for consumption in the

Imperial Palace.

The other departments of the province,

lying on or near the Yangtze, send their

products principally to Wuhu by native boat,

whence the larger portion of what is not

consumed here is exported by steamers, and
they draw their return supplies of foreign

and native goods though Wuhu; but these

departments also have their direct junk trade

with the Poyang Lake and with the rice

markets on the Grand Canal. Thus, the

departments of Anking and Chihchowfu deal

largely with Kiangsi without the intervention

of Wuhu, sending rice, and receiving back
Chinaware, hemp, paper, tobacco, and the

department of Luchowfu has large direct

dealings witli Kiangsi. Anking also gets its

foreign opium by steamer from Shanghai.

Of the imports by junk at Wuhu, the

principal are leaf tobacco, vegetable oils,

grasscloth, iron p^ns, native cloth, chinaware,
and indigo. Rafts of timber, from Hunan
and Kiangsi, form a very large trade.

Of the value of the trade which is carried

on through the channels above enumerated,
we have only fragmentary statistics; but one
would probably be not far from the truth in

allowing it a value equal to that of the trade

passing through the Maritime Customs at

Wuhu.
It may here be noted that five years

ago Anhwei produced some 40,000 piculs

of opium, but this production is gradually

being reduced, and on the former opium
fields rice and tobacco are being grown.

There have been some attempts to

introduce the albumen industry at Wuhu,
but they have not proved very successful.

Some slight measure of success has

attended the operation of a steam mill for

cleaning rice and grinding wheat, but

more capital is needed. Through the

efforts of a number of enterprising

Chinese, brick-works on modern Unes

have been established at Wuhu, and

their operation has been attended with

some measure of success. Coal exists in

considerable quantities, but it needs

energetic development, and friendly co-

operation between the foreign conces-

sionaires and the local Chinese is

absolutely necessary to success. During

the last fifteen years the coal from the

Chihchow mines, and from those of

Fenchang, Ningkwo and other districts,

worked by primitive methods, has been

exported in decreasing quantities
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COMMUNICATIONS.

The means of transport in Anliwei

vary considerably. The northern part of

the province, in keeping with its other

nortlierly characteristics^ has carts and

pack-animals in constant use, and indeed

they do the main portion of the carriage

of the country. In the south chairs or

donkeys are used by those travelling

long distances, whilst goods are forward-

ed by porters, barrows, or donkeys.

The roads are generally narrow and
roughly paved paths, raised on dykes

when crossing low ground, and they are

generally in such bad repair that if

it is possible to avoid them by using

water this is adopted as the far pre-

ferable plan. The vessels used vary in

size "from large junks to the veriest of

tubs, sometimes paddled with the hands
only, in which the products of the lake

and creeks are gathered, or the little

bamboo rafts,' which are sold with the

freight they have just brought down the

rapid stream." The Chinese can use

boats where other people would be
quite at a standstill for means of transport.

As it has been said by Richthoven,

"They drag their boats over rapfids which
would [ in Europe ] be considered an

absolute" obstacle to navigation, and
across shallows where the water is only

one or two inches deep and flows with

great velocity over pebbly ground.

"

It is reckoned that the products

reaching Wuhu are carried one-tenth by
donkey or barrow, two-tenths by porters,

and seven-tenths by boat. The system

of roads is twofold, one portion being

north of the Yangtze and the other

portion south of the Yangtze. In the

northern half Luchowfu is the centre of the

road trfiffic. Trom here a road to Shan-

tung strikes northeast and passes through

Hwaiyuanhsien and Suchowfu, whilst

one to Honan passess through Cheng-

yangkwan and Yingchowfu. The road

to Hupeh passes through Tungcheng-

hsien and Taihohsiehj a branch, from
the former place runnuig to Anking.

Another road, formerly one of the finest

in China, reaches Fengyangfu from
Peking and passes on through Chu-
chow to Pukow. This road- is linked

with the Luchowfu-Shantung road by a

cross road. South of the Yangtze a

road skirts the river bank from Nanking,

passing through Wuhu and Chichowfu
to the Anking ferry. Hweichowfu is also

the centre of a system of roads connecting

the various district cities and passing

outwards to Hangchow Bay and to the

Poyang Lake valley.

Important lines of railway are projected

or under construction. Following the

general course of the Hwai Ho will

shortly be a railway from Fengyangfu
through Chengyangkwan to Hohowsi and
thence into the province of Hupeh. At
right angles to this line will be an im-

portant line connecting Shantung with

the Yangtze valley, and passing through
east Anhwei—the Tientsin-Pukow line

now under construction. Most of the

places mentioned under this sub-lieading

are in telegraphic communication with
the rest of China; and these with
many more have the benefit of the Imperial

Post Office service, the operations of which
are being extended continually. There
are foreign consuls at Wuhu.

CITIES AND CHIEF TOWNS.

Anking, the capital of the province
has only some 40,000 inhabitants, having
suffered severely from the Taipings, in

whose hands it was for seven years
until its capture by the Imperialist fbrces
under Tseng Kwo-fan, in 1861, The
city is charmingly situated, and its open-
ing as a port of call for river ste^meis
has brought to it some measure of
returning commercial prosperity. It has
a military college and the provincial
mint is established th^re. Immediately
below the city the Yangtze flows through
the narrows known as Hen Point.
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Wuhu, with 137,000 inhabitants, is

commercially of far greater importance

than the provincial capital. Wuhu was
utterly destroyed during the Taiping

rebellion and the whole of the surround-

ing country devastated; but the region

is so fertile that a big trade has already

developed again and a fleet of foreign

steamers is constantly moored off the port,

chiefly engaged in the export of rice,

with cotton and tea. A Foreign Settle-

ment was opened at Wuhu in 1905.

Fengyangfu is famous historically as

the birthplace of the Mings, the first of

whom, Hung Wu intended to make
Fengyangfu his capital, but eventually

the claims of Nanking proved irresistible.

The place has iiitle importance except

as a place of call.

Hweichowfu is the heart of the tea-

packing industry, and also the centre of

the region in which 'Indian' ink is manu-
factured; and the whole district of which

Hweichowfu is the centre is perhaps the

richest in Anhwei next to Wuhu.

Taiplngfu is a town of schools and
military, with steel and copper works
and some manufacture of vermillion.

Pochow is a town of 100,000 in-

habitants largely occupied in the trade

in hides.

Hofei is celebrated as the birthplace

of Li Hung-chang, the great Viceroy.
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XII- KIANGSU.
Position, Area, Population.

Population^per

square mile.

The province of

Kiangsu is the smallest

in the Chinese Empire
with the single excep-

tion of Chekiang, and
on its 38,610 square

miles of surface it

supports 23,980,230
human beings, thus

having an average of 620 persons to

the square mile. In regard to density

of population it is second only to

Shantung. These figures are those officially

accepted but we have shewn in its pro-

per place that the figures for Shantung
appear to be too highly estimated. In

the case of Kiangsu, however, the figures

are possibly understated, though probably

nearly correct. Little puts down the area

at 45,000 square miles and the population

at 30,000,000, giving an average of

666 to the square mile. The following

table serves to indicate the condition

of this agricultural province compared
with some of the great manufacturing

countries.

Area: Per.

Sq. Mis. Pop. Sq. Ml.

Belgium 11,373 5,694,000 589
England and Wales 58,324 32,528,000 558
Pennsylvania. . 44,980 6,302,000 140
New York State. . 47,620 7,269,000 153
Kiangsu .... 38,610 23,980,230 620

These figures are a standing evidence

of the activity, industry and economy of

the toiling population, and need no further

comment, except that nearly one-tenth of

the area of the province is occupied by
shallow lagoons and reedy swamps, so

that the density of population is really

much higher than the figures would
suggest. The province occupies the

delta of the Yangtze, the delta area be-

ing cut off on the south by the high-

lands of Chekiang and on the north by

the highlands of Shantung. The province

is bounded on the north by Shantung,

on the west by Honan and Anhwei, on

the south by Chekiang, and on the east

by the Yellow Sea.

General Characteristics.

The province of Kiangsu falls naturally

into three distinct parts, each with its own
characteristics. The northern part from the

borders of Shantung to the old basin of

the Hwang Ho is poverty-stricken but

densely populated. Like the northern part

of Anhwei it partakes of the usual North

China character, having a loess soil in

the west; and the characteristic northern

cart is to be found, along with occasional

camel caravans, which follow the line

of the Grand Canal. The central part

extends from the former bed of the

Hwang Ho to the present course of the

Yangtze, which is the most northerly of

the three channels that the Yangtze has

at one time or another occupied. This

regisn is swampy and marshy, and con-

sequently poor, but in the summer the

available land produces excellent crops

of cotton, rice, wheat and maize. Fish

abound in the streams, lakes and canals,

and thus remove the entire dependence

of the people on the products of the

soil. The southern part consists of that

portion of the province south of the

Yangtze. The absolute flatness of the

delta is broken in this district by lines

of hills in the west and along the

Chekiang border, but otherwise the coun-

try is as flat as can be. This region,

watered by an inextricable labyrinth of

rivers, canals, creeks, and waterways of

every kind from the mighty Yangtze to

the veriest ditch, is the most productive

area in the province and, as the dense

population indicates, one of the richest

in China. It grows heavy crops and
other industries than agriculture are

rapidly coming into importance.

The dominant feature of the hydrography
of the province is the Yangtze River,

which here ends its 3000-mile journey,

a journey which it seeks to prolong by
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depositing islands at Its mouth and tlien

linking Ihem up witli each other. The
island of Tsungming with its million of

-inhabitants has been thus deposited in

historic times, and bids fair soon to be

linked on to the Haimen promontory ty
means of an island now actually in process

of formation. Little foresees the tim.e

when "the innumerable rocky islands

which fringe the coast, the 'Saddles,' the

'Ruggeds,' and thr Chusan Archipelago

generally, and which now tand out of

the shallow waters of the estuary, will

look down upon embanked paddy-fields,

with the river flowing between them,

precisely as the hills inland from Shang-
hai now stand out from the fields which
have been raised by the ame process

within the limits of the historical period."

The other principal river of the province

is the Hwangpu, the tributary of the

Vangtze on which stands Shanghai.

This river rises to the southwest of

Sungkiang and during the last fifty years

its volume has shrunk by a half. It is

navigable to Shanghai for such vessels

as can get across the bar at Wusung. It

is tidal, ind when a high tide,

helped by northeast wind, flows
up the stream and meets an unusual
volume of water drained from
country sodden with exceptional

rains inundations occur, causing
immense losses both of agricultural

produce and of goods stored in

Shanghai,

The Grand Canal, which, though
artificial in so far as it is inde
pendent of the lie of the land, was
made by taking abundant advantage

of natural waterways cuts right

through the province from south-

east to northwest, and though
sadly in need of repair at many
points is a very valuable asset as

a means of communications.

! The4akes of Kiangsu are numerous
and important. The chief is the

Tai Hu or. Great Lake, west qf

Soocliow, an extensive sheet of

water, with an area of something under

2000 square miles and abounding in

fish. Like the Poyang and Tungting lakes

the Tai Hu receives or gives water accord-

ing to the rainfall and the height of the

Yangtze. In the north of the province the

Hungtze Hu, or part of, it spreads itself

out, and across its shallow waters a brisk

traffic is kept up. Channels connect it

with the Grand Canal and the Kaoyu
Hu. The Tasung Hu lies to the east of

the Grand Canal and northeast of the

Kaoyu Hu.

The following general description of

the province, from Little's pen, is so

succinct as to be specially worth quoting:

Kiangsu is best known as the site of the

southern capital, Nanking, the seat of the

Viceroyalty of Kiangnan: and of Shanghai,

the commercial metropolis of the Empire. The
Yangtze enters Kiangsu at 'The Pillars,'

twenty miles above Nanking, where tide-

water is met at two hundred miles from the

river's mouth. Hills, from five hundred to

one thousand foet in height, continue to line

the banks, slopping short of Chinkiang on
the left bank but continuing beyond that port

on the right bank until well within the delta,

fifty miles from the mouth; with this excep-
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\ion, and that of a few isolated hills that

rise steep from the plain, like islands from
the sea, the province is one wide alluvial fiat,

formed entirely by the encroachment of the

river silt on the Pacific Ocean; it is the

Holland of China, the Yangtze taking the

place of the Rhine, and, like the former
country, is traversed by canals and canalized

streams in every direction, cultivation along

the coast being carried on in polders, where
the country is below the le\el of high water.

The province is traversed from north to

south by the Grand Canal, which crosses

the Yangtze at Chinkiang, 150 miles above
Shanghai: nearly one-tenth of its area is

covered by shallow lagoons and reed-produc-

ing swamps. This delta is limited on the

south by the highlands of Chekiang and
the Chusan Archipelago, and on the

north by the highlands of Shangtuiig, between
Which it extends, from the 31st to the

35th paralled of latitude, a distance of

250 miles, the width of the delta averaging

150 miles. The delta is steadily growing sea-

wards; every year sees new land reclaimed

from the sea; the water-courses, tributary to

the river and open to tidal action, are fast

filhng up with the silt brought in by each
flood tide from the Yangtze. This growth of

the land is specially noticeable at Shanghai,

where, in the memory of men still living, the

Wusung and Hwangpu rivers, at whose
junction Shanghai is built, have lost one-third

of their former volume, and threaten in the

very near future to depend entirely on arti-

ficial measures to keep them navigable. At
the rate the coast is now making out to

sea, the next century may see Shanghai
situated on the banks of a clear-water canal

above tidal influence; so flat and spongy is

the land that it seems to absorb the greater

part of the rainfall and to leave little for the

rivers intersecting it to carry off: these there-

fore become relegated to the position of

canals, and have to be maintained as such,

forming as they do the grand highways of

the country.

Products.

Kiangsu is an exceedingly productive

province but the various parts are

not equal in this respect. The north-

thern region is not so abounding in

agricultural wealth as the Hwang Ho
basin generally, and produces the bamboo
but sparsely. Few frees grow and there

is neither rice nor tea cultivation. Some
of the fruits -grown are of fine quality

however. The central portion of the

province is not much improvement on

the northern, but it grows cotton of

good quality and the population is able

to fall back upon the abundant fish of

the lakes and streams as a food supply.

The southern region is abundantly favoured

and produces crops of many kinds. The
most valuable production is silk, the

mulberry trees being found along the

banks of every waterway and there being

almost no limit to the quantity available.

Most of China's provinces produce silk,

and it is a general article of everyday

wear amongst all but the very poorest

classes of Chinese, but "The finest quality

and the largest quantity are produced

in Ihis low plain, which extends

across the border into Chekiang as far

west as Hangchow and Huchow, where

the unbroken highlands reaching away
west to the far Atlantic commence."
The silk is of every kind, and its work-

ing in huge filatures has been com-
menced in Shanghai. Another highly

important product is cotton, of which
sufficient quantities are produced not

only to supply the looms to be found

in every cottage and the steam cotton

mills in operation in Shanghai but also

to form the chief source of supply for

the multiplying mills of Japan. Rice and
other subtropical crops are all abundant-

ly grown, and the neighbourhood of

Shanghai is being largely devoted to

market gardening as the natives acquire

a relish for foreign vegetables. The
mineral wealth is scanty, and is little

worked, though the southern seaboard

is a centre of salt-extraction.

The region of Kiangnan is where the

beauty and riches of China are most
amply displayed; "and whether we con-

sider," remarks Outzlaff, speaking of

this and the adjoining province, "their

agricultural resources, their great manu-
factures, their various productions, their

excellent situation on the banks of these

two large streams, their many canals and
tributary rivers, these two province^
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doubtless constitute the best territory

of China. The staple productions are

grain, cotton, tea, silk, and rice, and
most kinds of manufactures are here

carried to the greatest perfection. The
people have an exceptional reputation

for intelligence and wit, and although

the province has long ceased to possess

a court, its cities still present a gayer

aspect, and are adorned with better

structures than any others in the empire."

The province is developing industrially,

the new developments being seen in

Shanghai, Soochow, Chinkiang, Nanking,

and Tungehow, in which cities silk

filatures, paper mills, cotton mills, oil

mills, match factories, shipbuilding yards,

arsenals, tobacco works and many minor
steam-using industries have been establish-

ed to the direct industrial, social and moral

benefit of the population.

Communications.
Waterways are the chief means of

communication, and of these there is no
lack. Besides the Yangtze and the

Hwangpu there are innumerable smaller

streams. There is also the Grand Cana',

linking up Hangchow, and Soochow,
crossing the Yangtze and after recom-
mencing its course from the northern

bank cutting in a northwesterly

direction through Hwaian and Tsing-

kiangpu to Shantung. So general is water-

carriage and water-travel that there are

practically no roads, and such as do exist

are seldom repaired. In the north-west

the northern cart is dragged over

indistinguishable tracks and in the north-

east camels are in use.

Kiangsu has its railways. From Shang-

hai to Wusung there has been for several

years a track of some twelve miles, and

this has now become an integral part of

the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, one of

the best-built railways in China. It has

not yet been open long enough; or free

from fiscal deterrents long enough, for

its full economic effects to be felt, but

there is little doubt that they will be

considerable. Of still more recent datft

is the Chinese-built Kiangsu Railway

which links up Shanghai, Sunkiang^

Kashing and Hangchow, and will even-

tually connect with Ningpo and China's

new naval base in Nimrod Sound.

CITIES AND CHIEF TOWNS.
Nanking, our notes on which capital are

an amplifieation of the last Decennial
Report of the Imperial Maritime Customs,
has a population of 350,000 is situated

on the Yangtze, 105 miles from Shang-
hai, in latitude 32°3'41" The position of

the city is admirably adapted to the part

it has had to play in the history of the

country. Surrounded on all sides except
the west by hills, and protected on that side

by forts on small hills which command the

river, it is both easy of access to trade and
capable of defence. The southern part of

the city, which is thickly built over, is con-
siderably lower than the more recently enclos-

ed northern division; the latter is now al-

most entirely given up to cultivation. There
are signs, indeed, that it was at one time
much less thinly populated, and those who
recollect the city in its pre-Rebeilion days tell

me that it was covered with houses. The
course of important thoroughfares which have
since disappeared is still mdicated by many
broad stone bridges set in the midst of fields,

and the gates to which they at one time led

have been bricked up.

Its ancient walls can be traced over a
distance of many miles, but the modern
walls are of much less extent. The part of

the city occupied by the Manchus is separat-
ed by a wall from the Chinese town. The most
remarkable structure in Nanking was formerly
the Porcelain Tower, built in the early part
of the fifteenth century and destroyed by the
Taiping rebels, during whose occupation
the city suffered much. This magnificent
and fantastic edifice, said to have been
erected at a fabulous cost, was of an
octagonal form, 261 feet high, and had 9
storeys. Amongst notable objects may be
mentioned the iVling tombs, with gigantic
armed figures on the avenue leading to
them; the Government palace, a marine
school, imperial printing-house, arsenal, and
observatory. Nanking has manufactures of
crfepe, satin, paper, artificial flowers, can-
non and other materials of war, and
China (or Indian) ink, and gives its name
to the well-known " Nankeen " cotton cloth,
which is also made throughout the whole
province. Nanking has long been made
a Treaty Port, but it has little foreign com'
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merce. By the Grand Canal, which crosses
the Yangtze Kiang about 50 miles to the
East, it communicates directly with Pelting.

Nanking is the residence of a viceroy, with
authority over the provinces of Kiang-
su, Kiangsi, and Anhwei, and is a great
military depot. The Treaty between China
and the British, which terminated the
Opium War, was signed at Nanking in

August., 1842. In 1853 the Taipings assaulted
Nanking, took it, and made it their capital.

It was captured by the Imperialists in 1864.

The manufacture of satin, velvet coloured
ribbons, and other silk piece goods is an
old-established and the principal industry of
Nanking. It gives employment to large num-
bers of men, women, and children; and the
products of the looms have a ready sale in

different parts of the Empire, and particularly

in the North. 1 he industry received a blow
at the time of the Rebellion from which it

has never recovered, many of the skilled

hands having left the city for other parts of

the piovince, never to return. A considerable
qu; ntity cf raw silk is produced in and around
Nanking, which is used in the manu-
facture of silk and satin ribbons, and for the
woof of satin and velvet; but the warp of

the latter products is invariably composed of

the finer quality of silk grown in Chekiang.
Supplies of the raw material are obtain-

ed ctiiefly from Hsiashihchen (j^ifj^), in

the department of Haining (jg®). The

silk, on arrival, if from Chekiang, is_given

out to what are called pai-hang (hi Tj), or
spinning establishments.
The weaving of cloth from unbleached

cotton, at one time an important enough
industry in Nanking for the particular kind
of fexure produced to be known over the

world as "nankeen", did not survive the Re-
bellion. Very few looms are now at work;
and the industry has permanently settled it-

self at Tungchow, in this province, nearer
to the great cotton-growing district.

Among minor commodities from Nanking
which enjoy a reputation in other parts of

the Empire may be mentioned salted ducks.

Vast flocks of birds are reared in the country
round, and the duck market outside the Shui-

hsi Gate, on a busy day, is a sight worth
seeing—and hearing. -«"

It was during the reign of Wan Li, one
of the later iVling Emperors, that Nanking
first admitted the stranger from the West
within her gates. In 1595 the celebrated

Jesuit missionary JVIatteo Ricci visited the

city. Refused admittance, he returned in

1598, on his way to Peking and was well

received and hospitably entertained, though

he did not, on this occasion even, pass the

walls. On his third visit, in 1599, he lodged

inside the city, and made arrangements for

the permanent establishment of his mission

within the Imperial City, at a spot which

has been located not for from the Hung-wu
Gate.

Soochow,with its population of 500,000,

is a city famous for its beauty and

for its canals. A Chinese proverb

compares Heaven with Soochow and

Hangchow:— '

Above is Heaven;

Below are Soo and Hang.

The Chinese regard this as one of

their richest and most beautiful cities,

and h:ive a saying that "to be happy on

earth, one must be born in Soochow, live

in Canton, and die in Liauchow, for in

the first are the handsomest people, in

the second the most costly luxuries, and

in the third the best coffins."

Westerners have compared Soochow
with Venice and it has come to be

known in every globetrotter's book as

"The Venice of the East," Sixty miles

west of Shanghai, and connected with

that port by rail, as well as by the water-

way known as the Soochow Creek, Soo-

chow was opened to foreign trade at

the close of the Sino-Japanese War.

Soochow is the seat of the Governor of

the province and the centre of the pro-

vincial educational effort, as distinct from

what may be called the foreign educa-

tional centre of Shanghai. It originally

owed its importance to its command of

the Wusung Kiang (Soochow Creek) and

of Ihe Tai Hu, and it was doubtless

due to this strategic situation that it be-

came the capital of the ancient Wu
Kingdom. The lake has receded and

with the advent of the railway the

glory has departed from the Creek, and

to-day Soochow is famous for its silks

its brocades and its gauzes. It has also

some cotton manufactures and a valui

able trade in rice. The women of

Soochow are famous (hroughou| China
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for their beauty and their musical pro-

ficiency. The opening of the railway

from Shanghai to Nanking is probably

having effect in the development of

Soochow's trade.

Wusihhsien is a rapidly growing

rival to Soochow in the transit trade

from the west to Shanghai, and it is

springing into increasing importance as

a silk-producing centre.

Chlnklangfu, has a population of

168,000 and owes its importance to its

position at the junction of the Yangtze

and the Grand Canal, being thus on
the lines of traffic both north-and-south

and east-and-west. Its position renders

it the key of the country, in respect to

the transport of produce, taxes and prov-

isions for Peking, inasmuch as when the

river and canal are both blockaded, the

supplies for the north and south are to

a great extent intercepted. In times of

peace the scenes at the junction afford

a good exhibition of the industry and.

trade of the people. Barrow describes,

in 1794, "the multitude of ships of war,

of burden and of pleasurs, some gliding

down the stream, others ^Jailing against

it, some moving by oars, and others ly-

ing at anchor, the banks on either side

covered with towns and houses as far

as the eye could reach; as presenting a

a prospect more varied and cheerful than

any that had hitherto occurred. Nor was
the canal, on the opposite side, less

lively. For two whole days we are

continually passing amongst fleets of vessels

of different construction and dimensions."

There is here a British Concession, which

acts as a sort of buffer between the

original native city and a new native

suburb, this last, advancing with

the times, is lighted by electricity.

Chinkiang is developing industrially,

and its accustomed trade in rice, cattle,

beans and peas, for which it receives

coal, sugar, petroleum, qotton goods

metals and glass, is also making head-

way. It is one of the Treaty Ports of

the province,

Tsinkiangpu, with a population of

about 65,000 is a town only recently

rising to importance, due to its position

on the banks of the Canal. It is grow-

ing at the expense of the walled city of

Tsinghohsien.

Tungchow. This city, 100 miles below

Chinkiant'fu, has recently become im-

portant 'ndustrially. It has begun the

operation of cotton and silk spinning

in factories, as also steam weaving; and
oil-millSj dyeworks, and the fish and
fruit tinning industry are making head-

way. Modern printing of books and

maps, the manufacture of soap, and the

provision of a dockyard for the building

and repairing of small steamers are in

process of development.

Hwaianfu is important mainly as a salt-

evaporating centre.

SUchowfu, with its population of 40,000,

is a very old city of no importance since

the Hwang Ho changed its course.

Sungklangfu. This city of 50,000
inhabitants is a place of decayed importance

since the time of the Taipings, but it

may revive somewhat with the coming
of the railways.

SHANGHAI AND THE YANGTZE
MOUTH.

Position, Area, Population.
Shanghai is situated on a tributary of

the Yangtze Kiang, at a point some
twelve miles from the junction of the

tributary, the Hwangpu, with the Yangtze,

which takes place forty miles from
Yangtze Cape, the headland at t'le

southern entrance to the great river. To
express Shanghai's position in a wider
relation, it is on Latitude 31^ 15' N., and in

Longitude 121° 20', or eight hours six

minutes, east of Greenwich. That which ap-

pears on the map as the single city of

Shanghai consists in reality of three parts
which are independently governed. First

in time but last as one proceeds upstream
comes the Chinese city, a walled city

which, until some t^ree or four years ago
when a Municipal Government was created

^fter th^ western pattern immediately
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outside the gates, was one of the dirtiest

cities of the Empire. This city is some
31/2 miles in circuit, and on its southern

side a considerable suburb of better class

residential character has sprung up. The
population of city and suburb together

is probably about 300,000. Adjoining

the Chinese city is the French Concession,

with an area of less than three-quarters

of a square mile which, together with

the so-called "Extension" to the west

has a population of a thousand foreigners

and a hundred thousand Chinese. These
figures make some allowance for increase

since the date of the last census, 1905.

North of the Yangkingpang, a creek

which forms the northern boundary of

the French Concession, lies the Foreign

Settlement, which is international in
_

government. This Settlement has an area

of 8.35 square miles and a population

of 15,000 foreigners and 550,000 Chinese.

This is the estimated population for 1909,

made by the Health Officer, whose
estimates in previous years have been
found very correctwhen checked by an actual

census as in 1905, when the population

vvas ascertained to be 11,497 Foreigners

and 452,716 Chinese. The folio wing
figures, ascertained by census except for

1909, shew what has been the increase of

population during the last thirty-five years.

French Concession
Foreigners Chinese Total.

1879 307 33,353 33,660
1890 444 41,166 44,610
1895 430 52,188 52,618

1900 622 91,646 92,263
1905 831 96,132 96,963

1909 1,000 100,000 101,000

International Settlement.

Foreigners Chinese Total.

1880 3,673 125,665 129,338

1890 3,821 168,129 171,950

1895 4,684 240,995 245,679

1900 6,774 345,276 352,050

1005 11,497 452,716 464,213

1909 15,000 550,000 565,000

We are not concerned in these articles

with the historical interest wrapped up in

the name of every province and centred

in the many cities and towns with which

we deal, except Jn So far as the historical

may help to explain present-day con-

ditions. Historical circumstances have had

a good deal to do with determining the

geographical position, the commercial

pre-eminence and the international cha-

racter of the great hive of industry and

commerce known as Shanghai. The
name "Shanghai " is quite modern, and

the two characters of "the Chinese word
are variously interpreted. There is no
question that the first means "upon" or

any of its equivalents, nor is tliere any

question that the second means "sea";
but exactly how "upon-the-sea " is to be

understood is a matter on which wide

differences of opinion exist. These may
be neglected however and the simple

rendering 'Super-mare' may be taken in

its simplest sense, namely, that when the

name was given the town was sufficiently

near the sea to be regarded as a sea-port,

certainly much nearer than it is at the

present time. The exact site on which

Shanghai is built was originally deter'

mined by the needs of two other cities

and the modern development has been

due to other factors.. The two cities are

Soochow and Sungkiang. For centuries

Soochow has been an important centre

of trade and traffic in the Yangtze

Delta, and at one time stood on the

edge of the Tai Hu. The shrinking of

that lake and the silting up of the

tortuous streams by which Soochow
communicated with the sea made it

necessary for steps to be taken to secure

by artificial means what was being lost by

the operation of natural forces, viz., free

access to the sea. To this end the

Yangchow Viceroy, in 446 A. D., order-

ed the cutti^ig of a canal from Soochow
to the month of the Yanigtze. The cutting of

that canal was doubtless facilitated by using

and developing an existing stream, at

any rate for some considerable distance,

and when completed it took the name
of Wusimg Kiang. It followed the

course now taken by the Soochow Creek
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and the short stretch of the Hwangpu
bslow Shanghai, and the correct name
of both these waterways is thus Wusung
Kiang. When this canal had been

cut the fishing and salt junks from
the coasts of southern Kiangsu found
themselves able to proceed up it

as far as a place called Tsinglung
twenty miles nearer to Soochow than

Shanghai now stands. Where Shang-
hai now is was a small fishing village

named Hutuh. From Hutuh the fishermen
could better catch the tides than they

could from Tsinglung, hence their

permanent home was here rather than at

Tsinglung. They could have canght the

tides still better at Wusung, if Wusung
existed at that day, but Wusung or
any place lower than Huluh would
have been too easily accessible to pirates,

and hence the settlement of these fisher

folk at Hutuh rather than nearer the scene
of their labours. Similar retirement a few
miles inland may be noticed in many towns
along the China coast. Difficulties like those
that had led to the cutting of the Wusung
Kiang made themselves felt at Sungkiang,
then called Hwating. Hwating had direct

access to the sea by
a river called the

Hwangpu, which did

not touch Hutuh, but

embouched north east

from Hwating. In

course of time the

Hwangpu was ser-

iously impeded by
silting, and vessels

making for or coming
from the sea were
much hampered by
shoals, and were

frequently attacked by

pirates whilst devoting

all their attention to

the intricate avigation

of the stream. Pirates

infested the coast, too,

and it would be both

a safer and much

shorter journey if the Vangtz^ and
Soochow were accessible by an inland

waterway. In that case the coast salt

and tribute rice of Southern Kiangsu could

be sent to the Yangtze without piratical

interruption, and once in the Yangtze the

predecessors of the present Grand Canal

were accessible. Hence a canal was cut to

the Wusung Kiang, and Hutuh was made
the point of junction, at the same time

changing its name to Hwating-hai, i.e.

"Hwating Port," or "Hwating-on-sea

"

The broad stream that sweeps past the Shang-

hai Bund is thus a "fluvialized" canal, whilst

the Soochow Creek is very largely?,^

a

canalized river. Possibly because the volume
of tidal water coming up the Wusung
Kiang was now divided at Hwatinghai into

two portions, and the scouring effect on

the upper Wusung Kiang thereby much
reduced it became impossible for sea-going

vessels to get up to Tsinglung, and Hwa-
tinghai became the placeat which sea-going

vessels and the large vessels from Hwating
had to tranship their cargoes into shallow-

draft vessels capable of reaching Soochow.
This added importance to the©fishing

village and l\\t labour and other necessary

The Chusau Group, shewing effects of silting.

Original rock structure in black; peripheral accretions liy silting left clear.
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facilities for shipping cargo being pre-

sent it came about that the produce of

the surrounding country was taken to

Hwatinghai to be shipped.

The town of Hwating probably began
to br. known as "Shanghai" from tlie time

when it became the Hmit alike of seacom-

ing traffic and of the salt water brought

up by the tides, the latter a condition

which must have been much more
noticeable when the course between
Shanghai and the sea was not only shorter

but less obstructed than it is at the pre-

sent time, wlien it is only in a very dry

summer that brackish water is to be

found in the Hwangpu at Shanghai. The
original Hwangpu with its mouth on the

coast having silted up and diminished to

vanishing point, its name was transferred to

the canal that had been cut to Shanghai

from Sungkiang; and Hwangpu it is to

this day, right to Wusung. With these

changes Shanghai grew apace and in

1279 was raised by Kublai Khan to the

dignity of a hsien or district city, having

previously been made the seat of the

Superintendent of Trade who had thereto-

fore functioned at Tsinglung; and from

this time the place has been officially

known as Shanghai. It is estimated that

previous to the opening of Shanghai to

foreign trade the population of Shanghai-

hsien was some 425,000 souls.

The reasons that led to the adoption

of Shanghai as a port of international

trade are not very far to seek, though

the decision was not made hurriedly.

The claims of Chusan, which was

frequently talked of as an alternative to

Hongkong indeed, were weighed against

those of Shanghai. Chusan would have

been more definitely cut off from the

intrusion of Chin6«e, with attendant evils

of disease and distress brought about

by rebellion, and it would have been

capable of a far more effective defence.

On the other hand, Shanghai offered

close touch with business men and busi-

ness centres, it had an abundant supply

of labour, it was already a considerable

place of trade at which a Superintendent

of Trade functioned, and though it

was off the main stream of the Yangtze
the navigation was quite easy for vessels

of such draught as then sailed China waters,

and being somewhat inland it was usually

caught only by the skirts of the China sea

typhoons; though this last consideration is

rather one that has to be taken into account

when summarizingthe advantagesof Shang-

hai than as one of the elements regarded in

the original making of the choice. It seems
fairly clear that if Chusan had been chosen

as the site of the foreign business centre

it would not now have been either so

prosperous as Shanghai is, or still an

integral part of the Chinese Empire.

Sea Approaches to Shanghai.
It is only of recent years that the

disadvantages of being on a tributary

stream have pressed heavjly on Shanghai,

and these disadvantages arise chiefly

from the delta character of the surround-

ing country and the behaviour of the

Yangtze, the central fact of which is the

tremendous amount of sediment brought

down yearly from the highlands of the

west by the fast flowing river. It has

been put thus by Little:

—

The volume ofwaterbroughtdown per second
by the Yangtze, [as measured by Captain Blak-

iston,] is at Ichang in June, 675,800 cubic feet;

that at Hankow, 360 miles lower down, being
at the same period, according to Dr. Guppy of

H.MS. Hornet, nearly 1,000,000 cubic feet;

the increase being due to the influx trom the

Tunting Lake, 120 nu'Ies above Hankow, and
from the Han River, which flows into the

Yangtze at Hankow and from which the town
of Hankow takes its name, which two are

the only noticeable affluents throughout this

stretch of the river. Compared with these

figures it is curious to note that the water
discharged into the sea by the ^old

familiar Thames is estimated at' 2,300 feet

per second. Reducing the figures given by
Captain Blakiston for Ichang to the average
of (he year on the basis of Dr. Ouppy's
monthly observations in Hankow, we find the

discharge at the former port to be actually

560,000 feet per second for the whole year-

round, which would make the volume of

water at Ichang, 960 miles from the sea.
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just 244 times that of the Thames at London,
distant from the sea forty miles only. The
amount of solid matter in suspension carried

annually past Hankow, 600 miles from the

sea, is estimated by the same observer at

five billion cubic feet. The comparison of

the sediment annually brought down by the

respective rivers at these two points, admit-

ting the estimates to be fairly approximative,

is as 2,000,000 cubic feet to 5,000,000,000,

or 41 to 2,500. Taking the drainage area of the

Yangtze at 600,000 square miles, and estimat-

ind the sediment discharge as above, botii

Captain Blakiston's and Dr. Guppy's figures

give the rate of sub-aerial denudation for

the whole catchment basin of about one foot

in 3,000 years. Allowing that one-half this

amount of sediment is employed in raising

the banks and filling up its inferior valley

whilst inundated by the summer floods,

the remaining half, carried out to sea, is

sufficient to create annually a fresh island

in the Pacific one mile square and fifleen

fathoms deep.

The above extract explains in large

measure how it is that Shanghai is no
longer "upon the sea" in the sense

in which it originally was, and it explains

also the community's anxiety concerning,

and the need for, conservancy works on

a large scale, such as are now being

carried out. The exact bearing of the

menace of the silting may be better

understood if the detailed character of

the approaches to Shanghai from the sea is

considered. There are three approaches.

The most northerly is that between

Tsungming and the lowlying ness

known as Haimen—"Sea Gate." This

channel would carry one too far west if

used, but it is rapidly being filled up,

a new island is forming between

Tsungming and Haimen, and probably

Tsungming will soon be merely an

extension of the Haimen spit. A second

channel passes between the southern

extremity of Tsungmitig Island and a

series of islets to the south. This

channel is known as the North Channel,

and varies in depth from 46 to

16 feet and in width from a mile to

two miles. It is also subject to silting,

and is not nearly so much used as the

third of the channels.

The South Channel lies betweeti the

right bank of the Yangtze and the islands

south of Tsungming. This channel is the

most generally used of the sea approaches

to Shanghai. It has a depth of from 1 3 to

19 feet opposite the mouth of the Hwangpu.

After passing through one of these

channels a vessel may either lie off

Wusung or proceed up the Hwangpu to

Shanghai. It is with this latter course

that the difficulties of navigation begin.

There are two bars to negotiate. The
Outer Bar, just outside the embouchure

of the Hwangpu, is rapidly enlarging.

Ten years ago it had 20 feet of

water at low springs, but now only has

13 feet. The Inner Bar is a short way
up the river, just before reaching Gough
Island, a low island (shewn in the sketch,

but unnamed) that has been formed

within very recent years. This Inner

Bar is now receiving attention from a

Conservancy Board, or at any rate it is

supposed to be receiving attention from
such a Board.

We have already seen that a point

twenty miles higher than Shanghai was
at one time the head of seaborne trade

and that the silting process necessitated

a removal of the head quarters of this

trade to Shanghai. It was thought some
years ago that the same process would
have to be repeated, for the same reason;

the silting of the Hwangpu, it was
feared, would involve the removal of

wharf and unloading facilities to Wusung.
Hence Wusung was made a Treaty Port,

and considerable speculation in land

followed, speculation doomed to dis-

appointment, for nothing more has been
done towards the aclual development of

the port in the usual Treaty Port way
than to mark off the lines which the

streets of the future emporium should

take. These streets and their curbstones

are today grass-grown. Nor is the

grass likely to be disturbed yet awhile.

The commercial community of Shanghai,

both Chinese and Foreign, is so thoroughly
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ftfive to the necessity for Hwangpu
Conservancy work that this undertal^ing

will not be allowed to drop, and in the

meantime the occupation of Wusung
is a problem that is being settled

in a very simple manner. The port

of Shanghai is growing apace, and
especially along the left bank of the

Hwangpu which is being lined wilh
wharves, factories, mills and every other

centre of human activity, so that in a
short time Shanghai will have merged
with Wusung, which latter will be merely

a section of Shanghai just as Hongkew,
Tunkadoo, Putung now are. Two lines

of development have shewn themselves

at Wusung however. The forts have
been rebuilt and are now in a state of

high efficiency, and a military school

and well stocked magazine have been

organized. The Shanghai-Nanking Rail-

way Company has taken advantage of

the comparative cheapness of land and
has made Wusung the headquarters of

its rolling-stock works. An extensive

plant has been laid down and everything

necessary for the maintenance of the

rolling stock equipment is now turned

out, and turned out in a manner that

will satisfy the most searching investigator.

Other Communications.
The means of communication between

Shanghai and the inferior are numerous.

The old waterways are still largely used.

Junk and steam launch traffic plies along

the countless creeks of the Delta, the two

main lines, however, being from Shanghai

via Sungkiang and Kashing to Hangcliow,

and from Shanghai via Kunshan (Quinsan)

to Soochow. Competition has now been

set up on these roi'tes by the open^

ing of railways. The Kiangsu-Chekiang

Railway, a Chinese corporation, has

built a line from Shanghai to Sungkiang,

Kashing and Hangcliow, and its extension

to Ningpo is being actively pushed for-

ward, and if Nimrod Sound is to be

made a base for China's new navy then

W9 may expect very early extension to

some point on the Sound. The Shang-

hai-Nanking Railway has recently come
into competition with the water-traffic of

the Soochow Creek, but the full develop-

ment of this magnificently equipped and
splendidly built line cannot come until

the completion of the line now under

construction from the bank of the river

opposite Nanking to Tientsin and thence

to the capital; and even when this trunk

is completed the S. N. R. must still wait

until a complete Yangtze Valley system,

from Nanking through Hankow to

Szechwan is in operation, when the

Shanghai-Nanking Railway will be part

of two systems, an east to west system

through the Yangtze Valley, and a south

to north coastal system, from Ningpo at

first, but later from Canton, to Peking.

Besides the railway, junk, and steam

launch traffic, all of which is at present

of a provincial character, there is the great

river traffic to the heart of the country

carried on by several fine fleets of river

steamers, British, German, French, Japan-

ese, and Chinese. By means of these

fleets tremendous traffic is carried on with

Hankow and the intermediate ports

whose tride we have considered in pre-

vious articles,

Shanghai is the great centre of China's

foreign communications. A dozen great

lines of steamers connect Shanghai with

Europe and the United States, with

Australasia and Japan, and scarcely a

day passes without the arrival and
departure of heavily laden ocean steamers.

The incoming and outgoing of these

vessels, and of the hundreds of local

junks and steamers, is facilitated by
elaborate provision of lighthouses, light-

ships, buoys, and other means of

guidance. The post and telegraph systems

of the Empire, though nominally with

headquarters in Peking, centre on Shang-

hai, where both Post Office and Telegraph

Administration are housed in spacious,

if not handsome, buildings. ^5 Half a

dozen subtnarine cables emerge from the
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Padfic abyss at the little island i<nown as

Qutzlaff, and thence communicate with

Shanghai. The Imperial Telegraph

Administration has recently installed a

wireless telegraphic service, which is

proving a great convenience to the liners

and men-of-war approaching or leaving

the port. For the immediate local needs of

Shanghai in the matter of communication

there is ample provision. Tramways,
motorcars, carriages, jinrickshas and, in

the last resort, wheelbarrows or sedan

chairs, facilitate or impede one's progress

through the city ; and on the waterways

ferry-junks, sampans, motor-launches and
similar craft are at the service of those

needing them.

Trade.
Shanghai is the great trade centre of

China, though it has rivals, one in the

north and the other in the south, and
its trade is therefore representative of

that of the Empire, certainly as far as

foreign trade, either export or import, is

concerned. It is therefore impossible in

the space at our disposal to deal at all

fully with Shanghai's trade activities.

We shall be obliged to content ourselves

with tables in which the principal facts

are summarized. These tables shew the

growth of trade during the last half-

century.

TONNAGE OP SHIPPING ENTERED AND
CLEARED.

CHINESE PRODUCE IMPORTED.

British. .

American
German .

Japanese.

18G4
. 991,786
. 548,175
. 116,915

766
Other Foreign. 130,397
Chinese

1881
2,306,736
644,032
10,'),458

206,473
16",060
704,439

1904
6,524,806
894.659

1,614,027
495,292

1,143,970

2,009,049

1908.

7,066,061

848,650
1,566,729
3,132,976
2,160,739

2,939,759
TOTAL . . .1,788,059 4,024,498 12,181,798 17,714,914

FOREIGN PRODUCTS IMPORTED t
Gross Imports Re-Exports Net Imports.

1859
1S64
1874
1684
1894
1901
1906
1907
1908

Tls.

32,439,242
80,523,183

,52,902,102
47,l.'i8,013

96,920,931
196,905,998
227,535 646
191,2t8,127

178,496,075

Tls.
2,609.603

17,723,'3S5

43,764,978
39,690,117
66,4S5,2i7

161,617,H9e

152,563,396
148,119,165

143,109,8)1

TIa.
29,819,629

1?,798,82S
9,137,124
7,467.869

30.485,714

46,888,100
74,972,150
46,328 982
35,386,234

t The value of the Haikwan Tael was
6s4V4d in 1874; 5s T'/i d in 1884: 3s 23/8d

in 1894; 2s \0%d in 1904; 3s 3%d in

1906; 2s 8d in )908,
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Industries,

In recent years Shanghai has con-
siderably changed in character. Formerly
a place of trade almost solely, it has
now become a manufacturing centre. It

remains to be seen whether its manu-
facturing energy will be permanently
maintained, for the port is only an
industrial centre by accident. Shang-
hai has no fuel, has no building

material, has no machinery, that are not

brought at great expense from elsewhere,

and it is only the fact that foreign

residence and trade are restricted to the

Treaty Ports that has set Shanghai on a

manufacturing career. It is true that her

manufactures are connected with the

local products, but to bring the manu-
facturing apparatus to the product is a

reversal of the economic order. However,
there it is, that Shanghai has great in-

dustries. Extensive engineering works
are associated with the shipbuilding on
each side of the Hwangpu, a half-score

of cotton-spinning and weaving mills is

in operation, with a number of ginning

factories; two dozen silk filatures are at

work, employing twenty thousand hands;

paper mills, flour mills, tanneries, oilmills,

match factories, a government arsenal, a

tobacco factory and big printing works

are in full swing, and promise still further

development in the immediate future.

Every month sees new enterprises in-

augurated, and it would appear that so

long as foreign methods, men, and
money have no access to the sites

more suitable for development as in-

dustrial centres Shanghai will flourish

industrially. The staple of its livelihood

is, however, the exchange of commodities;
it is as the entrepot for the Yangtze
Valley that Shanghai is assured of

permanence.

The Position of Slianghai.
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Still—Yunnan.
The Si Kiang Basin.

Before dealing at length with the pro-
vince of Yunnan a few words as to the
general features of the third great division

of Chins. Proper will not be out of

place. The basin of the Si Kiang, that

is to say, West River, lies partly in the

tropics, that par^ within the tjiopics hav-

ing the misfortune to be also the lowest
lying land, whilst (hat portion beyond
the tropical area is largely made up of

high plateau.

This basin is perhaps the most diver-

sified of the three rincipal priver basins

of China and thus presents greater

difficulties in the way of generaliza-

tion. The river drains a country almost

entirely mountainous, the great exception

being the lowlying delta on which the

great port of entry. Canton, stands. The
climate is semi-tropical over the greater

part of the area, and the country is rich

both in agricultural wealth and in

minerals. The basin has considerable

geological interest. In its more easterly

stretches porphyry, granite and schist are

in evidence, but in the other parts wide

zones of limestone overlie the primaries

and the outcrops of granite and porphyry

are only occasional. The curious con-

tortions and folding of the secondary

limestones produce, throughout most of

the basin, a characteristic scenery. A
series of plateaux descends from west to

east. In the north the Nan Shan con-

stitutes a barrier between this basin and

that of the Yangtze, and from these

mountains and others flow many rivers,

by which the basin is abundantly watered.

The S'l Kiang itself drains four of the

provinces, Yunnan, Kweichow, Kwangsi

and Kwangtung, whilst a fifth, Fokien,

is reached by a tributary. Chekiang is

really a province intermediate between

this basin and the Yangtze Basin but it

is conveniently treated here. Kweichow

18. partly a Yangtze province.

The Si Kiang rises in eastern Yunnan
and after a short journey southwards

strikes east with a northerly bearing to

the borders of Kweichow and Kwangsi,
to which provinces it serves as- boundary
for some two hundred miles. It is not
until fhe Vu Kiang has poured in its

waters that the main stream is known as

the Si Kiang, the Yu Kiang affording

communication with important districts

on the right bank, just as do the Pe
Kiang and the Ting Kiang on the left.

The abundant resources of the basin

have an outlet al Canton, from which
port they pass to Hongkong for reship-

ment to other ports on the China coast

or to other parts of the world. The in-

dustrial pursuits are many and varied.

Mining, tanning, papermaking, and the

culture of tea, poppies, sugar and the

various seeds from which oils are crush-

ed, afford employment for many kinds of

labour; whilst the production of camphor,
indigo and various forms of varnish also

employ a considerable amount of skilled

and unskilled labour.

These abundant resources indicate that

this basin has a great future before it

when labour-saving appliances are more
widely used and modern machinery is

set to accomplish in a few short hours

what has hitherto been accomplished only

in several days by the employment of

many hands. Two things stand in the

way, the intense conservatism ef the

people, except in the Canton district, and

the long unsettled state of the country,

but both these obstacles will disappear

before the advancing railways.

Against these diffculties may be set

the fact that the most energetic people

in China, and those Ionge~t acquainted

with foreign people, ways and ideas, the

Cantonese, hold the great entrance to the

basin, and their energy and resource,

and their capacity as business people

will be quite equal to the development

of all the riches of the basin, t
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Yunnan*

Position, Area, Population.

Yunnan, wedged in

by Thibet, Burma and

Torgking, has an area

of 146,718 square miles,

and is thus the second

largestprovinceof China,

Szechawn being the first;

but it is only sparsely

populated, having an
Population per

square mile

officially estimated population of 1 2,72 1
,500

inhabitants, or 86 to the square mile;

There are thus only two less sparsely

populated provinces, Kansu and Kwangsi.

The small population is partly accounted

for by the large extent of country covered

with n-iountains, but also by the terrible

effects of the Muhammadan rebellion,

1856 to 1872, the ravages of which were

terribly severe in this province. The official

figures quoted above are probably some-

what high. Major Davies, who made a

very careful estimate during his travels

in the province, reckoned that there were

400 people to the square mile in the

plains but only 40 on the hills. He also

reckoned- that there were 10,000 square

miles of plain and 140,000 square miles

of hills. This makes a population of

9,600,000 and is in comparative agree-

ment with the estimate of Mr. Litton, of

H.B.M. Consular Service, who had much
experience in Yunnan and estimated the

population at 9,000,000. It would there-

fore appear that the population is not

* Note.—Yunnan is a specially interesting

province,, both in regard to matters dealt with

in this article, and in others not pertinent to

this series. The reader desiring fuJ/er in-

formation is referred to Little's "The Far
East" (OxfordjUniv Press), to iVlajor Davies's

"Yunnan, the Link between India and China"
(Cambridge Univ. Press) which deals very

fully with railway projects and the interesting

question of tribes and tongues, and to O.W.
Clark's "Yunnan," (Shanghai Mercury Ltd.)

in which history, tribes, and language are

we|l covered.

really higher than 10,000,000, dividecl

between the very sparsely populated

mountains and the very thickly inhabited

plains, and the latter, though they

form but one-fifteenth of the area of t le

province contain nearly one half of the

inhabitants. The population in the plains

is mainly Chinese with admixture of

Thibetans, Shans, Lolos and other tribes,

whilst the p'bpulalion of the hills is mainly

of the other tribes v/ith an admixture only

of Chinese; but "to form an estimate of

the relative numbers of the Chinese and

non-Chinese population in the hills is a

difficult task. With the possible excep-

tion of the Lolos the Chinese would doubt-

less outnumber any one other tribe, but

still there are many tracts of country where

they are decidedly in the minority." (Davies)

Of the people of Yunnan Little writes :—

It is not easy to explain how Yunnan,
with the same latitude and a similar elevation

to that of the Transvaal, with a climate in

which the summer heat rarely exceeds eighty

degrees, and the winters enjoy perpetual
sunshine, should possess a population so
apathetic, whilst again, further east and
equally touching the tropic of Cancer, we
find the most active race of China— the
Cantonese. The explanation probably is that

in Yunnan, as in Kweichow, the aboriginal
tribes, of Miaotze, have neither been driven out
nor assimilated by the more industrious
Chinese race, whilst periodical rebellions
have led to internecine slaughter. At the
present day the almost universal consumption
of opium, the growth of which the soil and
climate of Yunnan appear singularly to fav-
our, has added its deadening influence.

General Characteristics.
The main characteristics of Yunnan

may be read with ease from any good
map. It is an exceedingly mountanious
country, containing small patches of flat

ground that are almost lost except in any-
thing like a detailed map of the province.

Though the mountain character is general

the direction of the main ranges varies

in different parts of the province, and
this produces changes in the characteristic

scenery. The west consists of a vast

plateau, buttressing up the still higher
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and vaster plateau of Tliibet, and deeply

furrowed by parallel streams running
roughly north and south. These streams

are the Taiping, the Sal wen, the

Mekong, the Black River, (Papien Ho)
and the Red River (Sungkoi). The first

two and the last two of these take their

rise within the Yunnan border, whilst

the Salwen and the Mekong are rivers

with their sources in the Thibetan

interior many 'miles north of the

Yunnan frontier, and after passing through

Yunnan they run a course of some
hundreds of miles before reaching the

sea. The tableland from the heart of

which these rivers have eroded their

beds has a slope from north to south.

In the northwest the plateau touches

15,000 lo 16,000 feet, the bottoms of

the valleys being 7,000 feet above

sea-level, and from this region slopes

gradually to the south of the pro-

vince where its edge is 5,000 fee.

above sea-level, and the valley bottoms

are correspondingly lower. The eastern

half of the province has not been so

cut up by rivers and hence retains much
more of its original plateau character, with

more extensive plains here and there.

" There are larger stretches of level country,

and the ascents from the plains to the

hill-tops are usually shorter." The
plateau stretches quite to the border of

the province, and in the southeast corner

the country is broken up info numerous
small basins from which the water has

no outlet. Most of the streams of eastern

Yunnan flow either into the Yangtze or

into the head streams of the Si KJang.

In western Yunnan the tributary streams

follow the same direction as the main

arteries, but in eastern Yunnan the tributaries

are at right angles to the principal rivers.

Speaking generally the rivers are useless

for purposes of navigation, those in the

east being more available than those in

the west. As to the climate, the follow-

ing note from Little puts the matter in

a nutshell;—

The name Yunnan means 'South of the

clouds", i.e. south of Szechwan, a region of

perpetual clouds and calms, an aerial Sargas-

so Sea, where the clouds seem to collect

and hover undisturbed between the region
of north west gales north of Tsingling and
the windswept plateau of Yunnan, with its

constant gales from the south and east.

Thus the. Chinese proverb says: "In Szechwan
the dogs bark when the sun shines"; but
Yunnan enjoys almost perpetual sunshine,
and the strong winds together with its high
elevation make of Yunnan a cool and healthy
climate for Europeans, notwithstanding its

situation between the 22nd and 28th degrees
of north latitude. The deep ravines in the
west of the province are, however, notori-

ously malarious, owing to the stagnant air

in the confined gorges; the Chinese farmers
there in order to cultivate the fertile strips of

valley bottom descend in the daytime, return-

ing to the plateau to sleep—a night spent in

(he valley being reckoned fatal; nor are the

pack-mules and ponies used in the carrying

trade between the Red River Valley and the

Yunnan plateau ever allowed by their owners
to pass a single night in Manhao.

Productions.
The size of Yunnan* would suggest

the possibility of considerable variety

of climate and consequent variety of

productions in different parts. With one
exception this is not so. The exception

is the north-western corner, where the

plateau is much higher than in the rest

of the province and the average temper-

ture is therefore much lower. Much of

this district is bare, but a great deal of

it is covered with forests of excellent

fir, cedar, and other fine timber trees.

There are also fruit trees bearing good fruit

—peaches and walnuts. There is little

rice grown, and little maize, the

chief crops being wheat and barley, There
are few cereals, and such as do grow
are not remarkable for quality. None
of these products is found either in

qu.intity or quality to export. There is

abundant grazing land however, and

ponies, mules, cattle, sheep and pigs are

extensively reared, as well as the yak in

*One third larger than Italy, three-fourths

the size of Germany, one sixth larger than

^he United Kingdom.
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the colder regions. The abundance of

these animals suggests a new cattle-grazing

ground for the supply of Hie world's

markets, when means of communication

are more fully provided. Silver and

copper also exist in fair quantities, in

close proximity to the gold of the

Szechwan border. Like all the faces of

the Thibetan massif this district produces

musk, skins and furs, rhubarb, and

Chinese medicines. This part of Yunnan
will in all probability be of considerable

importance at some not very distant date

as a source of wool, timber and gold.

As for the rest of the province, the

chief differences in productions arise

from the varying elevation of the land.

There has not been in Yunnan the ex-

tensive cutiing of timber that has marked
some other provinces, the difficulty of

transport having checked the ravages that

would otherwise have been produced by
an ejjport trade. Hence irrigation is more
natural and less artificial than in some
other parts of China and where there

is scarcity of water there is little attempt

al an artificial supply, so that when
droughts come, as they sometimes do,

the distress caused is considerable.

The principal crop of Yunnan is rice,

which is the staple food of the province,

only the folk in the hidden hill villages

being too poor to buy rice and resorting

to millet and maize. The plains are

all sown with rice, and the hillsides are

terraced for it. When the rice harvest

has been gathered in October the land

is sown with opium, wheat and beans

in most instances, though this is not

always possible. It is estimated that of

this second crop half is under opium
and one quarter each under wheat and

beans. One writer reports that between

Talifu and Yunnanfu nine tenths are sown
in cereals and one tenth in opium, but

this was over twenty years ago, before

the poppy had reached the fullest extent

of its cultivation in Yunnan. Millet,

m^i?;e and ^)uck\yheal; are al^a grown in

considerable quantities on the hill-sides.

Tobacco is largely grown in some
distrrets, but not largely exported as

yet, and a small quantity of tea

is grown in the Shan States south of

Szemao. The rest of the agricultural

wealth of the province consists of various

oil-seeds, hemp, sugar, fruits of many
kinds, and an abundance of vegetables.

There is a considerable quantity of

live-stock in Yunnan, pack animals being

the chief means of transport in the

province, for which purpose ponies and
mules are used. The farmers make use

of cattle and buffaloes for the plough,

whilst pigs, whose flesh is an essential

article of Chinese diet, are kept every-

where. Sheep and goats, whose wool
is made into rugs but not into clothes,

are found throughout Yunnan, occasion-

ally in large flocks or herds.

The province is rich in minerals, very

rich, and if its communications were
properly developed Yunnan could easily

become one of the leading metal pro-

ducing regions in the world. Of the

metals mined the most important is

copper, the most v/idely worked
on account of its use throughout
the Empire for the purpose of making
cash. Much of the metal used for

making cash comes from Yunnan, the

mines at Tungchwanfu and Chaotungfu
being the most productive. There are

also mines at Ytmgchangfu, Talifu,

Tsuyungfu, Chingtungting, Likiangfu,

Yungpehting, Wutingchow, Chengkiangfu
and some other districts of less

importance. Possibly more widely spread
than copper is silver, used of course for

the payment of larger sums than those
occurring in domestic practice. It is

to be doubted whether there is a large
district in the province that does not
produce silver. Almost wherever one
travels one hears or sees something of
silver mining, and large quantities are
exported to other provinces. Iron is

commonly found attd the tools made
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h"om it locally are of excellent quality.

Lead and zinc are mined in many places

and both are used for admixture with

the copper of which cash are made.

Less widely distributed than most of the

other metals is gold, which is worked in

a very primitive way at Talangting and
pays well in spite of primitive methods.

Washing for gold is carried on in many
of the tributaries of the Upper Yangtze,

and (he name."Kinsha Kiang," "Golden
Sand Rivei" is not without significance,

A considerable quantity of tin is worked
to the west of IVlengtsz, but it is also

found in the Tungchwangfu district and
probably also in other places. Oypsumj
sulphur and alum, the last two derived

from the many hot springs in the

province, are also produced in quantities

to have commercial importance, whilst

the salt produced is almost sufficient to

supply the needs of the province. It is

of course a Government monopoly and
is obtained from three districts: Yunlung-
chow, which supplies the western part of

the province; Weiyuan, Chenyuan, K'ang-

tung 3nd Mohei, which supply

south Yunnan; and the country

north of Tsuyurigfu, which sup-

plies the middle north of the

province The northeast co.ner,

Tungchwanfu and Chaotungfu,

obtains its salt from Szechwan.

Marble of excellent quality, and
with a good reputation all over

China, is also worked in the

province. But the most im-

portant of all the minerals of

Yunnan is coal, without the

presence of which th2 working
of the other riches must be

expensive and at places impos-

sible. Coal is found in the

neighbourhood of Talifu and
in several places between there

and the provincial capital, from

whence eastward it becomes
more abundant, and it is found

along the whole of the surveyed

railway route to the Yangtze, It is also

found in !;<iany places on the upper course

of the Yangtze and in several other

districts of Yunnan, The close similarity,

continuity in fact, of the g^eological

structure of western Yunnan with that of

upper Burma suggests the possibility of

the presence of precious stones worth

mining. General Mesny states that precious

slones are found, but neither Major

Davies nor Mr. Clark mentions them.

Major Davies travelled all over the pro-

vince and hence his opiportunities for

iiiforinailon were excellent. Mr. Clark

lived for years in the western part of

the province, whence General Mesny
states that the precious stones are deriv-

ed, but he does not refer to anything oi

the kind except jade. What General

Mesny, who lived many years at

Yunnanfu, says may fittingly be quoted

here as an excellent summary of the

splendid resources of this province:—
The natural resources of Yunnan are great

indeed. It produces everything necessary for

the sustenance of a dense population, despite
its present poverty-stricken appearance. Opium

192 m
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hemp, flax, rhubarb and other drugs abound.
Maize, rice, wheat, and other cereals are

grown almost everywhere ; pears, oranges,
lemons, and Other fruit, potatoes and other
vegetables are cultivated . . . Fine oxen,
excellent sheep, goats, pigs, dogs, ponies,

asses, mules, fish, ducks, geese, peacocks and
fowls are reared and eaten by all who can
afford such . . , Milk, butter, cheese, tea,

sugar and salt are also produced, . . . and
at reasonable prices. Clothing stuff is, how-
ever, very dear, although coarse flannels and
strong silks are woven from native produce,
and abundance of fine wool is available for

manufacturing the best cloth . . . The
mineral wealth of Yunnan is something
enormous and almost inexhaustible . . .

Rubies and sapphires, garnets and topazes,
amethysts and jade in the western prefectures;
gold, silver,' platinum, nickel, copper, tin.

lead, zinc, iron, coal and salt also abound,
Copper is especially abundant; its ores are
of excellent quality and have been worked
for ages in over one thousand different places.

Communications.

We have already referred to the lack

of communications as standing in the

way of the development of Yunnan's
resources, and in considering the

question of communications the fact

that Yunnan, even without wealth of

its own, could become a great trading

province if its great lines of communica-
tion were fully opened must be kept m
sight. Yunnan is "The Link between
India and China" and as such her lines

of communication are of high potential

if not immediate importance. The first

of these, the old trade route between

Yunnan and Burma, passing through

Tengyueh to Bhamo on the Irrawadi^

is becoming daily of greater interest.

Tengyueh is perched on the edge of Ihe

plateau near the sources of the Taiping

River, which flows into the Irrawadi at

Bhamo a hundred miles away to the

west, The route up the Taiping to

Bhamo and thence to Talifu and Yun-
nan is a very ancient highway of h-ade

but it presents great obstacles to any

attempt at railway building, as it crosses

at right angles the great plateau through

which the Salweji and Mekong have cut

their way. An alternallve route for rail-,

way purposes is therefore being proposed.

This alternative route is to start from

Mandalay and proceed to Kunlung at

which point it would cross the Salwen

river. Thence it would proceed along

the general line of strike of the mountains

to Talifu. This scheme is as yet only a

project, but part of it, a line from Man-

dalay to Lashio, entirely outside Chinese

territory, is an accomplished fact and

any future operations would commence

at Lashio, and having reached Talifu the

line would proceed to Yunnanfu and

thence to the Yangtze valley. Meanwhile

other important routes are in daily use,

of which there are three chief. The first

of these is the highroad to Szechwan

via Laoya T'an. This route carries by far

the greater part of the foreign goods now
consumed in Yunnan, although it is the

longest route by which such goods could

travel. Its great advantage is that it is

a cheap route, especially as compared

with the route into Yunnan via the Red
River, for all goods passing through French

territory, incur heavy taxes, and the route

to Canton, via Poseh, is now but little used,

partly owing to the chronic state of unrest

into which the province of Kwangsi has

fallen and partly to heavy Chinese taxation

at Poseh.

The Yangtze route leaves Yunnanfu
by a road that crosses several mountain

ranges and then passes through the pre-

fecture of Tungchwan on to Chaotung,

into the valley of the Heng Kiang and by
a sharp descent of six thousand feet to

the Yangtze at a point a little way above
Suifu. This is the chief and the longest

line of communication with the outside

world. The second route, which is the

shortest, is via the Red River and the

Gulf of Tongking. The Red River rises

in western Yunnan south of Talifu and
flows right across the province, though
it is never navigable whilst in Yunnan
and all goods from the capital must be
taken by a difficult overland journey to
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Laoicai, the head of navigation. This

difficulty is being removed by the building

of a line of railway from Hanoi to Yunnan.

This railway has already, at immense and

almost ruthless sacrifice of life, reached

Mengtsze, and in order to cut out the

possibility of trade being carried on by
the West River to Hongkong a reduction

on imports from and exports to French

territory has been secured from the Chinese

Customs Authorities. The reduction is,

however, largely offset by the high rate

of transit dues enfoiced by the French

colonial authorities.

The third route to and from the province

is via the West River. From Yunnanfu
there is alandjourney of twenty-live stages

to the Kwangsi town of Poseh, and thence

a downstream journey of some fifteen

days to Canton. The upstream journey

is about a fortnight longer. The advantage

of this route is the gradual ascent from
navigable water up to the plateau.

The chief towns along these routes are

all in telegraphic communication with the

I est of the Empire, and the Imperial Post

Office is spreading its network of branch

offices and their deliveries all over the

province.

Cities and Chief Towns.
Yunnanfu, the capital of the province,

has a population of only some 45 000

being much smaller

than it was before the

Muhammadan rebell-

ion, and also much
smaller than it would be

if the interests of the

province were properly

looked after by the

Central Government,

for Yunnanfu stands at

the meeting place of

the great highways

across the province,

and only a little to the

north of a fertile and

thickly populated plain.

Talifu, has a popu-

iiatibh of only 6,.000 persons, a much
lower number that it formerly had, owing

partly to the Muhammadan rebellion but

partly also to an outbreak of plague a

quarter of a century ago which carried

off very large numbers of people. The
trade of Talifu is chiefly with Bhamo.
Talifu stands in a fertile plain inhabited

largely by Minchias, a tribe whose capital

Talifu formerly was.

Mengtsz, is a walled city with 12,000

inhabitants, beautifully sitmted in the

centre of one of the characteristic Yun-
nan valley basins. The plateau stands

some 3,500 feet above sea-level and the

town is surrounded by an amphitheatre of

wall-like mountains rising from two to

four thousand feet above the level of the

plain. The climate, like that of most

Yunnan cities, is most equable and

healthy. The commerce of the city is

with Canton and Hongkong.

Szemao, with 9,000 inhabitants, is a

pretty little town in the centre of the

richest agricultural district of the pro-

vince, and is Yunnan's largest mart for

tea, opium and cotton. With railway

communication great development would
be in store for it, and it is probably with

some faint hope of this that a British and

a French consul are stationed tliere.

ScalRo/'mii?5

'-ftii^' To 1i ^^ ,

Trade Routes in Yunnan.
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Tungchwanfu, with a population of

20,000, lies in the centre of a rich min-

ing district, and has a considerable carpet-

weaving industry, whilst it is also important

as a stopping place for trav/llers and
goods on the highroad to the Yangtze.

Chaotungfu, wtih 35,000 inhabitants,

has commercial and administrative import-

ance, as well as being a place of call.

Manhao owes any importance it has

now or will have in the future to the

fact that it is the head of navigation on
the Red River. It is an unhealthy town.

Atentze is merely a large village through

which trade with Thibet is carried on,

the exchange being chiefly of Thibetan

woollen goods, skins, wax, honey and

musk for piece-goods, tea and tobacco

from China.

Tengyueh is important as the centre

of the trade with Burma. It has

12,000 inhabitants and is on the edge

of a fertile and populous region. A
British consul is stationed here, the

place where Margary was murdered
in 1875.
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XIV-KWEICHOW.
Position, Area, Population.

PopuJation per
square mile.

Kweichow, wiHi an
area of 67,182 square
miles, is land-bound
on every side, having

Szechwan to the north,

Yunnan to the west,

Kwangsi to the south

and Hunan to the

east. Like Yunnan and
Kwangsi it is but sparsely populated,
having inhabitants to the number of

7,650,000 only, or 114 to the square
mile, though it compares favourably with
Yunnan (86 persons per square mile) and
Kwangsi (66 persons per square mile).

The inhabitants are of mixed character,

consisting as to three-fourths of aboriginal

tribes, the remaining fourth, dwelling
chiefly in the north, being Chinese stock.

This Chinese stock is largely recruited

by immigration from Szechwan and
Hupeh, and its preponderance in the

north is explained by the fact that Kwei-
chow has only been part of China for

two centuries, even nominally. Two
hundred years ago the portion to the

south of the Wu Kiang, was an independent

kingdom, and was seized by China and

amalgamated with the portion of the present

province lying north of the Wu (a stretch

of territory thitherto forming part of

Szechwan) to form the Kweichow Pro-

vince; and even this new province was

not really integral with the Empire until

forty years ago when, after a war lasting

nearly ten years, the aboriginal tribes were

subdued. They are still governed through

their own chieftain princes. The aboriginal

trib:s are known as Miaofze ("shoots,"

or " Sons of the soil "), Ikias (barbarians),

Chungkias (old Chinese stock) and Lolos.

The following extract from Pere

Richard's "Comprehensive Geography"
summarizes the facts of most interest

concerning these people:

—

"The northeast and northwest of Kwei-

chow are thinly populated, but the rest of

the country is even more so, especially the

east and centre. The population is com-
posed of very heterogeneous elements.

The Chinese form but a fourth of this

population, and occupy especially the

north and east and also towns throughout
the rest of the Province. They are active

and engaged in trading. Among them is a

large number of immigrants from Szechwan
and Hupeh. The rest of the country is in-

habited by the aboriginal Miaotze '^-f
tribes, the Ikias ^ ^ (barbarian race) or

Chungkias tfi^ (old Chinese race) and the

Lolos^1% The Ikias are principally con-

fined to the low-lying valleys of the south-

west; the Miaotze occupy the west; the

centre, and southeast; and the Lolos

the southwest.

"The Miaotze, having taken advantage

of the Muhammadan rebellion in Yunnan,
rose up against the Chinese, but were

massacred in large numbers by the Imper-

ial troops, and this considerably dim-

inished the population of the country.

They are even at present largely kept under

military rule, especially in the southeast.

The insurrection which they started lasted

from 1860-1869. The Miaotze are divid-

ed into a great many tribes numbering,

it is said, more than fifty. They are often

called from the colour of their dress

:

Peh-miao Q'S (white Miaos), Heh-miao

^gl (black Miaos), and Hwa-miao ^"®
(flowery or civilized Miaos).

"The Chungkias are the descendants of

former soldiers, who settled down in the

country in the 10th century A. D., when
Kweichow was subdued by China. They
are nearly all of high stature and form
a sturdy race. Their complexion is

darker than that of the Miaotze. Various

names have been given to them: Tsing

Chungkia 1^^ r|i ^ (blue-gowns), Tujen

i \ (sons of the soil), or, what they

like better, Lao Penkia ^1^^ (the old

slock). They style themselves Pudiei.

Like the Miaotze, they wear the queue
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and Chinese jacket, but discard the long

gown. The females wear a dress dif-

ferent from that of the Chinese women.
"The Chinese themselves are divided

inlo old and modern Chinese. The old

Chinese are sub-divided inlo many tribes

whose customs are similar with one another.

The modern Chinese are of recent im-

migration and came from Kwangsi,

Hukwang (to-day Hupeh and Hunan)
and especially from Szechwan."

The Miaotze and Chungkiatze are,

generally speaking, suspicious of strangers,

addicted to lying and drunkeness, but are

good workmen. They live also at vari-

ance with one another, but there is still

more antipathy between the Chinese and
Ihe Miaotze. These latter have a special

administrative organization.

General Characteristics.

The northern half of the province be-

longs properly to the Yangtze basin and
the southern half to the West River

Basin, the line of division being the

watershed formed by the central mountain

range, which crosses the province from
southwest to northeast. The province is

a great plateau, cut up by river beds, not

so deeply scoring the land as in Yunnan
perhaps, but equally rendering com-
munications difficult. Several parallel

ranges cross the province from south-

west to northeast, or rather, several wide
valleys have been carved out from the

former level of the plateau, and have left

behind what now appear to be mountain
ranges. The general direction of ranges

and valleys alike closely corresponds with

that of the whole Chinese system, and the

physical characteristics are therefore much
the same as those of Yunnan, though not so

pronounced. The province is but another

step leading down from the Thibetan

plateau, whose structure and resources

it shares, being of primary formation over-

laid with layers of secondaries, more or

less folded and permitting here and there

a view of the primary strata. The pre-

dominant rock is limestone and the scenery

is that universally recognized as proper
to limestone formations. In the valley

bottoms are to be found patches of

alluvium laid down in quite recent times

by the erosive mountain torrents, and
these patches support excellent crops.

The plateau has <m average height above
sea level of some 4,000 feet, the south-

western part being the highest, having
valley bottoms from 5,000 to 6,500 feet

above sea-level, with peaks reaching to

8,000 or even 9,000 feet.

The river system is twofold. In the

north are various streams flowing into

the Yangtze, in the south the drainage

is to the West River. The Wu Kiang,

the chief river of the province, rises on
the western boundary and after flowing
through the deep and numerous gorges
that it has cut for itself, only becomes
navigable at Szenanfu, 120 miles from
the northeast border, whence it passes

on to its confluence with the Yangtze in

Szechwan. In the northeast the Kih Sliui,

which is navigable up to Tapingtu, skirts

the border of the province and joins the

Yangtze at Hokiang. In the east two
streams, the Yuen Kiang and the Tsingshui
Ho pass out of the province shortly to

join their forces and provide a navigable

waterway through Hunan to the Tunling
Lake. In the southwest the Hung Shui
rises and goes to form the main stream
of Ihe Si Kiang, and several small

streams, only navigable for small craft

with considerable difficulty, cut their way
through the plateau and flow into this

river; whilst in the southeast the Liu Kiang
flows between steep banks to join the Si

Kiang in Kwangsi.

The climate is one of moisture and fog,

especially in the southern valleys, where
the winter months are very wef, and the
summer temperature seldom rises much
over 80" F., although nearly half the
province is within three degrees of the
tropic of Cancer,
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Products.
It may be imagined from the sparse

population and the varied elements of

which that population is made up that the

resources of Kweichow have not been by
any means fully developed.

Ve have seen that Yunnan had numerous
fertile high valleys, and in this respect as

well as in many others Kweichow is

similar to Yunnan. These high valleys

are surrounded by amphitheatres of

mountains, and each of these valleys is

noticeable as being the site of the capital

of one of the thirty -three counties into

which the province is divided. In these

fertile valleys rice, maize, and tobacco

are the most important crops and excellent

fruit is grown. Specially durable silk

pongees are produced, and arc exported

in quantity to Chungking, where they

are used by the wealthier classes instead

of grasscloth for summer wear. The
opium-poppy was until recently very

largely grown, and its reduction will

have considerable economic effects upon the

province. Varnish and wood-oil are also

produced, and in the northeast is to be

found a fair quantity of timber, whilst the

southeast cultivates tobacco. Beans, hemp,
buckwheat, rape, tea, cotton and gall-nuts

also have a share in the productions of

the province. Amongst the fruits grown,
of a considerable degree of excellence, are

plums, cherries, peaches, apricots, and in

some few places strawberries.

Mineralsabound throughout the province

but are worked on primitive methods,

and the lack of facilities for transportation

added to the lack of capital for the inaugura-

tion of modern mining methods prevents

the development of these resources that

they undoubtedly deserve. Amongst the

minerals are quicksilver, the working of

which is carried on at several places both

in the north and in the south, coal,

copper, iron, zinc and lead. The province

has also excellent marble which is exten-

sively quarried, and supplies of sulphur

and nitre. Salt has to be imported.

The employments of the jjeople, apart

from agriculture carried on for the support

of existence, include a little mining, some
manufacture of cloth, silkweaving and

the manufacture of paper. The people

import piece goods from the north, cotton

yarn, woollen goods^ salt, kerosene and

matches.

Communications.

The communications throughout Kwei-

chow are wretched. The rivers are not

suited for navigation, except in their

lower courses, so that they chiefly serve

for communication of a local character

accross the borders. The country is

so rough as to present great difficulties

in road-construction, and what little has

been accomplished is rather the beating

out of well-trodden paths by ages of

traffic dating from prevehicular days

than the definite attempt to construct

public highways, and hence the tracks

now existing do not lend themselves to

cart haulage. The bulk of the transport

of the province has therefore to be carried

on by means of carriers and pack-animals.

The principal routes from the capital are

five in number.

1. The Yunnan road, which passes

through Anshunfu and bifurcates shortly

after, one branch passing through Lang-

taiting and the other through Singyifu.

The first branch follows the valley of

the Kuta Ho and opens up north Yunnan,

whilst the other leads to the south.

Bisecting the angle formed by these two

routes is a third, from Anshunfu to

Chenningchow, Yungningchow and Puan-

ting to Yunnanfu, approaching that capital

from the northeast.

2. The Chungking road passes through

Kaichow and Tsunyifu to Kikiangting in

Szechwan, and thence on to Chungking.

Along this road considerable immigration

takes place, the surplus population of

Szechwan seeking homes in Kweichow.

3. Another road to Szechwan takes

roughly the line of the Tsising Ho
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Pichiehhsien

Yunnan-wards
through Tatingfu and
whence a branch strikes

through Chaotung.

4. The road to Hunan follows the

course of the Tsingshui Ho for some
little distance and then crosses a col to the

valley of the Yuan Kiang, which it follows

through Chenyuanfu and Szechowfu.

5, The road to Kwangsi follows the

same line as that to Hunan as far as

Kweiting whence it strikes south through

Tuyunchow and there bifurcates, one branch
going southwest through Pacha iting.

Tukiangting, Kuchowting to Kweiting,

whilst the other passes more directly

south through Tushanchow and eventually

to Kingyuanf u.

"In no part of the Empire would rail-

ways be of more advantage to the coun-

try than in this province," says Mr. Bourne,

"where there is no water traffic at all except

on the eastern side, and there very difficult.

The best road to follow would be through

Hunan to the Yangtze, near Hankow

—

the present line of trade; but a railway

from Nanningfu in Kwangsi, through Ku-
chow, would meet with no serious obstacle.

1 believe the eastern line would

pay at once, but I much doubt

whether the country is at pre-

sent rich enough to support a

line into Kwangsi."

Cities and Chief Towns.
Kweiyangfu, the capital, with

1 00,000 inhabitants is the centre

of provincial lines of commun-
ication and is situated in the

largest plain of the province at

an elevation of 3,300 feet above

sea level. It consists of two

portions, ap old city and a new
one,neither of them very large,

and is chiefly important as the

provincial capital. There is a

strong Szechwanese element in

the population and it is this part

of the inhabitants that is chiefly

responsible for what trade si

carried on.

Ansliunfu, the second City of the pr6-

vince, lies on the main route from

Kweiyangfu to Yunnan fu, being three

days from the former city, and is the

military headquarters of the province. It

is an important trade centre, has a beau-

tiful situation, and presents every ap-

pearance of advancing prosperity, Mr.

Bourne noting that it had considerable

trade in opium, Indian yarn, and

Lancashire cottons; and it also supplies

white wax to Hunan. Anshunfu has

50,000 inhabitants.

Singyifu, with 40,000 inhabitants today,

but said to have had 70,000 before the

Muhammadan rebellion, stands 4,000 feet

above sea level and enjoys a certain

degree of prosperity derived from opium,

but a much more certain element of ad-

vance exists in the increasing general

trade with neighbouring provinces. This

trade is chiefly carried on in one of its

suburbs, known throughout the district as

Hwangtsaopa, which has always had
the character of a free mart, independent

of officials. " During the rebellion Hwang-
tsaopa flourished exceedingly, keeping
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\he peace in its own streets and selling
opium, arms, and foreign goods to all

who could pay for them" (Bourne.)
And what Mr. Bourne wrote in 1879
almost stands good today, that "Transac-
tions are often carried on here almost
by barter; a man who wants piece-goods
will often pay in opium— the price of
both being settled in silver, but only
the balance passing hands. Although
the trade between Kweichow and Yun-
nan on the one side and Kwangtung
and Kwangsi on the other is considerable

it is almost entirely without organization;

there are no exchange banks and no post

office agencies. Opium goes down and
foreign goods come up, but in private

ventures. It is doubtful whether the Chinese
have ever reduced Kwangsi to a condition

thoroughly settledand safe so that confidence

should obtain as in Szechwan."

Kuchowtlng, is only a small half-ruined

town, with a population consisting almost

entirely of aboriginal stock. Foreign goods
Teach it from lower down the Liu Kiang
and also from Hankow via Hunan. Being

a border town and a centre of aboriginal

stock a military official is stationed there

Tsunifu, with 45,000 inhabitants, has ^

fairly prosperous trade in wild silk, and
also manufactures striall quaintities of cIotK

and paper.

Pichiehhslen is an important trade cetitr^

of the west, with a population of 20,000
souls. It has some manufactures of cloth,

but the sparse population makes extensive

trade impossible.

Sankloh, at the head of navigation on
the Liu Kiang conducts a lively trade in

Chinese wares with the Miaotze popula-

tion, and makes up rafts of timber to

send down to the Si Kiang.

Chenyuanfu was formerly a city in

Hunan province, and is beautifully situat-

ed on the north bank of the Soochow
Ho, the centre of a well populated region,

and of a large distributing trade. It is

estimated that two-fifths of the commerce
of Kweichow passes through Chenyuanfu,
which is the head of navigation for the

larger craft on the Yuen Kiang.
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XV-KWANGSI.
Position, Area, Population.

The province of

Kwangsi occupies a

considerable portion of

the lower basin of the

West River, and it is

shut in by the southern

mountains of Hunan
Poiution per and the Kweichow
smiaie mile. plateau on the north,

by the Yunnan plateau and the Tongking
highlands on the west and south, and the

circuit of adjacent provinces is completed

by Kwantung with its great plain to the

south and east. Covering an area of 77,220

square miles and having but 5,142,000

inhabitants the province is the most sparsely

populated in China there being an average

of only 66 persons to the square mile.

The population, as in Kweichow, is very

mixed, the three chief types being the

aborigines or Ikias, the Hakkas who are

the offspring of Chinese soldiers and !kia

women, and the Cantonese who are least

numerous, occupying the towns to the south

and southeast and carrying on the chief

trade of the province. Of the fifty-four

districts into which the province is divided

no less tiian thirty-four are governed by

aboriginal headmen under Chinese control.

The inhabitants are given to outbreaks of

rebellion. The Taiping rebellion took

its origin here, and it is only some four

years since rebels made themselves masters

of the greater part of the province and

were suppressed with excessive barbarity

and cruelty by the then Viceroy. At the

present time there are frequent smaller

outbreaks and it has been necessary to ask

that a division of the northern New Model

Army may be sent to this province to

overawe the natives and to check raiding

on the French border.

General Characteristics.

Kwangsi is wholly mountainous, and

is simply the last step downwards from

^he Himalayan and Jhibetan heights, the

'.:verage elevation above sea level being

not more than a thousand feet, though the

numerous limestone crags and the peaks

of the the central granitic masses frequently

reach three thousand feet. The province

is abundantly watered by three streams

that divide it into three main valleys

and unite to form the West River at

Wuchow. As it is in this province
that the West River first takes the

corresponding Chinese name, Si Kiang.

we may suitably note here some points

of intereii connected with it. From its

source in the Yuinian plateau to its

great port of Canton it has a length of

over 1000 miles, whether we reckon

from the head waters of the Hung Sliui

(or Red Water) or from the source of

the Pearl River, the southern tributary,

which also has Its origin in the Yunnan
plateau. The northern tributary, the Kwei
Kiang, rises on the borders of Hunan
and is connected by a short canal with

the Slang River and thus affords a

walerv./ay from Canton to Hankow. The
Pearl River which, like the Yangtze, has

cut its way through several parallel

ranges of limestone and has thus some
veiy fine gorge scenery in the district

known as "The Hundred Thousand
Hills," is navigable for small craft right

up to the town of Posen on the Yunnan
frontier, and this route affords the easiest

approach to the Yunnan plateau. In the

season of summer rains this river rises

some fifty to sixty feet. The following

general account of the rivers of Kwang-
si is abstracted from the last Decen-
nial R°portof the Imperial Maritime

Customs:

—

Of the West River it is to be observed that

it is only called by that nauie so far as
Sunchowfu at the junction of the Nan Kiang
and the Pei Kiang. The former tributary is

styled Yii Kiang, with reference to its direc-

tion at its junction above Nanning with the

Tso Kiang, similarly so named, which
descends from Ltingchow. Upon the Vu
Kiang lie such towns as Nanning and Kwei-
lisiei^. X'le P^i Kiang is itself resultant on
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the confluence of the Liu Kiang and the

Hungshui Kiang, between Wusuanhsien and
Siangchow. The first of these streams takes
Its rise in the moutains of Kweichow; the
latter comes from Yunnan, waters the north-
east of Kwangsi and flows in its upper
reaches between considerable heights. The
lesser branch of the West River, which passes
Nanning and ascends in the Poseh direction,

is navigable for larger native craft as far as
this latter town— some seven hundered miles
from Canton ; lesser vessels can reach Poyai
thirty miles further, the craft drawing not
more than a foot can ascend within the

magistracy of Silin. From Poyai there is a road
to Kwangnanfu and thence to Yunnanfu; in

the other direction via K'aihwafu there is

access to Mengtsz. Along the routes radiat-

ing from Kwangnan-Yunnan will be met
many caravans with tin and copper to be
bartered for foreign goods. Poseh is thus, in

this connexion, a centre of great importance and
has, overandbeyond the routes mentioned, touch
with Kweichow and with Yunnan in the
Lopinchow direction. Just in the same
way as the lesser branch the greater is

navigable for fairly large native craft

(say of eighteen tons) so far as Tachangan,
a large centre to the south of Kweiyuanhsien
—sampans can even pass as far as Sankioh
in Kweichow.
The Cassia River or Kwei Kiang takes its rise

within the mountains around Singanhsien and
its characteristic is its rapids. Of these for the
first twentyfive miles from Wuchow there are
none, and they lie more especially between
Chaoping and Pinglo. The Cassia River, by
means of a canal, navigable only for small
craft, is placed in connexion with
the Siang Ho, vvhich likewise takes

its rise around Singanhsien and,

furthermore, is an affluent jof the

Yangtze.
The Chien Kian^ joins the West

River at Tenghsien, just above
Wuchow, and flows in the south-

cast oi this province. Although

its course is somewhat restricted, it

allows ot communication withPak-
lioi via Fumien and Yulinchow—
que of the richest areas in Kwang-,
si. It might be added that from
Yulin lies a mountain route to

Sunchow and Kweihsien—some-
what dangerous however by reason

of the banditti.

iiig this period Is responsible tor much
sickness. In the north the climate is more
tolerable, but sudden changes of temp^

erature render it treacherous.

The scattered population; the 'backward

state of the aboriginal tfibfes," and the

generally undeveloped conditidri of the

province leave ample room for the presence

of a large number of wild animals. Tiger,

rhinoceros, panther, tapir, wolf, fox and
bear roam at large, whilst deer, stag, and
monkey varieties are also found.

Products.
Kwangsi is not devoid of valuable natural

products, but their development is in a

very primitive stage. Eastern Kwangsi as

a whole is rocky and not specially adapted

for cultivation, but on its occasional

plateaux, and on the banks of the rivers

in the numerous valleys, the annual floods

supplying excellent fertilizing material,

and the people devoting great care and
exercising remarkable ingenuity in their

agricultural pursuits, paying crops of rice,

wheat, maize, millet and buckwheat are

grown, and hence Kwangsi has been called

the "granary of Kwangtung." The forests

have, as usual, largely disappeared from
the mountain sides. In the basin of the

West River a considerable area is devoted

Southern Kwangsi is distinct-

ly tropical, with excessive heat

from May to September and the

jnoist^r^-l^den e^tiriosphere dur-
Unqh^ 190 miks. '?« iooinhs.
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to the growth of the sugar cane, of three

varieties, exported from Poseh, Lungchow,
Tienchow, Nanning and Yungshun. In

the northwest cotton, kaoliang, sesamum,
tobacco, and tea are grown, and there are

plantations of white nettle and camellias,

from which latteran excellent oil is crushed.

In the district round Poseh opium poppy
alternates with wheat. Of household vege-

tables there is an abundant supply, cabbage,

turnips, melons, peas, onions, garlic, celery,

camomile, beetroot, chicory, parsley, lettuce,

bamboo shoots, and mushrooms; whilst

the supply of fruits is equally abundant,

the wild vine, the peach, the plum, the

pear, the medlar, the orange, the fig, the

pomegranate, the lemon, the banana, the

lichee, the mango, the strawberry and the

pumelo all growing to perfection. Timber
is one of the most valuable exports from

northwest Kwangsi. Large numbers of

rafts pass Wuchow on their way to the

Canton province. They are often man-
ned by Miaoize, for much of the timber

comes from the border lands of Kwei-

chow and • Kwangsi, peopled by these

aborigines. "Timber felled in Kweichow
is floated down the Yu Kiang to the

city of Yunghsien where it is made up
into rafts; and so on the Lung Kiang

and Hungshui Kiang which flow through

forest regions." The timbers incVude pine,

maple, ebony, oak, camphor, teak and

mahogany, to which are to be added the

cotton tree, the cinnamon tree, the aniseed

tree, and the wood oil tree. There are

also numerous fibre-yielding plants, the

most important of which is the ramie

grass, chiefly cultivated between Wuchow
and Kweilin. The materials for the manu-
facture of paper are abundant in the province

and paper is an important export.

The chief minerals found are gold,

silver, lead, iron, antimony, coal and, it

is reported, platinum. There are disused

quarries, commonly reported to be worked-

out gold mines at Wuchow and gold

is found and worked at Kiuhingwei and

Tungan, it is also known to exist at

Anpitlgsu and is washed on the banks

of the Fu Kiang as also at Hoping and
Taiping on the banks of the stream

which enters the West River at Meng-
kiang. It is also found in the Chaoping
and Enyang districts. Iron is mined in

many places, but chiefly at Kwanyang-
hsien. Coal is widely distributed, and
is mined at Hahsien, Fuchwanhsien, and
Kwanyanghsien as well as in the direction of

Posehandinlargequantilies round Nanning.

A good quality also comes from Yungan-
chow. In the northwest, at Hochihchow,
tin is mined, and sold in the form
of sand by the aboriginal workers who
receive provisions in exchange. The
sulphide of antimony is found around

Nanning and thence to the northwest,

whilst copper smelting is carried on at

Chushan and about Hohsien. White
lead is found in inexhaustible quantities

in the northern part of the Fuchwan
district.

Communications.
In writing of the rivers of the province

we have incidentally dealt in large measure
with the chief routes of communication.
An important route is that from Pakhoi

to Namheung, a mart of consideration

one hundred miles below Nanning—

a

way by which passes heavy merchandise
from Nannmg to north Kwangsi. Another
route from Pakhoi is that of a day's

journey to Limchowfu, thence to Kwei-
hsien in six days. Again from Limchow
lies the junk route to Moli, thence by
Lingsh^nhsien to Namheung. Then again

lies a way from Pakhoi to Nanning via

Yamchow and Sintung, and this route,

though mountainous, is shorter than that

immediately foregoing and lighter mer-

chandise commonly passes by it. Further

there is a connexion between Yamchow
and Pingtang and by this salt usually

passes. From Pingtang merchandise

radiates to every quarter and especially

towards the north. Nanning is the natural

centre and via Pinchow, Liuchowfu and
the Jungfu Ho, Kweilin is reached in
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twelve days. From Nanning and again via

Pincliow, where it divides off, and thence

by tlie Hungshui Kiang and Kingyuan is

a connexion in fifteen days or so with

Kweichow. By Chetang not far from

the river just mentioned and five or six

days from Nanning there is an additional

route to Kweichow. Again there is con-

nexion between Yamchow and Kwang-

nanfu in Yunnan via Sintung, the Tso

Kiang, and the frontier town of Hsiaochenan

in a poverty-stricken area. Yamchow has,

however, touch with Lungchow in eight

or nine days.

There is little to add, except that Lung

chow is connected by rail with Langson and

Hanoi; but the trade on this line is so

far almost nil. The railway taps a wild

Miaotze country and is of little practical

use except possibly as a means of for-

warding troops from Tongking to China

on emergency. The Imperial Telegraph

Administration has officesat some twodozen
places in the province and the service of

the Imperial Post Office is as complete

as in most provinces, and is also supple-

mented as everywhere by the native postal

iiongs. The following particulars as to

the native postal hongs are given not so

much for their immediate importance as

explaining the working of such agencies

throughout China. They are taken from

the last Decennial Report of the Imperial

Maritime Customs:

—

"Every morning these agencies send a
messenger to all business establishmerts and
collect letters, making a charge of fifteen to

twenty cash per cover; • prepayment is not
compulsory, the fee being collected from
the addressees if not paid here, whilst in

spme cases half the fee is paid here and half

at the place of destination. Letters addressed
to distant places are charged more -say,
fifteen or twenty cents. These postal hongs
receive letters for any place in the Empire;
but should they be addressed to a place

where the hong has not an agent they are

placed in a separate cover, stamped, and
posted through the Imperial Fost Office—this
latter;'' however, is a rare event as the

majority of the business houses, of course,

know well enough where the hongs have

no agents, and in such cases send the

letters direct through the I. P. O. Besides

the postal hongs there are private couriers

running from Wuchow to Kweilin, and from
Wuchow to Yulin. These couriers appear to

do business entirely on their own account

and are generally trusted—the goodwill is

hereditary in many cases, as of course. On
the Kweilin line they run six or eight times

a week, but to Yulin there are fewer couriers,

and their times for running are uncertam. Fif

teen to twenty cash per cover, according to dis-

tance, are charged for ordinary letters, and
fifteen cents per catty for parcels."

Three of the ports, Lungchow, Wu-
chow, and Nanning are open to foreign

trade, and at these ports foreign consuls

are stationed.

Cities and Chief Towns.
Kweilinfu, which is situated on the

right bank of the Kwei Kiang, is the

centre of provincial administration, and

stands in a position of considerable

beauty, and the natives regard it as a

highly desirable city in which to live.

The population is very mixed, consisting

of about 40 per cent. Hunanese, 20 per

cent. Cantonese, 10 per cent, from
Kiangsi, 10 per cent, from other pro-

vinces and 20 per cent. Kwangsi
provincials. There is a large proportion

of the inhabitants not engaged in active

official or commercial life, and indeed

commerce does not play any great part

in the city's activities. Some native

cloth is manufactured, however, together

with leather, paper and umbrellas, and
there are imports of vermicelli, wax and
cloth from Kiangsi. To Fatshan and
Canton preserved eggs and water chest-

nuts are exported. The nature of the

surrounding scenery is indicated by the

name Kwei-lin (^#) i.e. Cassia Grove.
The population is reckoned at 80,000.

Wuchow", is tfie great trade centre of
the province, and its 65,000 inhabitants

are alinost wholly engaged in commer-

*The Decennial Report of the Imperial
Maritime Customs for 1892—1901 contains
an excellent account of Wuchow from every
point of view; one of the best accounts of
a single city to be found in the whole Report.
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ciat pursuits. It is sixty hours' journey
by steamer from Canton, between which
place and Wuchow the West River was
long infested by pirates, now sup-

pressed by the energy of the late

Governor of Canton. The following

details are talfen from the source men-
tioned in the footnote indicated above:

—

Encircling the city and scaling the hills,

leaving much intervening bare space, is a
wall about 1 mile in circumference, and some
20 feet high and 8 feet in width; fragments
of this date to the year of the Sung Emperor
Kuai Pao (circa A .D. 960). An area of some-
thing like 4 square miles is enclosed—perhaps
one-half only built up, the walls lying idly

on the hills for the rest. The suburbs range
more especially to the south and south-west
—densely crowded quarters, known as Tung^
shan and Hsia-ch'ing of no special reputation,

The population, which I have estimated at

70,000, inclusive of a considerable floating

community, is composed of the alert and
progressive Cantonese, the slow-moving and
unimaginative home provincial, the original

robust and proud man of Hunan, the shy
Kweichow provincial, the non-characteristic

Yunnanese, and two sections which comprise
any or all of the above dements but do not
fuse—the official class and the boating comr
munity. Kwantung province supplies 70 per
cent, of the whole, mostly lesser officials

and business men-; Kwangsi, the home
province—strange as it may seem,—perhaps
15 per cent, only, comprising soldiers,

minor shopkeepers and gamblers - in other
words, i>ersons of no grade-; Hunan gives,

perhaps, 10 per cent— officials, shoemakers,
printers, sundry dealers, and soldiers; from
Yunnan, Szechwan, and Kweichow come a

few opium dealers and lesser traders-; from
Shan si, bankers; and from Chehkiang, officials,

The town, whilst geographically in Kwangsi, is

thus worked, as it were, by Kwangtung natives.

In its essentials the place is commercial
rather than residential, therein differing from
^weilin; and its residential and commercial

quarters are distinctly determined. The com-
mercial pulsatiop passes from the centre

through the main arferyj know^ locally as

the Kou-fong Kai, or Nine Septions Street;

the residential quarter of Wuchow lies withr

in the city, and adjacent to the South, East.

and West Gates. The thoroughfare fust

pientipjjed is, perhaps, half a mile in length,

and in aye^agg width 8 to 10 feet.

To the 3bove it m^y )?e added that ten

years ago the city was unutterably fi!thy,'afid

liftje improvement has taken place since.

Lungchowfii, with 12,000 inhabitants

owes its importance to its Tongking
trade, and as a place of call. What its

future is likely to be may be judged
from the following extract from the

latest Annual Report of the Commis-
sioner of Customs :

—

About the abandoned project of a railway
line, Langson-Lungchow-Nanning, Mr. Com-
missioner Morse, in the Trade Report for

1897, writes as follows i "In a political sense
there are doubtless reasons why this line

should be built, but the commercial mind
will find it hard to understand why 10 or
more millon laets should be spent on its

construction when the expenditure of a
few thousand taels will render the river

from Lungchowfu to Nanning navigable for

small light-draught steamers, and a few
thousand pounds will provide enough of

such steamers for the immediate future.

"

The only criticism which can be made
of this observation is that Mr. Morse per-

haps may have somewhat understated the

cost of the river improvements necessary.

The Langson-Lungchow-Nanning railway

scheme, which did not and could not mater-

ialize, has only done harm to Lungchow.
Mr, Commissioner Carl in his report for

1889 writes: "The railway (Langson), there-

fore, fo be effective, should be pushed on
to Nasham, some 20 miles further. " This
place is on the Sungchi River and thus in

communication by water with Lunchow, Nan-
ning Poseh etc.; and had this resolutely been
done by the Indo-China Government at that

time, i.e., before the opening of Nanning, part,

if not all, of this trade might have been drawn
to Haiphong, the port of the French market,

while it now flows, passing through the

T'ung-shui Chu via Nanning and down river,

towards Hongkong the port of the world's

market. Lungchow teaches the lesson, if one
such were needed, not to open a place as

a port unless one has made very sure that

this will be of benefit to trade and profit to the

revenue. Though a trade hardly exists, one
might be nursed inio existence; but sonething

more than trade reports is required for this.

Nanning, with 25,000 inhabitants, is

situate4 pi^ ^ broad plain iti a wide

bend of the Tso Ki^tig, 319 iniles frqnj

Wuchow, and its site has a good deal

of tiie picturesque about it, the country

round being fairly well wooded, with

hills in the background. Commercially

t|ii§ port fankf secon^ only '"
to
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Wuchow, but in point of cleanliness

is much superior and local indus-

tries are more actively pursued. There
are three educational establishments

of some importance, and half a score

of exchange banks facilitate trade, which
consists chiefly of the rich produce

of Yunnan and Kweichow, the total

annual value being assessed at Hk.

Tls. 7,000,000. The chief routes to

and from Nanning are by water, and

have been noted above.

Liuchowfu, with 35,()00 Inhabitanfej

carries on a small disembarkation and

river trade, chiefly with the neighbouring

province, Kweichow, from which con'

siderable quantities of timber are sent

downstream.

Poseh, with 20,000 inhabitants is

engaged in commerce with Yunnan and
Kweichow, importing decreasing sup-

plies of opium and sending cotton piece

goods, woollens, kerosene, and matches

in return.
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Population per

square mile.

XVI-KWANQTUNG.
Position, Area, Population,

Kwangtung, the most
southerly of the provin-

ces of China, is cut off

from the provinces on its

northern border, Hunan
and Kiangsi, by a range

of mountains known as

the Nanshan, and this

province and that of

Kwangsi are known as the Lingnan pro-

vinces, i.e., the provinces South of the

Pass, the pass in reference being the

Meiling of which we have spoken in

dealing with the province of Kiangsi.

East and northeast lies the province of

Fukien whilst to the west lies Kwangsi.

South and southeast lies the ocean.

Kwangtung,* which was the first region

of China to come into regular contact

with foreigners, has an area of 100,000

square miles, and supports 31,865,200

inhabitants, or 319 to the square mile.

* From its maritime position, its natural

wealth and i(s convenient harbours, it

became in ancient times the seat of an ex-

tensive foreign trade, and had an earlier

knowledge of foreign nations than any other

province. It appears to have been in touch

with the Roman Empire, while Arab, Dutch, and

Portuguese traders early brought it within

reach of western commerce. It was almost

the first field of labour of Roman missions

in China, and it was there also that Robert

Morrison began, in 1807, the work of

Protestant missions. The Hakka section of

the province was the cradle of the great

Taiping rebellion, and its people are always

strongly inclined to revolutionary schemes.

These > plots are usually fruitless, but

the great Taiping rebellion held on its

conquering course for years over a wide

region of the Empire, and it held its own
until the moral degeneration of its chiefs

under their unexpected successes prepared

the way for their defeat and failure. The
numerous estuaries of the province, and the

complicated network of its rivers and canals,

not only lend themselves to legitimate com-

merce, but have from time immemorial been

the shelter and hunting-ground of hordes of

daring and formidable pirates.—The Rev. J.

C. Qibson, M.A-,D,D,

This may be compared with New Zea-

land, whose 105,000 square miles support

only 816,000 inhabitants or 8 to the

square mile; or with Wyoming, U. S.A,,

with 92,000 inhabitants on 97,575 square

miles, or an average of one person per

square mile. Kwanglung is about half the

size of France, about the same size as Italy,

about one-eighth larger than Great Britain.

By reason of long intercourse with

foreign nations the Cantonese are known
almost as if they were a race in themselves,

and certainly in the province of Kwantung
they are sharply distinguished from the

various other peoples found in all the

complexity that we have seen distinguishes

Kwangsi. The Cantonese form more than

half of the population and occupy especially

the centre of the province and the delta.

Their activity and industry have marked

them out for a foremost place in the future

of China, and this natural ability has been

seconded by the long intercourse with

foreigners, which has given the Cantonese

considerable prestige amongst the rest of

the natives of China, so that even in

Peking a Cantonese shoemaker's sign

board will not be without the magic "From
Canton," the Hall-mark of superiority.

The half-dozen other varieties of population

foimd in Canton are generally speaking

far less advanced even in elementary

civilization than the Cantonese; even the

Fukienese must not be excepted. The names
applied to these others are sufficient to

indicate the Cantonese estimate, or the stage

of civilization— Hakkas (squatters), Ikias

(barbarians), Yao (jackals), and Tungkias

(cavedwellers). Each race holds to its

own dialect with pertinacity, and in the

case of the Cantonese the result has been

the preservation in its purest form of the

original Chinese, with its terminal con-

sonants, which have almost entirely dis-

appeared from the more northern forms

of the language.

General Characteristics.

Except for the actual delta of the Si

Kiang Kwantung is mountaiiious, its hills
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and valleys being a continuation of tiiat

last step in the descent from the Thibetan

highland of which we have already

treated in the sister province of Kwangsi.

The general trend of mountain chains and
valleys is from southwest to northeast,

and in every way the structure of this

province is in harmony with that of the

neighbouring province. Speaking of the

region between Canton and Hankow a

geologist has remarked that the forma-

tions are quite persistent and regular.

"We find first and lowest the granite,

on which rests the second formation

composed of grits and slates; these are

covered thirdly by old limestone, highly

tilted; on these rests, fourthly, another

series of limestone strata, often undis-

turbed from their original horizontal

position and of the same age as the

coal beds; these again being covered,

fifthly, by the new red sandstone." Mr.

Kingsmill, writing on the geology of

Kwantung, in a paper contributed to

the "Journal of the North China Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society," now
negligently allowed to go out of print,

describes it as "a connected sequence of

iormations ranging upwards
from the early palaeozoic rocks

of Hongkong and the adjacent

continent and islands, to the

Tertiary sandstone of Canton and
the delta of the Pearl River, and
such as occurs at intervals from

Hongkong up to near Hankow,
intermixed with some traces of

later formations." These geologi-

cal facts determine the geographi-

cal configuration, which we have

noted above and which is carried

forward even beyond the coast

to the numerous islets that fringe

it, and is prominent in the larger

islands, i.e. Hainan. The moun-
tain peaks reach heights varying

from 5,000 to 6,500 feet in the

more inland parts of the province

and in the islands vary from ^

thousand feet to three times that height,

whilst the highest point in Hainan rises

to nearly five thousand feet. The sea-

board along which the islands lie is some
800 miles in length.

The hydrography of the province centres

on the complicated network of streams

forming the Canton Delta. Here the great

Kwangtung waterways, the Si Kiang

(West River), the Pel Kiang (North River),

and the Tung Kiang (East River) debouche

into the ocean, mingling their waters first

with those of the Chu Kiang (Pearl River),

which is really nothing more than the

arm of the West River that flows past

Canton. In addition to this main river-

system are the independent, but com-
paratively small, valleys of the Han Kiang,

finding the sea at Swatow; the Faotan

Ho, at the mouth of which stands

Kwangchow; and the Yuling Ho, the

ports of which are Pakhoi and Lim-

chowfu. The Si Kiang on entering

Kwantung is a fine broad stream and

before reaching Shuihing has attained a

width of nearly a mile. Just below this

point, however, it passes through a gorge

which reduces its breadth to less than three

/ inch=2l5mUe AQO 2S0'-

i

niile;.
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hundred yards, and this gives increased

impetus and depth, both of which are

lost when the gorge is passed and the

former surface is not only regained but

exceeded. Reaching Samshui the stream

bifurcates, one branch moving northward

past Fatshan and Canton, thence being

known as the Chu Kiang or Pearl River,

and the other still retaining the name of

West River and sweeping past Kongmoon
to the sea. Between these two prongs

of tlie West River fork is spread the

intricate network of streams constituting

the Canton delta. Of the two branches

the southern is the less frequented, the

entrance to the northern, between

Hongkong and Macao, being well known
as The Bogue, Bocca Tigris, or Oate of the

Tiger's Head—^all renderings of the Chinese

Hutumen (/^^P^). The Pei Kiang rising

south of the Meiling hills only becomes
navigable at Nanhsiungchow and even then

is difficult until Shiuchowfu is reached.

Here it is joined by a minor stream, and

thenceforward passes through wild and

picturesque country as far as Tsingyun,

after which the surrounding country is

flat right to Samshui, the point of junc-

tion with the Si Kiang. Formerly of

great importance as the great route to

the Yangtze Valley and thence to Peking

the river has now but little importance.

The Tung Kiang, rising in Kiangsi, takes

a southwesterly course until it reaches

Waichow, when it abruptly turns west

and after creating a sub-delta of its own
passes its waters into the delta of the Si

Kiang. It provides a network of navi-

gable streams in a rich agricultural country.

The chief importance of the Han Kiang
arises from the fact that one of its tribu-

taries, theMei Kiang. affords communication

with Fukien, and the Han delta, which
grows ^excellent sugar cane, offers at

Swatow a very good harbour. Of the

many islands along the coast the most

important, passing from east to west are:

Namoa, a home of fisher folk ; Hongkong, ;:

a British possession; Lantao leased to

Britain; tJie Ladrone Islands; the Chwan
Islands, on one of which, St. John's, St.

Francis Xaviei- ended his days; and, largest

of all, Hainan. This island, with an area

of 14,000 square miles, is entirely moun-
tainous, its central mass approaching 5,000

feet in height and its shore rugged and
precipitous. The population, numbering
about two millions, consists chiefly of

Chinese, but in the heart of the mountains

and in the valleys less easily accessible

dwell a hundred thousand aborigines

called Sais, with a handful known as Meus.

The island is known to possess gold, silver,

copper and iron, and the valley bottoms
and the fringe of low patches round the

coast are extremely fertile.

Products.
Kwangtung has both agricultural and

mineral wealth of no small consideration.

The warm climate and abundant moisture,

with a fertile soil in all the lower areas,

favour agricultural enterprise, and the

fertility of the soil is increased by the

abundant care exercised by the tillers in

manuring, and in many cases by the

annual replenishment with new material

that comes from the overflowing of silt-

laden streams. The most important

products of the plains are rice—the great

staple, silk, sugar, indigo, tea, tobacco,

various oils and many luscious fruits.

Rice is grown throughout the province,

and is thus in contrast against silk— the

most valuable product of Kwangtung

—

which occupies a somewhat limited area

in the west portion of the Si Kiang delta,

including the Shuntak, Namhoi and

Heungshan districts. On the highlands

of the northern parts of the province tea

is grown, as well as along the south

bank of the Si Kiang. In the hilly

districts near the Miaotze territory and
in various parts of the northwest of the

province ginger grows abundantly, and
there is also some produced near Shiu*

hing, on the Si Kiang. Large quantities

of sugar are grown in the neighbourhood

of Swatow, in the Punu district, and alsa
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4iear Tungkun, Tsanghing and Yeungchun,
and in Hainan.

Near the Meiling and in the Sanui

district near Macao is grown tobacco,

iand in this latter district are cultivated

the trees which supply the palmleaf fans

exported from Canton, the principal

market for this product being Kongmoon.
China-root is grown throughout the pro-

vince. Turmeric is confined to the district

between Canton and the Bogue, whilst

galangal, a medicinal drug highly prized

by the Chinese, is cultivated in the

Kochow district, throughout the Luichow
peninsula, and in Hainan. Cassia is

confined to Lotingchow. Betel-nuts, st&r

aniseed, and indigo are produced at

Pakhoi and in Hainan, whilst hemp is

grown in the Hokshan district. The
province produces oranges, bananas and
lichees, all of excellent quality, together with

guavas, peaches, mangoes and pumelos
of a less excellent quality.

The minerals of the province have
neither been thoroughly examined nor
has any serious attempt been made to

exploit such as are known to exist. In

the Shiuchow prefecture, in the Hwahsien
district, ir the Canton prefecture, and
near the Gulf of Tongking coal has been
worked with considerable energy; and
iron is worked here and there. The
Kwangtung coast supplies the needs of the

Liang Kwang in the matter of salt, and some
of the islands, notably Green Island, in the Si

Kiang estuary, supply the material for excel-

lent cement. The slate in the hills is not

extensively quairied. In several places, but

on a small scale, silver, copper and lead

are worked, with a little tin. The
industries of the province are chiefly

agricultural or dependent on the products

of agriculture. The manufacture of silk,

cloth, embroidery, paper, mattings of many
kinds, matches, glassware and porcelain,

chiefly centres on Canton and Fatshan.

The Chinese objets d'art et de vertu,

manufactured at these two places are

famous throughout the Empire and well-

known throughout the world, as well as

many articles not comprised in either

class—the flower boats and their occupants,

and many others.

Communications.

The chief communications of the pro-

vince are carried on by means of water.

The Si Kiang delta affords innumerable

entrances to the province, and the Si

Kiang is the key to the interior provinces.

The Pei Kiang valley, a famous high-

way from the south to the north,

bifurcates at Shiuchow, one line going

west to Hunan and the other passing

through the Meiling into Kiangsi.* This

• As showing the isolation of the great
Yangtze basin from South China, we may
note here that the Mei-ling is one of the oniy
five principal routes of communication that

exist between the two basins: beyond the
Mei-ling leading into Kiangsi, we have the
'Lesser Meiling,' or Che-ling Pass, one
hundred miles to the west, which leads by
way of the Wu Shui to Chenchow in Hunan,
and ultimately on by the Siang river to the
Tungting lake—this appears to be the proposed
line of the recently sanctioned Canton-Hankow
Railway ; the other three are—the Kweilin route
from Kwangsi, another hundred miles to the
westward, also leading into Hunan by way
of the Siang river ; the route from Kweichow
province down the Yuan river to the Tung-
ting lake, also across Hunan and starting
from Kweiyang-fu, the capital of the province,
two hundred miles farther west (from
Kweiyang likewise proceed two minor roads

:

one down the dangerous Kungtan river to
Fuchow on the Yangtze; one via Tsunyi to
Chungking) ; and lastly, in the far west
at five hundred miles' distance from Kweiyang,
the land road from Yunnan-seng (the capital
of Yunnan) past Tungchuan and Chaotung
down into the Yangtze valley at Sui-fu. A
sixth road, of some local value, leads from
Yunnan-seng in three marches to the banks
of the Kinsha river, two hundred miles above
Sui-fu, which it crosses by ferry into Hui-
li-chow, and so down the Chien-chang valley
to Ningyuan and Kiating, The traffic on all

these routes, so far as water communication
is not avilable, is carried mainly by human
beasts of burden, travellers being conveyed
in sedan-chairs and merchandise slung from
the native 'pientan' or carrying pole; the
water communication, where it exists, is slow
uncertain and dangerous.—Little
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latter route consists of a paved road
winding tlirough a beautiful country. Its

importance as a liighway is evidenced
by tlie fact tliat along its length, at regular

intervals, are erected shelters for the con-
tinuous double lines of carriers. The
former route, into Hunan, is similarly

continued, when navigation ceases to be
practicable, by a paved road, each side

of which is lined with inns and ware-

houses, through the Cheling, another pass

with an elevation much the same as that

of the JVleiling, namely, about a thousand
feet. The Tung Kiang opens up the rice

and sugar country of the northeast and
also provides a route into Fukien.

Railway communication is being devel-

oped in the province. Already a railway

joins Samshui and Shekwaitong opposite

Canton, and the beginnings of the great

line that is to join Canton and Hankow,
thereby linking the great port of the

south with the great distributing centre

of Mid China and thus with the Capital

away in the far north, have already been

made, a line thai has ruined the reputa-

tions of several Viceroys having been

constructed from Canton to Yuntam.

Under construction is a line from Canton
to Kowloon, of which the greatest part,

that from Canton to Shumchun, will be

in Chinese territory. Lines are projected

in other directions, notably from Canton

to Macao, but Macao is to-day so utterly

unimportant that there is no wonder the

project has long hung fire. Merchants

are unwilling to take up the scheme, and

neither Portugal nor Chma can officially

afford the luxury, for luxury it would be.

There is abundant steamboat communica-

tion, and where that is not possible steam

launches with tows behind them, and

other varieties of steam launch traffic are

to be found. For the better policing of

the Pearl and West Rivers wireless

telegraphic installations have been made

and the four river gunboats recently built

for the patrol service are fitted therewith,

and are thus able to communicate with

each otlier and with the shore. The aclive

measures taken in this connexion have

given an impetus to all the small-craft

traffic and trade, some account of which

is given below in dealing with Canton.

The postal and telegraph services under

the auspices of the Imperial Governmertt

have developed very considerably in recent

years, and even the following record,

contained in the Decennial Reports of the

Imperial Maritime Customs only some
six years ago is quite inadequate as

representing present-day expansion:

—

An office was opened in the Custom House
r Canton and in that at Whampoa on the

2nd February 1897. At its inception the office

met with opposition from all classes -an
opposition which was more or less organized

by the existing native agencies for the trans-

mission of mail matter and which]was sedulously

fanned by them. The native hongs feared

that they would not be allowed to function,

and objected to having to pay a fee to an
Imperial Post Office for the transmission of

mails which they had hitherto sent by
various employes of steamers under private

arrayigement. From the first it had been
the intention of the newly-established office

to work in harmony with the existing firms

and allow them special facilities. As the

hongs recognized the uselessness of their

opposition, and appreciated more clearly the

facilities granted them, they ceased to

oppose, and shortly found that, instead of

losing by the new departure, their profits

were large; and for some time there were
firms desirous of becoming postal hongs.
79 hongs in all were granted licences, the

stipulations being that all mail matter should
be sent through the Imperial Post Office,

and that all letters received by that office

for places in the interior should be forward-
ed by the hongs. The hongs were allowed
to forward letters to coast ports at the
reduced rate of 10 cents per lb., and to

Hongkong or Macao for half the ordinary
letter-rate of $1.28 per lb. As letters at the

10-cent rate were carried at a heavy loss,

and the hongs being found to forward
everything as letters—the rate being the

parcel rate,—it was considered necessary to

increase the charge to half the domestic rate

of $1.28 per lb. in September 1901. This
change was effected with but little opposition.

Branch offices were from the first establish-

ed in the city, stamps being sold to them
at a discount and a small sum being given for

each article sent in by them. Th^ere ar(j
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now 19 offices in the city and suburbs and
40 in ttie delta; new offices are being
opened and meeting witii support. Tlie

system is being spread as rapidly and as

widely as possible, so that in a short time

all places of any importance will be in-

cluded in it.

No less than seven submarine cables

run into Hongkong, and thus put both

the Colony and the mainland in direct

touch with the coast of Indo-China and of

north China, with Slam, with Labuan and

with the Philippines.

Cities and CHtEF Towns.

Open Ports. Kwangtung has six 'ports"

open to foreign trade, all of them ports

both in the geographical and the diplo-

matic or Treaty sense of the term, as

well as three ports of call and three

Customs stations. The six open ports

are Canton, Swatow, Hoihow Pakhoi,

Samshui, and Kongmoon. The three ports

of call are Kanchuh, Shulking, and Tak-

hing; and the three Customs stations are

Whampoa, Kowloon, and Lappa.

To these are to be added three ports

that have been ceded to foreign Powers
and are therefore not part of the province,

though they are vitally connected with

it and no adequate treatment of the

province could omit them. These three

are: Hongkong, the most important;

Macao, the oldest established and utterly

decadent; and Kwangchowwan the newest

and most officiously nurtured. The first

of these is British, the second Portuguese,

and the third French.

Shuihlngfu, the former capital of Kwan-
tung, situated higher up the Si Kiang than

is Canton, the present capital, is a decadent

city having fine ancient houses, shops of

considerable size, and the remnants of

a large trade in tea, porcelain and
marble slabs.

Nanyungfu, on the Pei Kiang, a few

miles south of the Meiling, is a large place

of transit for goods to and from Kiangsi.

It is very ancient and was formerly

almost a fasnous town.

Shiuchowfu, at the junction of the Wil

Shui and the Pei Kiang, owes its im-

portance as a place of transit trade (o

its position at the meeting of two valleys

both affording easy routes to the north.

Fatshan, with 500,000 inhabitants, is

a sort of overflow of Canton, several

miles up-stteam therefrom, built along

both banks of the Si Kiang and having

12 miles of river frontage. At Fatslian

are manufactured, on a large scale, silks,

cloth, embroidery, cutlery, paper, matting,

and porcelain.

Sheklung, with 100,000 inhabitants,

stands at the head of the delta of the

Tung Kiang, and is a large centre of the

sugar trade, as well as being a general

storehouse for foodstuffs of all kinds.

Whampoa, several miles below Canton
was formerly the scene of much activity,

in the days when foreign trade was
conducted by sailing vessels and small

steamers. It is now of practically no
importance, however, except that at certain

states of the tide some vessels are obliged

to lighten there. It is one of the places

earliest connected with foreign trade, but

its present insignificance may be judged

from the fact that though the Imperial

Maritime Customs has a station there no
separate returns are published.

Kowloon "is the inclusive name given

to the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs
stations adjacent to Hongkong and establis-

hed in 1887 in accordance with the

Additional Article to the Chefoo Agreement
of 1876." When the Hongkong territory

was enlarged in 1899 these stations had
to be removed, and the present stations

are six in number. The trade recorded
in 1906 was valued at Hk.Tls 41,971,859,
in 1907 it was Hk.Tl. 54,381,058, and
in 1908 Hk.Tls. 53,477,376.

Lappa has little interest beyond the
fact that it is virtually the Imperial Customs
station for Macao, including in its returns

not only those goods reporting at Lappa
itself, which is a small island directly

opposite the inner harbour of Macao, but
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those reported from the twin station at

Malowchow. Net values were in 1Q06,

Hl<. Tis. 15,383,943; in 1907, Hk. TIs.

17,108,785;andinl908,Hk.Tls.l8,167,073.

Kongmoon, with 55,000 inhabitants, is

situated some three miles up a creek of

the Si Kiang, and was formerly of much
greater importance than at present, wlien

it had direct intercouree with Shanghai
and was the real outlet of trade and
distributing centre for the southwestern

portion of the delta of the Si Kiang. It

is being overshadowed by Hongkong, and

whilst its trade is increasing the increase

isentirely dependent upon that of Hongkong,
with which it is in direct steam com-
munication. The Sunning Railway Com-
pany, which already has a line from

Sunning to Kungyik, intends to extend its

line to Kongmoon, and this will un-

doubtedly be of great advantage. The
port has an export trade in tobacco, joss-

sticks, mats, palmleaf fans, and vegetables,

and imports dried fruits, foreign piece

goods, and Japanese sundries. Net value

of h-ade: in 1906, Hk. TIs. 3,732,207;

in 1907, Hk. TIs. 3,763,950; in 1908,

Hk. TIs. 4,652,827.

Samshui, became a Treaty Port under

the Burma Convention, and hasan enormous
junk traffic. It is connected by rail with

Canton, and on this line in a single year

were carried three and a quarter million

passengers. The port possesses a silk

filature and a steam flour mill. The net

value of its trade was: in 1906 Hk. TIs.

3,378,940; in 1907, Hk. TIs, 3,945,891;

in 1908, Hk. TIs. 4,779,891. Samshui

has a population of 5,000.

Pakhoi, with 20,000 inhabitants, situated

on the Gulf of Tongking, is the port

for Limchow and the southeast of Kwangsi,

but the opening up of various West River

ports is diverting the Kwangsi trade, whilst

the development of Haiphong, rendered

possible by the pacification of the surround-

ing country, is also diverting traffic, in

spite of the fact that no port in. China

j$ inore easily approached or entered,

the landmarks [being conspicuous and

unmistakable, and the channel both wide
and deep, without hidden dangers. The
Pakhoi-Nanning railway has still to be

commenced, and until that project be-

comes a reality the trade of Pakhoi cannot

develop as it should. The net value

of the trade of Pakhoi was in 1906,

Hk. TIs. 2,478,842; in 1907. Hk. TIs.

2,554,511; in 1908, Hk. TIs. 3,037,001.

Holhow is the port of Kiungchow, the

capital of the island of Hainan. Sea-going

vessels cannot proceed up the shallow

stream on which Kiungchow stands, and
hence has arisen the port of Hoihow,
but the larger vessels are obliged to

anchor two miles below Hoihow even.

Hoihow has 30,000 inhabitants, whilst

Kiungchow has 50,000. Hoihow is a

progressive port, and since foreign

steamers have thought it worth while to

call there the trade of the port has

increased. There is talk of opening up
Hainan and exploiting its riches of

minerals and timber, and if this is done
the port has a still more prosperous

future before it. At present it has an

export trade in pigs, poultry, eggs, bullocks

and provisions. The net value of trade

has been: in 1906, Hk. TIs, 6,737,000;

in 1907, Hk. TIs. 6,319,276; and in

1908, Hk. TIs. 7,219,298.

Swatow, with a population of 35,000,

occupies a site on tlie northern bank of the

Han, and has a very salubrious climate.

The foreign trade of the port has never been

large, and the people have always been

antiforeign in sentiment, but of recent

years both has the trade increased and
the antiforeign feeling died down. Tea
and sugar were the staple exports at one
time, but the tea trade has greatly

declined and the sugar trade seems to

be going after it, by reason of the com-
petition of sugar refined at Hongkong.
These two declining trades are being

replaced by trade in vegetables, fruit and
indigo, and considerable ' assistance to

traffic with the interior is afforded by the
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Swatow-Chaochovvfu Railway, opened

in 1906. The net trade values have

been, for 1906, Hk.Tls. 43,159,013; for

1907: Hk.Tls.45,342,001 ; and for 1908,

Hk. TI?. 46,873,268.

CANTON.

This great cily of nearly a million

inhabitants lies 80 miles above the en-

trance to the Chu Kiang, and is situated

in latitude 23deg. 6min. north 'and in \ong-

tilude'113deg. ISniin. east of Greenwich,

It is one of the oldest cities of South China.

Fig. 22—The Canton Delta

and has for ages had direct trade with

Formosa, the Philippines, Malaysia, and
Indo-China. The city occupies the north

bank of the river, and extends inland

almost to a line of lofty heights com-
manding it on the north and northeast,

between which and the city is a ravine.

To the south lies a rich plain. The
city is enclosed by a brick wall, six or

seven miles in circumference, pierced by
twelve gates. The area within this wall

is divided by a diametrical wall into

two parts, the old city and the new city.

The latter is compactly built but the

old town covers a vast area and de-

generates into a loose, straggling, end-

less village. The old town contains the

residences of the offigials, the ancient

examination halls, and the new mint

The business quarter is in the new town.

On the southern heights are several

strong forts, and various delached

batteries guard the approach to the city

by riven To the south the suburbs of the

city stretch for miles along the waterfront.

The better class houses are mostly of

brick of of stone and perhaps in no

Chinese city are the houses of the wealthy

so richly furnished as in Canton. On
the other hand, the poor are very poor,

and Canton has been described as "perhaps

the greatest aggregate of human squalor,

filth, and misery in »the whole world.

Canton is in truth little better than one

vast unsavoury slum Such is

the contempt of all sanitary regulations

that the whole pJace is a seething mass
of material and moral corruption, in whicli

the bubonic pestilence, most horrible of

all contagions, is always lurking."

In spite of its filth Canton's favourable

situation will always secure for it great

importance as a commercial centre, in

which the ravages of disease and vice

are repaired by a continuous flow of

immigration from the thickly peopled rural

districts. It commands an intricate system

.of ramifying channels, forming the com-
mon delta of the Si Kiang, the Pei Kiang,

and the Tung Kiang. These channels

are constantly changing and their naviga-

tion is therefore impossible except to junks,

and shallow-draught launches. Even the

branch of the Si Kiang that flows past

Canton, the Canton Riveras it is frequently

called, is not navigable for seagoing-

vessels of more than moderate size further

than Whampoa, eight miles below Canton.
Until 1843 all legitmate foreign trade

with China v,was conducted at Canton
and its amount reached £18,000,000 per
annum, but tire opening of many other
ports to foreign trade has much reduced
the relative importance of Canton. That
the port is not decaying, however, the

following figures shew,;.
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Value of total Imports and Exiiorts of Canton
through the Maritime Customs 1899 to 1908.

Hk. Tls. Hk. Tls
1899 -59,252,-271 1904 96.858,478
1900 53,036 553 1905 92,793,830
1901 60,845.410 1906 95,374,974
1902 80,727,943 1907 104,468,566
1903 111,268,748 1908 104,984,953

Industrially Canton grows in import-

ance every year It !iss long been famous
for its mannfaclure of household articles

and of articles of personal adornment and
use. In recent years modern methods
and processes have been applied to silk-

spinning, to the manufacture of cottons

and woollens, satins, and paper. The
blackwood furniture, the tortoise shell

articles, the lacquerware and stoneware,

fans and pottery of Canton have long been

favourably known not only to China but

to the western world. In the immediate

neighbourhood, bellfoUndlng, dyeing, glass-

working, and other industrial pursuits

employ a large number of people, and to

these employments, and their methods, the

following have in recent years been added.
In 1894 an attempt was made, under the

auspices of the Oovernor, to improve the

methods of silk culture, by the introduction

of foreign methods of treating disease

amongst the worm's and improving the bieeds.

A well-instructed native was employed
to inquire into the culture and to give instruction

and advice. The scheme met with so little sup-

port from the cultivators that it died in a couple
of years. Steam silk filatures have been opened
and are doing well, the quality of the silk

turned out being much better than that under
the old methods. Steam flour mills have also

been introduced.

A Chinese company for generating and
supplying electric light was started in the

city in 1890; but owing to the plant being
old and unsatisfactory, it met with little

success, and after struggling along till 1899,

went into liquidation. In 1898 a far more
pretentious company was formed; the plant

changed hands several limes at enhanced
prices, until—partly through bad manage-
ment, partly through lack o' funds— it, too,

failed in 1899. It was then bought by a

foreign company, but can hardly be said to

be on the road to success. The light is sup-

plied to many houses in Shameen, and would
come into use in the city lo a greater extent

but for the frequent interruptions of the

current, which disappoint the expectation of

its would-be supporters. A great opportunity

for progress is being lost. The old electric

light plant is now being used to drive a saw
mill, and the planks meet with a ready market.

Engineering shops have been springing up
fast in late years, and the woik offered ap-
pears to be more than they can cope with.

They build complete engines for launches or
carry out any repairs in a creditable manner.
Dock and shipbuilding yards must be

noticed. To meet the demand for launches,
several yards have sprung into existence, and
have lurned out a large number of launches,

of ad sizes and varieties, including twin-screw
boats, double-enders, and stern-wheelers,

with good success. The demand for new
boats seems much less than at first; but
repairing goes on continually, and is probably
more renuuierative.

Many individr.als and small firms are using,

for profit or amusement, machines of various
kinds, such as steam flour mills, electric

plant for lighting a house, electric bells, and
aerated water machines. Sewing machineb,
botji for boots and clothes, are plentiful; and
knitting machines are occasionally seen. An
attempt was made to introduce small, stationary,

kerosene engines, to drive instruments for cut-

ting jade and other stones; but did not
succeed. Lathes of all soris abound. Me-
chancial toys, from the humble article of

Japanese origin for children to phonographs
et hoc genus omne, are very popular—one
man even being the proud possessor of a

Rontgen ray apparatus. The Cantonese, in-

deed, appear to take a keen interest in all

such mechanical implements, whether for the

saving of labour or merely for amusement,
and are clever in their use and in repair-

ing them when they get out of order.

Pumping-houses were established in 1891

on the. banks of the river, for protection

against fire, and have proved of value. The
water is carried in iron pipes along the tops

of the houses, with hydrants at intervals.

The effective range of the puin'ps is, how-
ever, limited to some few hundred yards.

Within their limits they have been a great

aid to the hand pumps of the fire brigades.

The costs of all protective measures against

fire re borne by voluntary subscription.

Ample means ofcommunication between

Canton and neighbouring ports, as well

as abroad, exists. There is more than

daily steam communication with Macao,

Wuchow, and other West River ports,

and under the Inland Steam Navigation

Regulations the steam launch traffic has

proved highly prosperous. Of the river
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traffic we read in the last Decennial

fepori, I.M.C:—
The riverine trade is carried on by many

varieties of craft, known by the name of the
place where they are built and to which they
trade. Their size or style is decided by the

trade they follow andvthe natural conditions
of the route. The West River junks range
from 100 to 1,500 piculs, and are manned by
frorn 4 to 24 men. The East and North
Rivers being shallow the craft running thereon
do not exceed 500 piculs; It is not possible

to give the figures of riverine trade profit.

An enormous paSsenger traffic exists be-
tween Canton and neighbouring places. Prior

to 1898 the motive power of the boatj was a

stern wheel driven by coolie power—a meth-
od introduced by foreigners; in that year
th^ inland vvalers were opened to steam, and
towing by launches was quickly substituted

for the old methed of propulsion. 250
launches are now busily engaged in this

trade — a few as ferry-boats, but most in

towing-boats specially built to carry from
150 to 200 passengers. There are regular

lines on all routes, and in some cases

as many as four departures daily. The
launches are mostly chartered at $300 a
month and all expenses paid. A few of the
inland launches are from 100 to 300 tons
but the greater part are a mosquito fleet of •

some 10 tons, the small creeks necessitating

shallow-draught vessels. The passenger-
boats are built on the lines of the old
stern-wheelers, and, unhappily, form veritable

dealh-traps in cases of a Capsize, the pass-

engers being cooped up in two closely

covered-in decks ; but fortunately, though they
are easily upset, as they are of very shallow
draught and top-heavy, few accidents occur,

the launches being well handled by their

native crews. Engines and boilers do not
receive kind treatment; but no launch is

now allowed to ply without thpse essential

parts being inspected and tested by the

Customs every six months.

Canton is not only the governmental

centre of the province, and indeed of the

two provinces, the Liang Kwang, but it

is the educational head quarters. A High
School and several colleges are at work,

some under government anspices, others

the outcome of private or semipublic

educational effort by natives; and there

are also the imported institutions belonging

to various missionary bodies. All these are

thriving, as everything Cantonese thrives.

Kwangchowwan.
This is the latest of the foreign posses-

sions cut off from the province of Kwan-
tung but. we shall deal with it first and
this cannot be better done than by quoting

almost in exienso the description of the

Colony given in the "Hongkong Daily

Press Direclory and Chronicle":

—

The bay of Kwangchow, situated in the

province of Kwangtung, was ceded on lease

with the surrounding territories by a conven-
tion between France and China, and occupied

by the French on 22nd April 1898. It 's com-
prised between 20deg 45min. and 21deg.-17min-.

north latitude, and lOTdeg. 55min. and lOSdeg
16min east longitude, to a distance more or less

of 230 miles of Hongkong, W.S.VV. The two
islands of Naochow and Tanghai placed at the

entrance of the bay, make an excellent closed

port into which entrance is by two narrow
passages. The port measures about 15 miles

long, and for about half its length it is three

or four miles in breadth. The depth of

anchorage of 20 metres extends over a length

of more than ten miles and borders on the

extremity of the jank port of Chekam, an
important commercial centre in constant
conmunication with Macao, Hongkong Hainan
and Pakhoi. The neighbouring districts are

well cultivated and it is believed mineral
beds will be found there. The new French^
territory is only separated from the valley of

the next river by chains of hills. Following
the Convention of delimitation signed on
the 16th of November 1899, between
Marshal Sou and Admiral Courrejolles the
territoiy of Kwangchowwan was placed under
the authority of the Governor General of
Indo China. It was divided into three
circumscriptions. The superior administra-

tion of the territory is directed by a first class

administrator in the civil service of Indo-
China, assisted by three deputy administrators,

each taking charge of one circumscriptiori,

residing at Chekam, Potow and Naochow.
Each circumscription is divided into districts

administered by the native authorities. The
chief place in the territory is the new town
of Machek, which is at the entrance of the
interior port. The village of Port Bayard
on the right bank of the River Machek con-
tains important militaiy installations, and on
the left bank is the commercial port, with the
establishments of the civil administration and
the special offices. Kwangchowwan is a frefe

port in which all commercial operations can
be carried on without paying any duty.'' A
regular bi-monthly line of steamers joins
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kwangchdwwan to Haiphong and Hongkong,
calling at Paklioi and Hoitiow. Eight steim-
ers of French-Chinese and German companies
connect Kwangchowwan wilh Hongkong,
and another steamer makes the service between
Kwangchowwan, iVlacao, and Canton. Com-
merce has already largely extended since the

steamei-s entered th.s port in communica ion
with the exterior ports, and it is expecicu
to develop considerably. The Chinese po-
pulation of the territory is about 189,000 and
the superficial area is 84,244 hectares, con-
taining 1,233 villages.

Macao.
There is nowadays not much to say

about. Macao. Indeed, the less said the

betten "Macao, for ever associated with

the names of Caraoens and Xavier, is

all that now remains in these regions

to the Portuguese, who first revealed to

the West the highway of the East, and

whose influence was at one time para-

mount from Mozambique to Japan."

And even for this decayed seaport with

the high sounding name of Cidade de

Santo. Nome de Dios de Macao the

Portuguese paid until sixty years ago

a rental to the Chinese Government.

In this Colony where every prospect

pleases only its recent histoiy is vile. The
rise of Hongkong has deprived Macao
of all its importance, and the fictitious

prosperity derived from the slave trade,

carried on long after other European

nations had abjuied the accursed thing,

was not long in vanisliing. A little tea

is exported together with crackers,

tobacco and preserved fruits, ani undesi-

rable characters, after being received with

open arms and adding to the revenue

of the Colony, are also to be reckoned

amongst the deports. Macao has in

recent years developed a considerable

smuggling trade, chiefly in amis and

ammunition for rebel forces in the south

of China, and there is some little trade

in opium. The commercial activity of

the place is a thing of the past. This

is due partly to official persistence in

blundering, partly to the competition

of Hongkong, and partly to the fact

that Ma(5ao harboui- is silling up.

So is the whole of the network

of waterways forming the Canton delta,

but Macao seems to be in bad plight

The historian of the glory and the gloom
of Macao, writes:—
At the roadstead, depths marked on a

British Admiralty Chart of 1865 as from 9 to

10 feet at neap tide were upon survey in

1881 found reduced to S'/a feet; and at the

inner shores the condition was such as to

warrant the dismal conclusion that within two
decades the legendary port that had sheltered

the junks of Tien How would be dry at

neap tide. From another survey, held in

1883, it was estimated that in twenty-five

years the harbours of Macao had been laden
with no less than sixty-nine million m.tric
tons of alluvial deposit.

Macao has a delightful climate, and as

a resort for rest and health it is exceplional

in the south of China. A census is

taken irregularly," the most recent being

in 1898, when there were recorded 78,627

persons, of whom 3,898 were Potuguese,

160 were of other European races, and

74,568 were Chinese. Of the Portuguese

3,106 were Macao born, 615 natives of

Portugal, and 177 natives of other Portu-

guese possessions.'

Hongkong.
This thriving British Colony owes its

existence to the churlish treatment, one

might truthfully say the insulting treatment,

meted out to British traders and British

officials at Canton. In 1834 Lord Napier

wrote to his home Government, urging

that, "A little armament should enter the

China Seas with the first of the south-

west monsoon, and on arriving should

take possession of the Island of Hongkong,
in the eastern entrance of the Canton

river, which is admirably adapted for every

purpose." From this suggestion and com-
pliance therewith by the British Govern-

ment Hongkong takes its rise. Hong-
kong lies just without the mouth of the

Chu KiauT, and its exact position is be-

tween 22deg. 9min. and 22deg. 17 min.

north latitude, and between 1 14 deg. 5 min.

and 114 deg. 18 min. east longitude. The
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essential fads that have made Hongkong
the great place it is have been that if was
an island and therefore complete freedom
from Chinese official interference was
possible, that it was at the mouth of a

great river having already a vast inward

trade, partly the creation of several cen-

turies of foreign intercourse, that its

position before the southern dependencies

of China became the possession of foreign-

ers was very nearly central for the whole
of the Empire, that its magnificent harbour

is free from the silting up that is going
on in the delta of the Si Kiang, and that

from the first vessels making Hongkong
their temporary haven have had the

guaranteed protection of the British forces

in Hongkong, and have had this benefit

combined with the peculiarly British benefit

of free' trade. The adoption of a policy

of unfettered trade has been a principal

factor in drawing trade to the port.

Hongkong consists to-day of ;, (a) the

original island ceded in 1841, which had

then a population of some 2,000 natives;

(b) the peninsula of Kowloon obtained

by a Convention in 1860; (c) the New
Territory, that is the land south of a line

drawn from the heiad of Deep Bay on
the west to the head of Mirs Bay on the

east, tggether with a number of islands

and a considerable sea area obtained by
lease from the Chinese Government in

1898. The whole of the possession, sea

and land, is about a thousand square

miles, of which 400 square miles only

are land surface. The latest statistics of

population for the Colony, exclusive of the

New Territories, shewed the number of

inhabitants, outside the Services, to be

31Q,803of whom 12,4 15 were non-Chin-

ese. The Army shewed a strength of

4,537 and the Navy 4.698, making a total

population of 329,038. These figures

refer to 1906. Hongkong's reputation

as a health resort is not so good as

it deserves to be, the tradition of heavy

mortality handed down from the time

when the inhabitants did not know the

local climatic conditions being far mort
widely known and accepted than the

fact, demonstrable statistically, that Hong-
kong is one of the healthiest places in the

world in the same latitude.

Hongkong is primarily a great port,

indeed figures published by the British

Government in 1905 shewed Hongkong
to be, in respect of tonnage, the first

port in the world. Being a free port it

is impossible to have accurate figures

of imports and exports, but the value of

its trade is estimated, in the publication

from which we have quoted so largely for

Kwangchowwan and to which we are

indebted for much valuible information

contained in this chapter, "The Hong-
kong Diily Press Directory," at not less than

£50,000,000 per annum. We also read:—

During the year 1907 the following

tonnage entered and cleared:

—

Nationality Enterd Cleared
Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

American . ; . . 46 251,662 43 2.'>2,203

Austrian i . . . 30 106,523 SO 104,136
Belgian ..... 1 2,903 1 2,9I>2

British 6,288 5,992,830 6,296 5,<)2:<,T0:|

Chinese 365 300,314 361 . 2 3,112
Chinese Junks

.

14,782 1,320,892 14,782 1,430,578
Corea ....... U 21,993 14 21,998
Danish 21 41,122 21 35,583
Dutch f9 142,100 69 14G,.')d3

French ...... 499 591,758 502 578,727
German ;. ... 862 1,266,357 865 1,360,104
Italian 12 31,704 12 31704

.Japanese 535 1,126,517 535 950,173
Norwegian ... 291 265,728 291 265 870
Portuguese . , . 194 40.998 194 62,690
Russia ...... 13 80,912 13 29,090
Swedish 11 12.970 13 14,957
Small Craft ... 788 34,935 793 85,089

A total of 17,425 vessels of 10,374,425 tons

entered, and 17,697 vessels of 10,045,028

tons cleared with cargoes. There also

entered in ballast 6,394 vessels of 1,137,798
tons, and 6,144 vessels of 1,475,640 tons

cleared in ballast. A Parliamentary Paper
issued in August, 1905, showed Hongkong
to be, in respect of tonnage, the largest

shipping port in the world. The trade

chiefly consists in opium, cotton, sugar salt,

flour, oil, cotton and woollen goods, cotton
'yarn, matches, metals, earthenware, amber,
ivory, sandalwood, betel, vegetables, granite,

etc., etc. There is an extensive Chinese
passenger trade, chiefly restricted, however,
to the Straits Settlements, Netherlands India,

Borneo, the Philippines, Siam, and Indo
China.
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Hongkong possesses unrivalled steam com-
munication. The I', and O. S. N. Co. and the

M. M. Co. convey the European mail weekly,

the Norddeutscher Lloyd Co. maintain a

regular fortnightly mail service between
Bremen and Hongkong, the P. M. S. S. Co.,

O. and O. S. S. Co. and the Toyo Kisen
Kaisha maintain a mail service with San
Francisco, the Canadian Pacific Railway Co.

a regular mail service with Vancouver, B.C.

;

a regular line has beeu established by the

Northern Pacific S. S. Co. to Tacoma, and
Portland, Oregon, and the Portland and

Asiatic S, N. Co. also run a line of steamers

to Portland; the Eastern and Australian S.S.

Co., the China Navigation Co. and the

Norddeutscher Lloyd keep up a frequent but

rather irregular service with the Australian

Colonies, and the Nippon Yusen Kaisha

maintain services to Europe, Australia, and
the United States (Seattle). In addition to

all these, several great lines of merchant

steamers run between ports in Great

Britain and Hongkong, of which the China

Mutual S. S. Co., Ocean S. S. Co. and the

Glen, Warrack, JV^ogul, Ben, Union, Shire, and

Shell lines are the most conspicuous. The
Austrian Lloyd's steamers also ply from Trieste

to Hongkong, those of the Hamburg-Amerika
lines from Hamburg, and the Navigazione

General Italiana Company's steamers run

monthly from Genoa. Regular steam com-
muication between Java and Hongkong has

been established by the Java-China-Japan Line.

Between the ports on the east coast of China,

Formosa and Hongkong the steamers of

the Douglas S. S. Co. ply regularly twice a

week, and those of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha

weekly, and there is constant steam com-
munication with Hoihow, IVlanila, Saigon,

Haiphong, Tourane, Bangkok, Borneo, etc.

With Shanghai, Tientsin,and the ports of Japan

there is frequent communication by steamer

of the Indo-China S. N. Co., China Navigation,

and other lines, in addition to the British

and French and German mail steamers, which

leave weekly. Between Hongkong, Macao,

and Canton there is a daily steam service,

and steamers run as far as Wuchow on the

West River.

Whilst Hongkong is primarily a com-

mercial port it is rapidly developing in

other ways. If what are understood to

be the naval schemes of the British

Oovernment are carried out Hongkong
will shortly become a most formidable

naval base, far superior to any thing east

of Gibraltar, west of Panama and north

of the equator; and whether these develop-

ments come or hot the Industrial develop-

ment has to be reckoned with. Already

there are large sugar refineries and a

distillery, an ice factory, rope factories,

steam saw mills, glass works, match

factory, engineering works, soap factory,

paper mill, flour mills; shipbuilding and
engineering play a prominent part in the

activities of the Colony and every year

sees new developments along this line,

for which ample docking accommodation

exists. His Majesty's Naval yard is also

on 1 large scale and has quite recently

been considerably extended. It is possible

that in the New Territory iron mining

may in the course of time become of

substantial importance, for iron ore of

excellent quality has been found. A
railway is now being built from Kowloon
Point to Samchun, where it will link up
with the line being constructed from
Samchun to Canton, the completion of

which will aid considerably in the develop-

ment both of Kowloon and the country

between there and Canton.

Canton has a conservancy problem, as

have Macao, Shanghai, Tientsin, and other

ports. Tsingtao has rivals and does not open
up a great basin. Kwangchowwan has not

the great hinderland necessary for a great

port. There is no conflict of jurisdictions

at Hongkong as at the Treaty Ports.

Britain's title to possession is so clear

arid has been so long held that it is never

likely to be disputed, even in the case of

the leased territory; nor would the with-

drawal of either France or Portugal from
their holdings at Kwangchowwan or

Macao be followed by British withdrawal

from Hong kong, as probably would British

withdrawfil from Weihaiwai follow that

of Japan from Port Arthur, or Germany
from Ts'fi'gtao; or vice versa. Hence the

future of Hongkong is assured, and as

its past has been built on a site chosen
with the keenest economic insight it is

almost impossible that changing economic
conditions should leave Hongkong to

decay.
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CHOICE BOOKS

Representative Men of the Bible . $ 2.00

„ „ „ N. T. . 2.00

,, Women of the Bible 2.00

Studies of the Portrait of Christ.

Two Vols. 4,00

Rests by the River.

George Matheson, D. D. 2.00

Cultpre and Restraint. Hugh Black 3.60

Friendship .... Hugh Black x.50

The Spiritual Life .... Coe 2.40

Manhood, Faith and Courage.

Van Dyke. 2.00

Key Words of the Bible.

A. T. Pierson. 1,50

Key Words of the Inner Life.

F. B. Meyer. .50
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5 Vols., Each- ....... 2. 10'

Th^ Analysed Bible. G. Campbell
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Each 2.25
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From My Youth Up. An Autobio-
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A Certain Rich Man. Wm. A. White 3,50

A Wanderer in Paris, E. V. Lucas 4.25

Truxton King. Geo. B. McCutcheon 3.60

PRINTING AND BOOKBINDING
We have the best facilities for all kinds of

Book and Job printing. Bookbinding and the

manufacture of Blank-books.

CATALOGUE WORK A SPECIALTY

Do you know the Aster Library of

Prose and Poetry?
Over three hundred titles of the Worlds Classics.

Printed from new plates on good paper.

Cloth bound and sold at Mexican 1.60 per volume.

Send for Complete Lists.

finvt Vou a $ni<ill Printing Plant?
We haveanew imported type casting machine and
make English types in many styles fully equal

to the imported types and 95 per cent cheaper.

Ulrite for Particulars.

PERIODICAL AGENCY
Subscriptions received for all American and

European Periodicals. Special arrangements for

forwarding American Periodicals to any part of

China without foreign postage.

Domestic rates only.

THE TELESCOPE COT BED

j
Folded ready for carrying:- Weight 15-lbs, etc

TJbe only comfortable cot bed macfei

-No cross bars to worry you.

Just what you want for hat weather.

For travelers inland indispensable.

Tlie Cot ready for use:—Guaranteed to ho!d 1000, lbs,

PRICE COMPLETE WITH MOSQUITO FRAME

$10,00 Mexican.
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.'
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E, Harper Parker. . .

The Awakening of China.

W.A,P. Martin, D.D,, L.L.D,

The Yangtze Valley and Beyond.

Isabella Bird^Bishop, .

Chinese Art. S.W. Bushnell, CM.
G., B.SC, MD. . 2 Vols. Each.

A Yankee on the Yangtze ....
A Yankee in Pigmy Land,

Wm. Edgar Qeil.

The Chinese Empire.

Marshall Broomhall,

Comprehensive Geography of the

Chinese Empire . . P. Richard

Latest Atlas of the Chinese Empire
Young People's History of China.

W. G. E. Cunnyngham; D. D.

The Coming Struggle in Eastern Asia

Manchu and Muscovite

The Reshaping of the Far East

B, P. Weale ... 2 Vols.

The Chinese . . J, S. Thomson
Things Chinese ... J. Dyer Ball

The Mastery of the Pacific.

Archibald R. Colquhoun.
The Pulse of Asia. . E, Huntington
Railway Enterprise in China

P. H. Kent.

The Heart of a Continent.

Col. F. E, Younghusband.
Lights and Shadows of Chinese Life

Sidelights on Chinese Life.

Rev. J. MacGowan.
The Evolution of the Japanese.

Sidney L. Qulick.

Japan To-doy . . J. A. B. Scherer

The Gist of Japan . . R. B. Peery
The Tragedy of Korea

F. A. Mackenzie,
Korean Sketches . . . J. S. Gale

Things Korean . . H. N. Allen

In and About Amoy
Rev. P. W. Pitcher.
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XVII-FUKIEN.
Position, Area, Population.

Fukien is a coast

province having really

little connexion with
either the Yangtze or

the Si basin, although
for convenience' sake,

and because the lie
Population per of the land and its
suaare mile.

^^p^^j ^^^ southeast, in

the same direction as in the case of
the Si Kiang, we have included it in

the list of southern provinces. Fukien
lies between the 24th and the 28th degrees
of northern latitude, and has on its landward
frontiers, from south to north, Kwangtiing,
Kiangsi and Chekiang; and the ocean
forms its eastern boundary. The area of
Fukien is 46,332 square miles and there
are only two provinces of less area, Kiang-
su and Chekiang, but as the population of
Fukien is to.be reckoned at 22,870,000
the province stands high from the

point of view of dense population,
only Shantung, Kiangsu and Hupeh
being more densely populated. It should
be noted here that this estimate ofpopulation
is a conservative o{ie. Twenty-seven years
ago the Commissicki'/r of Customs at Foo-
chow, basing his estimate on a census taken

sixty years before, made the population
of Fukien not less than 30,000,000; and
this estimate is accepted by some who
have had ample means and opportunity of
independent observation. Fukien is almost
exactly the same size as Mississippi, U.S.A.,

but the American state has only 1,551,000
inhabitants, or 34 per square mile.

The people of Fukien are reputed to

be the least tractable of the Chinese,

rude and but ill educated, yet those who
have worked amongst them hold that this

is all on the surface, and that at heart the

people are generous and amenable to

sympathetic treatment.

General Characteristics.
Fukien is wholly mountainous, being

grossed by several ranges of hills which

cOttie right to the sea and form bold

headlands on a coast that is rugged and
precipitous throughout its length. Between
the hills are alluvial tracts, every inch

of which is cultivated. The mountain
ranges run roughly parallel with the coast

and thus prevent any great development
of the river system of the province. The
westernmost range of hills forms a
natural boundary between Fukien and
Kiangsi, and it also gives rise to the series

of streams which ultimately unite to

form the Min Kiang. The general slope

of the province is towards the southeast,

so that Yenpingfu is some 500 feet higher
than Foochow. The parallel ranges of

mountains, rising one behind another,

catch the moisture-laden winds from the

south, and thus the province is abundantly
watered, a provision of nature for the

replenishment of the sandy soil generally

prevailing, but the rapid destruction of

forest trees is gradually depriving the

province of the invaluable recuperating

effects of ample rainfall. The river system
of the province centres on the Min Kiang,
which drains the greater part of Fukien,

though several tributaries of the Han
Kiang water the southwest, whilst the

Lung Kiang, an un-navigable stream,

drains a valley that reaches the sea at

Amoy. The Min Kiang is formed by the

confluence of three independent streams.

The first of these, the true Min Kiang head-

waters, known both as the Min Kiang and
as the Kien Ki (Ki = mountain stream), and

the largest of the three, has its source near

the Chekiang border, and is navigable

for small boats well up into the mountains,

in spite of the many rapids and other

obstructions. Above Kienningfu very

small boats are used to bring down tea

from the hills; below Kienningfu fairly

large boats are used, of special construction

for the tea trade. The second , stream

that supplies water to the Min is the

Shaowu Ki, so called from the prefecture

of Shaowu through which it passes, but

it also has another name, the Tiu Kiang.
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The third feeder of the Min is the Ninghwa
Ki, taking its name from the hsien of

Ninghwa, but also going under the name
of Tashi Ki. These three streams, the

first from the north, the second from the

northwest and the third from the south-

west, all meet at Yenpingfu whence their

united waters flow southeast to pass

Foochow and reach the sea. Little writes

of the Min Kiang thus:

The Min of Fukien, of a certainty, in either

beauty or usefulness to its inhabitants, yields
the palm to no other river in the world, and
it is doubtful whether any navigable river

possesses such a magnificent entrance from the
sea; there is no delta; the channel, ten to twenty
fathoms deep, leads between lofty cliffs, emerg-
ing from which the river opens out in the
basin of Pagoda reach, a lake-like expanse
in an amphiteatreof verdure-covered mountains
two to three thousand feet in height. Ten
miles further brings us to the capital, built

in a valley interspersed with tree-clad hills,

with high mountains surrounding it: nearly
the whole valley being covered with houses
and picturesque temples. An old stone bridge
of sixty arches spans the river and connects
two quarters of the high-walled city, interven-
ing spaces beingfilled with green paddy-fields
and bamboo groves. The river, in the length
of its longest fork above Yenping, flows for

a distance of 250 miles above the capital,

giving access to no fewer than twenty-seven
walled cities on its banks. Fortune, in his

quest of the tea-plant, traversed Fukien as
well as Chekiang, and in his "Tea Districts"

has described the scenery of the 'Bohea'
mountains, which are famous in Chinese
poetry and paintings, and the outlines of

which have inspired much of the fantastic

mountain scenery which Chinese artists delight

in depicting. Fortune fells us of "the pic-

turesque grouping of steep rocks, lonely

temples on jutting ledges and hidden adits,

alternating with hamlets along the banks of

the stream which carries aways the produce
to market." The Bohea tea, prepared as

congou (meaning "worked," i.e. fermented,
tea-leaf) is esteemed by Chinese the best in

China, and especially, after two or more years
preservation in tin-foil, as a panacea for in-

digestion and migraine: its praises are

frequent by the poets of the Sung period.

The soil of Fukien is sandy, except in

the alluvial patches, and needs excessive

use of fertilJEers, the chief of which is

supplied by the dense population in the

manner common throughout China, and

every little patch of land is cultivated,

skilfully and patiently.

Products.
Fukien is rich both agriculturally and

in minerals, The great industry of the

province is agriculture, and that has taken

chiefly the form of tea-growing. The
state of the tea trade is deplorable, how-
ever. Until the 'seventies' there was a

constantly increasing demand, but from
that time the deterioration in quality that

had been noticed for a decade previously,

and the competition from India that had
been made possible by Fortune's travels

in this and the other tea districts of China,

have conspired for the ruin of the Chinese

tea trade. The effects have been most
keenly felt in Fukien. In 1882 the export

of black tea to foreign countries reached

649,755 piculs, and in 1891 only

335,651 piculs. The following table shews
the export for the last seventeen years.

Year Black Tea Brick Tea
Piculs Piculs

1892 361,052 79,900
1893 407,393 81,418
1894 394,517 85,070
1895 353,892 103,945
1896 313,682 89,373
1897 258,848 57,663
1898 269,324 35,962
1899 306,842 43,656
1900 285,268 34,829
1901 252,747 34,844
1902 168,580 36,623
1903 149,137 44,053
1904 142,471 24,089
1905 94,074 41,291
1906 118,926 50,505
1907 145,330 16,926
1908 134,466 1,687

In 1891 the Commissioner of Customs
at Foochow wrote:

—

Although the amount of capital now em-
ployed in the tea trade is much less than for-
merly, it cannot be ascertained that it has
been directed to the promotion of other branch-
es of industry whose home is in this pro-
vince. There are various local enterprises,
such as the growth and curing of tobacco,
the manufacture of paper, and the import-
ation ofsugar, oil, cotton, and woollen piece
goods, etc., which have been in existence for
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hiany J^ears, but which have not met with
sufficient appreciation, either here or at other
places in the province, to indicate a growing
demand and to warrant the employment of

increased capital.

Again in 1901, a succeeding Commis-
sioner had to write:

—

It might have been thought that the leaf

no longer good enough to command a market
would be converted into Brick Tea; but
such, however, has evidently not been the
case, as the demand for Brick Tea has been
very small compared with what it was at

one time—in fact, the export is 56 per cent,

less than it was 10 years ago. The growing
disfavour with which Foochow Teas are

now viewed, and the lessened demand which
is now apparent for Brick Tea, threatens to

exercise a serious effect on the future pros-

perity of the port Brick Tea evidently has
not the flavour which it once had, as Tea
is brought in from Ceylon to give body to

the Biricks destined for Russia, the general

complaint being that the local leaf has no
strength in it. The natives who have Tea
plantations are now seriously considering
the question of turning their land to other
account, as they cannot afford any longer to

grow an article which has ceased to yield

them a good return.

The Trade Report for 1908 conjains

the following passage by still another

Commissioner :

—

For more than 20 years the trade of
Foochow has been described as being in a

decline. It has even been called moribund.
And as regards the trade in the staple export
article, tea, which made the fame of the

port and the fortune of many a merchant
prince it has been doomed to utter extinc-

tion, so persistently, . so inevitably, season
after season these last two generations, that

it is with something of a shock of surprise

thai the new arrival discovers that there

still is a tea trade at Foochow, and quite

an active one at that. True, it is not so
large as it was 10 years ago, but after having

declined from a value of Hk. TIs. 6,894,000

in 1890 to Hk. TIs. 5.924.000 in 1905, it

again revived, and for the year under review

is credited wifi a total of Hk. TIs. 6,323,000.

This is perhaps only poor comfort to those

veterans who can remember the "roaring

eighties" or the still more romantic, 'sixties'

Indeed, this latter-day resuscitation is regarded

by one cheerful pessimist as "the last flicker

of the expiring flame." But without taking

this picturesque phrase more seriously than)

perhapS) it was nleant, or, on the other hand,
being led into the opposite error of believing

more than necessary in the much-talked-of
but probably illusory revival of a taste for "real
China tea," a neutral observer is likely to

arrive at the conclusion that even under
present conditions there still is a strong throb*

of life in the tea trade, and, given equality of
treatment, Chinese teas could yet recpv^ i
good part of the ground they haVe lost.

At one time the rice grown in the

province sufficed for local needs, but it

has now to be imported. Many of Ihe

hills are well wooded and there is such

a demand for wood for ordinary building

and manufacturing purposes that one of

the most profitable industries is the

felling of trees and shipping them in

the form of poles or planks to other

ports in China where vvood is both

scarce and dear. Unfortunately the tim-

ber felling process is not accompanied
by any replanting, and the result is that

before long a highly profitable industry

will have ceased to exist, and China's

supply of timber will come from Man-
churia or Canada. At the same time

great inroads are being made upon the

bamboo groves and the bamboo is cut

down for the manufacture of paper, one
of the chief industries of the province

Iinch-I66m. 9 ffl m '?° ^W miles.
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Five years' trade in timber is repre-

sented by the following figures:

—

KerosenB Softwood Plauks Poles
Cases etc. Beams Sq. ft,' Pieces*

1904
418,167 812 329,607 521,021 5,061,036

1905
549,805 487 215,857 578,449 7,631,576

1906
718,061 2,157 222,577 364,550 8,375,952

1907
213,335 1,519 316,308 190,435 7,389,324

1908
736,483 722 169,921 275,566 7,482,312

The country round Foochow produces

foreign potatoes in enormous quantities,

and these are exported to Hongkong and

Singapore. Large quantities of oranges

are also grown, chiefly for export, and

they are of excellent quality. Amongst
the increasing exports are to be men-

tioned sugar cane. The provincial

capital, Foochow, is particularly noted

for its beautiful lacquerware.

The receipt {sic) for making it is said to have
come originally from Japan ; but no such lac-

quer is found in that country. The secret

is well kept, and the man who has it does
not seem anxious to realize the large amount
which would be forthcoming if he would re-

veal his knowledge and turn himself into a
limited company. Each layer of lacquer

which is put on to the wood is allowed six

weeks or two months in which to dry, so

that an article ordered to be made cannot be
supplied under from three to six months.

Each article is kept underground until ready,

as the lacquer dries best in a damp rather

than in a dry atmosphere.

Ingenuity has now discovered that it is

practicable to lacquer on silk. iVloulds are

made on which silk is stretched, and the silk

is then lacquered over. When the lacquer is

dry, the mould is broken, and an article left

which is beautiful in appearance and surpris-

ingly light. People who visit Foochow should

not fait to take away with them specimens

of this lacquer.—Dec. Rep. I. M. C.

•These two quantities are quite indepen-

dent, planks reckoned by square feet having

come under the cognizance of the Imp.

Mar. Customs only; and those reckoned by

piece being known to the " Native " Customs

only.'

Fukien has gold, silver, lead, tin and

coal, but as yet they are unworked by

modern methods and but little return is

obtained from them. A foreign expert,

who has considered the whole question

of the development of Fukien after a

careful survey, has suggested that the tea

trade might be resuscitated and the

minerals developed, in such a way that

Fukien might be a vast hive of industry,

instead of, as at present, the chief recruit-

ing ground for emigration agents, if

foreigners were allowed to acquire

estates for the planting of tea and its

cultivation on scientific lines and were

permitted to invest in mining and simi-

lar undertakings.

Communications.

As we have seen, the chief means
of transport in the larger half of the

province is the Min Kiang and its

tributaries. In the south the Lung Kiang

(or Kiulung Kiang) serves less effectively

a similar purpose. As tea and timber

have formed the chief export of the

province, and as the rivers served for the

transport of both these, land routes have

not been highly developed. There are

three chief roads:

1. From Foochowfu a road follows the

valley of the Min Kiang and the Shaowu
Kiang to Kwangtseh, and thence through

the Yui! Ling into Kiangsi by the valley

of the Tung Kiang to Nanchangfu.

2. From Foochowfu a road follows

the coast, both to the north and to the

south. To the north it establishes com-
munication with Wenchow, via Funingfu,

and formerly afforded an alternative route

to the sea passage, with the advantage

that it was free from pirates. To the

south communication is opened up with

Changchowfu and Amoy but this is a

road that has never had great importance.

3. From Changchowfu there is a

road along the Kiulung Kiang valley to

Tingchowfu and thence into Kiangsi.

This road, roughly parallel to the first
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route here given, is connected with it

by a difficult cross road from Yunganhsien
to Yenpingfu.

The absence of good roads renders
the use of carts impracticable and mer-
chandise is therefore carried by coolies
wherever water transport is not available.

The boats used in the tea trade are of

a peculiar shape, as they have to carry

heavy loads on a small draught of water.

Coastwise there is considerable local

junk traffic, and there is regular com-
munication with Formosa, once a part

of the province; but with the exception
of Foochowfu the ports are not in very
frequent communication with their neigh-

bours in other provinces.

There are on the coast several bays
that would afford excellent harbours for

lines of steamers or for a navy. Several

of these have recently been surveyed
with a view to choosing one as a base

for the forthcoming Chinese navy. Foo-
chow affotds good harbour accommod-
ation, and Amoy possesses one of the best

harbours, and most easily accessible, on
(he China coast.

The telegraph service is not very

greatly developed in this province as

yet, being for the present confined

almost exclusively to the coast towns;

nor is the work of the Imperial Post

Office as yet widely spread. Where
these agencies do function, however, they

are appreciated, and any lack of devel-

opment is due rather to the general

isolation of the province than to lack of

enterprise or energy on the part of the

services or the people.

Cities and Chief Towns.

Foochowfu is one of the five original

Treaty Ports opened to foreign trade by

the Treaty of Nanking of 1842. For a

generation its great export was tea and

in this trade great fortunes were made,

but since the beginning of the 'seventies'

the trade has declined. The chief export

today is timber (see above) but eyen this

shows signs of diminishing, the poles get-

ting smaller in size and poorer in quality as
the forests are being cut away. With a

population of 624,000, Foochow is situated

in a well cultivated region about 35 miles
from the mouth of the Min Kiang, with
the foreign settlement of Nantai on the

other side of the river. Being the pro-
vincial capital Foochow is a literary and
educational centre, and the foreign mis-

sionaries have established headquarters

here. The industries ot the city are by
no means insignificant. Textile materials,

such as silk and woollen, paper from
bamboo and furniture from the abundant
timber, other articles made from paper

and timber such as umbrellas, packing-

cases, matches, are manufactured in con-

siderable quantities. Five miles lower

down the river are the Foochow Arsenal

and Dockyards. These Government institu-

tions, employing 2,000 workmen, turn

out excellent small arms, and ships of

considerable size. They are conveniently

situated near Pagoda Anchorage, a very

fine harbour reached from the sea after

crossing two bars.

Amoy is another of the original five

Treaty Ports, and has a population of

114,000. Situated at the mouth of

the Lung Kiang it has an excellent harbour,

capable of accommodating a consider-

able fleet. In the eighteenth century

the foreign trade of China was carried

on almost exclusively at Amoy but the

lack of convenient access to the great

basins has militated against permanent

supremacy. The dock accommodation is

equal to the repairing of ships of con-

siderable tonnage. Amoy exports bricks,

hemp, umbrellas, tea, sugar and tobacco,

and its trade is chiefly with Japan and

Formosa. The foreign Settlement is

situated on a small island, Kulangsu.

Changchowfu, with a population of

500,000, is a port some 20 miles further

up the Lung Kiang from Amoy, and

sharing the same iridustrjes and tr^de.
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Tunganhsien, is another small port on

the same inlet as Amoy and Changchowfu,

and is the centre of a sugar-cane cultivation.

Chuanchowfu, is the city commonly
known as Chinchow, which had the

monopoly of foreign trade in the thirteenth

century. Says Little:

—

In the eighteenth century Amoy, and in

the thirteenth century Chinchew, situated at

the head of another fine bay thirty miles to

the north, monopoh'zed the trade of China
with foreign lands, large fleets of junks
sailing from these two ports with the north-

east monsoon to the 'Straits' and Java,

returning the following summer with the

setting in of the south-west monsoon. Marco
Polo, who reached Zayton, the port now,
after much discussion among antiquarians,

generally accepted as Chinchew (mandarin
pronunciation, Chuanchou), after five days'

journey from Foochow, says: -"At the city

is the haven of Zayton, frequented by all

the ships from India . . . and by all the

merchants of Manzi, for hither is imported
the most astonishing quantity of goods and
of precious stones and pearls . . , For it is

one of the greatest havens in the world for

commerce." It was from Zayton that

Kublai Khan's expeditions to Java and Japan
sailed, and hence the Arabs are said to have
exported silks, sugars, and spices after the

abandonment of the port of Kanpu in the

Hangchow bay. Subsequently Zayton was
replaced by Amoy as a more convenient port
for the junk trade, as it remains to-day for

steamer traffic of the coast. Chinchew
acquired a short notoriety in the ' thirties

'

as a port of call for the opium smugglers
of the period, and has since lost its former
importance.

Yenplngfu, with 200,000 inhabitants

owes its importance to its position at the

confluence of the three rivers that go to

form the Min, whereby it has consider-

able transit trade in timber and tea.

Klenningfu, at the junction of the Sung
Ho and the Min Kiang, in the centre of

the tea districts, at the head of navigation

for larger craft, has advantages of position

that have given it a population of 250,000,
and considerable importance in the trade

of the northern portion of the province.

Chunganhsien, with a population of

100,000, is situated in the far north of

the province near the Bohea Hill on
which grows the famous Bohea tea, and
is the principal mart of that article.

Santuao, with 8,000 inhabitants, is said

to be the best and safest port along the

Fukien coast, exporting tea, camphor,
paper, and pottery.
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XVIII-CHEKIANG.
Position, Area, Population

Population per

square mile.

The last and smallest of

the "Eighteen Provinces"

of China Proper is Che-
kiang, with an area of

36,680 square miles.

This province is very

well known to Europeans
and hence needs but little

general description. The
province lies east of Kiangsi and Anhwei,

north of Fukien, south of Kiangsu, and

is bounded on the east by the sea. It is

about the same size as Natal, but whilst

Natal has only 1,040,000, inhabitants, or 29

to the square mile, Chekianghas 1
1 ,580,000,

or 310 to the square mile. Or, to take

another example, whilst Indiana has an

area of 35,910 square miles its population

is only 2,516,000 or 70 to the square mile.

Chekiang is cut off from the provinces

to the west by a line of hflls, the Wuyi
Shan, the same chain as we have seen

on the Fukien border, the well known
Bohea hills. The province takes its

name from a river in the south called

Che Kiang, or "Crooked Stream."

The province suffered much from the

Taiping Rebellion, and was indeed almost

depopulated by that calamity, and has

not been repeopled, as have some othei

provinces, by emigration. The people

are active and industrious, and those

dwelling on the coast are excellent seamen,

venturing even to Hongkong and the

Philippines, Shanghai and Shantung, in

their homebuilt craft. The various border

valleys contain people who by physical

circumstance, as well as from inclination,

have been kept aloof from their nearest

neighbours, and have thus developed local

dialects. Otherwise the people are almost

as refined and generally cultured as those

in the neighbouring province of Kiangsu.

General Characteristics.

The province has been described by

little as a miniature Szechwan, the simil-

arity with the great province in the west

being most marked in climate and in the

fertility of the soil and in the social

nature of the people. Again, except for

valley bottoms and the plain north of

Hangchow, the province is covered with

mountains, though less steep here than

in Szechwan and either cultivated or

covered with bamboo. The province has

physical characteristics in common with

each of the provinces adjacent to it, and
is naturally divided into two dis-similar

portions, the south and the north. The
south is mountainous, with a deeply

indented coast line, a continuation in fact

of the Fukien structure, the north par-

takes of the same flat character as Kiangsu
with its network of rivers and canals, its

embankments, its rice fields, its crops of

tea and silk, its low but wooded hills,

and its absence of minerals.

The axial range of the great Nanshan
runs through the province from south-

west to northeast and is flanked by lesser

ranges running in the same direction, and

between these ranges are alluvial bottom-

lands of great fertility. The chief valleys

are those of the Tsientang Kiang on the

north of the axial chain and the Ta Ki

on the south. The chief river is the

Tsientang, which, rising in the western

hills of the province, follows a generally

northeasterly direction and falls into the

bay of Hangchow. The basin of the

TsientiEing Kiang occupies nearly half the

province and by means of small craft

and rafts it serves the people as a means
• of communication for some three hundred

miles. The Lanchi valley, through which

the river passes, is the largest bottomland

in the province, 150 miles long and

varying from five to fifteen miles in

breadth. By means of the valley of the

Liao Kiang, which joins the Tsientang

Kiang at Yenchow, a line of communic-

ation is established with Anhwei. The

Tsientang mouth, or Hanchow Bay, is too

shallow for navigation by modern vessels,

and a string of islands lies at the point
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of its juncture with the sea. The strong

bpre or tidal wave that sweeps up the

bay prevents very rapid deposition of

silt but, as will be seen from the sketch

map illustrating the chapter on Kiangsu,

the Chusan Islands are receiving accre-

tions yearly, though the accretive matter

is derived from the Yangtze in very

large measure. Other rivers of import-

ance are the Yung Kiang and the Wu
Kiang. The former is a small river only,

formed by the confluence of two still

smaller streams at Ningpo, but small as

it is it is easy of navigation and admits

vessels of considerable tonnage to the

port from which it takes one of its

names, Ningpo Kiang. The Wu Kiang,

a fine river with steep banks, is navig-

able to Chuchowfu and affords access

from the sea to the city of Wenchow.
The coast of the province partakes of

the twofold character of the general

physical structure. In the north low
and flat, it becomes in the south bold,

rocky, and deeply indented. In the

north is the Hangchow Bay, of which
Pere Richard writes:

Hangchow bay is as broad at its entrance
as the Yangtze estuary, and is obstiucted by
a cluster of rocky islets, known as the

Chusan Archipelago. It forms the mouth
of the Tsientang Kiang, but affords few
facilities for navigation, especially on account
of its bore or tidal wave, the strength of

the current, and the shallowness of the water.

Hangchow bay is funnel-shaped. It is 60
miles wide at the outer extremity, and con-

tracts gradually to 12 at the other. When the

tide rises, the waters rush in with great force,

and finding little depth, 6 or 7 feet at most,
they are suddenly confronted by the current
of the river, and more and more concentrated
as they advance. These circumstances make
them assume a wall-like formation, and
growing to a height of the several feet, they
overflow the banks and are most dangerous
for boats taken unawares. The immense
pressure from behind, and the great height

of the tides, which rise to 26 or even 30
feet, impart an extraordinary strength to the

current, which rushes forward with a roar

like thunder, and at a rate sometimes exceed-

ing 6 knots. On this account, large boats

prefer anchoring at Chap'oo, 50 miles down

the coast, and the outer port of Hangchow
Here they find water to a depth of 22 feet.

Boats with a draught of 2V3 feet can go up
to Hangchow only by stages. They come
down, availing themselves of a few hours of

ebb tide. On both sides of the bay a sea-

wall protects the vast adjoiniiig plain. On
the S. side, a little to the E. of Shaohing-

fu, sands are accumulating and forming an
alluvial land, upon which already several

houses have been erected.

Other important inlets are the mouth
of the Ningpo River, and Nimrod
Sound. This latter does not open up
the approach to any important city but,

penetrating the province for fwenty-iive

miles, and maintaining a breadth of

three to four miles H forms a fine

natural harbour, except for the islets at

its mouth which render entrance diffi-

cult. With proper engineering bestowed

upon them, however, the difficulties thus

created might be removed; and pre-

sumably this is the intention of the Chinese

Government if the Sound is made one of

the bases for the Chinese navy of the

future. , To the south of Nimrod Sound
is the bay of Sanmen. This bay, as

\ 2 Railways.

Op»n. M=i=>i=i=»H»i=i
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its name implies (Sanmen = three mouttis)

is accessible by three channels, and is

even larger than Nimrod Sound.

The N. channel forms the roadstead of

Shihp'oo T'ing, so called from the town
situated beside it. Depths vary from 16 to

28 fathoms, but there are also some dangerous
shoals. The S. channel is 16 miles wide,
and has a maximum depth of 12 fathoms.
It gives access to excellent anchoring ground
with depths varying from 23 to 30 feet.

Further on, the depth diminishes, but anchorage
varying from 36 to 42 feet may be found
almost to the extremity of the bay. Too
exposed to winds fram the high sea and
to typhoons, frequently also shallow, this

bay lies moreover on an impoverished region,

and the islands in it are the rendezvous for

pirates. It thus does not deserve the reputa-

tion formerly bestowed upon it.

The Wenchow bay also affords good
anchorage.

Along the whole coast are numerous
islands, chiefly of granitic formation. The
chief group is the Chusan Islands, a small

archipelago of over a hundred islands.

The largest of these islands, which gives

its name to the group and is some
25 miles long and from 6 to 10 miles broad,

has a population of 70,000 of whom
about half live in the city of Tinghaiting.

The harbour of Tinghaiting is one of

the best on the coast. Navigation close in

the coast is difficult by reason of the

fringing islands.

Products.

The chief natural products of the province

are rice, tea, cotton, silk, fish, alum, salt,

medicines, opium and tobacco. Rice is

grown practically throughout the province,

except on the higher levels of the moun-

tains. Tea has much the same story to tell

here as elsewhere. Forty years ago Che-

kiang teas were highly appreciated both

in London and New York. Adulteration

followed, with the natural result. The
adulteration was brought about by the

incapacity of (he province to produce the

required quantity. The Pingsuey district

can only produce some 70,000 piculs

of good class Pingsueys. The trade has

been considerably damaged, too, by the

over-zealousness of the Customs inspectors

in the United States. Chekiang cotton

is considered amongst the best in China
owing to its whiteness and the toughness

of the material produced, and its export

has considerably increased in recent years.

The cotton is chiefly grown in the

Shaohing prefecture. In the north the

silkworm is extensively bred, and every

town and village has many looms. Much
of the raw silk and of the silk textiles

finds its way by canal and overland from
Hangchow to Shanghai. At Ningpo alone

there are thirty silk factories, and at

Shaohing, famous for its tribute silk, the

number is still greater. Huchow is also

a centre of silk cultivation, nearly all the

countryfolk feeding silkworms. In the

north hundreds of women and children are

employed, in their own homes, in making
rush mats and hats from a certain kind

of rush that is being extensively cultivated

in the marshy places about Ningpo and
neighbouring districts. The mats, the

export of which is well over a million

per annum, go chiefly to France and the

U.S.A., where they are made into ladies'

hats. In France these sell at 50 or 70
centimes each. From the. same districts

there is an export of paper fans. Large

quantities of fresh fish are shipped in

ice from Ningpo every day to reach

Shanghai before the next daybreak and to

be sold for Shanghai consumption. The
amount is estimated at 65,000 piculs per-

annum. The fish are caught along the

whole coast, but Ningpo is the centre

of the industry of salting, curing, and
packing. The cuttlefish industry is a

trade by itself, and the Japanese are

yearly getting more and more of this

trade into their hands. Alum, which

comes chiefly from the Pingyang district

in the Wenchow prefecture, goes chiefly

to Ningpo for export. Salt is a coast

product largely consumed locally, and

tobacco though grown in most parts of

the province is not equal to local needs.
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Medicines come principally from the hilly

districts of the south and west, and con-

sist chiefly of roots, herbs, grasses, barks,

twigs, seeds, leaves, fruits, insects, reptiles,

the inward parts of wild aminals, and
mineral salts. The poppy is grown in

the south, but its cultivation is doomed.
Farming is everywhere the chief industry

of the people, but besides the silk spin-

ning and weaving, the paper fan, mat,

and hat manufacture, and the curing of

fish, already mentioned, wine is made of

a fermented liquor derived from rice at

Shaohing and is celebrated all over

China, hams are cured in the Kinhwa
prefecture, and wood carving and inlaid

furniture are manufactured at Ningpo.

Vegetable tallow is also produced in

abundance.

The mineral wealth of Chekiang is

negligible. In the north there are certainly

no minerals, and though a few minerals

such as copper, lead, zinc are fotmd

sporadically they are not in sufficient

quantity to repay working. Good build-

ing stone and lime are, however, to be

obtained from the hills, and coal is

worked at Chuchowfu.
Communications.

Transportation of goods, and travel,

are carried on almost entirely by means
of boats, the natural waterways being

used to the fullest possible extent and be-

ing also improved, deepened, and extend-

ed artificially until the northern and eastern

parts of the province have become a

network of creeks and canals. Different

varieties and sizes of boats are used at

different stages and depths of water and at

the heads of the streams rafts are
resorted to in order that water carriage

may be extended to its utmost limit.

Boats are taken from one level to an-
other by means of inclined planes
called in English "haulovers." Across
watersheds carriage by land has to be
adopted, and in such cases the carrying

pole is brought into use. No pack-

animals and no carts are used.

The inland waterways Carry immense
burdens of traffic. Between Hangchow
and Shanghai thousands of native craft

pass every year and several lines of

steam launches, with a long train of

boats behind them, make daily trips.

The Grand Canal, originaWy constructed

for the purpose of communjcation with

Peking, has lost much of its original

significance with the development of the

coasting trade, no longer molested to

any considerable extent by pirates or by
Japanese marauders. The Tai Hu
(= Great Lake) on the northern border
of the province is grossed and recrossed

regularly by small craft from Huchow
to Soochow, but the amount of trade

thus carried is comparatively insignificant

except after the rice harvest and the silk

collection.

The railway has obtained a footing in

the province. From Shanghai to Hang-
chow runs a Chinese-built railway

which enters Chekiang province north-

east of Kashan, nms through Kashing,
Shimen, Shimenwan and Tangsi to

Hangchow, and is to be extended to Shao-
hing and Ningpo, and indeed to Nimrod
Sound or Sanmen Bay if either of those

openings is decided upon as a naval

base. Already this line is proving most
popular and when its extension is carried

out should prove remunerative. A line

is also proposed between Kashing and
Soochow.
The Imperial Telegraphs and the

Imperial Post Office function at the chief

places throughout the province and are

supplemented by numerous postal hongs
in every city with agencies in every town
and village almost.

Cities and Chief Towns.
Hangchow, the capital of the province,

is a city very famous in Chinese history.

It is beautifully situated and the Chinese
regard it as one of their most beautiful
cities for they compare it with Heaven
in the proverb, "Above is Heaven, Below
are Soo and Hang." The following
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account of the city is taken from Little's

"The Far East," and gives tlie most
interesting facts.

Hangchow lies at the foot of Tien-mu-shan,
the "Eye of Heaven" mountains, which shelter
it from the north-west winter gales, and be-
tween the sea on the one hand and the "West
Lake" on the other. The beauties of the
site have taxed the descriptive powers of
Chinese and Europeans alike. Marco Polo
says of it :

" Inside the city there is a lake
which has a compass of thirty miles ; and all

around it are erected beautiful palaces and
mansions, of the richest and most exquisite
structure that you can imagine, belonging to
the nobles of the city. There are also on
its shores many abbej's and churches of the
idolaters. In the middle of the lake are two
islands, on each of which stands a rich,

beautiful and spacious edifice, furnished in

such a style as to seem fit for the palace
of an emperor." Hangchow was visited

by Marco Polo in or about A. D. 1290,
after the conquest of China by the Mon-
gols, previous to which the city flour-

isehd greatly as the capital of the Southern
Sung dynasty, A. D. 1172 to 1278- an
offshoot of the Sung dynasty that had ruled
the whole empire for 160 years before, and
were driven south by the irruption of the
'Kin' Tartars, who after A. D. 1127 and
until their conquest by Genghis Khan,
divided the empire with the Southern Sung;
Sze Ma-kwang, the historian, and Chu Hi, the

orthodox commentator of the Confucian
classics, shine amongst the galaxy of poets
and philosophers who made the Sung period
the Augustan era and the city of Hangchow
the Rome of mediaeval China. This literary

activity was not extinguished under the

Mongol rule; Kublai Khan was himself a
patron of literature and would appear to

have left the Chinese unmolested so long as

the provinces contributed punctually to his

revenue at Peking.

To-day Hangchow has 350,000 in-

habitants, is still noted as a pleasure-

resort, and still manufactures silk, but its

ancient celebrity has disappeared, and it

is left, practically speaking, with "one

long street bordered with rich warehouses,

the rest of the city being a vast desert

since its devastations by the Taipings."

The annual trade of the city has a net

value of about Hk.Tls. 20,000,000.

Ningpo, with 260,000 inhabitants, one

qf ^he five ports originally opened to

foreign trade by the treaty of 1842, is

situated on a small river with its mouth
directly opposite the island of Chusan.

The city is built in the middle of a

fine plain surrounded by an amphitheatre

of beautiful mountains open to Hangchow
Bay in the north. Until a decade ago
Ningpo was in direct trade with

Europe and the United States, but such

direct communication is now only very

occasional, and seldom a successful

venture. The direct trade has ceased in

favour of making Shanghai the great

entrepot for foreign trade. The city

possesses fine streets of unusually ample
proportions for China, and its people

are progressive and energetic. Ningpo,
like Hangchow and Shaohing, has now
its own cotton mills, and the cultivation

of cotton in the surrounding country is

spreading every year. Its chief manufac-

tures are matting, household furniture,

carpets, and paper goods such as fans.

Its export trade consists in tea, carpets,

cotton, medicines, and fish; but its trade

has been considerably affected by the

opening of Hangchow to foreign trade.

Shaohlngfu, has 500,000 inhabitants, and

like Soochow is intersected by many
canals. The country round is fertile and

grows large quantities of rice. Part of

this rice is used for the making of rice-

spirit which has a reputation throughout

China. The Shaohing men are usually

found to be good accountants, and the

provincial governments of China largely

recruit their secretaries and clerks from

this city, as do the commercial houses in

Shanghai and Ningpo.

Kashingfu, has never recovered from

the effects of theTaiping Rebellion, many
of its buildings still being in ruins. It is

a walled town, and somewhat picturesque,

and has a reputation for its silk gauzes.

Wenchowfu, with 80,000 inhabitants,

was formerly the centre of the tea trade

but its importance in this regard has

largely decreased, and to-day the trade of
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the port, even since it has been opened

to foreign commerce, is insignificant.

Hsuchowfu, with a population of

100,000 is situated almost on the edge
of the Tai Hu, in the midst of rice fields

and mulberry plantations, the products

of which are sent across the lake to

Soochow, and also by many waterways
to Shanghai, Ningpo, Hanchow, and other

manufacturing cities. It is a favourite

resort of salt smugglers and lake pirates.

Yenchowfu, with 15,000 inhabitants, at

the confluence of the Lao Ki and the Tsien-

lang Kiang, does a considerable trade in

timber, tea, beeswax and minor vegetable

products.

Tlnghaiting, has a population of about

30,000, that is to say about half the

population of the Chusan Archipelago, on

the name-island of which the city is

situated. It is a town of both commercial

and strategic importance.

Lanchihslen, standing at the confluence

of the two streams whose combined waters

form the Tsientang Kiang, has a popu-
lation of 200,000 and a considerable trade

with Kiangsi via Chiichowfu. It is a

centre for general trade, and both sends

goods to and receives others from

Kinhwafu, which has been outstripped,

except in the curing of hams, the preserving

o^ eggs, and the production of ginseng

by its more northerly neighbour.

Chiichowfu, besides being on the line

of traffic for Kiangsi, and thus having a

transit trade, grows excellent fruit and sends

down the Kii Ho considerable quantities

of paper, bamboo, timber and fruit.
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Population per

square mile.

XlX-TIBET.
Position, Area, Population.

With our study of

Tibet we leave tlie

"Eighteen Provinces"
of China Proper and
begin the study of

those peripheral depen-
dencies that still remain
in China's possession.

Tibet is an extensive

region, the most elevated region in the

world, stretching through twelve degrees

of latitude (from 28 deg, to 40 deg. north),

and 24 degrees of longitude (79 deg. to

103 deg. east). The great plateau is

buttressed up by great mountain ranges,

the Kwen Lun, the Allyn Tagh, the Nan
Shan on the north, and the Himalayas

on the south. The adjacent lands are

Chinese Turkestan on the north, Kansu,

Szechwan and Yunnan on the east.

Upper Burma, Assam, Bhutan, Nipal

and British India on the south, with

Ladakh and Bultistan on the west.

Estimates of area and of population vary

considerably. The area is officially put

at 463,320 square miles. Keane gives

675,000 square miles, Heilprin 750,000

square miles. Little 700,000. The greatest

length may be taken as 1,240 miles and

the greatest breadth as 740 miles. The
estimates of population vary as widely

as do those of area. The official

estimate is 6,430,000 and this gives a

density of 14 to the square mile. There

can be little doubt that this estimate is

far too high. Little quotes "latest

travellers" as crediting the country with

800,000 or possibly 1,000,000 inhabi-

tants. Pere Richard states that "accord-

ing to those who are best acquainted

with the country" the population is two

or three millions at most. Little's

authorities would thus make the popula-

tion about 3 to the square mile whilst

Pere Richard's would make the density

7 to the square mile. In any case the

population is exceedingly sparse, and

this sparseiiess is mainly due to the vast

extent of uninhabitable waste.

General Characteristics.

Tibet is a great plateau, the most ex-

tensive and the most elevated in the world,

and until recent years almost the only

conception that outsiders have had of it

has been that of a vast inhospitable desert.

This is only roughly true and is a gen-

eralization from inadequate exploration.

Tibet has been described as a vast pear-

shaped country, the small end of the

pear being attached to the south-eastern

corner of the Pamirs. The Muztagh range

may be regarded as the stem of the

pear, the narrow end of the pear gradually

enlarging therefrom being appropriately

known as Little Tibet, practically an out-

lying province of Kashmir. As the northern

side of the pear formation curves boldly

eastwards it is represented by the buttres-

sing systems of the Kwen Lun, Altyn Tag,

and Nan Shan. These systems are exceed-

ingly complex, and the result is an extreme

irregularity in the main lines of drainage,

and the valleys which afford the natural

approach to Tibet on the north are made
difficult by narrow restricted gorges and

desperately rough intervals. At the broad

end of the pear-shaped plateau the moun-
tains of the Kansu border curve southward

and gradually merge into a fairly well-

defined range shewn on the maps as

Sifan. Here, within the confines of Tibet,

there occurs the commencement of a most

remarkable orographic feature. "Range
after range striking outwards from the

plateau follows the same curving course

from southeast to south, bending in orderly

procession like the waves of the sea, deepen-

ing their valleys and steepening their sides as

they proceed southwards till the whole
southeastern world of Tibet is buta succes*

sion of mountain waves whose forest*

crested summits gradually reach south-

wards into Burma. Down the deep troughr

of these southeastern valleys of Tibet flow
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the waters of several of the most important

Hvers of Asia The Yangtze is the

outermost, with a course of eight hundred
miles ere it passes the Tibetan frontier.

The Mekong, the river of Siam, and the

Salwen, one of the two great rivers of

Burma, lie within the Yangtze and parallel

to it. Recent evidence points to the fact

that the Irawadi, the next great Burmese
river, does not rise far, if at all, within

the Tibetan border." This same curving

structure of mountain ranges is continued

until it determines the westward bend
of the Brahmaputra, which separates the

system hitherto followed from the Him-
alayan system which forms the southern

frontier of Tibet, right to the Pamirs.

The structural relationship of the Himalayas

and Tibet on the south is much the same
as that of the mountains on the north.

Throughout their whole length of fifteen

hundred miles there runs a dominant

water-parting, set back from the plains

of India a hundred miles, northward over-

looking the great Tibetan trench and south-

ward overlooking the subsidiary ranges on

which the hill stations of the British regi-

ments in India arc situated, from which

hill stations the dominant water-parting is

seen as the "snowy range" par excellence.

Immediately

beyond the

Himalayan
heights lies the

great trench
which theSatlej,

the Indus and

the Brahmapu-
tra have cut for

themselves be-

tween the Him-
alaya and the

range to which

Sven Hedin has

"given the name
Trans- Him-
alaya. Within

the boundaries

we have thus

indicated we have three great physical

divisions of vastly elevated plain. There

is first the great northern plateau flanked

by the Kwen Lun and the Tsaidam steppes.

This region, known as the Chang Tang,

i.e. Northern Plain, is too high and too

stormswept for any permanent- htiman

habitation and is chiefly devoted to pas-

toral use, the only human inhabitants

being scattered bands of Mongol nomads.

There are scattered salt lakes in the midst

of sterile flats, sparse in herbage and devoid

of timber. "Intensely cold (yet occasionally

baked by more than summer heat un-

der the summer sun), wind-swept, storm-

beaten, and barren, it is perhaps the most
inhospitable region in the Asiatic world."

It has an average height of fifteen thousand

feet above sea level, and above this again

rise the crests of ranges that add other

two or three thousand feet to the eleva-

tion. From the Chang rise the rivers of

Chinese Turkestan.

The second physical division includes

the upper valleys of the Indus and the

Brahmaputra and their tributaries. The
country is high at the watershed of the

Indus, Satlej and Brahmaputra but slopes

away towards Ladakh westward and towards

Lhasa eastward. This is the land of

"JJSmiU*'
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tjie Bodyul or settled inhabitants of

Tibet, and the valleys in this region,

valleys of a cultivable character and
warmed by a friendly sun, produce in

th2 lower portions two crops a year.

These cultivable tracts are called "rong."

The third great division of Tibet consists

of the eastern mountains and valleys.

From the desolate slopes of Tsaidam on
the northeast to the rim of the Brahmaputra
basin north of Lhasa, the eastern edge of

the great central Chang Tang forms an oro-
graphical feature which is of vast importance in

the physical conformation of eastern Asia.

Here arise innumerable rivulets which gather
their infant forces together to form the first

affluents of the great rivers of China, of Siam
and of Burma. The Hwang Ho finds its

source in the Oring Nor to the southeast of

the great Kuku Nor, and curving eastward
and northward through the country of the

Sifan (the western barbarians of China)
till it approaches within one hundred miles

of the southeastern corner of the Kuku Nor,
it takes its way as a full-grown river through
northern China to the Pacific. To the west
of the sources of the Yellow River rise those

of the next great river of China, the Yangtze
Kiang. The position of the extremest west
of those sources which contribute to the

Di Chu (the Upper Yangtze) is not

exactly known, but it must be east of the route

followed by Sven Hedin on his adventurous
journey into Tibet from the north. It will

be probably found about the meridian of

91 deg. east longitude. Flowing southeast and
separated from the Upper Hwang Ho by
the Baian Kara UUa it curves southward
in about the same meridian (100 deg.

east long.) that the Hwang Ho curves

northward, admitting of the rise of

another great river, the Nag Chu, between
them. The Nag Chu evidently joins the Yang-
tze when it finally assumes its eastern course

through the width of China to the Pacific.

Next to the Di Chu the Nag Chu (Upper
J*4ekong) starts from the same meridional

divide, but probably from sources not so

far west as the Di Chu, and follows a course

which throughout Tibetan territory is almost

parallel to that of the Di Chu. Finally a fourth

great river, the Salwen, a river of Burma, is

represtented by the Oiaminu Chu which,

gathering together many affluents from the

highlands to the northeast of Lhasa, follows

a course parallel to the Nag Chu and

the Di Chu curving gradually southward.

Parallel to the Giaminu Chu, but separated

therefrom by a breadth of from four hundred
to five hundred miles of mountains, is the

Brahmaputra river, which bends from its

easterly course through southern Tibet to

pass southeastward through Himalayan gates
to the valley of Assam. The broad interven-

ing space belongs to the Brahmaputra basin.

Some very important >ralleysofno great eleva-

tion drain into the Brahmaputra within it,

being separated by a lofty divide from the
narrow valley of the Giaminu Chu or Salwen
to the east. It is a very remarkable feature in

Asiatic orography which thus presents
itself. First the Brahmaputra, maintaining
its general characteristic of a wide basin
with important affluents converging into the
main stream up to the point where it merges into

the plains of Assam ; beyond this, overlooking
the sources of the converging affluents, a
containing mountain chain, distinct and apart
from the Himalaya system, rounding off the
heads of shelving valleys which slope westward
to the Brahmaputra, and dominating an
eastern structure of enormous parallel moun-
tain folds which enclose between their success-
ive crests the deep troughs of some of the
greatest rivers of Asia. So close set are the
successive ridges and ranges which part the
Salwen from the Mekong, and the Mekong
from the Yangtze, that at a point level with
the head of the Assam valley, one hundred
miles would bridge them all. The Irawadi
river of Burma is now supposed to rise to

the southeast of this eastern extension of the
Brahamaputra basin, amongst the wild hills

which lie between the head of the Assam
valley and Burma. (Holdkh).

Products.
It is not often realized what a wealthy

country Tibet is. There are valuable

products of many kinds stored away in

the mighty valleys of the country, and in

dealing with the province of Yunnan we
saw what some of these products were.

As the result of recent expeditions many
views have been greatly modified. The
Chumbi valley (the approach from Darjiling)

is well known and is found to be well

cultivated, dotted over with thriving villages.

The valleys in which Oyangtse. Shigatse,

and Lhasa are situated are covered with

good soil, well irrigated and richly cultivat-

ed The Tibetans are essentially a commer-
cial people, to such an extent that most
of the officials and the head lamas of the

monasteries are said to keep agents and
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to carry on trade on their own account.

The country already exports wool, musk,

gold and borax, and the trade in these

things with China must be immense
for there are large imports of silk, gold

lace, precious stones and carpets, tea,

cotton goods and porcelain ; and even

from India there are imports of rice,

indigo, coral, sugar, spices and silk.

Exploration shews that the commercial

wealth of the country centres in the

southern and eastern valleys, and is here

made up of agricultural products; but

Tibet is rich in gold. More ancient

than Herodotus is the reputation of

Tibet as a land of gold. "Tibet is not

rich in the ordinary acceptance of the

term," says Holdich, "she must be

enormously rich—possibly richer than

any country in the world." For ages

gold has been washed out of her sur-

face soil by the very crudest methods
and sent abroad, to India via Kashmir,

to Kashgaria and further north, and to

the west, but most of it has undoubtedly

gone to fill the treasuries of Peking
Gold is washed in every river that has

its source in the Tibetan plateau.

Every traveller in the country tells of

gold workings, abandoned before being

half exhausted. There can be no doubt
that Tibet is a great natural treasurehouse

of gold, but its mineral wealth also

includes silver, copper, lead, iron and
mercury. Musk is a prominent export

and there are vast possibilities in the

forests of timber still untouched in

southeastern and eastern Tibet.

Communications.

The internal communications of Tibet
are few and bad. The chief route of
internal traffic or travel is along the Satlej-

Brahmaputra trench. Throughout the

length of this region there stretches a very

remarkable trade route. From Leh it runs

west of the Pangkong Lake to Rudok and

,

then crosses a strip of the Chang Tang
l^ke region until it touches theTsangpo pr

Brahmaputra near its sources. Twice the

upper reaches of the Brahmaputra are

crossed and the route later passes through

Shigalse and by a southerly detour to

Oyangtse and Lhasa. East of Lhasa this

road runs to Chiamdo and on to Bafang
and Tachienlu. In the western portion

of the road i.e., Leh to Lhasa, a stretch

of about nine hundred miles, there are

twenty-five stages, with accommodation
at the end of each for two hundred men.
This road is generally well defined;

loose stones are cleared away in the defiles,

and piles of stones with flags on sticks

guide the way through the open stretches

of tableland. This is "the official post-

road belween Kashmir and Peking, travers-

able at all seasons of the year by mounted
men, and is probably the most remarkable
(as it is the most elevated) postal high-way in

the world." For the rest, the interior com-
munications of Tibet are unmentionable.
Of intense interest, however, are the

roads that lead up to the Tibetan plateau,

whether from north, south, east or west.

The entry into Tibet is usually accomplish-
ed from one of four towns—Leh, Dar-
jiling, Tachienlu or Siningfu. From Leh
the southern valley regions of Tibet are

approached either by passing through
Rudok at the southeastern extremity of
the Pangkong Lake or by passing up the

valley of one of the affluents of the Indus,
and as it isalso possible to reach the northern
Chang from Leh this town is the focus
for travellers from the west. On the south
side the most direct route to the heart
of the southern provinces at Lhasa is

via Sikkini and the Chumbi valley, the
route followed by the Younghusband
Mission in 1904. From the east the
Tachienlu route is the one by which the
great bulk of Tibet's trade with the outer
world, is carried on, and it is by this
route that Tibet has been finally conquered.
On the north Siningfu and the Kuku Nor
region are of prime importance as the
route to Manchuria via Mongolia takes
this line of natural descent. This is a
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great line of pilgrimage, and by it Lhasa

maintains its Buddliist supremacy amongst
the distant peoples of Mongolia and West
China. It may be noted that various

northern approaches to Tibet exist, but

they are distinctly the most difficult and
unpromising, partly because it is necessary

first to reach the plains of Kashgar be-

fore attempting them, and this in itself

is no mean performance. These are

Russian routes, and the barriers which

they present are considerably greater than

those of any other approach; and by
these barriers Russia is shut off from

Tibet. The chief obstacles to communica-
tion with Tibet "have ever been the

mountain barriers which surround the

plateau rather than the plateau itself."

These mountain systems on all sides of

Tibet are massed into a series of gigantic

walls, the ranges and ridges of which

are not fashioned as long spurs reaching

outfrom highlands and gradually diminish-

ing in altitude till they fade into the

plains below, enclosing long sloping

valleys which would answer the purpose

of ramps or shelving approaches to the

height; but they are folded range after

range in gigantic altitudes (higher than

the ranges of the plateau), forming a

rough but readily recognizable system of

parallel flexures flanking the general edge

of the central Tibetan upheaval."

Cities and Chief Towns.

Lhasa, the capital of Thibet, with a

population of 40,000 of whom half are

lamas, stands quite near a tributary of

the Brahmaputra called the Kyi Chu
(chu= river), and in the centre of a well

watered and fully cultivated plain. Com-
mercially Lhasa is highly important as it

stands at the head of the enlrance-valiey—

the Chumbi valley—from India, and at

the point where that valley cuts the great

road following the Indus-Brahmaputra

trench. The town is also the great centre

of Lamaism and has three lamaist

monasteries, as well as the monastic

establishment housed in the Polala, the

palace of the Dalai Lama. Its religious

importance attracts a large pilgrim popula-

tion, numbering one to two thousand.

Chiamdo, with 7,000 inhabitants, is the

first town in Tibet reached by the road

from Tatsienlu and therefore a mart of

ancient importance, at which silks, cotton

goods and household sundries are ex-

changed for musk, horns, silver and gold.

The Chinese Government maintains

representatives here.

Yathong (Yatung) is a village at the

entrance to the Chumbi valley, opened

to foreign trade by the Younghusband
Mission (1904), from which opening its

importance dates and upon which it

depends.

Gyangtse, an active town on the route

between Lhasa and India, is the distribut-

ing centre for Bhutan and the third

largest market in Tibet. It manufactures

woollen goods of various kinds. It was
opened to foreign trade along with Yathong
and Shigatse by the Peking Convention

of 1906. Its population is about 7,000.

Shigatse, with a population of 9,000
exculsive of 3,000 lamaist monks, stands

at the junction of the Myang Chu and
the Brahmaputra. It is an important

market town as well as ^ lamaist centre,

being the seat of the Pansher. Lama, whose
monastery of Tashilumpo possesses great

wealth, and it was opened to trade in

the same manner as Yathong and
Gyangtse.

Rudok, a small town on the highroad

between Lah and Lhasa, is the entrepot

for trade between Tibet and Kashmir,

and was opened as a result of the Young-
husband Mission.

Gartok, is a small hamlet, opened in

1906 to foreign trade, through which a

brisk summer commerce with India is

carried on.
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Population iicr

square mile.

XX-SlNKIANG
(New Dominion or Chinese Turkistan)

Position, Area, Population.
Sinkiang, i.e.. New

Dominion, is better

known to the world at

large as Chinese Tur-
kistan or Eastern Tur-
kistan, the latter being
only applicable, strictly,

to the larger of the

two basins of which
Sinkiang is composed. This dependency
of China derives its name from the fact

that it was so late as 1877 that it was
re-conquered and re-organized as part

of the Chinese Empire. Sinkiang forms
a wedge between Mongolia on the north

and Tibet on the south, shut in by the high

Pamirs on the west and open to China

on the east, being bounded on that side

by the province of Kansu. Sinkiang has

an area of 550,57Q square miles, and a

population of only 1,200,000 inhabitants,

or 2 persons per square mile. As large

portions of Sinkiang are uninhabitable

such population as there is is confined to

the more fertile valleys and plains, but

even here there is no approach to a

dense population. The inhabitants are

of various races, Turkis, Hindus, Mon-
gols, Manchus and Chinese, and they

follow, for the most part, agricultural

occupations. The people are chiefly of

Muhammadan failh and the language

chiefly spoken is Turkis.

General Characteristics.

To understand the geographical

configuration of Sinkiang it is necessary,

as in the case of Tibet, to study a good

map, such as is seldom obtained from

British or United States cartographers.

An orographical map would shew that

Sinkiang consists of two parts. First

there is the basin of the Tarim and its

exit to the east. This basin, precisely of

the ihape of a soda-water bottle, has its

rounded end to the Pamirs and its per-

fectly formed neck between the Alfyn Tagh
and the Kuruk Tagh. Where the contrac-

tion of the neck begins lies the shifting

lake known as Lob Nor. The Kuruk
Tagh is but the southern escarpment of

the Tien Shan which here lies in parallel

folded masses almost due east and west.

To the north of the Tien Shan we have
the 'dry strait' known as Zungaria, which
is drained by the Hi and bounded on
the north by the Altai. These, two
basins, that of the Tarim and that of

the Hi, form the dependency of Sin-

kiang. The Tarim basin is one of the

most striking features on the map of

Asia. Surrounded on all sides except the

east by massive mountains the basin has

a steady slope from a height of some
six thousand feet in the west to one
of two thousand feet in the east. The
encircling mountains on the south consist

of ranges of 18,000 feet and there are

peaks of 25,000 or even 28,000 feet.

Some idea of their steep sides may be

obtained from the fact that on the very

frontier line stands a peak "K 5" with a

height of 7289 metres ( = 23,895 ft.),

whilst fifty miles direct east is a pass at

5060 metres (=16,596 ft,). If the line

joining these two points be taken as the

base of an isosceles triangle with its

apex to the north and its equal sides 75

miles long the apex will coincide with

the town of Tyira, which stands only 1460

metres (=4,788 ft.) above sea level. This

is the northern slope of the Kwen Lun,

dropping 18,000 feet in seventy-five

miles. The Tien Shan on the north

of the basin are neither so high nor so

steep in their rise from the plaifi. The
plain itself is the desiccated basin of an

ancient sea larger in extent but similar in

character to the Balkash and the Aral,

and consists of two portions, both largely

desert. The first portion is to the west

of Lob Nor and is that part of the indefinite

Gobi Desert known as the Takla-Makan

Desert; and the second is the bottle neck,

still a portion of the Gobi Desert, known
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as the Hachun Deserl. The Takla-Makan
area is much the larger of these two,

with a broken surface of clay, sand and
gravel. Destitute of water and vegetation

this great basin is. except on its outskirts,

utter desert. Richthofen has described

this basin very vividly:

From its wall-like sides on the south,
west and north the waters rush headlong
down, and though the winds, blowing from
all directions, deposit most of their moisture
on the remoter sides of the surrounding
ranges" . . the streams formed thereby,
winding through the cloudcapped, lofty

cradleland and breaking through the moun-
tain chains, reach the old ocean bed, but only
in limited quantity. The smallest' of them
disappear in the sand, others flow some
distance before expanding into a level sand
basin and are there absorlsed. Only the
largest, whose number the Chinese estimate
at sixty, unite with the Tarim, a river 1,150
miles long, and therefore in length between
the Rhine and the Danube, but far surpassing
both in the massiveness of the surrounding
mountains just as it exceeds the Danube in

the extent of its basin. Its tributaries form
along the foot of the mountains a number
of fruitful oases, and these, by means of
artificial irrigation, have been converted into
flourishing cultivated states and have played an
important part in the history of these regions.

The second portion of the Gobi
waste is drained by small and irregular

streams flow-

ing into the

Kara Nor, and

only differs

from the Ta-

kla-Makan in

being on an

average a

thousand feet

lower.

North of

the desert area

we have the

massif that

separates the

two basins

from Zungar-

ia, one por-

tion, east of I

Bagrash Kul,

bounded on

the south by the Kuruk tagh and Pe
Shan and on the north by the Schol Tagh,

being essentially a higher plateau con-

tinuation of the Hachun ; and the other

portion, west of Bagrash Kul, having con-

siderable altitude, being deeply furrowed,

and with northern outliers comparatively

low. The extreme west of this mass is cut

into three parallel valleys by the Hi and its

tributaries, and this district, the Hi catch-

ment basin, is the richest part of Sinkiang,

splendid forests, excellent pasture, abundant

fruit trees making it, in the eyes of Russia

and the Turkis at any rate, a place to be

desired. North of this line of high land

we have the strait of Zungaria, an

immemorial route between the high lands

of the Tien Shan and those of the Altai,

leading from east to west. This strait

is a great basin dotted over with lakes

and has an undulating surface except in

the west and north, which are mountainous.

East and north are but poor countries of

stony soil, brackish water and sparse

timber. To the southeast lies the Turfan

region in a deep depression, the bottom
of an ancient lake, partly covered with

loess and capable of fertility' if better

irrigated. Bodshante Kul is a lake to

\in=320 miles. a»a 4»o 51) mis.
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the southwest of the Turfan sub-basin,

immediately south of Turfan, and lies

426 feet below sea level. The Zungarian

foothills of the Tien Shan afford abun-

dant pasture-land, and game in large

quantities.

Although the climate of Sinkiang varies

exceedingly from one extremity of the country
to the other it may be said in general that

it is very dry and severe. It rains or snows
scarcely 20 or 25 days in the year. In

January the thermometer falls to 13 deg.
Fahrenheit below freezing point and rises m
summer to 86 deg. and 97 deg. F. The
nights are often calm, but in the middle of

the "day, especially in spring, terrible sand-
storms sweep over the country. The air,

ever laden with sand even when it appears
rather clear, forms one of the characteristic

features of this region. The sand penetrates
everywhere and saturates even a person's
clothes without there being any means of

protecting oneself from it. (Richard)

Productions.
From the above account of the

physical features of the country it follows

that a great part of the land is unpro-

ductive. Largely this is the result of

human improvidence in cutting away
forest growth on the mountain sides,

for recent researches shew that there

formerly existed an advanced civilization,

impossible of support except in a well

furnished region. At the present time

commercial and industrial activity is

confined to the Hi valleys and the

fringe of oases that is found all round

the Tarim basin. On the oases stand

the towns which mark the two chief

routes, and the particular dealings of each

will be noted in connexion therewith. To
general ze, we may note that wlierever

irrigation is possible the soil produces

good crops of wheat, barley, oats, millet,

rice, cotton and fruit, this last specially

abundantly and comprising grapes, peaches

and apples. On the "verdant belt" that

almost encloses the Takla-Makan Desert

we find a stretch of stunted forest, chiefly of

dwarf poplar, some fifty miles wide, and

on the slopes of the Tien Shan there is

again considerable timber, fir, pine and

birch predoiiimating. The inhabitants breed

camels, oxen, asses, sheep and goats,

whilst wild camel, wolf, tiger, yak, gazelle,

deer, fox and serpents find a home in

the forest and on the mountain heights.

Of mineral wealth Sinkiang has con-

siderable variety, but not adequately

worked. Gold is found in the Kwen Lun,

lead, coal and copper, with mineral oils,

on the flanks of the Pamir, coal again

in the Turfan area, rock salt over , con-

siderable areas, with sulphur, saltpetre

and alum near Turfan and Yarkand.

Sinkiang is famous for jade, and indeed

the town through which Sinkiang

products pass into China Proper is

for this reason called Yumen or "Jade
Gate."

Communications.
" From the days of the Roman Empire

up to the time that the sea-route to China
was opened up by the Portuguese naviga-

tors in the fifteenth century, the one

road of communication between the eastern

and western extremities of the Eurasian

continent lay by way of the deserts of

Chinese Turkestan." So Little, and hence

it follows that the lines of communica-
tion connected with Sinkiang are of con-

siderable importance. The road to which
reference is made in the above quotation

has already been treated, in part, when
studying the province of Kansu; from the

town of Suchow in which province this

portion of the road starts. Passing the

western end of the Great Wall through

"Jade Gate", noted sbove, the road crosses

the desert to the oasis of Ansi and there

turns north to Hami, quite near the place

where the eastern arm of the Tien Shan
Io?es itself in the desert sands, and thence

to Turfan where the road divides, one
branch going north and the other south.

Taking the "North Road" (i.e. Tien Shan
Peh Lu) one crosses the Tien Shan by a

low pass and reaches Urumtsi, after which
the road skirts the southern edge of the

Zungarian desert until reaching the Sairam
Nor whence the road turns south and
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re-crosses the mountains to the valley of

the Hi, through Kulja and into Russia,

by an easy line to Kokand and Bokhara
and so by well worn ways to Europe.

It should be noted that the road has

already bifurcated once at Hami, where
a road passes north to Barkul and thence

via Qutchen, north of Bogdo-ola to meet
the later bifurcating portion at Urumtsi

The "South Road," leaving Turfan,

crosses the waste to Karashar and along

the southern foot hills of the Tien Shan
from oasis to osais as far as Kashgar,

and there comes up against the

blank wall of the Pamir. At Kashgar

terminates also a road that has come
from Ansi, via Lob Nor and the oases

of the Cherchen Daria, through Cherchen,

Niga, Keria, Khotan, Karakash and Yar-

karrd, skirting the northern slopes of the

Kwen Lun. This latter road is the one
less frequently travelled, but is the one
followed, from west to east, by Marco Polo,

who had crossed the Pamirs to Kashgar.

The "North Road" was the one that

his uncles had followed on their first

journey. From Kashgar a route leads

northwest to Russian territory.

No survey of the comnmnicatioiis of

Sinkiang can be complete that neglects

the passes by which the Dependency is

entered or left. In the Kwen Lun there

are some half-dozen passes varying from

15,000to 10,000 feet in height above sea

level but the one of chief importance is the

Tash Davan Pass, 1 3,000 feet above sea kvel.

In the Karakoram there are three passes, the

Sujet Pass, the Yangi Pass and the

Karakoram Pass. The second of these

is comparatively unimportant, but the

first and third form together, the one at

a height of 16,000 feet and the other

at 18,5000 feet, the route from Yar-

kand to Ladakh. In the Pamirs the

Nesa Tash Pass and the Us Bel Pass

are both less easy than the Shishiklik

Pass, at 14,250 feet, and they are all

much more difficult than the Kyzil Art

Pass in the Trans-Altai, at 14,563

feet, which is approached ttloderately

easily by the Kyzil-su {river) and gives

a route between Kashgar, Badakhshan

and Bokhara. The Tien Shan offer

several passes, only three of which are

important. In the west is the Terek Pass

at an elevation of 12,500 feet affording

fairly simple passage from the basin of

the Tarim to that of the Syr Daria, and

in the central Tien Shan is the Muz Art

Pass, at 12,000 feet, giving a line of

passage between the Tarim and the Hi

basins. The eastern Tien Shan has a

number of passes, varying from 5,000

to 13,500 feet, but the chief of these is

the Urumtsi Pass at 5,600 feet, through

which one of the great highways from

east to west passes. In the Borokoro

Mts. is the Talki Pass, 4,500 feet high,

giving access from the Hi valley to the north.

The telegraph system of China does

not reach Sinkiang, neither does the

Imperial Post Office function there.

Communications for Government may
be sent by I. P. O. or by telegraph to

the Shen-Kan Viceroy and thence

transmitted, this being the general method
adopted as the Shen-Kan Viceroy has

responsibility also for Sinkiang; and
private communications may by sent by
means of various private or semi-public

postal agencies. There is telegraphic and
postal connexion with Russia at Kulja.

Cities and Chief Towns.
Kashgar. Situated in an oasis supplied

with water from the Tarim, 5000 feet

above sea level, at the foot of two passes,

one to the north and one to the west,

Kashgar is a natural centre of trade.

Its chief business is with Russian Tur-

kistan in the one direction and v/ith

China Proper in the opposite. The trade

to north and south is not so extensive.

Caravans of camels bring brick tea from
China and this is passed on to Russian

Turkistan. The Kashgar oasis abounds in

excellent fruit. Indirect trade with India

is sufficiently important to warrant the

stationing of a British Consul at Kashgar.
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It has over 60,000 inhabitants. Everything
about Kasligar indicates prosperity.

Yarkand, with 60,000 inhabitants, car-

ries on an extensive trade with India,

and is situated on the largest and most
productive of the many oases on the fringe

of the Takla-Makan. It has strategic

importance and is fortified by walls and
moats. There are many richly adorned
palaces, bazaars, mosques and schools,

but the houses and shops in general are

somewhat shabby. There are manufactures

of carpets, silks, cottons and woollens.

Khotan. This town of 25,000 inhabi-

tants, on the edge of the desert, has a

trade in carpets and other textiles, and
in jade stone and ornaments. The
present city is quite modern. Recent

excavations have revealed many rich

documentary treasures in the sand-buried

ancient city slightly to the north.

Yanghissar, immediately to the south

of Kaahgar, Uch-Turfan considerably to

the northeast of Kashgar, and Aksu, still

further east, are towns on the road
round the desert, engaged in a transit

trade. These three towns, together with

the three already described are known as

The Six Cities.

Turfan, with 15,000 inhabitants, is

chiefly important as a post station. It

consists of two towns, one Chinese, the

other Turkis.

Ansi-hsien is a small sand-ridden town
on the great east to west route, chiefly

important as a post station.

Haml-ting, is an oasis in the Hachun-
Gobi. It produces abundant barley, oats.

and other cereals, and melons famous
throughout China, Being thus well sup-

plied it is a very important post on the

great road, where a halt is usually made
for supplies and where also a choice

between the north and the south route

to Urumtsi has to be made.

Yumen-hsie^i, the nearest town to the end
of the great wall is famous as the town
through which jade passes into China. It

is a beautiful town, with fine ramparts.

Ansi and Yumen, though technically in

Sinkiang are under the Kansu Adminis-

tration.

Kuija, is the chief town in the Hi

region, and is in postal and telegraphic

connexion with Russia. A massacre

of Chinese occurred here in 1870, an

incident in the Muhammadan revolt, and
since that time the old town has been

deserted and business has been carried

on in a new suburb. Kulja does not

present a thriving appearance, in spite of

the fact that the Hi valley is a rich one.

Urumtsi, with 50,000 inhabitants, is the

chief town in Zungaria. It has a very

mixed population, and is the station of

a garrison. It has considerable com-
mercial activity and carries on a large

trade in skins and furs.

Kucheng is an important commercial

centre to which merchants from China

send silk and other textiles, porcelain

and tea, and at which they purchase skins,

furs, dried fruits, jade and various precious

and ornamental stones. It is also ^n

important cattle mart,
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kxl-MONGOLIA.
Position, are^, population.

Mongolia, the coun-
try of the Mongols, lies

to the north of China
Proper, with Siberia still

further north, Russia
and Sinkiang on the

west, the Chinese pro-
Popniation per vinces of Kansti, Shensi,
square mUe. and Chihli on the

south, and Manchuria on the east.

The country has several other names, not
properly applicable, but used by synec-

doche. It is sometimes called Gobi from
the desert that occupies so large a por-

tion of its area; sometimes called Shamo,
i.e. 'Sandy Waste,' an appellation as far

from entirely appropriate as the preceding;

by the Chinese frequently called Han Hai,

'rainless sea,' again an appellation applying

properly to that part lying in the centre.

Mongolia has an area of 1,367,953 square

miles, and in this matter of area comes
between the total of the British Provinces

of India and the total of the Feudatory States,

1,087,204 square miles and 1,852,981

square miles, respectively; about half the

area of British possessions in Africa;

about the same area as Egypt; ten times

the size of Prussia; six times the area of the

German Empire; nearly ten times the size

of Japan Proper; more than a hundred

times the size of Holland; twice the size

of Peru; forty times the size of Portugal;

in fact Mongolia is not far short of China

herself in the matter of area, for China

Proper only has 1,532,240 square miles.

When we come to the question of popula-

tion we find that there are few areas

so thinly populated. Mongolia has,

officially, 2,580,000 inhabitants or nearly

two to the square mile. Little puts the

population so low as 2,000,000, making

only 11/2 per square mile. The popula-

tion is not evenly distributed. The central

region and the south are almost empty,

The people are of three races—Mongols,'

Turkis and Chinese. The Mongols are

found chiefly in the north and east and
are divided into numerous tribes of well
built and sturdy horsemen. The Mongols
are nearly all Buddhists and the race is

in danger of dying out by reason of the
large number of celibates taking to a
lamaist life. The Turkis, including Ihe
Kinghis, are found in the west, where
they are in touch with their own people
in Chinese Turkistan. The Chinese
occupy the south, and are gradually
advancing northward and reclaiming
for cultivation, by means of extensive

irrigation, large tracts formerly waste.

General Characteristics.

Mongolia is essentially a continuation
of the Takla-Makan-Gobi desert. In its

widest sense Mongolia comprises the

whole northern section of the central

Asiatic plateau between the Kwen Lun
and Altai systems. It is thus a high

land, a plateau ranging from 3,000 to

5,000 feet above sea level, shut in by
mountain barriers from all the countries

adjacent to it, all these being at a lower

level than Mongolia itself and only to

be reached through passes at times

difficult of negotiation. The plateau, how-
ever, is not by any means uninterrupted,

for there strike out from the surrounding

mountains ranges of considerable height

and taking many directions. In the west

these spurs are specially noticeable, the

Kobdo region being indeed nothing

other than a series of Altaic spurs. This

region is worth independent notice. It

is roughly a rhombus bounded by the

Sajan mountains and the Russian Altai on

the north, by the Ektagh Altai on the south,

bythe Artsa-Bogdo and the Kentai to the

East. This portion of the Mongolian
plateau has the highest general level, and
never falls below 2,300 feet even at

its lowest, this depression occurring at,

and in the immediate vicinity of, Ubssa
Nor. All the remaining part of the

fegion maintains a height of 3,000 to,

4,500 feet in the valley bottoms. The
chains of mountains are much higher
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and peaks reaching over 10,000 feet are

to be found in all the surrounding

pmoutain barriers. Tasagtu-Bogdo, a

eak nin the southern Altai attains 14,000

feet, and some of the passes by which

the country is entered or left are no
lower than 10,000, e.g. the Terekty Pass.

This part of Mongolia has been com-
pared with the high veldt of Sduth Africa

with its adjoining deserts, though the

actually barren portion of Mongolia is

greater than that of the Transvaal and
Orange River Colonies. This Kobdo
region is watered by numerous rivers,

some of which flow into lakes

of brackish or even salt water with no
outlet. The chief of these rivers are the

Kobdo, flowing into the Karaussu Nor;
the Tess running into Ubssa Nor; the

three head streams of the Yenisei—the

Ulukem, Beitkem, and Kemchik; and the

Selenga with its tributaries. The Yenisei

streams and the Selenga drain northwards,

the former into the Arctic Ocean, the

latter into Lake Baikal, and with these two
exc ptions no considerable streams flow

Oiuwards from the Kobdo highland. There

are numerous lakes also, the chief of

which are the receptacles of river water,

as noted. To these may be added Kosogol
at the foot of snow capped mountains.

Immediately south of the Kobdo region

we have the

which little need

be said except that

the actual water-

less desert covers

not a fourth of the

whole Depen-
dency and its

bordering re-

gions are of a

steppe character.

The actual Gobi
Desert produces

nothing, but
much of the so-

called Desert is

covered with
grass that f^eds

Gobi Desert, about

immense herds of cattle and horses.

The Gobi has an altitude of from 2,500

to 3,000 feet.

South of the Gobi desert we have two
regions of some importance, the Ala

Shan and the Ordos plateau. The Ala

Shan is a tract of country lying between

the north-flowing stretch of the Hvtfang

Ho and the outer range of the Nan Shan,

known as the Richthofen Mountains,

and is made up of a plateau seamed

across about half its width by a range of

mountains, and slightly broken up by

parallel ranges of hills. The mountain

range, which lies roughly east and west,

attains a height of 5,000 to 6,500 feet

above the plateau, which itself has a

general elevation of some 4,000 feet.

The hills vary in height from 200 to

800 feet and are of little account. The
district is but sparsely watered.

The Ordos plateau is limited on three

sides by the course of the Hwang Ho,
and the southern boundary is purely

arbitrary there being nothing to mark
the passage from Shensi to the Mongolian
territory. The provision of water is here

again sparse, but where and whilst it is

to be found the surrounding country

takes on a steppe character, supporting

nomad tribes of men and numerous
cattle. The whole plateau slopes north-

wards to the Hwang Ho.
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there remains the Khingan region, a

long chain of mountains forming the

eastern boundary of the Gobi Desert,

steep on the west side but on the eastern

flank offering a comparatively gentle

descent to the Peking plain. The approach
to Mongolia by way of this eastern flank

of the Khingan Mountains is the easiest

approach of all, and is traversed by the

main road that leads from Mongolia into

China and has been strongly fortified by
the Chinese. This immemorial road is now
supplemented as far as Kalgan by the

Peking-Kalgan Railway. The low plain

to the east of the Khingan stretches right

away into Manchuria, and has abundant

water from rivers rising in the Khingan.

This plain, both in its Mongolian portion,

which is very small, and in its Manchurian
region, abounds in pasture and supports

herds of cattle and horses.

The climate of Mongolia is very dry, and
offers great variations of temperature, not
only from one season to another, but even
within the same day. The country is swept
constantly by sand-storms, and seems to be
ever covered with a cloud of yellow dust.

The northwest region is especially cold on
account of its elevation. At Urga, the mean
annual temperature is 43 deg. Fahrenheit.

The thermometer descends to zero in

January, and rises to 79 deg. in July.

The dry, cold winds, which blow from
the northwest, render the winters still

more severe. In the Gobi Desert and the

Ala Shan region, the cNmate becomes still

drier and more rigorous. In winter, the

thermometer falls at times to—29 deg. F.,

and rises in July to 100 deg. Occasionally,

it has reached as high as 113 deg F. At
Siwantze, in the extreme southeast of the

Gobi Desert, the annual mean temperature is

37 deg. F., that of January— 19 deg. and that of

July 93 deg. F. In the north of the Ordos
country, snow begins to fall in October, and
does not melt until April. A temperature of

22 deg. F. is not uncommon, and the

thermometer registers sometimes during whole
weeks even lower readings. The daily vari-

ation is often considerable, ranging in March
from 18 deg. F. at daybreak, to 68 deg. in the

shade during the afternoon.

The dryness of the country arises from the

encircling mountains which arrest the rain-

clouds. During summer, no rain fa'ls in

JVlongoira save during heat-storms. At Urga,

the mean rainfall is 8 inches. At Siwantze,

better exposed to the southeast monsoon,
it is 18 inches.

Productions.
At present the productions of Mongolia

are but little known, indeed in the general

conception Mongolia is a desert land

only admitted, popularly, to allow of the

breeding of Mongolian ponies, even then not

allowing for anythinglikethelargenumbers
that are known to exist. As we have
seen, much of the so-called desert is not

desert, but good land yielding shrubs and
grass whenever means of irrigation are

adopted. Agricultural Chinese are en-

croaching more and more on the southern

plateau, and the land is proving to be
everywhere fertile, yielding splendid crops,

without manure, for years. At the present

time the pasture lands, supporting sheep,

goats, horses and camels, provide no
small wealth to the inhabitants of the

country, the exports of skins and other

products of the carcase being consider-

able. As the country gets opened up
the agricultural areas will be gradually

devoted to better-paying produce and
probably brought into requisition for the

supply of fruits and vegetables to the

rapidly advancing Chinese colonists. In

this connexion the advance of Chinese
colonization is a highly important factor.

The Peking correspondent of "The Times"
has commented on this aspect of a

matter which has been carefully studied

by him on the occasion of a trip

from Kalgan since the opening of the

Peking-Kalgan railway. He says that

nomadic life is disappearing and agricul-

tural life is taking its place. Villages are

being built, schools erected, and the

whole Chinese civilization transplanted.

The advance is at the rate of about four

miles per annum. The Chinese govern-

ment is seen at its best in encouraging

this agricultural expansion. Land is given

at merely nominal prices. Every en-

couragement is given to the husbandman
and the results are remarkable, for

cultivation causes the soil to retain its
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warmth so that seasons are modified and

climateand rainfall undergo change. The
time, indeed, seems not remote when
the Gobi and Ordos deserts will be

invaded and reclaimed. The Kalgan

i-aiiway and the construction of the

lirojected extension to Kweihuach'eng
will give additional encouragement and
assistance to Chinese colonization in

Mongoliai

The advance tends to accelerate, and
it may be expected that by the end of

another score of years a stiip of two
hundred miles* width and possibly seven

hundred miles long will have been made
abundantly reproductive by Chinese settlers.

By that time, too, the mineral wealth

of the country, will be better known.
At present one has to be content to say

that granite, coal, salt and marble are

known to exist, and believed to be

abundant.

Commerce is important. According to

Pere Richard, 25,000 horses, 10,000

horned cattle, 250,000 hides and a con-

siderable quantity of furs are exported

annually from eastern Mongolia. From
northwestern Mongolia, the annual export

is still more considerable, and comprises

70,000 horses, 30,000 camels, and from

1,500,000 to 2,000,000 sheep. Mongolia
exports also salt, timber and deer horns.

The transport of goods occupies a large

number of Mongols. As many as 100,000,

camels are employed in conveying tea from

Kalgan to Siberia. Another 1,200,000

camels and 300,000 bullock-waggons are

employed in inland caravan trade.

Communications.

The means of communication in

Mongolia are not elaborate, but they are

regular. Imperial Telegraphs reach Urga

and a regular postal service, under

Russian administration, connects Kiakhta

and Kalgan via Urga. There is a weekly

service in each direction, the light mail

being carried by couriers and the heavy

mail by carts. The route followed by this

mail is the most frequented road in the

country; relay stations being established

every twenty miles. At a point about

half way between Kalgan and Kiakhta

stands the relay-town of Sairussu from
which a road strikes westward across

the steppes to Uliassutai and Kobdo.
The importance of the communications
of Mongolia lies, however, rather in

potentialities than in actualities. Already

the railway that has just been opened
from Peking to Kalgan has suggested

the natural continuation to Urga and
thence to the Trans-Siberian Railway on
the shoresof L ake Baikal ; and the thrust-

ing outof anarm to Uliassutai, Kobdo and
the Zungaria route to the plains of Russia

is contemplated. The only things necessary

for the accomplishment of these schemes
are the removal of political domination by
Russia and of impertinent interference by
Japan, and the offer of honest capital for

construction. There is an assured traffic

for a line from Kalgan to Kiakhta, and
it is probable that by following the

steppe fringes the wealth of Mongolia
could be enormously developed.

To quote Little, "Their country will ere

long be traversed by the railway . . ,

from Peking to Kiakhta, thence to connect

at Irkutsk with the great Trans-Siberian

line; this short cut will bring the capitals

of the two Empires, Peking and Petersburg,

within ten days' journey of each other,

and will bring Mongolia into line v»ith

the civilization of the West, and, like

China, out of its old seclusion; its un-
doubted mineral resources will then be
developed and a sedentary population to

a great extent replace or convert the

present nomads; it will then be found
that there is more in Mongolia than the

Gobi Desert."

Cities and Chief Towns.

Urg I. This has a population of 1 3,000
Lamaiit monks and about 24,000 Chinese
and Mongols. It has several names. Its

Chinese name is K'urun, and it is known
amongst the Mongols as the Great City
(Dakuren) and also as the Holv cmm
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(Bogdokuren). The name by which it

Is generally known is its Russian name,
and means the Palace of the Ruler. The
town is on the banks of a small tributary

of the Tola Ho, two miles from the

confluence of the tributary with the main
river. Overlooking the city, which is

itself on a hill-side, is the crater of an

extinct volcano, which is regarded as

a holy mountain and the birthplace

of Genghis Khan. Being a holy place

of the Lamas it is in constant com-
munication with Lhasa, and indeed there

is one portion of the place reserved for

holy purposes, as the Lamaist conceives

them, This is a great monastery, in

which are the chief shrines and chapels

and in which the living Buddha has

his abode. In a second portion of the

city are the Lama monasteries and

dwellings; whilst a third portion, practi-

cally an independent city, is devoted to

commerce Here, in Maimaicheng as it

is called, i.e. Commerce Place, consider-

able trade is carried on. Chinese sove-

reignty is represented by two agents or

ambans, a senior and a junior.

Uliassutai, the most important town
in western Mongolia, carries on a con-

siderable transport trade and, lying in a

fruitful area, it provides the great cara-

vans travelling from east to west with

stores and provisions. It is also a centre

of the cattle trade. Here is stationed the

military governor of the district.

Kobdo is a small town at the de-

bouching of the Bagantu into a low
plain. It is a fortified city and the

headquarters of a military command. Its

commercial quarter is only small, and is

chiefly ihe resort, or home, of Mongol
and Chinese traders.

It is to be remembered that by the very

nature of their occupation many of the

dwellers in Mongolia are nomadic, and

hence towns are not numerous. The
traveller through the country sees, how-
ever, numerous Mongol encampments, in

which live the drovers of cattle on their

way either to market at the few centres

we have named, or to fresh pasturage

for their stock,
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XXII-MANCHURIA.
Position, Area, Population.

Populatiou per

square mile.

Manchuria is llie most
easterly of China's

possessions and, geo-

graphically, consists of

"an agglomeration of

petty Tartar or iVlanchu

principalities, lying to the

the northeast of China

Proper and east of

were conquered oneMongolia, which
after another and welded into one king-

dom during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries by a Manchu chieftain named
Nurhachu and his successors who, pushing

south and west fiom their ultimate capit-

al, Mukden, overthrew the great Ming
dynasty and seated themselves on the

throne of China at Peking in the year

1644." This "agglomeration of prin-

cipalities" was originally a vast country

of 450,000 square miles in area, extending

from the Great Khingan Mountains to the

sea, and including the basin of the Amur.
Much of this territory has been lost to

Russia, however, some in 1689, and more

in 185Q and 1860. The Russo-Chinese

Treaty of 1860 defines the boundary be-

tween Russia and China as extending

"from the confluence of the Shilka and

Argun Rivers down the Amur to its

junction with the Ussuri River. The

country to the north belongs to Russia

and that to the south as far as the mouth

of the Ussuri to China. The rivers

Ussuri and Sung-a-ch'a shall be the

boundary of the two countries from the

mouth of the Ussuri southwards to Lake

Hanka. The country to the east of these

two rivers belongs to Russia, to the west

of these two livers to China. From the

source of the Sung-a-ch'a River the

frontier line of the two countries crosses

Lake Hanka to the Palling River along

a mountain range to the mouth of the

Huputu River, and from the mouth of

the. Huputu River down the Hunchun

River an^ along l\ie range o\ mountains

between that river and the sea to the

moulh of the Tumen River. All to the

east of this belongs to Russia, all to the

west to China. The frontier line meets

the Tumen River about 20 li from its

mouth." Theoretically, this boundary
line holds good to-day, but for practical

purposes it has disappeared in favour of

an understanding between Russia and

Japan to divide Manchuria into two parts,

Russia taking the north and China the

south. The other boundaries are simple.

On the south are the Yellow Sea, or its

arms, and the Yalu River and Chang
Pai Shan, the two latter features separat-

ing Manchuria from Korea. On the west

Manchuria is conterminous with Mongolia

and Chihli. The political Manchuria

thus defined has an area of 363,700 square

miles, as officially estimated. This estimate

is confirmed by that of Hosie* who speaks

of about 360,000 square miles, but Little

gives only 280,000 square miles. The
official estimate is probably in this case

more correct.

The population of the country numbers,

according to official estimates, 8,500,000

or 23 to the square mile. Hosie estimates

the population at 17,000,000, and Little

exceeds this and puts the number of

inhabitants at 21,000,000. Little's under-

estimate of area and undoubted over-

estimate of population cause him to

place the population per square mile at

75, certainly far too high a figure. Since

the time of the official figures quoted

above there has been a considerable

influx of Chinese settlers and of Russians

and Japanese, so that the population is

now probably ten or even twelve millions.

We therefore shew on our diagram 25

persons per square mile, which is pro-

bably about correct. It will thus be

seen that Manchuria is far more densely

populated than any of the other peripheral

*To whose "Manchuria" this chapter is

iieaviiy indebted.
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areas of China, and this is accounted for

partly by the accessibitity of the country

and partly by the attractions of the abund-

ant wealth of The Three Eastern Provinces.

The population of Manchuria is almost
exclusively confined to the plains and valleys,

especially the valley of the Liao Ho and of

the Sungari. The Southern Province, or

Shengking. is the most densely peopled the

inhabitants being principally of Chinese stock.

The iVlanchus form at "most one-tenth of the

total population of Manchuria, whilst the

Chinese number about 4 millions. The other

races are the lunguses, Daours, Solons,

Koreans, Duars, Buriats, Goldi (Fish-skin

1 artars), Mongols and Russians. The greater

portion of the population is a cross between all

these races. The unsubdued tribes and nomads
are scattered over the steppes and wooded
regions of the north, whilst the Chinese
occupy especially the towns and villages.

The terrible Hunghutze (Redbeards) brig-

ands occupy the forestclad tracts of the North.
They are the descendants of Chinese adven-
turers who migrated during the course of

the last century to the country in the hope of

discovering goldfields. The speculation hav-

ing proved a failure, the adventurers became
brigands, and live by terrorizing and plun-

dering the peaceable inhabitants of the
plains.

I he Manchus were formerly a tribe of the
Tungusic Tartars, and like them led at first

a nomadic life. They gathered near the upper
course of the Sungari, lived principally by
hunting, and engaged occasionally in agri-

culture and cattle-rearing. At present, nearly all

have become fixed to the soil, and live by farming.
They are a more robust and sturdier race

than the inhabitants of Central China, but
differ little in features and character from
those of the North, save that their eyes are

more horizontally set and shaped. They are

perhaps also more sprightly and more enter-

prising than the "Sons of Han," but less

intellectual and less skilful in conducting
business affairs. The Manchu peasant is

industrious and frugal, and the family large.

The women's feet are unbound, and they

twist their hair round a silver bangle
placed cross-wise on the top of the head
(Richard.)

General Characteristics.

.Manchuria may be regarded as con-

sisting of the alluvial valley of the Liao

in the south, of wide marsh lands and

undulating forest country in the north

and centre, and of high mountain ranges

shutting in the country on its easterrt

and western frontiers. The valley of

the Liao occupies the larger portion

of the province of Fengtien, and the

rich agricultural plain is continued north-

wards in the valley of the Sungari, to a

point a hundred miles north of Harbin.

The marsh lands are drained by the

Sungari and its affluents in Kirin and

Heilungkiang. The two mountain ranges

are the Chang Pai Shan on the east

and the Great Kliingan Mountains on

the west. The former are continued in

the steep mountains, varying from 3,000

to 8,000 feet in height, that run along

the Pacific coast from Korea to Kam-
chatka. The Khingan has an important

outlier, the range of hills (formerly one

with the great Khingan and still dfrectly

connected in the north beyond the head

waters of the Nonni though the southern

portions have been separated by the

valley eroded by that river) known as

the Lesser Khingan. This range is in-

definite in character, but it marks the

watershed between the Amur and the

Nonni valleys. The still uneroded heights

from which the Nonni takes its rise and

which remain as the connecting bond
between the Gieat Khingan and the

Lesser Khingan are known as the likura

Alin. The Manchurian mountains consist

of igneous rocks and their decomposition

has produced a softer country, of a more
rolling character, than is found inside

China Proper. This reduces the effort

necessary for the reclamation of the land

and for its cultivation. The soil is of

the same abundantly fertile character as

the black loam that produces the crops

of the Canadian Northwest.

Manchuria is well supplied with navig-

able rivers, and the beds of these streams

are not broken by the rapids and races

that are so noticeable a feature of all

the great rivers of China Proper. First

of Manchuria's rivers comes the Amur,
which takes its rise in tlie Mongolian
plateau, but does not take the name
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Amur until the confluence of its' two
cliief source streams, the Shili<a and the
Argun. From this confluence it flows
in a generally southeast direction and
for over a thousand miles forms the

boundary between Amurskaia and the

Russian province of Manchuria. The
length of the river is in all some 2,500
miles and it stretches itself out over

thirty-five degrees of longitude. For
half the year the Amur is navigable to

Stretensk in Transbaikalia, a town con-

nected by means of a branch line with

the Trans-Siberian Railway. The Amur
receives on its right bank two important

ttibutaries, the Sungari and the Ussuri.

The former is a full-bodied stream rising

in the Chang Pai Shan, and then cross-

ing the province almost to the western

boundary at the point where it receives

the Nonni from north IVlanchuria. After

the confluence with the Nonni the Sungari

again crosses the province and joins

the Amur 150 miles above Kharbarovsk.

From its confluence with the Amur the

Sungari has six hundred miles of navig-

able water, thus putting Petuna and Kirin,

the latter in the very heart of Manchuria,

and of great importance both as a trade

centre and as a river shipbuilding port,

in uninterrupted communication with the

sea. The Nonni, which the Sungari

receives on its left, affords good navi^

gation as far as Tsitsihar, and in season

of flood even further. The Nonni, from

its sources on the connecting ridge of

the Great and Lesser Khingan, to its

junction with the Sungari is abundantly

supplied with excellent fish. The Hurka,

a tributary of the Sungari on the right

bank, effects its junction at Sansin. The

Ussuri, the second great tributary of the

Amur, with its sources near Vladivostock

runs almost directly north, traversing

Lake Hanka and, after forming the Man-

churian boundary for some three hundred

miles, falls into the Amur at Kliarbarovsk.

We may complete the survey of boundary

rivers by noting the Yalu and the

Tumen, both rising in the Chang Pai

Shan, the former flowing south and

clearly marking the division from Korea,

the latter flowing north and passing

through the recently disputed region known
as Chientao. The Yalu is a very fine

stream on whose broad surface vast

quantities of timber reach the Yellow
Sea. The Tumen is not yet so im-

portant as the Yalu, but with the

development of a rival to Vladivostock,

now a closed port, in Hunchun, it is

acquiring greater importance. The last

river of importance in Manchuria is the

Liao, which rises to the northeast of

Dolo Nor, in the Great Khingan. It is

known as the Shara-muren in its upper

stretches, or alternatively as the Liao-si,

which name it drops when entering

Manchuria, becoming simply the Liao

Ho. For some portion of its length

the Liao forms the boundary between

Chihii and Mongolia. At ordinary times

the Liao is navigable to Newchwang,
and during flood to Sinmintun. Before

leaving the hydrographical features of

the country we must note the beautiful

and large lakes which Manchuria pos-

sesses. In the north are the Dalai Nor
and the Bor Nor, and to the southeast

of Ningula we have Lake Hanka. The
Manchurian coastliiie is low and straight

along the west of the Liaotung Gulf,

but on the east it is indented and

niountainous, and affords several gQ0(}

harbours.

The climate of Manchuria is extreme.

In the north the mercury falls as low
as 49 degress below zero (Fahrenheit)

in the winter and rises to 4Q deg, f.

in summer, and even so far south as

Newchwang (Lat. 41— fen degrees south

of London) drops to 17 deg, below
zero F., in the winter and rises to 85
deg. F. in the summer, Froni the be-

ginning of December to the end of

March all waterborne traffic ceases north

of Newchwang, At this time the ports

in the south of the Liaolung Peninsula
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are still ice frefe, h'6wiever. The summer
heat of Manchuria, being dry, is easily

bearable, but the winter cold is intense.

t)f the average rainfall of 13 inches

about half falls in July and August.

The term Manchuria is now obsolete

in official China, what the foreigner

knows as Manchuria being known as

Tung San Sheng, i.e. "The Three Eastern

Provinces." The three provinces are

Shengking* (also known as Fengtien),

Kirin and Heilungkiang, and we may now
deal with each of these in order to get

a more complete survey of China's

richest possession.

Heilungkiang is the northern province.

It takes its name from the Amur, which
is also called the Heilung Kiang, or Black

Dragon River, which formerly flow-

ed though the province instead of along

its border as at present. The province

has an area of nearly 190,000 square miles.

We have already noted the presence in

this province of the Great and the Lesser

Khingan, and from these strike many
minor ranges, as the wide spread of rivers

tributary to the Nonni testifies. The
mountains from which these rivers flow

are thickly clad with forests, and the

agricultural land is at present confined to

the valleys of the rivers, especially those

of the Nonni and the Hulan. Large areas

in the southwest are given up to the

grazing of cattle by the Mongols, but the

•Note. Hosie thus clearly puts the proper
use of the various names:

—

The cajpital of the Southern province,
generally known to foreigners by tlie Manchu
name Mukden, is called by the Chinese
Shen-yang, which is in reality the proper
designation of the land on which the capital

is built. Sheng-king is more applicable to the
capital tban to the province, which is correctly

styled Teng-tien, whilst Liao-tUtig refers to

that part of the province which lies to the

east of the Liao River, the country to the

west of Ihflt waterway being known as Liaor

si, Although the head of the Ppovinciai

Government resident at .Mukden is Military

Governor of Sheng-king and other parts he
is at the same time Governor-General of the

province of Fengt'ien.

lands devoted to this purpose are gradually

being converted to agricultural purposes

by the immigrants from China Proper,

most of whom are irnmigrants of their

own free will, but some are deportees

from places where their opportunities

for mischief were so great as to constitute

a temptation. From these latter the

Hunghuize ranks are recruited, and brig-

andage has for long ranked as a

permanent occupation or life vocation in

Heilungkiang, though the building of the

railway and the establishment of Russian

guards along its line is having a good
effect in reducing both the numbers and
the activity of these banditti who, how-
ever, serve a very important political

purpose. Considerable portions of the

steppe area in Heilungkiang are impreg-
nated with soda and other salts and
thereby rendered unfit for cultivation.

The extraction of soda is a regular

Industry of the province, and the manii-
factured article is sent in brick or cake
form to Newchwang and Tientsin whence
it is sent to the dyeing and silk-reeling

establishments of North China, Gold is

found in the north, the northwest and
the east, on the banks of the Amur and
in the beds of its tributaries, as well as

on the banks of the Sungari, chiefly

in the Kirin portion however. Game
abounds, both small and large, and fur-

bearing animals are hunted by large

numbers of professional hunters and
trappers. From the existence of the large

extent of pasture land, of the considerable
soda lands and of the lands infested by
wild animals it follows that not much
land is devoted to agriculture, which is at

present confined to the small river valleys.

The central province, Kirin, has an
area of 110,000 square miles, and is

divided into three parts by the Sungari,
the Hurka and the Ussuri. The portion
of the provitice to the west of the Sung-
ari, an eastern prolongation of the
Mongolian steppes, consists largely of
fine level loam soil, well cultivated and
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forming, agriculturally, the richest portion starting in the south Liaotung Peninsula
of the province. In this district is the
most important commercial town of IVlan-

churia, namely Kwanchengtze or Chang-
chunfu, the collecting and distributing
centre for Heilungkiang and northern Kirin.

Of the land between the upper Sungari
and the Hurka much is untouched steppe,
awaiting Chinese development. In the
southern river valleys are found the
trapper, the lumberer, the ginseng collector
and grower and the hunters for gold,
who, scattered about amongst the Chang
Pai Shan ranges, are unfettered by Govern-
ment control. The district between the
Hurka and the Ussuri is not nearly so
developed as

that between
the Sungari
and the Hurka.
Gold is worked
on the upper
Sungari and '***;

silver found
associated with

lead and cop-

per in the south

of the province.

Coal is Found

in many places.

Valuable for-

esfs of oak, elm,

pine, walnut,
birch, spruce

and plane, with

dense under-
growth, cover

the mountains

of the provin-

ce. The forests

abotmdingame
and the rivers

in fish.

Fengtien is

also referred

to as Sheng-

king and Liao-

tung "A ran-

ge af hills

and running northeast to the province of

Kirin divides Fengtien into two parts,

the western or level, and the eastern or
hilly section." In the hilly portion are
to be found a number of ranges, parallel

to (he dividing range and running down
to the Yalu River. The western division
forms the valleys of the Liao Ho, the
most important commercial waterway in

Manchuria, of the Hun Ho the most
important tributary of the Liao, and of

several smaller rivers flowing into the

Liao-tung Gulf. The hill portion of

Fengtien is rich in carboniferous strata,

especially in the centre of the province

I inoh-- 2J7 mlf.
210
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and towards the east. The coal is ex-

cellent, and more is also found to the

east of Mukden, as well as in the extreme

west of the province where the Chihli

beds are continued into Manchuria. There
are numerous other places also at

which coal is worked. Gold and granite

are amongst the products of the country,

as well as timber.

Products.
It is impossible in the short space

available here to do justice to the natural

wealth of Manchuria. Vegetable, animal

and mineral wealth are all found in

great abundance, and are at present far

from fully developed. It is to be re-

membered also that many things militate

against at least one portion of the

wealth hidden in Manchuria. Manchuria
is but sparsely peopled. The settled

inhabitants are re-inforced every spring

by willing labourers from Shantung and
Chihli coming to till, to sow, and to

reap. Twenty thousand pass over to

Newchwang and ports in south Man-
churia from Chefoo alone; and these

nearly all return in the autumn, when
the harvesting is done. So that shortage

of labour is a serious drawback in Man-
churia. Next comes the climatic dis-

advantage. Agricultural and indeed all

outdoor pursuits are confined to seven

months of the year—from Mid-March to

the middle or end of October. Of the

agricultural products the one most generally

cultivated is millet, the staple food of the

population and the principal grain food

of the animals employed on farm work or

in the vast transport trade of Manchuria.

The part used for human food is of

course the grain; but every other part

has its use. The outer layers of the

stalk are woven into mats for packing

and carrying purposes. The stalk itself

is used for the building of fences,

bridges and houses, and where other

fuel is not obtainable it is used for

fuel So also are the roots. "It is

estimated that from 4,000 to 5,000 carts

laden with millet stalks come into New-
chwang every winter from within a

radius of twelve miles, to supply a

population of 70,000." Besides the millet

to which reference is here made, known
as tall millet, there are two other kinds

used for human food. The millet grains

are ground into flour and made into

cakes and these cakes are wrapped in

the leaf of reeds grown on salt marshy
ground. Manchuria is a splendid wheat
country, and both wheat and barley are

widely grown, so that Manchuria supplies

itself with native flour and with barley

cakes. The native flour is sold at New-
chwang at 40 lbs. for one Mexican
dollar. Rice is grown, not as in the

south, but on dry land like other

cereals. Maize, buckwheat and a variety

of "Job's Tears," entered in Customs
Reports as "pearl barley," complete
the list of cereals. Of far greater import-

ance than any of these in the externa! trade

of the country is pulse. A large variety

of beans is grown in Manchuria and,

together with their products, bean-cake
and bean oil, they constitute by far the

most important item in the export trade

of the There Eastern Provinces. The
beans are of many kinds, yellow, green,

black, white, red, and small green. The
yellow, green and black are varieties of

the soy bean, and each variety has sub-
varieties. Besides these beans of com-
merce there are several kinds of garden
bean, cultivated for food. Two varieties

of hemp are also found, and they are
proving paying crops, so that their cultiva-

tion is spreading. Opium and tobacco
are also grown in large quantities, as
well as the medicinal plant in whose
virtues the Chinese have implicit faith,

i e., ginseng. Some thirty other medicinal
plants are found or cultivated in Man^
churia. Of more humble vegetable pro^
ducts may be noted several varieties of
potato, two kinds of turnip and two of
radish, can ots, garlic, onions, leeks, celery,

brinjall or egg plant, and—a very im
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portant article in the popular dietary —
the Siiantung cabbage.

The mountains of Manchuria support
vast and as yet almost virgin forests of elm,

oak, pine, walnut, birch, spruce and plane,

and in these timbers alone lies enormous
wealth. Already it is being tapped, the

right bank of the Yalu being the scene of ex-

ploitation by the great Yalu Timber Conces-
sion. The timber resources of the country
will undoubtedly last for years, but there

is grave danger of deforestation. At
present there is nothing to compel fellers

to be planters as well, and there is

every temptation to shirk what is not

an obligatory task. The universal ex-

perience in China should be sufficient to

compel the intelligent intervention of the

puthorities to prevent the laying waste of

the country. This is of course impossible

at present and, if we may indulge a

political comment, the ruthlessness with

which both alien Powers in Manchuria
are sacrificing the future to the present

is a sufficient indication of their con-

tempt for the real owners of the soil.

Of the animal products of Manchuria the

most impoitant is silk, the worm produc-

ing which is fed on the Mongolian oak

in the province of Fengtien, and in

that province is confined to the area over

which the hill slopes face south. The
chief centres of the silk trade are Haicheng,

Hsiuyen and Kaiping. The silk is known
as tassah and it is difficult to estimate

the product or the export as much of it

does not pass through the Treaty Ports,

but both production and average value

are increasing since 1898 and 1899 when
the quantities exported through New-
chwang were 14,000 and 24,000 cwt.

valued at Hk. Tls. 1,375,000 and

Hk. Tls. 2,587,000 respectively. Next to

silk come furs, of the bear, the cat, the fox,

the goat, the hare, the leopard, the otter,

the sable, the sheep, the squirrel, the tiger

and the wolf. The most important part

of the trade is that in dogskins and

goalskins, of which many thousands are

exported, chiefly to the United States,

directly or indirectly. There are thous-

ands of small dog and goat farms scattered

over the northern districts where from
fens to hundreds of animals are reared

annually. It is questionable whether the

dogskins of any other part of the wortd
are as fine as those from Manchuria, in

size, length of hair, or quality.

When one comes to speak of the

mineral resources of Manchuria it is

difficult to be temperate. Coal is found
throughout the Fengtien province, at

places associated with iron. Roth are

found along the line of the Antung-
Mukden Railway. The Liaotung Peninsula

also has considerable resources of coal

and iron. A soft coal is found near

Kirin. At all these places coal is worked,

but it is known to exist in many other

places, and it is only the political incubus

that prevents the development of the

coal resources. There is also excellent

granite, and building stone of good
quality is very widely distributed. There

is also iron in large quantities, and large

as the store is known to be the survey

is far from complete and fuller know-
ledge would probably result in enhanced

potential wealth. The presence of iron

gives the district of Tiehling its name,
for Tiehling means "Iron Range." To
other minerals we have made incidental

reference in sketching the physical features

of the provinces. With regard to gold

we could not do better than quote Hosie,

who writes:

—

The minerals of Manchuria have not yet

been scientifically explored; but gold, iron,

coal and soda are extensively worked, and
silver, copper and lead are known to exist.

Gold is widely distributed throughout the

three provinces of Manchuria; but the richest

deposits are found in the far north, on the
right bank of the Amur, the dividing line of
Manchuria and Siberia. Indeed, a fellow-

passenger, a distinguished mining engineer,

informed rfte that the conglomerates which
we saw in several places on the banks of

the UpperAmur are exactly the same formation
as at Johannesburg, In Feng-tien gold is

known to exist at two places in the Liao-tung
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t'enliisula, !n the east near the city of T'unghua-
hsien, and a few miles to the north of Mao-
erh-shan, bstwee.i the Yaki River and the
Ch'ang Pai Shan mountakis. In Kirin it is

found forty miles to the north-east of

Hunchun, near the Russian frontier, in the
bed of a tributary of the Tunien, still further
north in the valley of the Saifen River, which
flows into the Amur Bay on which Vladivos-
tock stands, sixty-five miles west by north of
Hunchun in another tributary of the Tumen,
on the banks of the Upper Sungari and its

tributaries, and seventy miles to the east of

Sansing—a town at the junction of the Sun-
gari and the Hurka or Mutan River—near
the headwaters of a river which flows into

the Sungari to the north of that town. In the

Heilungkiang province I noticed between the

mouth of the Sungari and Blagoveschensk, and
on the right bank of Amur, the gold mining
camps of T'aip'ingk'ou, between the Russian
villages of Hingan and Pompeevka on the

opposite bank, and at Kuanyinshan, opposite

Raddevka. There is another Chinese mining
camp fifteen miles north-west of Blagoves-
chensk, and forty miles east of the junction of

the Shilka and Argun is Moho, the most im-

portant mining camp in Manchuria., on the

right bank of the Amur, about a mile above the

Russian village of Ignashina or Ignatina. The
minesthemselveslie twenty-three miles inland.

Ilere rich deposits of gold- are found in the

bed of a small tributary of the river which

joins the Amur below Albazin. I visited

the camp at Moho, but the information

which I collected there was very conflicting.

Gold is also washed in the beds of the

Arakan, which joins the Argun thirty-five

miles south-west of its confluence with the

Shilka, and the Urgi, a tributary of the Kang,

which enters the Argun between Staro- and
Novo-Tsuruhaitu. Gold is no doubt found

in other parts of Manchuria, but the above are

the best known centres. Most of the mines

are worked by companies under Govern-

ment superintendence and control, and civil

and military authorities and troops are

stationed thereat for their administration and

protection against armed robbers, who have

in the past frequently attacked the mines. I

had often heard that much of the gold which

finds its way from Manchuria to the port of

Newchwang is of Siberian origin, and when
travelling along the frontier I made particular

inquiries on this point. What I learned was

this and 1 give it for what it is worth. I

was told that the Russian Government claims

the right to purchase all gold mined in Siberia,

and that it pays the miners 15 to 25 per cent,

less than the market value of the metal. The

result is that gold is smuggled across the

Amur and sold to Chinese, who pay higher

prices than the Russian Government. As
many of the miners in Siberia are Chinese,

there is little difficulty in carrying on the

contraband traffic. Another story I was told

is that some Chinese high officials, who are

shareholders in Manchurian gold mines, are

also proprietors of Chinese banks, and that

they are able so to manipulate the

affairs of the mines that the golo is

sold to their banks much under its real value.

The one story is probably as true as the other,

and there may be no connexion between the

latter and the following extract from an

Imperial Decree published on 11th July, 1899:

"As regards the Moho gold mines, which
have already provided funds for public use,

the procedure has been entirely satisfactory.

The amounts lately received have, however,
been growing less and less, and orders must
be given for a thorough re-organization of the

mines' affairs." The paragraph which follows

the above extract from the Imperial Decree
gives another reason why the finances of

enterprises under Chinese Government control

are never reported as flourishing except at

the very outset: "The Ch'ien An gold mine,
lately opened in the Province of Chihli,

has shown a profit in a remarkably
short time. Regulations for its contribution

eo revenue must also be made." That the

precious metal is found in some abundance
in the province of Fengtien will be seen
from the following extract from a letter

written by a correspondent at Mukden to the

"North China Herald," pubUshed at Shanghai:
"We have a small Klondyke in Eastern
Manchuria. In the spring of last year some
travellers were seen m small inns to the east

conveying several large bowls full of rich red

gold. These travelleis became so common
that curiosity of the most eager kind was
aroused. They were discovered to be hard-

working farmers and farm-labourers in a
certain valley where they had discovered the

gold, and had quietly dug away without
informing the authorities. The rush last

autumn was so great to that particular place
that the authorities soon heard, and therefore

sent men there to keep order. It is said by
spiteful dwellers in the east that far better

order would be kept there if no soldiers

appeared. That, however, did not keep the
soldiers back. Some of the more lucky made
as much as twenty Chinese ounces per day.'

It says a good deal for the wisdom of most
of these men that when they had had a few days
of such work they quietly went away with
their spoil to enjoy it During the three last

months of the season preceding the hard
frost 5,000 Chinese ounces of gold wer?
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reported. How much disappeared without
such report my informants were unable to say.
Some Korean labourers, who made as much
as taels200in a fortnight, felt constrained to
have a jolly time, and when the money was
spent went to work again. This goldfield,

the richest ever found in Manchuria, is on
the western slope of a low hill, whose
acclivity is so gentle that it is wholly cultivated.

A small stream ran down its side, and laid

bare a reddish yellow earth beneath the

usually clay colour so general in our soil

here. In this reddish earth was the gold
found. A bowl full of that produced several

ounces of gold. The gold is of the richest red
variety, and commands the highest price of

any gold in the market. Excitement is great

and wide spread. Though the course of that

stream was barely the sixth of a mile (half

a li) there were over 2,000 diggers at work.
There are twelve men to each claim : one to

superintend, one to cook and ten to work. They
share equally.The claim is large enough to admit
two men, one vjith a mattock, the other with

a spade. But it is rather tight work foV the

two to stand there at one time. A great rush

and much trouble are expected with the

relaxing of the frost's tight grip. At present

Chinese are not allowed even to go to look

into numerous pits. It appeared to me that

there was no particular reason why the rich

deposit should be confined to that small

stream. The same soil and the same sub-

soil are spread over a considerable area. In

very many other valleys I have seen or heard
of gold-finding, but none to compare with this

particular place. In the others gold lies deep
down among gravel; but in this it is in thfe

rich yellow earth. Here is a problem. Such
gold is usually described as having been
washed away from some higher point, where
time, the season and the rains tore it from
the grasp of its parent rock. Here there is

no higher point; for the low hills run par-

allel with mountains of considerable altitude,

but separted from them by valleys. The rock

must, therefore, have rotted away in situ,

leaving the gold embedded in the earth, into

which the rock became transformed. Rotten

quartz abounded to the east of this goldlield.

Externally a lump of quartz looked as quartz

usually does, but when broken it was in

almost eveiy instance covered in the fracture

with a rust-like colour."

Since the above was written the mineral

resources of Manchuria have been much
more fully developed, and almost every

day brings confirmation or enhancement

of the high estimate of Manchuria's

resources that has been formed since the

Russo-Japanese War caused the country

to be over-run by engineers and others

whose expert eye recognized vast possi,-

bilities in the mineral resources of the

country. Asbestos is found in the east

of Fengtien, and soda, worked north of

Heilungkiang, is exported to North
China. In the low-lying parts of the

Liaotung Peninsula, and especially be-

tween Newchwang and Kiapinghsien, there

is an extensive manufacture of salt by
sun evaporation. The process is ela-

borate and interesting, but a description

of U would be out of place here.

ypart /k*li\ir X Coalfields.

The Coalfields of Manchuria^
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Communications.

Trade and travel in Manchuria have

long been hampered by lack of good
roads. When the country is icebound the

roads of the interior, never by any means
good, are suitable for cart traffic. During
the thaw or during the rains they are all but

impassable. The absence of good roads

has very greatly hindered commercial

development. There is only one road

ihat is of more than local importance

and that is the one from Peking to

Siberia by way of Chincbowfu, Mukden,
Kirin, Petuna, Tsitsihar and Mergen. In

the absence of roads the abundant' water-

ways of the province are invaluable. By
means of these, in the open season, boats

and junks can reach nearly every part

of the province, and in the winter time,

when the whole country is icebound

and the rivers are covered by a great

thickness of ice, the leeways supply most
efficient roads for sledges in which both

^oods and people travel, and where in

the open season there are ferries a clear

passage is at thii time possible. The
Amur, the Sungari, the Nonni and the

Liao form the chief waterways, the last

in need of a complete ^heme of con-

servancy. The Yalu is an effective lumber-

ing river. Within the last few years the

building of railways has done something

to improve the communications of Man-
churia. The Chinese Eastern Railway,

sarcastically so called, financed by the

Russo-Chinese Bank, now crosses Man-
churia from north to south, from the

Siberian frontier to Port Arthur, and from
west to east, from Manchuria via Harbin
to Vladivostok. This line follows the

natural lie of the land and links up
Manchuria's principal cities.

"The 'Chinese Eastern' from Port Arthur
in latitude 38 deg. to Dalai Nor in latitude

50 deg.—north of which point the line is

linked up with the Sibsrian Railway, running

in acknowledged Russian territory- -traverses

Chinese territory for a distance of 1,100 miles,

w/liile the eastern branch (formerly the original

iine^ thai cjnnecls Harbin with Vladivostok

covers a distance of 500 miles in a line ruVi-

ning ENE. by WSW , of which the last 100
miles traverse the Russian maritime province

of Primorsk tjlhe Japan Sea, the fine bay of

Vladivostok being situated at its southern

extremity. Starting from Port Arthur, with a

short branch line to the nnishroom town of

Dalny in the bay of Talienwan the railway

traverses the Kwantung Peninsula, quitting

the 'leased territory' at the frontier town of

Pulantien, whence it proceeds 100 miles to

Tashihchiao, tt which point another short

branch of eighteen miles connects the main
line with the treaty Port of Newchwang
situated in tiie embouchure of the Liao River

to the west. This Tashihchiao junction is a
place of great strategic importance, and here
we find spacious machine and repairing shops
for the railway. . .

From Newchwang to Mukden is another 100
miles. Following up the valley of the Liao
and of its affluent the Hei-shui, the line passes
near Yentai, from which the railway derives

its chief coal supply; Tiehiing, a prosperous
trading mart aifd chief centre of the Manchurian
iron industry; and then, 160 miles north of

Mukden, passes Kwangchengtze, the largest

city in Manchuria, being credited with over
250,000 inhabitants. The line here grazes
the Mongolian frontier; the district., of

Kwanchengtze, although included in the Kirin

'Government,' being in reality a Chinese
colony in Mongolian territory: it is to ihis

fact that it owes it importance: analogous to

Kweihwacheng, on the Shansi border 700
miles to the west, it is situated on the edge
of the 'grass lands' and is a place of barter
for Mongolian produce. Kirin is the capital

city of the central of the three Manchurian
provinces, has a population of 200,000, and
is the head of steam navigation on the
Sungari. From Kwangchengtze 140 miles'
ride takes the traveller across the Sungafi to

Harbin, the great railway junction and present
centre of the Russian occupation. Harbin
stands almost equidistant. 500 miles in ejich

direction, from Newchwang in the south,
Blagoveschensk in the north, Vladivostock in
the east, and the Jedyn Pass (3.500 feet) over
the Khiiigan mountains, past Tsitsihar, to
Khailar in the west, - and is thus equally the
natural centre of the country; it stands, too,
in the midst of a magnificent wheat country,
and its steam flour mills turn out neatly
1,000,000 pounds of flour per day. The
Sungari is here half a mile broad, aijd

numerous steamers convey its flour and
lumber to the Amur poits and bring back
ocean-borne imports in return. It is a wide
straggling town, the Russian portion newly
built in the last four years, and in 1903
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^letd a population of 30,000 Russians and some
250,000 Chinese, mainly attracted thither by
the vast government expenditure in the place
Two hundred miles north-west of Harbin

stands Tsitsihar, the capital of Heilungkiang
(Black Dragon River—the Chinese name for
the Amur), the third, the largest and
most northern of the three Manchurian
provinces, on the banks of the Nonfii, with
a Chinese population of 100,000. The railway
passes it ten miles to the south and the main
traffic continues to go fay water, the Nonni
being navigable in summer by steam-launches
up to the gates of the city. After leaving the
valley of the Nonni, which flows through an
undulating plain rich in boundless fields of
wheat and kao-liang, the land rises a Mon-
golia is approached, the railway runs between
high mountains until the Khingan range is

passed at the station of that name and Khailar,
250 miles distant from Tsitsihar, shortly before
the line enters Transbaikalia to the north of
Lake Kulun or Dalai Nor. This last seclion
of the line traverses a purely pastoral country
injiabited by Mongol nomads.

Returning to Harbm, and leaving the south
western extension to Newchwang and Dalny
on our right, we find the original line of
railway continuing on in a south-easterly
direction to the borders of the Russian pro-
vince of Primorsk, after entering which the
line turns due south to its terminus at
Vladivostock. The train runs nearly for an-
other hundred miles through the Harbin wheat-
field, after which it enters the hilly table-land
that separates the great Manchurian plain from
the Japan Sea. In the long journey of
nearly 500 miles, the only large town
passed is Ninguta, situated on the upper
waters of the Mutan Kiang or Peony
River, an affluent of the Sungari, coming
from the south which it joins at the town
of Sansin. The banks of the Peony Rivei
(' Hurka' in Manchu) are known as the home
of the Fishskin Tartars who lived by fishing
and hunting, and are now almost extinct under
the last hundred years' advance of the agri-

cultural Chinese into their domain. These
Tartars derive their name of 'Fish-skin' in

that they clothe themselves in the skin of

the Tamara, a species of salmon whose flesh

and skin are reputed to possess marvellous
heat-giving properties. Ninguta lies some ten

miles to the south of the railway line and is

a flourishing city of 50,000 inhabitants. (Little.)

Two other railways remain to be noliced.

The first is the line from Shanhaikwan
tD Mukden, via Sinmintun, a line 230
piiles in length, virtually an extension of

the Imperial Railways of North China.

This line carries 6n a considerable local

trade, and pays handsome dividends. The
other line is the Antung-Mukden Rail-

way, briginally built as a military line

during the war, and now being converted

to a standard gauge Japanese line.

Manchuria is well supplied with tele-

graphic and postal facilities, the provision

of the Chinese Government, and the

railways have their own service. Japan
and Russia also maintain postal services

in Manchuria.

Cities and Chief Towns.

Aigun, or Heilungkiang Cheng, on the

right bank of the Amur, has a population

of 60,000 and is engagerd in border

trade with Russia. Aigun has fairly easy

connexions with Tsitsihar by way of the

Nonni valley, and there are proposals

made from time to time for linking up

the two towns by rail.

Tsitsihar, is an important commercial

town having a great trade in cattle. In

September and October various cattle

fairs are held and at this time, when
many Mongols visi) the city on business,

the population of 30,000 is doubled,

at least.

Khailar, is a town (i|at has grown
since the railway came. Brefore the adven

of the railway it was a mere encampment

but is now a place of 2,000 inhabitants,

largely Russian

Hulan, is another town that owes a

good deal of its prosperity to the coming

of the Russians with the railway, a fact

indicated to some extent by the presence

of a number of vodkha distilleries. There

are also half a hundred oil mills. The
population numbers about 30,000.

Baiansussu, another town that has made
headway since the railway came, is siluated

a few miles down the Sungar| from

Hulan, and with 18 distilleries and 6C

oil mills supplies the needs of a popula-

tion of 30,000,

Kirinfu, the capital city of me central

province of the viceroyalty, has a popu-
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lation of 100,000, and has considerable

manufacturing prosperity. Being at the

head of Sungari navigation it is naturally

a great centre of population and com-
merce. A number of industries is carried

on by the 100,000 inhabitants, including

the curing of tobacco and of furs. Con-
siderable lumbering is also done.

Harbin, the point at which the South

Manchurian Railway leaves the original

line, is the centre of the administration

of the Railway, and has advanced con-

siderably with the opening of the line.

There is a large quantity of wheat grown
all round, much of which is sent down
the Sungari after being ground into flour

ill Harbin. Numerous workshops, machine-

rooms, and storehouses are established

here in connexion with the railway, and

Russia is seeking to establish an indepen-

dent Concession, under Russian control.

Sansin, being at the junction of the

Hurica and the Sungari, is a centre of

trade, It has 15,000 inhabitants and

these are engaged in distilleries, oil-mills

and dyeworks.

Petuna, with a population of 30,000,

manufactures cotton goods and rope, and is

engaged in the fur and oil export trade.

Kwanchengtze, the most important

commercial mart in Manchuria, lies eighty

mile^ west of Kirin and is the collecting

and distributing centre for the trade with

Heilungkiang and northern Kirin. Here,

as elsewhere, distilleries and oil mills go
hand in hand, and the tobacco grown in

the district is treated.

Nlnguta, was a town of some prominence

during the war and has strategic import-

ance. It is well situated for traffic either

via Hungchun or Vladivostok.

Mukden, the chief city of the Three Eastern

Provinces, with 180,000 inhabitants, is

situated on the Hun Ho, a tributary of the

Liao Ho, and lies in the centre of a rich

plain. Mukden is a second Peking. The

Yamens and offices of the Imperial City

are here duplicated, some of them

recently replaced, however, by handsome

buildings in the foreign style. Froni

the city walls a splendid view is to be
had of the surrounding country. Rolling

plains covered with magnificent tilled

fields surround the city. The city itself

is clean, its streets are lined with large

shops.- Mukden is now open to foreign

trade, theoretically, and it is connected

by rail with Sinmintun and Antung.

Liaoyang, practically a Russian town be-

fore the war, was taken by the Japanese and
has since been growing in importance.

Newchwang, the meaning of whose
name is "Cattle Mart," was formerly

situated at the mouth of the Liao but by

reason of silting the coast has in the

last few years left Newchwang ten miles

inland, and to do the work that New-
chwang formerly did the port of Yinkow
has been developed. The prosperity of

Newchwang is hindered by the laclt of

sufficiently extended conservancy work,

and by the privileged competition of

Dalny, in the matter both of free entry

of goods and special railway rates. As
the port of entrance to Manchuria, New-
chwang was long without serious rival.

Newchwang imports cotton goods, cot-

ton yarn, kerosene, sugar, flour, coal and
matches, and exports beancake, beanoil,

medicines, skins, rugs, mats, silk, ginseng,

cured fish, spirituous liquors and indigo.

The port has 75,000 inhabitants.

Port Arthur has 1 4,000 inhabitants and
its importance rests on the fact that it is

a strongly fortified naval base. For
commercial purposes it is not used and
it is leased to J;l.pan.

Dalny, Talienwan or Tairen had 40,000
inhabitants three years ago, but probably

has 60,000 now, of whom a large pro-

portion are Japanese. With a splendid

bay and good harbour this Japanese port

is being developed as the terminus of the.

South Manchurian Railway and thus of

the Trans-Siberian Railway. The condi-
tions under which trade is carried on
put a heavy handicap on the Chinese
port of Newchwang.
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Peking.

The first year of a new reign is always a

fateful one both for the nation and for the

newruler. Whatever may have been the state

of affairs under the previous monarch
there is always the alternative of move-
ment forwards or backwards, and no
man can tell which it is to be. Th's is

especially so in the case of a nation

passing as China is through a period of

great reformation and transformation,

where much new wine is being poured

into old bottles to the manifest risk of

disaster, and where the forces that are

doomed to displacement are fighting

for their existence in a way that signifies

all too clearly what it is expected that

their destiny will be. The situation in

China was highly critical at the opening

of the past year. His Imperial Highness

the Prince Regent had spread constern-

ation throughout one half of Peking and

rejoicing throughout the other half by the

dismissal of H. E. Yuan Shih-kai, and

the leaders of reform were in great anxiety

lest this should be the beginning of a

backward movement that would dash

their hopes to the ground. For the

moment there was a pause. Neither re-

formers nor conservatives made, or would

risk making, any move; but by the time

the New Year celebrations were over

Peking and all those truly anxious for

the welfare of this Empire breathed more

freely. For the time being at any rate

the removal of many officials appointed

by the dismissed statesman, a practice so

general in Oriental States, did not follow

the dismissal of H. E. Yuan, and hope

sprung up again that the cause of reform

was not lost. But if it has not been lost

it has not been much assisted from
Peking. Whilst there can be no question

of the Prince Regent's sympathy with

reform movements it would appear that

the Tory gang has been too much for

him. Reform has sprung not from Pe-

king but from the Provinces. Already

existing movements have gained in strength,

but not in the Capital; and this is large-

ly due to the fact that there is not in

Peking a single commanding personality;

Prince Ching excepted, and even in his

case his great age reduces the range of

his activities, there would appear to be

no great force near the Regent capable

of acting with the ruler and driving

others in the same direction. It is on
this ground chiefly that the absence of

Yuan Shih-kai from Peking has to be

deplored, especially since the year has

robbed the Central Government of the

services of two men of the standing of

T. E. Chang Chih-tung and Sun Chia-

nai, both great figures that could ill be

spared. Other losses has Peking suffered.

The death of Chang Chih-tung cleared

the way for the appointment of H. E.

Tuan Fang to the Chihli Viceroyalty.

This appointment was generally regarded'

as a happy omen and as in some measure
compensating for the dismissal of Yuan
Shih-kai, and the frequency with which
His Excellency was consulted by H.

I. H. the Prince Regent confirmed

this general feeling satisfactorily. The
hopes based upon this appointment were
very short-lived however, for His Ex-

cellency was dismissed almost as sum-
marily as had been H. E. Yuan Shih-kai,
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on grounds of such apparent unimportance

that the incident gave rise to the wildest

surmises as to the real reason of the

dismissal. Into these it is unnecessary

to enter here. It is sufficient to record

the fact of the dismissal and the subse-

quent surmises. Those who would see

the rapid reformation of the country are

conscious that nothing can be (|one

until the financial chaos in which the

country finds itself has been dispersed and
order brought forth therefrom*; and they

have not been re-assured by the studied

exclusion from high office in Peking of

the one official in the country who
may be regarded in any sense as an

expert financier. H. E. Tang Shao-yi was
sent abroad in the last year of Their Late

Majesties to study the financial systems

of the nations of the West. He went
equipped with a sound knowledge ui the

theory of national finance and economy
and brought this to bear in the examination

of the financial systems of western Powers,

whose governments gave him every facility

for the prosecution of his enquiries; and
he returned with a vast fund of valuable

information. On arriving in Peking he

was but coldly received, the importance

of his mission was minimized, his reports

were pigeonholed, and he himself was
practically shelved.

The Provinces.

This process of quiet exclusion from

office of some of the most valuable men
in official circles has much disappointed

those who would see radical reform in

China; and it has had the unfortunate

effect of accentuating the position of

privilege enjoyed by the Manchus, though

it does not appear that this was the

object in view. But if there have been

in the Capital non-progressive forces at

work the country as a whole is bent on

progress. Several great national move-

ments testify to this. First and foremost

has been the continued demand for

education of the modern type, and

significant in this demand has been the

avoidance of Japanese educators. In many
places where formerly Japanese instructors

held the field they have been ousted,

partly by Westerners, but largely by
Chinese, many of whom are doubtless

quite as well able to do such v/ork as

are the Japanese. Everywhere new
schools have sprung up, and it is pro-

bable that the number of new institutions

opened in the first year of H.I.M. Hsuan
Tung, being also the first year in which
His Majesty himself has begun his educ-

ation under carefully chosen tutors, is

greater than in any year since the Sino-

Japanese War. From the provinces also

has come the real impetus in the

suppression of opium, though it is to be
acknowledged that within the range of

the Capital very effective work has been
done. The year opened with the meeting of

the great International Opium Commission,
the chief value of which was the public

acknowledgement by (he nations that they

were really in earnest in their desire to

help China. The moral effect in China
has been seen in the real reduction of
the area under poppy, in the changed
sentiment of the people on the matter
and in the issue from Peking of decrees
and edicts urging the people to greater

effort and activity. These two movements
have both to record striking advances
during the year.

It is from the provinces too that other
movements have sprung. Nowhere is

the country's weakness more felt than in

the provinces, and nowhere does the burden
of taxation weigh more heavily. Hence it

is no surprise to find that two movements
that have been very conspicuous during
the year, especially during the latter part
of it, have received tremendous impetus
in the provinces, though not initiated

there. The perennial excuse of man-
darindom for the exactions of foreigners
is that this country is weak whilst foreign
countries are strong. From the sense of
weakness engendered by the frequent
repetition of this formula has sprung the
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idea of the Navy Fund, a voluntary

subscription towards the re-creation of

an Imperial Navy. The provinces have

contributed very largely to this fund, and

whether it ever accomplishes its purpose

or not it is to be regarded as a certain

indication that the country has realized

its weakness and is bent on removing
it. Whether it is necessary to launch

forth on the scale at present contemplated

in Peking does not here concern us.

What is important to notice is that the

efforts of Peking are in this instance be-

ing backed up by the provinces. From
the provinces too has come the great

movement for tht liquidation of the

national debt. Throughout the country

have been formed in the last few months
associations for raising funds in order

to wipe out China's foreign debt, which

is believed to be one of the great

causes of the country's poverty and weak-

ness. ~ Though one may well doubt the

wisdom of the movement and be far

from sanguine as to the possibilities of

success one sees quite clearly that it is

an evidence of the new patriotism of the

people. Never was China before so

much regarded as a fatherland, never, in

spite of appearances to the contrary, was

the country so united and unanimous

;

and if Ihe domestic history of China in

the first year of the new reign could be

summed up in a word that word would

be Solidarity. Thi~> has been very marked

in the last two months of the year, when
rumours of the alleged forthcoming

partition of the Empire amongst the

great Powers of the west have been

running through the land.

Divided Opinions.

At the same time there has been

sharply defined difference of opinion,

chiefly between Peking and the provinces,

on several points. The chief of these

has been with regard to railway building

in the central provinces, with regard to

railway management in Chekiang and
ifianasij. with regard to the Stamp Tax

everywhere, and finally with regard to

the advisability of an early introduction

of parliamentary government, on which
point the difference of opinion has arisen

between the delegates of the newly-

created provincial assemblies and the

authorities in Peking. The matter of the

Stamp Tax has been hanging on for the

last eighteen months. Every time Peking

proposes to enforce the Tax the provin-

cial authorities reported that the people

are bitterly opposed to it and it is tem-

porarily dropped. At the present time

it is not in force any where and its fate

is uncertain. As regards the question of

railway management the situation was a

difficult one. The Chekiang Railway

Company, which successfully resisted, the

Peking authorities in a difference of

opinion on other points last year, had

for its managing director one Tang bhou-

chien, who had undoubtedly done much
to carry to a successful completion the por-

tions of the line already opened. It was
proposed by the Peking authorities to

make Tang provincial judge of Yunnan.
Immediately this appointment was gazetted

the Chekiang Railway Company protested

against the removal of their managing
director on the ground that he was in-

dispensable to the success of their enter-

prise. Tang, instead of acting independ-

ently and taking instructions from his

superiors, sided with the company and

resigned the post of provincial judge. of

Yunnan. The dispute raged hotly and

Tang went to Peking where he had

audience with the Regent and it was
arranged that he should continue in his

office but should conduct its business from

Nanchangfu, Kiangsi, where he was to take

up the post of educational Commissioner.

With -this compromise the disputation

ceased, but as Tang has since been relieved

of his work in Kiangsi the final victory

lies with the Railway Company. With

the differences concerning railway con-

struction and parliamentary government

we deal below.
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Finance.

The domestic question of most vital

importance that has occupied Ihe attention

of the Government during the year has

been the question of finance. The
President of the Board of Finance lias

more than once wished' to resign his

office on account of the serious condition

of the country's finances, and several

times has asked the Throne to issue

edicts urging the provincial authorities

to forward without delay to Peking the

sums due from them to the Imperial

Treasury, but the appeals have been largely

in vain. How serious the condition of

affairs is n-ay be surmised from the fact

(hat rumours of a possible international

commission for the re-organization and
administration of the country's financial

affairs have been current in Peking since

the second moon of the year. A beginning

of reform has been made however in the

appointment from Peking of Financial

Supervisors in each province virtually as

auditors of provincial accounts and as

revisers of the provincial budgets. These
officers have shewn themselves unspariiig

critics of the provincial treasuries, and
their appointment has undoubtedly had a

beneficial effect. The Government has

also taken definite steps towards the

suppression of inconvertible paper and the

reduction of the output of copper

currency by the provincial mints. One
incident brought home to Peking the

urgent necessity of dealing with the

question of currency and finance, and
that was the refusal of Great Britain to

send representatives to a conference for

the discussion of Ihe increase of the

Customs tariff, on the ground that nonS
of the other provisions of the Mackay Treaty

had been carried out. In this connexion

the shelving of H. E; Tang Shao-yi and

the total ignoring of his report have not

reflected credit on the responsible Board.

Railways.

During the year the railway system of

the country has been steadily extended.

The Peking.-Kalgan line has been com
pleted several months before it was

expected that the work could be carried

through, and expert opinion is unanimous

that it is an excellently built railway.

Already proposals for its extension into

Mongolia have been put forward and

seem likely to be carried into effect.

The Shanghai-Hanchow-Ningpo Railway

has been carried as far as Hangchow
and is working regularly, with increas-

ing benefit to, and appreciation by, the

people whose lands it serves. The fur-

ther section to Ningpo is in hand and

it is hojDed to complete this before the

end of the second year of the reign.

Amid all the squabbling about railways

in the Yangtze Valley one or two facts

emerge, the first being that the first

sod of the Szechwan railway, a purely

Chinese enterprise, engineered by the

Chengtu Railway School graduates, has

been cut; and the Shanghai-Nanking
Railway has set a notable example by
publishing the first railway budget m
China. In spite of the dismissal of

officials on the northern section of the

Tientsin-Pukow Railway for proved dis-

honesty, and on the Southern section

for alleged dishonesty not proven, and
in spite of Ihe removal of H. E. Lu
Hai-huan from supreme control on very

inadequate grounds, the work on this

railway proceeds apace. The work on
the Canton line is less rapid, and is

much retarded by frequent changes in the

management. The completion of the

French railway to Yunnan marks pro-

bably the beginning of a new set in

the tide of trade in Szechwan and
Yunnan. During the last few weeks
of the year the Vice-President of the

Board of Communications travelled over
the northern lines and those of the
Yangtze Delta on a iour of inspection.

His report to Peking on his return was
not by any means complimentary to those
railways built entirely by Chinese, but
in the case of the Kiangsu Railway at
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any rate was at variance with that of

H. E. Jeme Tien-yii, the distinguished

engineer of the Peking-Kalgan line, who
visited the Kiangsu RaiU-ay early in the

year and reported very favourably upon it.

Mammon.
In all material ways the first year of

Hsuan Tung marks an advance on its

immediate predecessor. The Customs
returns to the end of December show
an increase on the preceding year, and
of the total return of Hk. TIs. 35,500,000
Manchuria alone counts for over Hk.
TIs. 3,000,000. On ail sides new enter-

prises have been springing up, and new
industries started. The Board of Agri-

culture, Industry and Commerce has

been constantly active in promoting agri-

cultural and industrial enterprises. From
Manchuria the export of beans has very

rapidly, and largely during the past year,

become a most important trade, so much
so that the Indian exporters of oil seeds

of one kind or another are beginning

to feel the effect and to consider the

possibility 'of producing the soy bean

on Indian soil. Railway receipts as far

as known shew an all-round increase,

and this fact has encouraged extension

proposals. During the past year China

has entered on a new activity by

inaugurating her first industrial exhibition.

Through the energy of Viceroy Tuan
Fang a scheme for a great exhibition

in Nanking has been matured and put

in hand, and is now nearing completion.

As a sort of feeler, and to indicate to

the. people what such an exhibiton is

like a small exhibition was opened in

Shanghai, and attracted numerous visitors.

Before being dismissed from the Viceroy-

alty of Chihli H. E. Tuan Fang set in

motion a scheme for a great exhibition

at Tientsin, and this project is still under

consideration. Many new industrial enter-

prises have been put in hand during the

year, and the Board of Agriculture, In-

dustry and Commerce is constantly encour-

aoinff such schemes as seem advisable.

Al the present time efforts are being

made to adapt machine. y for the manu-
facture of Chinese textile fabrics; and

modern methods are being introduced

into the famous potteries of Kiangsi.

Army and Navy.
The army of the Empire has undergone

little change during the past year, indeed

it is to be feared that since the control

of the New Model Army was handed
over to the present President of the Board

of War there is little progress to record.

In the matter of the Navy there has been

a good deal said and something done
during the year. The present demand
for a navy is to be traced back to the

necessity under which the British Govern-

ment felt itself to be to provide a gun-

boat patrol for the suppression of piracy

on the West River. In order to give

British gunboats no excuse for their

presence on the West River a service of

four armed patrol boats was established

and has done effective service during the

year. The case of the "Tatsu Maru" also

called the attention of the people to the

need of a navy; and the visit of the

United States squadron to Amoy gave

further impetus to the movement. These

events occurred before the year under

review had opened, but it was only at

th2 beginning of this year that the demand
for a navy began to be insistent. To
meet this demand the Central Government
has decided upon the creation of what

will be to all intents and purposes a new
navy. All the chief harbours along the coast

have been surveyed with a view to the

selection of naval bases, and tentatively

three such bases have been fixed upon.

Prince Tsai Hsun and Admiral Sah, who
had previously been appointed naval

commissioners, were entrusted with the

surveys, and their tour along the coast was

marked by the display of great enthus-

iasm and loyalty wherever they went.

On their return to Peking to report

they were directed to visit the great

naval Powers of Europe and enquire
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there into naval administration. This

tour has occupied them some four months
and on their return they have presented

lengthy reports to the Throne on their

enquiries. They will complete their

work during the coming year by visits

to Japan and the United States of

America. The Naval Commissioners are

not called upon to suggest how the

navy is to be paid for. At the present

time it is hoped to pay for the new
navy by voluntary subscription; and
the prospects are not rosy. It remains

to be seen how far the people of the

country are really sincere in their dem-
and for a navy. The next few months
will probably shew.

The Dependencies.
The control of the peripheral depen-

dencies has always been a matter of great

difficulty with China. For many years

Tibet and Sinkiang were virtually lost

to the Empire and were only restored

through the conclusion of the Anglo-

Russian Convention and the Indo-Tibeto-

Chinese Agreement. The result is that they

donottakevery kindly to direct government
by China. The New Dominion has given

no trouble during the year, but Tibet

has been in a constant state of unrest,

neither the Tibetan Commissioner, who is

the Szechwan Viceroy, nor the two Ambans
in Lhassa having apparently any great

control over the people. Attempts to

introduce education and the elements of

modern civilization do not prove success-

ful, and the disaffection of the Dalai

Lama, who has just returned from his

long pilgrimage to Peking, and of the Tashi

Lama, who looks with too much favour

upon Russia, tends to undermine the

authority and to destroy the influence of

the Chinese Residents. In Mongolia the

Russians are constantly trying to take

steps forward, afid more than once during

the year complaints as to their illegiti-

mate trading across the boundary and as

to their illicit mining on this side of the

boundary have been made to Peking.

Manchuria, no longer a dependency but

converted into a province, has been the

scene of friction with foreign Powers
the details of which are recorded under

another head.

Representative Government.
The most momentous step of the

year, from every point of view, has

been the commencement of representative

Government. In the middle of the year

were chosen deputies by each province,

to meet together later in the year in the

form of provincial assemblies. The first

session of these bodies, the first dawn
of representative government in China,

took place on 14th October, the first

day of the ninth noon. In the provincial

capitals the assemblies met, their first

business being to hear read an Imperial

Edict corresponding somewhat to the

Speech from the Throne in European
monarchies. The session of the assemblies

lasted until the 23rd November, and
general satisfaction may be expressed

with the results achieved. The assemblies

are at present purely deliberative bodies,

but they have taken up their work in

such a thorough and reasonable spirit that

almost without exception Viceroys and
Governors of provinces have heeded. the

voice of the new bodies, and serious abuses

have been abolished. Satisfied that their

session has been a successful one most
of the assemblies appointed delegates to

meet at Shanghai in order to discuss

matters of common interest and to

formulate definite plans and a programme
for the guidance of their next session.

The meeting at Shanghai took a

momentous decision when it decided
that the delegates should travel in a body
to Peking and there present a petition

to the Throne for the reduction of the

period of preparation for the national

Parliament and urging tlie establishment
of that institution at the close of this

year or in the early part of the third

year of the reign. After a canvass of

the highest officials in Peking, durine-
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which canvass it became clear that the

proposal was a popular one in official

circles, the memorial was presented to

the Throne. An Edict was issued in

reply pointing out that, in accordance
with the wish of Their late Majesties the

Emperor and the Empress Grand Dowa-
ger the provincial assemblies had been
called together, outlining the serious

consequences of haste in bringing about

such a momentous change as the institu-

tion of a national Parliament would imply,

and concluding by refusing the request

for an immediate Parliament but repeating

the assurance that when the period of

preparation appointed by Their late Majes-

ties should have expired the grant of a

national Parliament would not be with-

held. This movement is undoubtedly

the most significant fact that calls for

record in the domestic history of the

country during the year just closed.

Foreign Relations.

The year has been remarkable from

the number of complications with foreign

Powers that has cropped up. The out-

standing one has been the muddle made
of the question of the loans for the

building of the Hankow-Szechwan and

Central Chinese Railways. The late Chang
Chih-tung had so long as four years ago

promised this loan to a British Syndicate,

and when it transpired in the beginning

of the year that the syndicate represented

by the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank had

secured the actual loan it was considered

that H. E. Chang had been guilty of a

breach of faith. Moreover, the represent-

atives of British, French, and German finan-

cial interests had made an arrangement

by which they bound themselves not to

accept loans except under certain some-

what stringent conditons as to manage-

ment and accountancy, as well as subject

to certain provisions as to the engineering

oversight of the lines proposed. With

these terms the German syndicate had

altogether broken, and hence both British

and French investors were angry when

they heard of the matter. Nor could

the British syndicate brook that Germany
should be entering upon the Yangtze

Valley which Great Britain has so

long regarded as the special sphere

of her industrial and commercial opera-

tions in China. Scarcely had the differ-

ences between the Germans on the one
side and the combined French and British

groups on the other been reconciled

than the financiers of the United States,

through President Taft, expressed their

determination to have a share in the under-

taking and the negotiations had to be

begun again de novo. By this time the

enterprise had attracted such attention

that the people of the provinces through
which it was proposed the railways

should pass began to have a desire to

participate in the transaction and eventually

to supply all the necessary capital them-
selves. The Hupehese have been most
prominent in this demand, and they have
for the last several months been address-

ing memorials to Peking on the subject

in great numbers. The result has been
that up to the present time the agree-

ment for the line is not signed with

anybody ; and there is no indication

that it will be signed as yet.

With the threeEuropean Powers concern-
ed in this affair China has had other brushes

during the year. The British Government
has not been able settle to the satisfac-

tion of anybody the terms on which the

Chinese should be allowed to buy
back the concession of the Tungkuan
Shan mines. It is stated that altogether

the mines have cost the British conc-js-

sionaires a sum of about £260,000, and
that there is in sight mineral wealth to

the value of three-quarters of a million

sterling. Hence the proposal of the

Chinese Government to redeem the mines

for £50,000 has been rejected and the

matter is still in abeyance. It is to be

hoped that the negotiations will not end
as has done the affair of the Kiangpei

Ting Coal and Iron Mining Company.
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In this case the original shareholders,

both Chinese and foreigners, have

been bought out at a cost which brings

back to the shareholders only some
seventy per cent, of their outlay, the

machinery and other appliances for the

working of the seams on modern lines

have been rejected and the coal and iron

are now being worked in the primitive

Chinese fashion which is so very wasteful.

With the British authorities, too, has been

the friction concerning the death of an

aged Chinese at Kiukiang, whom it is

alleged was killed by a blow from the

staff of Inspector Mears of the Municipal

Police of Kiukiang. There were so many
stupid blunders on both sides in this

matter that the less said about it the better,

and the sooner the subsequent boycott

is forgotten the more satisfactory for all

concerned.

With the French authorities there has

been from time to time slight trouble

concerning the restlessness on the borders

of Indo-China, marauders and other

evil-doers crossing and recrossing from

the one territory to the other in order

to escape the pursuit of the officers of

the law. A general working understanding,

however, has prevailed and it would
appear as if all trouble had ceased. With
Germany there has been some slight

friction with regard to the redemption

of the mining concessions in Shantung.

Germany holds in that province a general or

"blanket" concession and the desire of

the natives to develop mines at their

own expense and under their own
management has led to misunderstandings,

happily not of a serious nature. In

Tientsin German firms to whom Chinese

are heavily indebted have tried to get

the authoritities to take the responsibility

of the liabilies of the defaulting firms,

without success however. This trouble

is also passing.

With Portugal there has been a long-

continued wrangle over the question of

the delimitation of the Macao boundary.

This issue arose out of the contentions

of the Portuguese at the time of

the Tatsu Maru dispute. The two Govern-

ments could not agree which was
the line of the. boundary and it was
arranged that the matter should form the

subject of investigation by a joint com-
mission. When the joint commission

met, however, in the middle of the

year it was found that there was
irreconcilable disagreement between the

two Commissioners and the matter

was transferred to Peking. Even
here, up to the close of the year, agree-

ment had not been reached.

It is with Russia and Japan however
that China's chief foreign complications

have occurred. The difficulty with Russia

arose from Russia's demands for the

right to administer an independent muni-
cipality at Harbin, according to terms

issued by General Horvat, in the very

early days of the year. The issue of

these terms brought China to the point

of protest, and on the 11th May a

preliminary agreement was signed for the

municipal administration of Harbin by
the Railway. This agreement was never

ratified, but Russia proceeded to act upon
it until in December the other Powers
began to feel that their interests were
threatened and the Chinese Government
took the opportunity to enter a protest

with them against the action of Russia.

From this point the matter has not yet

proceeded.

It is emphatically with Japan that the

most serious trouble has taken place.

Early in the year it was discovered by
the Chinese authorities that the Pratas
Islands had been' occupied by Japanese
and that their supplies of nitrates were
being carried off to Japan without so
much as a "By your leave." The
bitter feeling with regard to the Tatsu
Maru case had not by that time passed
away, and hence there was considerable
outcry against this unwarranted invasion of
Chinese territory and it appeared at one
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'time as if tiiere were going \o be another
long-argued duel between the two countries.

Fortunately however Japan was brought
to a sane frame of mind, probably because

^t was necessary to have China in good
temper for the pulling off of Japan's

iiext little "scoop." The question of the

jurisdiction over Chientao has been

before the two Governments for the

last tvvo and a half years and it was
causing a good deal of friction between

^hem, so Japan gave way in the matter

"of Pratas Island, more or less, and
4his Was after all a most insignificant

affair, with the hope of getting her own
"way about Chientao. This was not to be,

iar after long negotiation and the

excitement of mucli bitter feeling the

Manchurian Convention was signed. This

Convention defined the status of China

and Japan in Manchuria as far as certain

matters are concerned. Thus it acknow-

ledged that Chientao is Chinese territory,

but the Fushun and Yentai mines are

retained by Japan under paytjient of a

royalty to the Chinese authorities. The
long-vexed question of the Hsinminlun-

Fakumen railway was settled at the same

time by the definite establishment of

Japan's veto over it. The publication of

the terms of the Convention aroused great

indignation in China and a boycott of Japan

was immediately set in motion, and is not

as yet even absolutely stamped out. It is

possible that the terms of the Convention

would have been vastly different had not

Japan previously set all the canons of inter-

national morality at defiance by the

seizure on the flimsiest of pretexts of

the Antung-Mukden Railway. By the

terms of an arrangement made in 1905

it had been arranged that Japan might

within two years convert the Antung-

Mukden Railway from a narrow gauge

military railway to a standard gauge

line suitable for all purposes. This

privilege had lapsed with the flux of

time and China was therefore exercising

more than the necessary patience in acceding

early in the year now under review to the

survey of the line by a joint commission.

The reason of Japan's delay -shad been

obvious. If she delayed to begin the re-

construction of the line her term of tenure

night be made to overreach that of the

South Manchuria Railway, and would or

could be pressed to imply an extension of

the lease of the South Manchuria itself.

When it was found that China was not

so complaisant as she was expected to be

the only alternative was to steal the line

;

this Japan promptly proceeded to do. This

theft precipitated the Manchuria Convention

for which Japan is never likely to be

forgiven.

Party as the result of the Manchurian

Convention, which is so obviously unfair

to China, and partly in order to pave

the way for the floating of the concession

10 the United States of the Chinchow-

Tsitsihar-Aigun Railway the United States,

in the closing month and a half of the

year, proposed the neutralization of the

Manchurian Railways. This proposal met

with a very mixed reception. Great Britain,

Germany and China accepted the priu'

ciple, though China eventually changed

her mind; whilst Russia and Japan dc
dined to consider the proposal. The
reception accorded to this proposal

materially affected the proposed conces'

sion to the United States of the loan

for the Chinchow-Aigun Railway, and it

was announced that the United States

capitalists were willing to admit other

capital into the concern. At the close of

the year the concession agreement had

not been signed.

This closes our review of the foreign

relations of China during the year except

for the despatch to the United States of

the first batch of students under the

Boxer Indemnity Scholarship scheme, a

noteworthy event the fruit of which no

man can foresee; and it also closes our

review of the First Year of H. I. M,

Hsuan Tung.
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THt GOVERNMENT OF CHINA.

Readers of the Chinese newspapers

have not much difficulty in understand-

ing the references to the various branches

of the Chinese Government, for the

Chinese names sufficiently ^well express

the functions of the department to which
reference is made, but the references in

foreign newspapers are at times incom-

prehensible, and always somewhat con-

fusing because of the great variety of

terms used to express the quite clear

Chinese. Thus we have the same thing

described as a "ministry," a "board" or a

"department." At other times the various

elements of the system are referred to by

their Chinese names, and here ignorance

aids the confusion, as where a certain

newspaper always refers to the Waiwu Pu
as the Wai Wu-pu, evidently under the

belief that the tripartite character of the

name corresponds with that of a personal

name, e. g., Yuan Shih-k'ai, where the

first word is the family name, and the

hyphenated word is the two given names.

Similar confusion, arising from similar

causes, is to be found elsewhere. Witli

the object of securing greater uniformity

the following list of Chinese Government

Officials, Councils, Boards and Departments

is set forth, the romanization of the Chinese

titles as well as the translations of those

titles being those adopted by the British

Government. The order in which the list

is given is that of precedence as far as

possible.

At the head of the Empire stands The
Emperor of China, H. M. Hsuan Tung
who succeeded his uncle the late Emperor,

Kuang Hsu, on the 14 th November 1908.

He is the son of Prince Ch'un, brother

of the late Emperor, who acts as Regent.

The Imperial family is of Manchu orign

the dynasty dating from 1644, and the

dynastic title being Ta Ch'inq Chao
(Great Pure Dynasty). The present Em-
peror is the tenth of the line.

Until the present transition period the

poA^ers of the Emperor were largely

autocratic and his Decrees, Edicts and

Rescripts ran throughout the Empire; but

even this apparent autocracy was safe-

guarded by a number of devices, chief of

which was the existence of advisory bodies,

the duties of which are detailed below.

For the regular conduct of the affairs of

the Court and the Imperial Household

two bodies are responsible, The Comp-
trollers of the Imperial Household
(Neiwu Fu), of whom there are four as

a rule, and the Imperial Clan Court.

The duties of the former are sufficiently

indicated by the title of Comptrollers.

Tiiey are directly responsible for the proper

conduct of the various departments of the

Household which, though numerous, do

not need to be detailed here. The Imperial

Clan Court (Tsungjen Fu) concerns

itself with the ordering of affairs relating

to the Imperial Clan and is therefdre

entirely a Manchu body. Questions of

precedence, allowances, appointments and

attendance at Court, in so far as they relate

to the Imperial Clan, are decided by the

Imperial Clan Court.

The highest body dealing with national

affairs is the Grand Secretariat (Neiko)

consisting of four Grand Secretaries, two

Manchu and two Chinese, and two

Assistant Grand Secretaries, one Manchu

and one Chinese. This body is in theory

an inner cabinet which lost much of its

importance when the Grand Council

was formed, but its influence is return-

ing, partly because all its members must
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be of the highest literary ranlt and the

strong conservative element about the

Throne leans towards men of the old stamp.

The Grand Council (Chunehi Ch'u)
is literally a "Committee of National

Defence" or "Board of Strategy," but

the functions of the Grand Council have

been considerably enlarged in recent times

so that it now deals with all matters of

general bearing and has overshadowed
the Grand Secretariat. This was especially

so when Yuan Shih-k'ai, who was exclud-

ed by lack of literary attainments from
the Grand Secretariat, was a member of it.

This body meets every morning at dawn,
and usually consists of five members who
generally hold other offices, frequently that

of President of a Board, so that the Grand
Council becomes really a Cabinet Council.

The Commission of Constitutional
Reform (Hsiencheng Piench'a Kuan),

is quite a new creation and consists of

six members, its special function being

to gather and compile information about

constitutional government abroad and to

apply the information so acquired to the

needs of China. The recently created

Provincial Assemblies are the first pro-

duct of the work of the Commission of

Constitutional Reform.

The Government Council (Hui-i

Chengwu Ch'u) consists of Members
(at present eight in number, four Manchus
and four Chinese) and Consulting Mem-
bers (at present ten in number, prepon-

deratirigly Manchu). The functions of

the Government Council are not clearly

defined, but it meets to discuss matters

of general administration as occasion

requires.

The Senate (Tzucheng Yiian) con-

sists of two Presidents and four Assistant

Founders. Its function is revisory and it

is being prepared to take the place in

the imperial body politic that is held in

Japan by the Genro. At the present

time of transition its functions are not

clearly defined.

The Hanlin College (Hanlin Yiian)

is the supreme literary autliority, and

corresponds with the States Records
Department, the Academy (France), the

Historiographer's Department and the

archi-episcopal body in a Western country.

All literary matters, biography of deceased

statesmen, history of the dynasty, the

polishing of Imperial Decres and the like

are entrusted to the Hanlin College,

admission to which is the highest literary

honour. The College consists of two
Chancellors (one Manchu and one Chinese),

two Readers (a Manchu and a Chinese)

and a number of Second Class (or Junior)

Readers. From this College are drawn in-

structors and tutors forthe Imperial Family.

The Censorate (Tuch'a Yiian) is

charged with the function of criticizing

high or low, not excluding the occupant
of the Throne. This body consists of two
Presidents (a Manchu and a Chinese)

four Vice-Presidents, (two Manchu, two
Chinese), twenty-four Supervisors and
thirty-eight Censors. All Viceroys are

honorary Presidents and all Governors of

Provinces are honorary Vice-Presidents.

The Censors fulfil somewhat the func-

tions of the Censors and Tribunes of Rome
and they exercise their functions "without
fear, though not always without favour."

The Censorate examines all appeals made
by the people against officials or by junior

officials against seniors, and co-operates

with the Board of Justice in many matters.

The members are frequently sent to in-

vestigate complaints in various parts of

the Empire and have thus earned the

nickname "Eyes and Ears of the Emperor.'

'

The High Court of Justice (Tali

Yiian) is the final court of appeal in all

litigation, but its functions are less those
of an appellate court than those of a
Court of Revision and Supervision, held
responsible for the proper administration
of justice.

The Revenue Council (Shuiwu Ch'u)
has control of the revenues of the Empire
and is the supreme authority of the Im-
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)Derial Maritime Customs. It consists of

two members, a Director-General and an

Adjoint Director-General. The functions

of the Council are not clearly defined;

but the Council is independent of the

Board of Finance.

THE BOARDS.

The executive responsibility of Im-

perial Government devolves upon nine

Boards, which are given here in the

order of precedence determined by Im-

perial Decree. Except the Waiwu Pu,

all boards are under the direction of one

President and two Vice-Presidents; with

numerous secretaries, etc.

The Board of Foreign Affairs

(Waiwu Pu), was established in succession

to the Tsungli Vamen in 1901 and carries

on the foreign affairs of the Empire.

The Board of Civil Office (Li Pu)

is the body controlling appointments (o

all posts in the civil administration from

district magistrate upwards.

The Board of Finance (Tuchih

Pu) is responsible for coinage, currency,

banking laws, loans and general financial

matters not supervised by the Revenue
Council which is responsible for the

apportionment and collection of taxation

amongst the provinces.

The Board of Education (Hsueh

Pu) has in large measure superseded the

Hanlin College, inasmuch as it has

responsibility for education throughout

the Empire.

The Board of Ceremonies (Li Pu)

is responsible for all ceremonial functions

and for due performance of acts of

worship and sacrifice.

The Army Board (Luchun Pu), as

its name implies, is responsible for the

militarylforces of the Empire. The Board
OF War (Ping Pu) controls the provincial

forces only.

The Law Board (Fa Pu) , is responsible

for the drafting and presentation to the

Throne of new laws, and for the amend-

ment of old ones.

The Board of Interor (Mincheng

Pu) has general jurisdiction in domestic

affairs as distinct from those into which

foreign or colonial issues enter or are

supposed to enter.

The Board of Agriculture, Industry
and Commerce, (Nung-Kung-Shang Pu)

is charged with the encouragement, devel-

opment, protection, and general supervis-

ion of all enterprises coming under the

three heads of agricuture, industry and

commerce.

The Board of Dependencies (Lifan

Pu) has charge of colonial affairs, that Is,

the affairs of Tibet, the New Dominion
and Mongolia, and formerly of Manchuria.

The Board of Communications
(Vu chuan Pu) is responsible for all

means of communication. Like most of

the other Boards it is not yet thoroughly

organized but it is gradually bringing

every form of communication under

its control. Already it has charge of

the Imperial Telegraphs and the Railways

and is making arrangements for taking

control of the Post Office, (now under the

Imperial Maritime Customs,) and various

steamship companies. —
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